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Abstract 
 

This thesis examines and classifies the diverse techniques and aspects of music and 
sound effects in popular Japanese comedy anime TV series, American comedy 
animated TV series and films of the last twenty years with a focus on humour. The 
analysis is based different humour theories (principally incongruity theory), which 
provide theoretical support to understand and examine the mechanisms of humour in 
this repertoire. This thesis fills a significant gap in the literature and aims to contribute 
to our comprehensive understanding of humorous techniques in the use of sounds and 
music and their relationships with plot, images and dialogue in animated films and TV. 
It combines film analysis, musical analysis and theories of humour. Many of the 
theories, classifications and models in this thesis are also appliable to audiovisual 
humour in other types of films and TV or other videos, which will be of interest to 
students and scholars of film, music, but also of psychology, philosophy and other 
subjects interested in the study of humour and its manifestations beyond the verbal 
sphere. 
 
The first chapter reviews the relevant literature and introduces the reasons for the choice 
of this topic and brief background information about Japanese anime and US animation, 
which provides a foundation of knowledge for the following chapters. The second 
chapter focuses on humour theories, their application to films and TV and the 
classification of types of humorous events. The next two chapters contains the main 
body of the analysis and example-based research, exploring the various relationship 
between music (chapter three) and sounds (chapter four) and the visuals and their role 
in the underlining or creation of humour.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Choice of topic 

Music in film and television has become a well-established field of research in the last 

generation, but even though the literature is growing all the time, there are still many 

blank areas on the scholarly map, and this study tries to fill in one of them. As the 

literature review in the following section shows, there has been a number of scholarly 

publications on these three aspects in recent years: music and sound in American 

animations and Japanese anime, humour in music of comedy films/animations, and 

humour theories (and humour study more generally). However, there is no study 

combining these three aspects, despite the fact that a good deal of animated films and 

TV shows are comedies and despite the fact that in most animations, music and sounds 

play important roles. This thesis revisits animation music and sound with a focus on 

humour, on the basis of different humour theories, and with the goal of a comprehensive 

understanding of humorous techniques in the use of sound and music and their 

relationship with plot and images in Japanese anime and American animation in the 

21st century. It combines film analysis, musical analysis and theories of humour, and 

will be of interest to students and scholars of film, music, but also of psychology, 

philosophy and other subjects interested in the study of humour and its manifestations 

beyond the verbal sphere. 

 

Approaches to analysing humour in comedy films and TV are varied. The most obvious 

approach to studying any defining or typical aspect of a particular screen genre would 

be genre theory which emphasizes the social nature of (watching) a type of texts, 

identifies audience expectations and unwritten rules of the genre and locates individual 

texts in particular historical and cultural contexts.4 But this thesis approaches the topic 

from another angle (rather than emphasizing the social nature of the comedy films and 

TV) and is interested in a more fundamental aspect of music in recent (comic) 

animations: the mechanisms of music and sounds’ contribution to humour in screen 

 
4 Daniel Chandler, An Introduction to Genre Theory, (1997).  

<http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/intgenre/intgenre.html> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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media that have only begun to be studied. If humour is the defining feature of comedy, 

then the study of these mechanisms is crucial to understand the role of music and sounds 

in any screen media genre aiming for comic effects. 

 

Psychological humour theories provide such theoretical support and have already been 

applied to many other areas, but their application to the study of films and TV music is 

still lacking, and even more so that of the study of music in films and TV. This thesis 

can thus also be considered an application of humour theories to the study of film  

music. There are three classical humour theories: superiority theory, relief theory, and 

incongruity theory, which are all referred to in this thesis, but incongruity theory and 

its developments – which at present is widely acknowledged as the most comprehensive 

theory to explain humour – is the leading theory applied to the explanation of the 

majority of humorous examples in the thesis.  

 

There are four main reasons why I chose comedy animations as the research object 

rather than comedy live-action films and TV. 1) The purpose of this thesis is to 

demonstrate the possibility and variety of humour generated by different audiovisual 

interactions and the feasibility of interdisciplinary research. Many of the 

aspects/techniques of music and sounds discussed in this thesis are also widely used in 

other forms of films and TV, but for the following three reasons, animation is a 

particularly good example for demonstrating many of these aspects and techniques. 2) 

In most situations, a necessary condition for humour to occur is a playful and unserious 

mindset. Compared with live-action film, animation is better at transmitting the sense 

of unreality and unseriousness. 3) Images in animations are generally more exaggerated 

and variegated beyond the limitations of reality and rely more on music and sound 

effects to enhance the sense of vitality and fluency than those in live-action films. It is 

meaningful to explore the diverse relationship between music/sounds and the images 

and humour embedded within them. 4) Some techniques and aspects of music and 

sound, especially Mickey-Mousing, 5  cartoon sound effects and onomatopoeia are 

mostly used in animations and play important roles to underline or create humour. 

  

 
5 If music and images (either movement within the images or the rhythm of the editing) are sufficiently 
closely synchronized, the result is often called Mickey-Mousing, a term that is derived from animated 
cartoons, especially from early and mid-production Walt Disney films. 
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The examples analysed in this thesis are short funny episodes6  from popular and 

representative American comedy animated films, comedy animation TV series and 

Japanese comedy anime TV series in 21st century (except for very few exceptions). 

Comedy anime/animation refers to anime/animation films/TV that contain elements of 

comedy, but they usually contain other genre elements as well (which is typical of live-

action comedy too, which is usually a combination of features or a particular type of 

comedy, rather than straightforward ‘comedy’ without any qualifiers: romantic comedy, 

musical comedy, black comedy, screwball comedy etc.). For example, Frozen (2013) 

is adventure, kids & family film, comedy, fantasy and musical, while the genre features 

of Nichijou (2006-2015) are ‘slice of life’, comedy, school, shōnen (juvenile boy).7 

The principle of choosing them as examples is based on their worldwide popularity and 

the representativeness of employing varied musical and sonic techniques to create 

humour. 

 

Nowadays, American animated films and Japanese anime are the globally most 

powerful and popular forms of animation. According to Rotten Tomatoes’ top 100 

animation movie list (2021 August, 18), 8  there are 66 American animated films 

released in the 21st century, among which 62 are comedies. Only three films are based 

on animated TV series, while the others are independent films. Merely three of them 

are for teenagers and adults while the others all suit children. There are no Japanese 

comedy anime films in this list. Besides, although the production of American 

animation TV series declines in the 21st century compared with the thriving animated 

film production, it is still worth including some worldwide popular TV series in the 

examples, such as The Simpsons (1989-present), SpongeBob SquarePants (1999-

present), Family Guy (1999-present), Phineas and Ferb (2007-2015) etc. 

 

On the Japanese side, I have only chosen comedy anime TV series as examples, and I 

use the word anime to refer to anime TV series in this thesis, because the overwhelming 

 
6 The criteria to estimate if the scene is funny or not is mainly based on my point of view and online 
comments by global audiences on online video sites, video sharing websites, movie and TV review 
websites, like YouTube and IMDb (Internet Movie Database) etc.  
7 This is according to MyAnimeList, a popular anime and manga social networking and social cataloging 
application website run by volunteers. It offers a list-like system to classify and score anime and manga. 
The description of the genre from different websites may vary slightly, but Nichijou is definitely a 
comedy anime. 
8 Rotten Tomatoes is an American review-aggregation website for film and television. 
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majority of popular anime are anime TV series, and many anime films are adapted from 

or based on the anime series of the same name. The producers often use an integrated 

box-office strategy, namely adapted anime films are released when the TV series are 

still being broadcast to make full use of the TV series’ popularity.9 It is common for 

the films to use the same music and sounds as the series and the approaches of using 

music and sound in the films are also similar to those in the series, which saves 

production cost and time. According to MyAnimeList’s top 100 anime list (2021, 

August 18), there are 33 comedy anime TV series and 4 comedy anime films. Among 

these, two TV series were released before the 2000s, one TV series (One Piece) has 

been running from 1999 till the present, and the others have all been released within 

the 21st century. All the 4 films are based on anime TV series of the same name. 

According to the top 100 comedy anime list, there are 76 comedy anime TV series. 

Three of them were released before 2000s, two of them were released after the year 

1999, and the others were all released after the year 2000. There are 12 comedy anime 

films, of which only Tonari no Totoro (1988) and Tokyo Godfathers (2003) are not 

based on an anime TV series, while the other ten films are all based on anime TV series 

released after the year 2000. A number of these anime (or only a few episodes) may 

contain risqué humour and sexual innuendo to different degrees and targets elder 

teenagers or adults. 

 

There are four reasons why I have chosen US animation and Japanese animation for 

my selection of samples and why I have used popularity as the main criterion for 

selecting those examples:  

1) American and Japanese animation are the two internationally leading traditions of 

this strand of film and TV for at least the last half century, watched around the world 

and, arguably, setting standards of storytelling and style. Although they are not 

independent of each other, they are based on two distinct culture traditions, media 

histories and popular-culture spheres and have developed their own styles with 

regard to stories, images and sound and music. Because of the amount of animation 

produced in Japan and the US, these two traditions provide abundant material for 

 
9 Kentaro Imada, ‘Lupin III and the Gekiban Approach: Western-Styled Music in a Japanese Format’, 
in Drawn to Sound: Animation Film Music and Sonicity, ed. by Rebecca Coyle (London: Equinox, 2010), 
pp. 174-5.  
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this study, material that covers a wide range of different types of audiovisual 

humour (see section 2.4) and audio techniques and aspects (see chapters 3 and 4). 

2) The popularity of American animations and Japanese anime means that they attract 

and are widely accepted by billions of global viewers. Whether people watch an 

animated film in the cinema or on TV, or watch a TV show, or watch either of those 

online and share their feedback on a particularly funny moment in the comments 

section or engage in bullet chatting,10 the international reception of these animation 

traditions suggests that people enjoy the same funny moments, regardless of their 

nationalities, cultural backgrounds, life experiences, personalities, prejudices, ages, 

social status, genders etc. Therefore, it is meaningful to study the mechanisms of 

humour that can explain the international reach of these traditions and the fact that 

their techniques – including humorous techniques – seem to work across different 

viewer communities. 

3) Humour theories as applied in this thesis provide such ideas and methods to explain 

fundamental mechanisms of humour. This thesis examines to what extent humour 

theories can account for audiovisual humour in different cultural context and for 

various aspects and techniques of animation sound and music, and also to show how 

these techniques in animation are based on and interact with different cultural 

traditions. 

4) The majority of animation films and TV shows that are currently watched around 

the world have been made in the 21st century while most of the research into 

animation film and TV and especially into their music and sound, has been 

concerned with older screen media texts. To focus on more recent material is meant 

to balance this. It would be very interesting to compare the use of sound and music 

in animations of different eras, but that is not within the scope of this thesis. 

 

This thesis does not aim to compare the similarities or differences between Japanese 

anime, American animated films and animation TV series. Instead, it is concerned with 

individual scenes as examples for the roles music and sound effects can play in 

contemporary animations. The imbalance between films and TV series as examples for 

the two cultures should not be too much of a problem, because it reflects features of 

 
10  Bullet Chatting refers to comments or annotations floating over the video in certain ways at a 
particular point of time of the video that can be read by all the audiences. 
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animation production in both countries, and through the analysis, some universal 

principles and techniques may be discoverable, though there are also individual 

differences between anime/animation music and sounds with regard to comic effects.  

1) The usage of music and sound in anime is flexible and music pieces/cues and sound 

effects in distinct styles and colours can be played in quick succession, usually in 

response to equally quick-moving plots. It is unlike the feature-length animated 

American films in which music plays a vital role in providing continuity, anime 

breaks the continuity and fluency of the narration to allow viewers without 

knowledge and experience of anime can tell the differences of mood and emotion 

and feel the dramatic effects the soundtrack contributes.  

2) The design and production of music and sound effects in many of the present 

American animated films are lavish and elaborate and the soundtrack integrates 

smoothly with the images, while the soundtrack played in anime is straightforward 

with few changes of dynamics or tempo. 

3) American animations, especially animated films, use a wider range of techniques 

to create humour than Japanese anime, so more case studies in chapter 3 are 

American animations. While Japanese anime and American animation series 

(especially those containing slapstick) rely much more on cartoon sound effects to 

‘animate’ the moving images from audio aspect. They constitute the main examples 

in chapter 4. The comment of specific differences to do with sound, music and 

humour will be given in chapter 5, on the basis of the analysis in chapters 3 and 4. 

 

 

1.2. Background knowledge 

This section provides a brief background introduction to the histories of US animation 

and anime and to some special features of sound and music in anime.  

 

1.2.1. History of animation and anime 

The histories of American animation and Japanese anime are mutually influenced. Both 

of them have been studied by numerous international scholars, for instance: animation 
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history and aesthetics (Maltin, 1987; Klein, 1993; Wells, 2002; Curtis, 2019),11 anime 

history and aesthetics (Baricordi, 2000; Patten, 2004; Clements and McCarthy, 2006; 

Brenner, 2007; Clements, 2013; Litten, 2014; Novielli, 2018; Stuckmann, 2018),12 and 

both (Beck, 2004; Cavalier, 2011; Bendazzi, 2016; Furniss, 2016, 2017).13 

 

1.2.1.1. American animation history 

The history of American animation can be divided into six main eras:  

 

1) The silent era (1900s-1928) 

In this period, American animation grows from a series of experiments to a well-

rounded developed animation industry. Early animation is influenced by comic strips 

(comics published in newspapers and magazines), vaudeville (a theatrical genre of 

variety entertainment), trick films (short silent films, usually with innovative special 

effects, usually containing humour) and lightning sketches (artists creating rapidly 

transforming images on a large easel to perform a narrative monologue). Emile Cohl 

(1857-1938) and Winsor McCay (1866-1934) are the best early animators who 

assimilated these cultural practices into animation. The short silent animated cartoon 

Humorous Phases of Funny Faces (1906) is the first American animated standard film 

using ‘frame-by-frame shooting technique to make blackboard drawings come alive.’14 

(figure 1.2-1) Large-scale animation studios start to develop after the 1910s.  

 
11 Leonard Maltin, Of Mice and Magic: A History of American Animated Cartoons (New York: New 
American Library, 1987); Norman M. Klein, Seven Minutes: The Life and Death of the American 
Animated Cartoon (London: Verso, 1993); Paul Wells, Animation and America (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 2002); Scott Curtis, Animation (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2019). 
12  Andrea Baricordi, Anime: A Guide to Japanese Animation, 1958-1988 (Montreal, Quebec: 
Protoculture, 2000); Fred Patten, Watching Anime, Reading Manga: 25 Years of Essays and Reviews 
(Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 2004); Jonathan Clements and Helen McCarthy, The Anime Encyclopedia: 
A Guide to Japanese Animation Since 1917, revised edn (Berkeley, CA: Stone Bridge Press, 2006); 
Robin E. Brenner, Understanding Manga and Anime (Westport, Conn.: Libraries Unlimited, 2007); 
Clements, Jonathan, Anime: A History (London: Palgrave Macmillan on behalf of the British Film 
Institute, 2013); Frederick S. Litten, Japanese Color Animation from ca. 1907 to 1945 (München Freddy 
Litten, 2014) <http://litten.de/fulltext/color.pdf> [accessed 2 April 2022]; Maria Roberta Novielli, 
Floating Worlds: A Short History of Japanese Animation (Boca Raton: CRC Press, Taylor & Francis 
Group, 2018); Stuckmann, Chris: Anime Impact. The Movies and Shows That Changed the World of 
Japanese Animation (Coral Gables, FL: Mango Publishing, 2018). 
13 Jerry Beck, Animation Art from Pencil Ti Pixel: The History of Cartoon, Anime & CGI (London: Ted 
Smart/Flame Tree Publishing, 2004); Cavalier, Stephen, The World History of Animation (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2011); Giannalberto Bendazzi, Animation: A World History (Volume I-
III) (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2015); Furniss, Maureen, A New History of Animation (New York: Thames 
& Hudson, 2016); Maureen Furniss, Animation: The Global History (London: Thames & Hudson, 2017). 
14 Beckerman, Howard, Animation: The Whole Story (Manhattan: Simon and Schuster, 2003), p. 16. 
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Figure 1.2-1 Humorous Phases of Funny Faces (1906) 

 

2) The golden age of American animation (1928-late 1960s) 

During the 1930s-1940s, the Hollywood studio system develops into a higher stage. 

Some animation studios and animation producers dominate animation production, 

namely Walt Disney, Paramount Pictures, Warner Bros, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 

Columbia Pictures, Universal Pictures15 /Walter Lantz Productions, Terrytoons etc. 

Animations and cartoon characters from that period are still known by and popular with 

today’s audiences. The animated short film Steamboat Willie (1928) is the first fully 

synchronized sound cartoon (figure 1.2-2). 16  Disney studio launches the Silly 

Symphony (1929-1939) animated musical short film series in which images are built 

around music, which inspires the later Warner Bros. short film series Looney Tunes 

(1930-1969) and Merrie Melodies (1931-1969), MGM’s Happy Harmonies (1934-

1938), and Universal’s Swing Symphony (1941-1945). Disney’s Snow White and the 

Seven Dwarfs (1937) is the first American feature-length animated musical fantasy film 

(figure 1.2-3). Disney’s Fantasia (1940) is the first commercial film in stereophonic 

surround sound (figure 1.2-4). The first animated series produced especially for 

television is Crusader Rabbit (1948, figure 1.2-5). Carl W. Stalling (1891-1972) and 

Walter Scott Bradley (1891-1977) are the best-known composers of music for cartoons, 

working for Warner Bros. and MGM respectively. 

 
15 Paramount Pictures, Warner Bros, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Columbia Pictures, and Universal Pictures 
are famous for their live-action film production as well. 
16 Some of the Song Car-Tunes produced by the Fleischer brothers 1925-1927 already use a sound-on-
film system for having synchronous music (though most of their Song Car-Tunes, which they start in 
1924, are silent and made for live musical accompaniment), but their main focus is the bouncing ball 
accompanying the lyrics of songs displayed on the screen and inviting the audience to a sing-a-long. 
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Figure 1.2-2 Steamboat Willie (1928)  Figure 1.2-3 Snow White and the Seven 

Dwarfs (1937) 

         
Figure 1.2-4 Fantasia (1940) Figure 1.2-5 Crusader Rabbit (1948) 

 

The development of early American animation was influenced by life entertainment, 

for instance, by blackface minstrelsy - an American form of racist entertainment 

developed in the early 19th century. The conception and design of classic cartoon 

characters, such as Mickey Mouse and Felix the Cat, are based on blackface 

minstrelsy’s conventions of image and performance. Animation used laughter and 

sentimentality to make the stereotypes of race in American cultural and social life seem 

less cruel and even pleasurable (at least for white audiences).17  One of the more 

positive episodes in the history of US animation’s relationship with African-American 

culture were Betty Boop cartoons made by Fleischer Studios in the 1930s with 

prominent jazz musicians of the time, designed to be centred around their (animated) 

performances. Music Land (1935), discussed in section 4.4.2.1 (p. 216), involves racial 

stereotyping and the conflict and interaction of classical music and jazz, and of white 

and black Americans, though it concludes that the two can coexist and work together 

peacefully and productively. On the other side are the ‘Censored Eleven’, eleven 

 
17 Nicholas Sammond, Birth of an Industry: Blackface Minstrelsy and the Rise of American Animation 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2015). 
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cartoons from Warner Bros.’s Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies series that were 

withdrawn from public circulation in 1968 because of their racist portrayal of African-

Americans and their culture. Even today animations that engage with African-

American music can hardly escape the racial and racist history of American (musical) 

culture, such as the two examples about llamas and rabbits in Sing mentioned in section 

3.3 (p. 94 and p. 97). Some modern adult animations like South Park, Family Guy, and 

American Dad! feature blackface and other racial taboo subjects to show how such 

practices mistrust and belittle black people due to the racist stereotypes inscribed in 

them.18 

 

3) World War II (1940s) 

World War II challenges and changes the animation industry which shifts production, 

at least to some extent, from family entertainment to public use, like propaganda, 

education, emotional catharsis etc. For instance, Any Bonds Today? (1942) is an 

animated propaganda film depicting Bugs Bunny singing and dancing about war bonds 

(figure 1.2-6).  

 
Figure 1.2-6 Any Bonds Today? (1942) 

 

4) The television era (1950s-1980s) 

After World War II, many well-known and new animation studios abandon big-budget 

theatrical big screen animation films but devote themselves to the small screen instead 

(animation television series), a consequence of the rise of television as a mass medium 

that took place after the war. The focus moves back to children’s entertainment. Hanna-

 
18 Jack Harbord, Representations of Blackface and Minstrelsy in Twenty-First Century Popular Culture 
(Doctoral dissertation, The University of Salford, 2015), pp. 33-5. 
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Barbera, founded in 1957, is the first major animation studio exclusively focusing on 

animation television production. To cut labour and production costs, limited animation 

appears which becomes an aesthetic style19 but is also criticised by the public. Japanese 

studios, which also face severe economic and labour shortages, employ and develop 

their limited animation style known as anime, still used today.20 Japanese anime start 

to be introduced to the Northern American market in the 1980s. Meanwhile, with the 

start of MTV (an American cable channel that launched in 1981), the music video 

industry also starts to rise. 

 

5) The renaissance age of American animation (late 1980s-late 1990s) 

In this period, many major American mass media and entertainment companies 

reinvigorated their animation branches, significantly improved the technical quality, 

developed more forms and genres of animation, like first-run syndicated cartoons,21 

live-action animated film, animated sitcom, adult animation etc. Disney’s live-

action/animated comedy mystery film Who Framed Roger Rabbit (1988) spearheads 

the renaissance age of American animation (figure 1.2-7). The Little Mermaid (1989) 

is credited with bringing about the renaissance of the Disney animated musical (figure 

1.2-8). Animation techniques like CAPS (Computer Animation Production System) are 

developed and CGI (computer-generated imagery) start to become popular after the 

1990s. 

 
19 Maureen Furniss proposes four criteria to differentiate between full and limited animations aesthetics: 
the movement of images (limited animations contain less constant movements), the metamorphosis of 
images (limited animations contain less shape-shifting and repeatedly use the same frame to reduce the 
number of drawings), the number of images (limited animations use 8 frames per second rather than 24 
frames as in full animations), and the dominance of visual and aural components (limited animations rely 
much more on sound than full animations, including dialogue or voice-over narration, music and sound 
effects). Maureen Furniss, Art in Motion: Animation Aesthetics, revised edn (New Barnet, United 
Kingdom: John Libbey, 2009), p. 133. 
20  Marc Steinberg, Anime’s Media Mix: Franchising Toys and Characters in Japan (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2012), pp. 7-13. 
21 This refers to cartoon programmes that are set to be sold directly into syndication to various local 
independent TV stations, for instance, My Little Pony (1986-1987) and The Transformers (1984-1987). 
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Figure 1.2-7 Who Framed Roger Rabbit 

(1988) 

Figure 1.2-8 The Little Mermaid (1989) 

 

6) The millennium age of American animation (21st century) 

In this period, animated TV series face problems due to economic hardship22 and the 

network decay.23 But the feature film market is thriving. The traditional animated film 

declines in the face of the prevalence of CGI animation and Adobe Flash animation. 

Competition among the large companies such as Disney, DreamWorks Animation, 

Pixar, Universal/Illumination is increasingly fierce.

 

1.2.1.2. Anime history 

The history of anime - a term derived from the English word animation and referring 

to all styles and genres of Japanese animation - is the process of assimilating the 

experience of American animation and keeping and developing Japanese cultural 

characteristics. Emakimono (picture scroll, figure 1.2-9)24 and kage (shadow puppetry, 

figure 1.2-10)25  are regarded as precursors of anime.26  Manga (Japanese comics, 

 
22 This was caused by the global recession that affected many countries around the world and which 
came to a head in 2008. 
23 Network decay with regard to animation refers to the gradual shift of a television network away from 
original cartoon programmes to other types of programmes designed mainly for the entertainment of a 
mass audience based on ratings and popularity and profitable advertisements. 
24 Emakimono refers to long scrolls (from under a metre to several metres long) of painted paper or silk, 
popular in the 11th century. The tradition can be traced back to the Japanese Nara period in the 8th century 
and the scrolls were initially copied from much older Chinese counterparts for the spread of Buddhism. 
25 Shadow puppetry refers to a puppeteer controlling flat articulated cut-out figures (shadow puppets) 
between a light source and a translucent screen and using the shadows for entertainment and storytelling 
with a musical background. Kage probably originates from ancient China in the 1st millennium BCE. It 
becomes popular in Japan during the Edo period (1603 - 1867).  
26 Novielli (2018), p. 1. 
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figure 1.2-11) originated from Emakimono and shares similarities with anime, for a 

great many anime are adapted from manga, video games etc. Katsushika Hokusai’s 

(1760-1849) Hokusai Manga (published 1814-1878) - a collection of sketches of 

various subjects - is recognised as the first volume of manga (1.2-12).  

   
Figure 1.2-9 Genji Monogatari Emaki 

(1120-1140) 

Figure 1.2-10 Puppeteers playing kagee

             
Figure 1.2-11 Modern manga Gin Tama 

(chapter 1, 2003)    

Figure 1.2-12 Katsushika Hokusai’s 

Hokusai Manga (1814-1878) 

 

As early as the Meiji period (1868-1912), the government created a revolution to restore 

imperial rule to Japan under the threat of war from Western countries. It advocates to 

adopt Western ideas and learn its techniques, industry, arts, education, legislation etc. 

Native films and anime start to learn from foreign works, especially ones from 

America.27 Large amounts of Western music is introduced into Japan that influences 

 
27 Ibid. p. 10. 
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traditional music and contributes to the emergence of modern Japanese music.28 After 

the 1900s, influenced by Western comics, Japanese artist Kitazawa Rakuten (1876-

1955, the founding father of modern manga) and Okamoto Ippei (1886-1948) become 

renowned for their strips in magazines and newspapers, which start to include features 

of the film (figure 1.2-13). Their works inspire numerous younger mangaka (the 

Japanese word for a comic artist or cartoonist) and animators.29 The colour animation 

filmstrip named Katsudō Shashin, with an unknown creator and controversial date 

(1905-1912), is the oldest known work of anime, only three seconds in duration (figure 

1.2-14). The pioneers/ ‘fathers’ of anime, such as Shimokawa Ōten (1892-1973), 

Kōuchi Jun’ichi (1886-1970) and Kitayama Seitarō (1888-1945), all contribute their 

first recorded anime films in 1917.30 Masaoka Kenzō (1898-1988) makes the first 

talkie (with soundtrack) cel anime31 short film in Japan - The World of Power and 

Women (Chikara to onna no yo no naka) in 1933 (figure 1.2-15).32 He wins the double 

epithet ‘Japanese Méliès’ and ‘Japanese Disney’ for his outstanding animation 

technology and experimentation. 33  Before him, pioneering animators like Yasuji 

Murata (1896-1966) started to use comical sound effects to underline movements in his 

first talkie - The Unlucky Butterfly (Chō no sainan, 1931).34 Japan’s first truly feature-

length anime film, Momotaro: Sacred Sailors, comes out in 1945 (figure 1.2-16).35

 
28  Tsukahara, Yasuko, ‘State Ceremony and Music in Meiji-era Japan’, Nineteenth-Century Music 
Review, 10 (2) 2013, pp. 223-38. 
29 Novielli (2018), p. 3. 
30 Litten (2014).  
31 Cel is a significant innovation in traditional animation. It saves labour and improves work efficiency 
for allowing some elements of each frame to be repeatedly used in different frames. 
32 Baricordi (2000), p. 12. 
33 Novielli (2018), p. 13. 
34 Ibid. p. 12. 
35 Clements and McCarthy, (2006), p. 12. 
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Figure 1.2-13 Kitazawa Rakuten’s 

Tagosaku to Mokubē no Tōkyō-Kenbutsu 

(1902) 

Figure 1.2-14 Katsudō Shashin (1905-

1912) 

 

   
Figure 1.2-15 The World of Power and 

Women (1933)     

Figure 1.2-16 Momotaro: Sacred Sailors 

(1945) 

 

In the 1960s, anime enter the modern era. Osamu Tezuka (1928-1989), ‘the godfather 

of manga’ and prolific animator, is considered the Japanese equivalent to Walt Disney 

and is largely inspired by early American animated cartoons. He adapts and simplifies 

the Western techniques and introduces a simplified art style and limited animation36 to 

save labour and cost.37 Instant History (1961-64) is the first black and white anime 

 
36 Japanese limited animation inherits style conventions from Japanese manga. It contains low frame 
rates and reuses the same drawings in the animation. Characters in a static background may only move 
the mouth or blink without moving other parts of their body during conversations. 
37 Brenner (2007), p. 6. 
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television series. Later Tezuka’s Astro Boy (1963-66), which originates as a manga of 

the same name in 1952, is the first popular animated Japanese television series and 

earns global reputation.38 During the 1970s, both anime and manga start to become 

world-renowned. The animated film Akira (1988) gains great success in America.39 

After that, a great deal of anime works in various genres40 and for different target 

demographics 41  begins to come out and anime starts to attract huge numbers of 

international fans. It should be pointed out that comedy becomes an important genre 

rather than the leading genre in modern anime as in earlier anime. There are plenty of 

present anime in other genres that do not pursue any comic effects and attract audiences 

in their millions of all ages, for example, the genre identifiers of the second anime in 

MyAnimeList (2021), Attack on Titan (2009-2021), are action, drama, fantasy, military, 

mystery, shōnen, and superpower. This is different from the modern American 

animation, in which comedy dominates the market (as the statistics in section 1.1 

suggest, pp. 3-4).  

 

 

1.2.2. Some features of the soundtrack in anime 

Almost all academic literature (in English) on the characteristics of animation music is 

about Western animation, especially US animation. From the perspective of academic 

screen media musicology, (US) animation is the ‘norm’ and its features are much better 

known than other forms of animations, to the public as well as to scholars. Because of 

this imbalance, I want to point out some specific features of anime music. Japanese 

anime are greatly influenced by American animation and Western art and culture. 

Music and sounds in different genres and types, from Western classical music to hip-

hop and electronic music, can all be found on the soundtracks. But anime still keep 

some elements of Japanese traditional music and popular music.  

 

 
38 Patten (2004), pp. 219-21. 
39 Brenner (2007), p. 11. 
40 There are mainly science fiction, fantasy, comedy, adventure, sports, magic girls, wars, martial arts, 
slice of life etc. 
41 It includes: children’ (kodomo), girls’ (shōjo), boys' (shōnen) and many other types targeting adult 
audiences. Children of either gender prefer to read both shōjo and shōnen anime. Gilles Poitras, Anime 
Essentials: Every Thing a Fan Needs to Know (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 2000), pp. 44-8. 
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1.2.2.1. Japanese traditional music and instruments 

Some features of anime soundtracks can be traced back to hayashi - various 

combinations of flute and percussion instruments used in nō,42 kabuki43 and other folk 

arts that have provided musical accompaniment for Japanese stage performances and 

ceremonies since the Middle Ages of Japan (1185-1603). The word hayashi contains 

the meaning of livening things up, and of praise and favour associated with a festival 

atmosphere. According to Kentaro Imada, it suggests the functions of sounds rather 

than to regulate what the sounds are meant to be like.44 For example, in hayashi of 

kabuki, kage-bayashi/geza (shadow hayashi) refers to the different genres of music and 

sounds played in a small room on the right side of the stage, out of the audiences’ sight. 

It has a repertory of more than eight hundred rhythm patterns, ensemble parts and 

melodies, which are reused in different works. The functions of kage-bayashi are 

mainly to underline aspects of characters, lines, movements, sceneries, and situations.45 

Each episode of music is played for one element of a scene and there is an interval 

between the pieces. This tradition of a set collection of musical elements and of using 

separate bits of music assigned to separate bits of a scene on stage is different from the 

tradition of stage music in the Western theatre, which relies much more on original 

music written for a specific performance (or on pre-existing music from other spheres 

of culture), but also from the Western animation music, which – starting in the age of 

silent cinema with its continuous musical accompaniments – tends to connect different 

musical cues into a coherent soundtrack, and the different traditions can still be seen 

and heard in the soundtracks of contemporary Western animation and Japanese anime. 

When Western silent films, instruments and music are introduced to Japan in the 1910s, 

kabuki as Japanese mainstream mass entertainment is greatly weakened. Some 

unemployed hayashi performers use brass instruments to play their original Western-

 
42  Nō (Noh theatre, 14th century-present) is a major form of classical Japanese dance-drama. It is 
accompanied by a chorus and a hayashi ensemble, including three drummers playing the shime-daiko, 
ōtsuzumi (hip drum), and kotsuzumi (shoulder drum) and one nohkan flutist. 
43  Kabuki (16th century-present) is another major classical form of Japanese dance-drama. The 
instruments can be several shamisens, taiko drums in various sizes, several types of flutes, a great of 
different devices for sound effects etc. 
44 Imada (2010), pp. 174-90.  
45 Miyamaru, N., ‘Japan 3. Court and Theatrical Music, 4. Kabuki’, in New Grove Sekai ongaku daijiten 
[New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians], 13 (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1993); Brandon, James R. 
Kabuki: Five Classic Plays. Translated with an Introduction (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
2021), p. 44. 
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style tunes that are still structured like hayashi to accompany silent films. 46  The 

majority of instruments and musical styles in current anime are no longer traditional 

ones, but some elements of hayashi can still be traced. Music and sound in the majority 

of anime are more fragmented rather than connected up into a smooth soundtrack as in 

much American animation (though of course this also results from the much lower 

production time and cost compared with American animation). 

 

Japanese traditional music contains distinct artistic features that make it easy to be 

distinguished from mainstream Western music. Japanese traditional music is in a 

pentatonic scale, different from the Western diatonic scale. The music is mostly in 

duple or quadruple meter (i.e. a meter based on an even number) rather than triple meter 

(odd number). Traditional instruments are manifold, influenced by Chinese traditional 

instruments but completely different from the Western instruments, such as shamisen, 

koto, taiko etc. It is still common to hear music in Japanese traditional style in present-

day anime, especially when the images contain Japanese traditional elements. For 

instance, Naruto (2002-2017) is an anime about a young ninja’s inspirational story and 

often refers to Japanese traditional culture and customs. The soundtrack combines 

traditional instruments like shamisen and shakuhachi and vocal chants together with 

modern guitar, drums, bass, piano etc. and music in both diatonic and pentatonic scales 

is involved. 

 

Besides, some of the sounds from the traditional instruments or singing have been 

turned into popular SFX in anime, like the Tsuzumi drum sound and the ‘Yoo~ooh’ 

from Kabuki that will be mentioned in section 4.5 (pp. 221-2). The original serious 

sounds are used in an unserious way for comic effect in anime that can but do not have 

to contain Kabuki-related scenes. 

 

 
46 Kentaro Imada, ‘Sounds of Silent Movies’, Toyo Ongaku Kenkyu [Journal of the Society for Research 
in Asiatic Music], 65 (2000), pp. 33-53; Kentaro Imada, ‘Aspects of Audiovisual Experience by the 
Exhibition of Silent Film: The Relationship between Sounds and Images in the First Decade of the 20th 
Century in Japan’, Philokalia [Journal of the Science of Arts], 21 (2004), pp. 15-34, as cited in Imada 
(2010), p. 180. 
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1.2.2.2. J-pop (Japanese popular music)  

Modern Japanese popular music is influenced by 1960s Western pop and rock music, 

like The Beatles and The Beach Boys. Japanese rock bands like Happy End, which is 

considered as Japanese first rock act,47 integrates rock with Japanese domestic music 

in the early 1970s.48 The coining of the term J-pop occurs in 1988; the term is coined 

by J-Wave, a Japanese commercial radio station.49 It is a wasei-eigo (a Japanese-

language expressions based on an English word) and replaces Kayōkyoku (a term for 

Japanese pop music used from the 1920s to the 1980s) and becomes Japanese 

mainstream music in the 1990s.50 J-pop is a generic term including most Japanese 

popular music influenced by diverse Western music genres - such as rock, pop, R&B, 

soul, dance music, hip hop, electropop etc. 51  The market of J-Pop becomes 

increasingly diversified in the 2000s. It is widely applied in television commercials, 

drama series, anime, and video games as theme songs and has also gained American 

and other western fans through anime and video games. 52  The majority of 

contemporary anime use J-pop as their opening song, ending song, theme song, 

character song and other songs or accompanying music. According to the IFPI-issued 

Global Music Report in 2020, the Japanese music industry, dominated by J-pop, is the 

world’s second largest music market after America. 

 

 

1.3. Literature review 

Because this thesis involves interdisciplinary study and there is little existing literature 

covering this innovative topic directly, the range of the review of the literature is rather 

broad, covering a range of different topics, but only discussing selected items for each 

 
47 Hmv (recommend), ‘Top 100 Japanese pops Artists - No.4’ (27 November 2003)  
<https://www.hmv.co.jp/news/article/311040087/> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
48 Masataka Miyaga, ‘究極のビートルズ来日賞味法！ ビートルズが日本に与えたもの’(21 June 
2006) <https://www.oricon.co.jp/news/25384/> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
49  Ugaya, Hiromachi, J-Poppu to wa Nani Ka? Kyodaika Suru Ongaku Sangyo (Tokyo: Iwanami 
Shinsho, 2005).  
50 Kenzo Saeki, ‘J-POP って何だろう？そして今、改めて歌謡曲の魅力とは？’ (Kenzo Saeki 
Special Column vol.13) 
<https://archive.is/20090312033942/http://www.ctv.co.jp/otov/column13.html> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
51 Noriko Manabe, ‘J-Pop’ in Grove Music Online (28 May 2015) 
<https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.A2283429> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
52 Ibid. 
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section – those that have most informed this thesis. The selected literature is mostly 

from the last 20 years with higher number of citations by other academic texts. It 

includes the study of music and sounds in American animations and Japanese anime, 

humour in the music of comedy film/television/animation, and humour theories with 

regard to comedy film/television/animation. 

 

 

1.3.1. Music and sounds in American animation  

Critical literature on cartoon music and sound can be traced back to Edith Lang and 

George West in 1920, who deal with silent cartoons and comic films.53 Since the 1990s, 

much periodical literature on animation has been published,54 but thorough analysis of 

sound and music is still lacking.  

 

Coloriture: Voci, rumori, musiche nel cinema d’animazione (1995) is an early 

important book-length collection that emphasises the functions of sound (voices, noises 

and music) in a global range of different types of animations through theoretical review, 

studies of musical genres, several animators and composers’ achievements, cases 

studies etc. 

 

Daniel Goldmark makes a huge contribution to the development of this field. The 

Cartoon Music Book demonstrates the different composing approaches of main 

composers and studios through interviews, primary sources, and critical essays on 

music in American animation from silent animation films to contemporary cartoon 

sitcoms.55 Tunes for Toons: Music and the Hollywood Cartoon focuses on the short 

animations in Warner Bros. and MGM productions from the 1930s-1950s, especially 

the contributions that Carl Stalling and Scott Bradley make.56 He also examines the 

combination of music, sound and images in early animations in the 1920s, before 

 
53 Edith Lang and George West, Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures (Boston: Boston Music 
Company, 1920), pp. 35-7. 
54 For instance, a number of animation journals have become established: The Journal of Visualization 
and Computer Animation, 1990; Animation Journal, 1991; International Journal of Comic Art, 1999; 
Animation: An Interdisciplinary Journal, 2006 etc. 
55 Daniel Goldmark and Yuval Taylor ed., The Cartoon Music Book (Chicago: A Cappella, 2002). 
56 Daniel Goldmark, Tunes for Toons: Music and the Hollywood Cartoon. (Berkeley/Calif: University 
of California Press, 2005). 
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Steamboat Willie (1928).57  He introduces several approaches of music and sound 

design and audiovisual aesthetics in Pixar’s animations58 and compares the works of 

Pixar with earlier Disney’s works.59 

  

Drawn to Sound: Animation Film Music and Sonicity – a collection edited by Rebecca 

Coyle – deals with the relationship between the sound in worldwide animation films 

(after World War II) and emotional impact and narrative drive, as well as the marketing 

appeal.60 Rebecca Coyle and Peter Morris discuss some music strategies that create 

humour in Wallace & Gromit: The Curse of the Were-Rabbit (2005).61 

 

Philip Brophy discusses animation sounds and images that contain dynamic rhythm and 

explains the relationships between the practical application of sound and the impression 

of movement (a specific form of the suspension of disbelief important to animation) on 

the image track through case studies of numerous Disney and Warner animation 

shorts.62  He further develops this relation to show how ‘sound models’ affect the 

‘metaphysical dynamism’ of movement and energy and the possibility of sonic 

visualization and the visual ‘auralization’ in Japanese anime.63  

 

Many cartoon music studies choose Disney productions as their object of study. Ross 

Care contributes a series of writings analysing Disney’s works from the late 1920s to 

the 1940s.64 David Tietyen’s book tells the stories behind the music of Disney films 

 
57 Daniel Goldmark, ‘Before Willie: Reconsidering Music and the Animated Cartoon of the 1920s’, in 
Beyond the Soundtrack: Representing Music in Cinema, ed. by Daniel Goldmark, Lawrence Kramer, and 
Richard Leppert (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), pp. 225-45. 
58 Daniel Goldmark, ‘Pixar and the Animated Soundtrack’, in The Oxford Handbook of New Audiovisual 
Aesthetics, ed. by John Richardson, Claudia Gorbman and Carol Vernallis, (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2013), pp. 213-26. 
59 Daniel Goldmark, ‘Drawing a New Narrative for Cartoon Music’, in Oxford Handbook of Film Music 
Studies, ed. by David Neumeyer (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press 2014 [2013]), pp. 229-44. 
60 Rebecca Coyle ed., Drawn to Sound: Animation Film Music and Sonicity (London: Equinox, 2010). 
61 Rebecca Coyle and Peter Morris, ‘DreamWorking Wallace & Gromit. Musical Thematics in The 
Curse of the Were-Rabbit’, Ibid, pp. 191-208. 
62 Philip Brophy, ‘The Animation of Sound’, in The Illusion of Life I: Essays on Animation, ed. by Alan 
Cholodenko (Sydney: Power Publications/Australian Film Commission, 1991), pp. 67-112. 
63 ‘Anime’s audiovisualization of energized spaces, surfaces, instruments and beings . . . posits ways in 
which the latent can be manifested, the potential realized, and – most importantly – the sonic visualized 
and the visual auralized’ (pp. 206-7). Brophy, Philip, ‘Sonic-Atomic-Neumonic: Apocalyptic Echoes in 
Anime’, in The Illusion of Life II: More Essays on Animation ed. by Alan Cholodenko (Sydney: Power 
Publications, 2007), pp. 191-208. 
64 Ross Care, ‘Cinesymphony: Music and Animation at the Disney Studio 1928–1942’, Sight & Sound, 
46 (1) (Winter 1976–77), pp. 40-4; Ross Care, ‘Symphonists for the Sillies: The Composers for Disney’s 
Shorts’, Funnyworld, 18 (Summer 1978), pp. 38-48; Ross Care, ‘Threads of Melody: The Evolution of 
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and television.65 Michael Murray, Tim Hollis and Greg Ehrbar study fifty years of Walt 

Disney records. 66  Franziska Brocksch’s German-language book analyses the 

interaction of image and music in selected Disney’s films.67  James Mattew Bohn 

investigates the history, composing techniques and models, popularity and critical 

acclaim of nine representative Disney animated films (1937-1967).68 There are also 

several books and articles studying Fantasia (1940).69  

 

From the aspect of sound design, John Halas and Roger Manvell put forward the use of 

a matching soundtrack for audiovisual synchronization.70 Norman McLaren coins the 

term ‘animated sound’ to conjugate sound and image.71 Richard Davis uses a chapter 

to introduce different approaches of music and sound design in television animation 

series, feature-length animation musicals and dramas. 72  Robert Russett introduces 

computer-generated hyper-animation and acoustic imaging that brings about advanced 

approaches of audiovisual communication that appeared in the late 20th century.73 Jack 

Curtis Dubowsky analyses the collaborative process, music selection, intertextuality 

and authorship of temp scoring and its comparison with the final music in computer-

animated feature films. 74  Robin Beauchamp’s book provides a detailed guide to 

animation sound design, including some basic concepts, theories and workings of sound 

 
a Major Film Score – Walt Disney’s Bambi’, The Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress, 40 (2) 
(Spring 1983), pp. 76-98; Ross Care, ‘Melody Time’, Soundtrack: The Collector’s Quarterly, 8 (31) 
(1989), pp. 31-40; , Ross Care, ‘Make Walt’s Music: Music for Disney Animation, 1928–1967’, in The 
Cartoon Music Book, ed. by Daniel Goldmark and Yuval Taylor (Chicago, IL: A Cappella Books, 2002), 
pp. 21-36. 
65 David Tietyen, The Musical World of Walt Disney (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990). 
66 Michael Murray, The Golden Age of Walt Disney Records 1933-1988 (Dubuque/Iowa: Antique Trader 
Books, 1997); Tim Hollis, Mouse Tracks: The Story of Walt Disney Records (Jackson: Univ. Press of 
Mississippi, 2006). 
67  Franziska Brocksch, The Sound of Disney: Filmmusik in ausgewählten Walt Disney-
Zeichentrickfilmen (Marburg: Tectum Wissenschaftsverlag, 2012). 
68 James Bohn, Music in Disney’s Animated Features: Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs to The Jungle 
Book (Jackson: Univ. Press of Mississippi, 2017). 
69 Fernandez Daniel, The Sorcerer’s Apprentices: Authorship and Sound Aesthetics in Walt Disney's 
Fantasia (Michigan: ProQuest Dissertations Publishing, 2017); Clague Mark, ‘Playing in Toon: Walt 
Disney’s ‘Fantasia’ (1940) and the Imagineering of Classical Music’, American Music, 22 (1) (Spring 
2004), pp. 91-109; Irene Kletschke, Klangbilder. Walt Disneys ‘Fantasia’ (1940) (Stuttgart: Franz 
Steiner, 2011). 
70 John Halas and Roger Manvell, The Technique of Film Animation (London: Focal, 1959). 
71 Norman McLaren, ‘The Definition of Animation: A Letter from Norman McLaren’, Animated Journal, 
3 (2) (Spring 1995), pp. 62-6. 
72 Richard Davis, Complete Guide to Film Scoring: The Art and Business of Writing Music for Movies 
and TV, 2nd revised edn (Boston: Berklee Press, 2010), pp. 127-202. 
73 Robert Russett, ‘Animated Sound and Beyond’, American Music, 22 (1) (2004), pp. 110-21. 
74 Jack Curtis Dubowsky, ‘The Evolving Temp Score in Animation’, Music, Sound, and the Moving 
Image, 5 (1) (2011), pp. 1-24.  
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and music, as well as the use of tools and techniques to create an animation 

soundtrack. 75  It is a readable classroom text or primer for self-directed study on 

understanding and making a soundtrack for narrative short-form animation. Laura 

Lăzărescu’s book provides a detailed analysis of the technical and aesthetic evolution 

(including comic effects created by the combination of soundtrack and images) of the 

sound accompanying animations from their early stages to recent 3D-animation films.76 

 

In terms of comparisons of the soundtrack in animations and live-action films, Erin 

Heath uses multiple psychoanalytic and cognitive theories to analyse how the music 

and sounds in animated films encourage a sense of realism, which operates the same 

way in live-action films. 77  The sound designer Randy Thom admits the working 

process of live-action films and animated films are substantially the same, and that each 

work has its own special sound design aesthetic.78 

 

This is merely a brief overview of literature on American animation music, involving 

selected important books and articles. The range the literature covers is wide and 

dispersive, and includes aspects such as tracing quotations and other references, writing 

the history, differentiating the unique properties of the musical styles of cartoons, 

examining the lives and working conditions of animators, composers, studio employees 

and executives, exploring the relationship between soundtrack and images, introducing 

approaches to sound design and techniques etc. Few articles, however, study humour 

in animation music, as shown in the following section of the literature review. 

 

 

1.3.2. Music and sound effects in Japanese anime  

On the whole, literature about anime soundtracks is limited in dimension and quantity. 

A number of publications study the diversity of anime music and use it to show the 

crash and fusion of Japanese traditional and worldwide modern popular culture. 

 
75 Robin Beauchamp, Designing Sound for Animation, 2nd edn (Waltham, MA: Focal Press, 2013).  
76 Laura Lăzărescu, Sound Design in the American Animated Film (Berlin: wvb Wissenschaftlicher 
Verlag Berlin, 2013). 
77 Erin C. Heath, In Plane Sight: Theories of Film Spectatorship and Animation (Ph.D. thesis, Urbana/ 
Champaign, IL: University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign, 2013), pp. 137-62. 
78 Randy Thom, ‘Notes on Sound Design in Contemporary Animated Films’, The Oxford Handbook of 
New Audiovisual Aesthetics, ed. by John Richardson, Claudia Gorbman, and Carol Vernallis (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, Sep 2013), pp. 227-32. 
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Kentaro Imada gives a sociohistorical analysis of the Western-style music in the first 

three films of Lupin III anime series (1978-1985) in which traditional Japanese stage 

and media music and sound integrate well with Western musical accompaniment.79 

Maria Grajdian (2016) analyses Yôko Kanno’s 80  musical style which absorbs a 

‘colourful rainbow-like spectrum of different styles and musical genres’ from various 

places and different periods and still embodies her ‘own compositional vision with 

warm sensitivity and in-depth insight’.81 Through checking the use of musical styles, 

singers’ voices, lyrics, dialect etc. in three anime movies (1994-1997), Grajdian also 

demonstrates the contradiction and balance between ‘domesticating plagiarism’, 

meaning the tendency to borrow from the West, and ‘hybridizing authenticity’, 

meaning structures related to Asian values in anime and how anime absorb external 

cultural impacts and also keep a domestic cultural core to meet the need of the changing 

market.82 Stacey Jocoy (2021) analyses the music in some intense action scenes in 

anime between the 1990s and 2010 about animated Japanese samurai83 that not only 

contain Japanese traditional instruments like shakuhachi flute 84  and koto and the 

traditional music and art style kabuki, but also involve large amounts of global popular 

music like hard rock, punk, hip-hop, R&B and rap that reflect the uninhibited spirit 

against political injustices and cultural pressures to reinvent the Bushido85 for a new 

era.86  

 

There are also some publications introducing AMV (Anime Music Video) - fan-made 

music videos (rather than the official music videos) consisting of one or more anime 

 
79 Imada (2010), pp. 174-90. 
80 Yôko Kanno (1963-) is a Japanese composer best known for her work on the soundtracks of anime 
films, television series, live-action films. 
81 Maria Grajdian, ‘Identity in Fragments. Kanno Yōko, Counter-Orientalism and Eclectic Nostalgias in 
Anime Soundtracks’, (Analele Universitatii Crestine Dimitrie Cantemir, Seria Stiintele Limbii, 
Literaturii si Didactica predarii, 2016), pp. 191-211.  
82 Maria Grajdian, ‘Musical Selves Anime Soundtracks From Domesticating Plagiarism To Hybridising 
Authenticity’ (Analele Universitatii Crestine Dimitrie Cantemir, Seria Stiintele Limbii,Literaturii si 
Didactica predarii. Editura Pro Universitaria, 2017), pp. 50-77; original Germany source: Grãjdian, 
Maria, ‘Befremdende Vertraulichkeiten: Anime-Soundtracks von domestizierendem Plagiarismus zu 
hybridisierender Authentizität’, Kieler Beiträge zur Filmmusikforschung, 8 (2012), pp. 20-61. 
83 Samurai is the hereditary military nobility and officer caste of Japan from the late 12th century to 
1876 (abolition). 
84 Shakuhachi is an end-blown and longitudinal bamboo flute that is often connected with Fuke (a 
Japanese religious organization) monks or priests (many of them are ronin samurai) who play it as a 
form of meditation. 
85 Bushido refers to ‘the way of the warrior’, a moral code toward samurai’s attitude and behaviour. 
86 Jocoy, Stacey: ‘Musically Locating the Iconoclastic Anime Samurai’, Mechademia, 13 (2) (Spring 
2021), pp. 63-80. 
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clips accompanied with a music track – including its development history, popularity, 

copyright issues, functions, criticism, the techniques and approaches of making AMV 

etc. (e.g. websites like <http://www.animemusicvideos.org> and Youtube; Brenner, 

2007; Milstein, 2007; Knobel, Lankshear, Lewis, 2010; Ito, 2010).87 

 

There are a few publications exploring anime music production and industry. For 

example, Fred Patten introduces the history of the development of anime soundtrack 

albums and their marketing from the 1960s to the 1980s.88 He also writes the liner 

notes booklet for The Best of Anime89 music CD.90 Aki Yamasaki takes the music 

production of the Cowboy Bebop anime TV series (1998-1999) and anime film (2001) 

as a case study to analyse emerging music products related to anime programmes and 

films, including soundtrack CDs, theme and character song releases etc.91 

 

Other publications examine the audiovisual relations of different anime works. Milo 

Miles takes several popular 20th-century anime as examples to demonstrate how well 

their soundtracks match the imagination and action of the drawings on screen. 92 

Hideko Haguchi analyses how music interacts with visuals in Akira (1988)93; the same 

anime is also the example used in a German-language article written more than a decade 

later.94 Dani Cavallaro’s book explores both anime as art and artistic achievement in 

anime, especially the contemporary anime television series and feature films. His 

 
87 Brenner (2007), pp. 201-3; Dana Milstein, ‘Case Study: Anime Music Videos’, in Music, Sound and 
Multimedia: From the Live to the Virtual, ed. by Jamie Sexton (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2007), pp. 29-50. Michele Knobel, Colin Lankshear and Matthew Lewis, ‘AMV Remix: Do-it-yourself 
anime music video’, in DIY Media: Creating, Sharing and Learning with New Technologies, ed. by 
Michele Knobel and Colin Lankshear (New York: Peter Lang, 2010), pp. 205-30; Mizuko Ito, ‘The 
Rewards of Non-commercial Production: Distinctions and Status in the Anime Music Video Scene’, 
First Monday, 15 (5) (2010). 
88 Patten (2004), pp. 89-98. 
89 The Best of Anime （1998）is recorded by Kid Rhino from Rhino Entertainment Company. It records 
music from sixteen anime. It has at least two different plastic images (Cutey Honey and Speed Racer) 
that go in front of the normal cover. 
90 Patten (2004), pp. 43-50. 
91 Aki Yamasaki, ‘Cowboy Bebop: Corporate Strategies for Animation Music Products in Japan’, in 
Coyle (2010), pp. 209-22. 
92 Milo Miles, ‘Robots, Romance, and Ronin: Music in Japanese Anime’, in The Cartoon Music Book, 
ed. by Daniel Goldmark and Yuval Taylor (Chicago, IL: A Cappella Books 2002), pp. 219-24. 
93 Hideko Haguchi, ‘The Interaction Between Music and Visual in Animated Movies: A Case Study of 
Akira’, in Made in Japan: Studies in Popular Music, ed. by Toru Mitsui (London: Routledge, 2014), pp. 
174-90. 
94  Klemens Brysch, Claudia Bullerjahn, Tanja Haug, ‘Musik im japanischen Zeichentrickfilm am 
Beispiel Akira’, in FFK 11. Dokumentation des 11. Film- und Fernsehwissenschaftlichen Kolloquiums 
an der Christian-Albrechts-Universität Kiel, Oktober 1998, ed. by Hans Krah, Eckhard Pabs and 
Wolfgang Struck (Hamburg, Kovač 1999), pp. 166-74 (Schriften zur Kulturwissenschaft 29). 
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sophisticated aesthetic study involves the explanation of the interplay of music (as a 

form of art) and the visual arts. 95  Heike Hoffer’s thesis analyses how does the 

composer Sagisu Shiro’s score in the Neon Genesis Evangelion series and films (1995-

2009) contributes to appreciating the main character’s changing view of the world 

during his growth.96 Sherri Carbullido explores themes of Shinto spirituality through a 

close reading of music, setting, characters, character interactions, and symbolism in the 

anime film My Neighbour Totoro (1988).97 Ruiji Sasaki, Naoto Hayashi and Masashi 

Yamada check Hiroyuki Sawano’s98 music through two experiments and conclude that 

both the musical structure and the emotional congruency between the music and the 

images influence the level of the audiences’ arousal when watching a piece of anime or 

drama.99 Alexandra Christina Roedder’s PhD thesis introduces the gradual change of 

the musical style of Joe Hisaishi100 under the influence of Hollywood-style scoring 

between 1984 and 2013.101 Kunio Hara’s book analyses the relationship between Joe 

Hisaishi’s music and Miyazaki’s visuals to examine the theme of the film – nostalgia.102 

Rose Bridges analyses the different potentials of the ‘musical moments’ (when music 

is in a dominant position in a scene) in Ikuhara Kunihiko’s103 anime.104  

 

Publications on anime SFX (sound effects) are scarce; they ‘have not been taken 

seriously so far by the method of the international cinema audio research field.’105 

 
95  Dani Cavallaro, Art in Anime: The Creative Quest as Theme and Metaphor (Jefferson, N.C.: 
McFarland & Company, Inc., 2012). 
96 Heike Hoffer, Aesthetics of Destruction: Music and the Worldview of Ikari Shinji in “Neon Genesis 
Evangelion” (M.M. thesis, Tucson, AZ: The University of Arizona, 2012). 
97 Sherri Carbullido, Spirituality, Aesthetics, and Aware: Feeling Shinto in Miyazaki Hayao’s “My 
Neighbour Totoro” (M.A. thesis, Victoria, BC: University of Victoria, 2013). 
98 Hiroyuki Sawano (1980-) is a Japanese composer best known for his work on anime series, television 
dramas, and films. 
99 Ruiji Sasaki, Naoto Hayashi and Masashi Yamada, ‘The Effects of Musical Pieces Composed by 
Hiroyuki Sawano: A Study Using the Anime, Attack on Titan’, in 7th International Conference on 
Kansei Engineering and Emotion Research (2018). 
100 Joe Hisaishi (1950-) is a Japanese composer and musical director. He has collaborated with animator 
Hayao Miyazaki since 1984, composing scores for all but one (The Castle of Cagliostro, 1979) of his 
anime feature films. 
101 Alexandra Christina Roedder, “Japanamerica” or “Amerijapan”? Globalization, Localization, and 
the Film Scoring Practices of Joe Hisaishi (Los Angeles, CA: University of California, Los Angeles, 
2013). 
102 Kunio Hara, Joe Hisaishi's Soundtrack for My Neighbor Totoro (London: Bloomsbury Publishing 
USA, 2020). 
103 Ikuhara Kunihiko (1964-) is a Japanese director, artist, and music producer. 
104 Rose Bridges, ‘"The Sound That Races Through the End of the World": Musical Moments as Refrain 
and Revolution in the Anime of Ikuhara Kunihiko’, Mechademia, 13 (2) (Spring 2021), pp. 9-25. 
105 Haruki Kakesu, Akinori Ito and Ken'ichiro Ito, ‘Development of Analytical Method on Musical 
Effect Sound in Japanimation Works’. Nicograph International (NicoInt), 2018. 
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Most of the existing ones focus on the techniques and production of anime sound effects. 

Some Japanese scholars develop musical and cinema audio analysis methods to 

auditive and visual features and subjectivity of audition in a comprehensive way and 

use re-production techniques to reproduce the musical sound effects for specific scenes 

in anime in a structured way.106 Some focus on magical girl anime,107 where sound 

effects play a vital role for the sense of the fantastical, and they propose procedural 

sound design testing tools to guarantee the interaction between the sound effects and 

the images.108 Some use the ‘reading the mind in the eyes’ mind test to analyse the 

effects of sound effects on the perception of moving geometric figures in anime.109  

 

Taweechok Kaewkam’s MA thesis make some fairly superficial comparisons between 

the soundtrack in selected scenes from American animation (from the Disney Studio) 

and Japanese Anime (from the Group Tac Studio) that represent similar actions and 

emotions, including the use of music and compositional style, as well as the business 

side of both traditions.110  

 

The majority of the mentioned publications in this section are in English. The reasons 

are: 1) I do not read Japanese and therefore cannot read literature in Japanese. 2) Thanks 

to anime’s powerful international influence, a number of influential Japanese books on 

manga and anime have been translated into English (or Chinese) and some Japanese 

scholars can write in English; 3) Japanese articles or books are difficult to access. I have 

searched relevant key words in the main three Japanese online databases (J-STAGE, 

National Diet Library Online, CiNii) which contain the main Japanese academic 

literature and provide basic information of the relevant research. The vast majority of 

them focus on anime and manga, while few explore and explain musical issues, let 

 
106 Ibid. 
107 Nana Satou, Akinori Ito and Koji Mikami, ‘Procedural Sound Design Tool for Magical Visual 
Expression in Japanese Animation’(アニメに付与する魔法系効果音のプロシージャル試行ツー
ル), Artistic Image Technology (AIT), 40 (11) (March 2016). 
108 Nana Satou, Akinori Ito and Koji Mikami, ‘Procedural System of Generating Sound Effect for 
Magical Girl ANIME’, Nicograph International (NicoInt), 2017. 
109 Kusayama Taichi, Saito Masanori, Hayakawa Hikaru, Takagi Mayu, Otaka Sayuki, ‘Experimental 
Analysis of Mentalizing Using Animation of Moving Geometric Figures: Correlation with the “Reading 
the Mind in the Eyes” Test, and Adding the Sound Effect to Animations’(図形アニメーションに対す
るメンタライジングの実験的分析: RME 課題との関連, 効果音の影響), Bulletin of Department 
of Psychology, Teikyo University, 22 (March 2018), pp. 19-34. 
110 Taweechok Kaewkam, A Comparison Between Japanese Anime and Animation Soundtrack, (M.A. 
thesis, New York: Long Island University, The Brooklyn Center, 2009). 
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alone the humour factor. That makes me believe that my study can make a valuable 

contribution to the literature on music and sound in anime, and that reference to 

Western theories or ideas about music, sound and humour in film in general and 

animation in particular is helpful for such a study, and the existing literature is enough 

for my study to offer background knowledge. 

 

 

1.3.3. Humour, music and comedy film/television/animation 

The majority of existing literature studies audiovisual humour in comedy 

films/televisions/animations by analysing different aspects and techniques of music and 

sounds, aesthetics, cultures and societies. 

 

Miguel Mera studies humour in film music through analysing four types of musical 

techniques or aspects used in the comedy film: parody, pre-existing music, funny 

instrumentation and diegetic/nondiegetic ambiguities (that are all included in my 

analysis in chapter three) and calls for more future research on different musical aspects. 

He emphasises the complexities of the audiovisual relationship in each aspect and the 

importance of the narrative environment, which has greatly influenced the structure of 

my thesis. Even though he mentions causes of humour, like the violation of expectation 

and surprise, he does not review and make use of any humour theories to explain the 

cases.111 

 

In the introduction of Sounding Funny: Sound and Comedy Cinema, Liz Giuffre and 

Mark Evans list (but do not analyse) the possible techniques of music and sounds that 

stimulate or accompany comedy, which are all involved in my chapters three and 

four.112 This book collects articles analysing different categories of sonic humour used 

in comedy films (as follows): 

 

 
111 Miguel Mera, ‘Is Funny Music Funny? Contexts and Case Studies of Film Music Humour’, Journal 
of Popular Music Studies, 14 (2) (2002), pp. 91-113.  
112 Liz Giuffre and Mark Evans, ‘Sounding Funny: The Importance of Hearing the Joke’, in Sounding 
Funny: Sound and Comedy Cinema, ed. by Mark Evans and Philip Hayward (Sheffield: Equinox 
Publishing Ltd, 2016), p. 7. 
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Some articles focus on the relation between musical intertextuality and comic effects 

in comedy films from different angles;113 Clarice Butkus, Jon Fitzgerald and Philip 

Hayward regard comic elements enhanced by music in contemporary films as merely a 

component in a diverse fictional entirety that is not separable from other elements (like 

horror scenes) in the films;114  Jonas Westover is interested in the combination of 

physical comedy and music;115 there are also articles on the function of sound and 

music in historical European comedy films (Finland and Spain) and comic song 

sequences in Hindi film; 116  Philip Hayward contributes a case study of how the 

material of traditional Okinawan songs and vocal interaction create comic effects in the 

diegesis of Japanese films and musicalizes their drama.117 Marshall Heiser’s article 

creatively applies incongruity theory (and the idea of appropriate incongruities) to 

explain humour in the soundtrack and visuals in comedy cinema that ‘depends upon the 

dual modes of sight and sound incongruously colliding together to form a surprising 

synthesis.’118 (p. 26) He uses this theory to analyse different humorous moments in 

comedy cinema but he does not collect and classify different techniques and aspects 

systematically. David Ireland also shows interest in the audiovisual incongruence in 

contemporary multimedia that have connections with humour in some circumstances, 

though humour is not his research priority.119 

 

Another book, Music in Comedy Television: Notes on Laughs, collects twelve articles 

covering fifty years of music in different comedy television (1969-2017, in mainstream 

 
113 Penny Spirou, ‘Walk Hard: Film Parody, Biopics and Music’, Comedy Studies, 5 (1) (2014), pp. 52-
63; Winter, Ben, ‘The Sound of Satire; or, Trading Places with Mozart’, in Sounding Funny: Sound and 
Comedy Cinema (2016), pp. 29-50; Erik Heine, ‘Parody, Self-Parody and Genre-Parody: Music in The 
Magnificent Seven and ¡Three Amigos! , Ibid., pp. 51-73; , Liz Giuffre and Mark Evan, ‘Austin Powers: 
International Music Man’, Ibid., pp. 74-91. 
114 Jon Fitzgerald and Philip Hayward, ‘Paranormal Product: The Music and Promotion of Ghostbusters’, 
Ibid., pp. 92-109; Clarice Butkus and Jon Fitzgerald, ‘Red in Tooth and Lipstick: Music and Sound 
Design’, Ibid., pp. 109-21. 
115  Jonas Westover, ‘‘Be a Clown’ and ‘Make ’Em Laugh’: Comic Timing, Rhythm, and Donald 
O’Connor’s Face’, Ibid., pp. 122-47. 
116  Kimmo Laine and Anu Juva, ‘Sound, Comedy and Cinematic Modernism: Kaasua, Komisario 
Palmu!’, Ibid., pp. 148-70; Laura Miranda, ‘Spanish Film Music in the 1940s: Comedy, Subverion, and 
Dissident Rhythms in the Film of Manuel Parada’, Ibid., pp. 171-88; Gregory D. Booth, ‘A Special 
Flavour: Comic Song Scenes in the Hindi Cinema’, Ibid., pp. 205-23. 
117 Philip Hayward, ‘An Okinawan Romance: Lyrical Dialogue, Comedy and Music in Nabbie’s Love’, 
Ibid., pp. 189-204. 
118 Marshall Heiser, ‘The Soundtrack as Appropriate Incongruity’, Ibid., pp. 14-28. 
119  David Ireland, ‘Great Expectations? The Changing Role of Audiovisual Incongruence in 
Contemporary Multimedia’, Music and the Moving Image, 10 (3) (2017), pp. 21-35; David Ireland, 
Identifying and Interpreting Incongruent Film Music (New York: Springer International Publishing, 
2018). 
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British and American programs).120 It explores relationships between music (including 

different genres, like musical, pop music, classical music etc. and different aspects and 

techniques of music like theme tunes, pre-existing music, musical parody, musical puns, 

silence etc.), television and comedy and how they relate to larger cultural issues such 

as education, genre, race etc. Some articles show that comic effect is caused by 

inverting the audiences’ expectations but only a few of paragraphs in these articles refer 

to incongruity theory as a systematic approach to studying how this inversion works. 

There are also articles about sitcoms; Paul Christiansen puts forward six categories of 

musical humour situations the appear in an American situation comedy. Most of these 

musical techniques and aspects can also be applied to anime and animations, as I will 

discuss in chapters three and four.121  

 

Another recent book relevant to the topic is the German-language collection Musik in 

der Filmkomödie (Music in Film Comedy).122  Tarek Krohn’s introductory chapter 

summarises key features of humour theories (superiority theory, incongruity theory and 

release theory) and concludes with a few examples of film scenes using music in these 

theoretical contexts.123 Other chapters deal with musical comedies in the USSR,124 

jazz as comedy music in different films and TV genres (including cartoons),125 music 

and humour in Frank Zappa’s film 200 Motels126 and music in horror comedies (the 

last of these also introduces incongruity theory and uses it to analyse the role of music 

in some scenes).127 

 

Yet, few works of academic literature specifically touch on humour in animation music 

and sounds, and none discusses humorous effects in anime soundtracks. Martin 

 
120 Liz Giuffre and Philip Hayward, Music in Comedy Television: Notes on Laughs (Milton Park: Taylor 
& Francis, 2017). 
121 Paul Christiansen, ‘“And That’s Why You Always Leave a Note!”: Music as Comedic Element in 
the First Season of the Television Show Arrested Development’, Music and the Moving Image, 11 (1) 
(2018), pp. 19-34.  
122 Guido Heldt, Tarek Krohn, Peter Moormann and Willem Strank ed., Musik in der Filmkomödie, 
edition text + kritik, (2017). 
123 Tarek Krohn, „Überlegungen zum filmmusikalischen Gag“, in Musik in der Filmkomödie (2017), pp. 
11-42. 
124 Lindsay Carter, „Das Leben is freudiger geworden. Musik und Komödie im stalinistischen Kino“, 
Ibid., pp. 43-72. 
125 Jahn Konstantin, „Who put the wit in syncopation?’. Jzz als Signum von Satire, Parodie und Humor 
in Vaudeville-Film, Cartoon und TV-Comedy“, Ibid., pp. 73-108. 
126 Jörg Heuser, „Frank Zappa, 200 Motels: Weltenkollision“, Ibid., pp. 109-29. 
127 Guido Heldt, „Furchtbar lustig. Musik in Horrorkomödien“, Ibid., pp. 130-75. 
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Kutnowski examines musical features in initial sequence of The Simpsons (1989-

present) and thinks that some of the features (like modes and leitmotivs) create 

pantomimic or comedic effects in conjunction with images128 and Mark Steyn reviews 

the songs and discusses musical jokes in The Simpsons Movie (2007).129 Rebecca 

Coyle and Peter Morris borrow Mera’s idea to analyse musical parody and ‘funny’ 

sounds in Wallace and Gromit: The Curse of the Were-Rabbit (2005, a British animated 

film). 130  Daniel Goldmark examines Mickey-Mousing’s function ‘as a source of 

humour’ rather than ‘amplifying the humour in a verbally based gag or physically based 

take’ in some American animations.131 A German-language study of the role of the 

soundtrack in the creation and action of anthropomorphic animals in cartoons only 

addresses humour in one short chapter near the end of the book.132 Peter Morris’ article 

offers a close reading on humorous physical scenes in MGM’s The Cat Concerto (1947) 

in which incongruity and relief theories are referred to analyse the relationship between 

music and images.133  

 

 

1.3.4. Humour theory and comedy film/animation  

Theories of humour have been proposed by scholars from different fields to explain 

what humour is. This thesis focuses on psychological humour theories that examine the 

basic mechanisms of humour. There are three classic psychological humour theories 

(incongruity theory, relief theory and superiority theory) that have been examined, 

supplemented and developed by numerous scholars, for instance Daniel Ellis Berlyne 

(1972), John Morreall (1983, 2020), David Hector Monro (1988), John Meyer (2000), 

Salvatore Attardo (2014), Noël Carroll (2014), Rod Martin and Thomas Ford (2018) 

etc.;134 for an intensive discussion see chapter two. Although most humour scholars 

 
128 Martin Kutnowski, ‘Trope and Irony in The Simpsons’ Overture’, Popular Music and Society, 31 (5) 
(2008), pp. 599-616. 
129 Mark Steyn, ‘MIA: Great Simpsons Musical Joke’, Maclean’s, 120 (33) (August 2007), pp. 52-3. 
130 Rebecca Coyle and Peter Morris, ‘DreamWorking Wallis and Gromit’, in Coyle (2010), pp. 191-208. 
131 Daniel Goldmark, ‘Sounds Funny/Funny Sounds: Theorizing Cartoon Music’ in Funny pictures: 
animation and comedy in studio-era Hollywood, ed. by Daniel Goldmark and Charlie Keil (Berkeley, 
Calif.: University of California Press, 2011), pp. 257-71. 
132  Sakia Jaszoltowski, Animierte Musik – beseelte Zeichen. Tonspuren anthropomorpher Tiere in 
Animated Cartoons (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 2013), pp. 192-6. 
133  Peter Morris, ‘Humour Between the Keys: A Detailed Analysis of The Cat Concerto’ in Sounding 
Funny: Sound and Comedy in Cinema (2016), pp. 224-55. 
134 Daniel E. Berlyne, ‘Humor and Its Kin’, in The Psychology Author References of Humor, ed. by 
Jeffrey H. Goldstein (New York: Academic Press, 1972), pp. 43-60; John Morreall, Taking Laughter 
Seriously (Albany: State University of New York, 1983); John Morreall, ‘Philosophy of Humor’, The 
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use jokes (i.e. a particular form of verbal humour) as examples to examine the theories, 

more and more different disciplines show growing interest in potential applications of 

humour theories in their own domain to explain humour in different situations and areas, 

such as clinical psychology, physical health, education, workplace etc. Psychologists 

also call on more types of interdisciplinary research.135 

 

A number of articles have already applied humour theories to examine humour in the 

visuals and dialogues of comedy films/televisions/animations. For instance, Noël 

Carroll shows that the humour in the sight gags of comedy films is ‘provoked by the 

juxtaposition of incongruous elements.’ 136 (p. 26) Jeroen Vandaele combines 

incongruity and superiority theory to analyse visual and verbal humour (and their 

combination) in comedy films.137 Dieter Declercq uses incongruity theory to explain 

humour and ethics in The Simpsons.138 Inger-Lise Kalviknes Bore introduces theories 

of humour and comedy to study the response of contemporary screen audiences to a 

range of humorous media on TV, in film, and online.139 There are also articles using 

humour theories to analyse the linguistic humour in (translating) dialogue of comedy 

films140 and animations.141 

 
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. by Edward N. Zalta (Fall 2020 Edition) 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2020/entries/humor/> [accessed 2 April 2022]; John C. Meyer, 
‘Humor as a Double-Edged Sword: Four Functions of Humor in Communication’, Communication 
Theory, 10 (3) (August 2000), pp. 310-31; David, H. Monro, ‘Theories of Humor’, in Writing and 
Reading Across the Curriculum, 3rd edn, ed. by Laurence Behrens and Leonard J. Rosen (Glenview, IL: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1988), pp. 349-55; Salvatore Attardo, Encyclopedia of Humor Studies 
(Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2014); Noel Carroll, Humour: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: OUP, 
2014); Rod A. Martin and Thomas Ford, The Psychology of Humor: An Integrative Approach, 2nd edn 
(Amsterdam: Elsevier Science & Technology, 2018). 
135 Martin and Ford (2018), p. 344, 371. 
136 Noel Carroll, ‘Notes on the Sight Gag’, in Comedy/Cinema/Theory, ed. by Andrew Horton (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1991), pp. 25-42. 
137 Jeroen Vandaele, ‘Humor Mechanisms in Film Comedy: Incongruity and Superiority’, Poetics Today, 
23 (2) (2002), pp. 221-49. [2002b] 
138  Dieter Declercq, ‘The Philosophical and Ethical Significance of Humour: The Simpsons as 
Humorous Ethical Truth-Telling’, Ethical Perspectives, 20 (2) (2013), pp. 271-98. 
139 Inger-Lise Kalviknes Bore, Screen Comedy and Online Audiences (London: Routledge, 2017). 
140 Jerone Vandaele, ‘Each Time We Laugh. Translated Humour in Screen Comedy’, in Translation and 
the (Re)location of Meaning. Selected Papers of the CETRA Research Seminars in Translation Studies, 
ed. by Jeroen Vandaele (Leuven: Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 1999), pp. 237-72; Jeroen Vandaele, 
‘‘Funny Fictions’: Francoist Translation Censorship of Two Billy Wilder Films’, The Translator, 8 (2) 
(2002), pp. 267-302. [2002a] 
141 Federico Zanettin, ‘Humour in Translated Cartoons and Comics’, in Translation, Humour and the 
Media: Translation and Humour, Volume 2, ed. by Delia Chiaro (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2010), 
pp. 34-52; Rebeca Cristina López GonzáLez,‘Humorous Elements and Translation in Animated Feature 
Films: DreamWorks (2001-2012)’, MonTI. Monografías De Traducción E Interpretación, 9 (2017), pp. 
279-305; Taylor Breckles, ‘Culture and Comedy Among Disney Deuteragonists: A Sociolinguistic 
Analysis of Humour in Mulan’, in Explorations in Humor Studies: Humor Research Project, ed. by 
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All in all, research into the roles of music (and sound more generally) in film and TV 

comedy, including animated comedy, has started to pick up in recent years. The 

majority of scholars have approached this repertoire by analysing different aspects and 

techniques of music and sound with regard to the aesthetics and the cultural or historical 

contexts of the texts which enables readers to have a deeper understanding of different 

types of visual, auditive or audiovisual humour. But the existing research has barely 

touched upon the question why certain uses of music and sound in certain kinds of 

animated scenes cause humour, nor what the common features of these individual cases 

of audiovisual humour are, that is, the mechanisms of audiovisual humour in animation. 

It is important to lay methodological foundations for the study of audiovisual humour, 

and this thesis attempts to do so by applying humour theories to a wide range of 

examples and to show how the wide range of techniques used in these examples can be 

broken down to fundamental mechanisms addressed by humour theories. Although 

there are a few existing articles that have used humour theories to explain humour in 

film and TV, they do not explore it in any depth or detail. This study is an attempt to 

have a systematic study for two culturally different (albeit not unrelated) and 

internationally popular repertoires of recent and current animation. There has been a 

little research into music/sound and American comedy animation, while there is almost 

none on Japanese anime in this respect. This study goes beyond the US-centric existing 

scholarship and shows the applicability and effectiveness of humour theories by 

examining audiovisual humour in different cultural and media traditions. Meanwhile, 

while showing the common features of audiovisual humour in animation, the abundant 

number of examples in this thesis also reflect the respective specialisms of American 

animation and Japanese anime is using sometimes slightly, sometimes very different 

aspects and techniques of music and sound effects to create humour.  

 

This thesis combines humour theories, the study of comedy animation and the study of 

different aspects and techniques of using sound and music to provide an in-depth study 

- uses of music and sound to enhance or create humour in conjunction with images, 

dialogue etc. in US animation and in Japanese anime. This not only fills a gap in the 

 
Marcin Kuczok, Anna Stwora and Mariola Świerkot (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2019), 
pp. 16-30. 
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study of the animation music and sound, many of the theories, classifications and 

models in this thesis are also appliable to audiovisual humour in other types of films 

and TV or other videos, which I hope may help audiences and scholars to comprehend 

what influences our experience of audiovisual humour and to explain why some uses 

of music and sounds cause humour while others do not, and to show the wide range of 

typical strategies for the use of music and sounds that can contribute to humour in 

animated films and TV (and by extrapolation in many cases of live-action films and TV 

as well). 
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2. Humour theory 

 

The question of what makes something funny has discombobulated scholars for 

centuries. Multiple humour theories have been put forward by scholars from different 

fields of study, including psychology, linguistics, philosophy etc. Such theories (mainly 

the philosophical and psychological approaches) have tried to give a general definition 

of humour and to explain what its basic elements are and how it functions in diverse 

situations. This chapter starts with an introduction to the classic psychological humour 

theories (incongruity theory in particular) and the cognitive-perceptual processes in 

humour. Based on that, I will expand the discussion by combining humour theory with 

expectation theory to explore their relationship and give a case study to explain how 

the theories can be applied to analyse the humour in anime/animations. In the end, I 

will give two classifications of humour cases in anime/animations based on the different 

forms and lengths of the comic events and the different roles music and sound effects 

played in funny scenes involved in my thesis. 

 

2.1. Classic psychological theories 

This section gives an overview of three classic humour theories to give readers a general 

idea of approaches we have to come back to in analysing music and sound in animations 

and anime. They are superiority theory, relief theory and incongruity theory. Each of 

them explains humour from a certain angle, which provides its own unique value to 

comprehending some forms of humour to some degree. But they all have their 

limitations and cannot be convincingly applied to all humour cases. These three theories 

have been widely discussed by numerous scholars (a few important contributions are 

Berlyne, 1972; Morreall, 1983, 2020; Monro, 1988; Meyer, 2000; Attardo, 2014; 

Carroll, 2014; Martin and Ford, 2018, who gives a very good overview of different 

theories and their strengths, limitations and experimental evidence for them). I will 

briefly sketch all three theories, but with an emphasis on incongruity theory, which 

today is the most widely accepted theory of humour, and the one that has been 

researched and discussed from the widest range of different perspectives. One problem 

with the general literature on humour in the context of this study is the fact that the 
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majority of scholars use jokes (i.e. a specific form of verbal humour) as examples to 

demonstrate their humour theories, which means that they have to be ‘translated’ into 

the audiovisual (and more specifically musico-visual) humour this study is interested 

in.  

 

2.1.1. Superiority theory     

Plato (428-348 BC) is on record as the earliest scholar to explain humour in a way that 

is now named superiority theory, writing in the 4th century BCE.142 He regards humour 

as a negative, critical act because it means to laugh at people’s misfortune and to find 

joy in feeling superior to them. Aristotle (384-322 BC), in his Poetics, claims the 

difference between comedy and tragedy is that the former represents people as worse 

than they actually are, whereas tragedy represents people as better than they actually 

are.143  Based on these two philosophers’ superiority perspective of understanding 

humour, René Descartes (1596-1650) points out that weaknesses that are suitable for 

humour have to be small ones, because this kind of humour is always a mixture of joy 

(at one’s own superiority) and hatred for the other, but if that hatred is too great when 

the weakness is too great, the balance between joy and hatred is off and there will be 

no humour.144 Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) improves the general acceptance of this 

theory and introduces the concept of ‘sudden glory laughter’,145 describing humour as 

a result of the self-enhancing feelings of superiority when laughing at the other or 

personal past infirmities or stupidity. Hobbes’ version of superiority theory is the 

prevalent theory of humour before the 18th century and also influences some later 

scholars. Charles Gruner thinks that humour is ‘playful aggression’146 (p. 22) like the 

playful quarrel and fight among children and cubs rather than real aggression. It 

 
142 Donal Davidson, ‘Chapter V. The Analysis of Pleasure (31B-52C)’, in Plat’s Philebus (RLE: Plato) 
(London: Routledge, 2012), pp. 326-81. 
143 Stephen Halliwell, Aristotle’s Poetics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), pp. 253-85. 
144 René Descartes, ‘The Passions of the Soul’, in Philosophical Works of Descartes [1649], Vol. 1, 
trans. by Elizabeth Sanderson Haldane and George Robert Thomson Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press,1911). 
145 ‘Sudden glory, is the passion which makes those Grimaces called LAUGHTER; and is caused either 
by some sudden act of their own, that pleases them; or by the apprehension of some deformed thing in 
another, by comparison whereof they suddenly applaud themselves.’ Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan [1651] 
(Minneapolis: Lerner Publishing Group, 2018), pp. 48-9. 
146 Charles R. Gruner, The Game of Humor: A Comprehensive Theory of Why We Laugh [1997] (London: 
Routledge, 2017). 
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involves a feeling of superiority and victory.147 Besides, superiority theory can explain 

some of the social uses of humour – banter, ridicule, denigration, the use of humour for 

the exclusion of different national or ethnic groups in diverse cultural settings.148 

Although the aggressive elements and superiority in different levels play a part in 

creating humour, it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient explanation for all kinds of 

humour, especially many forms of humour that are not based on someone’s 

ridiculousness and do aim to hurt the other side, like the joke and the picture examples 

in the following section (p. 37). Many of the examples in chapters three and four of this 

thesis do not refer to superiority, ridicule or aggressiveness either. Even though, Gruner 

claims that every humour example entails an element of superiority because it is a trick 

played on the listener/viewers and people laugh effectively at themselves, but people 

sometimes see through the trick and still find it funny, which at that point should lose 

its power to elicit superiority humour. This definition is also too broad and extreme to 

distinguish between the different types of humour. Besides, the empirical research by 

Rod Martin and Thomas Ford (2018, pp. 50-2) shows the relationship of the degree of 

aggressiveness and humour is controversial and is not always the directly proportional 

relationship as Gruner (2017, p. 110) hypothesises. 

 

 

2.1.2. Relief theory  

In relief (or release) theory, humour is thought to be generated by processes of the build-

up of psychological tension and its sudden release in an individual. It is firstly sketched 

by English Lord Shaftesbury (1621-1683) in ‘An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and 

Humor (1709)’. 149  Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) considers that ‘[l]aughter is an 

affection arising from the sudden transformation of a strained expectation into 

nothing.’150 Psychologists in the 19th and the early 20th century develops this theory 

by understanding it as a quasi-mechanical system in which laughter operates like a 

 
147 ‘When we find humor in something, we laugh at the misfortune, stupidity, clumsiness, moral or 
cultural defect, suddenly revealed in someone else, to whom we instantly and momentarily feel “superior” 
since we are not, at that moment, unfortunate, stupid, clumsy, morally or culturally defective and so on. 
To feel superior in this way is “to feel good”; it is to “get what you want.” It is to win!’ Ibid. p. 13. 
148 Christie Davies, Ethnic Humor Around the World: A Comparative Analysis (Indiana University Press, 
1990). 
149 Morreall (2020).  
150 Immanuel Kant, ‘Second Book Analytic of the Sublime’, in Critique of the Power of Judgment (New 
York: Barnes & Noble Publishing, 2005), p. 135. 
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safety valve in a steam pipe, releasing built-up nervous energy. Humour as understood 

by release theory functions as a force that provides a sense of freedom by liberating and 

diverting negative mental and emotional energy.  

 

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) is one of the most prominent proponents of relief theory, 

assuming that laughter is caused by the release of the gathered quantity of energy. 

Interestingly, he also introduces an idea that is to become an addition to incongruity 

theory – the concept of the ‘descending incongruity’ to describe the consciousness that 

is ‘unawares transferred from great things to small’ which in his theory is the critical 

factor that decides whether the incongruity is funny or not.151 Sigmund Freud (1856-

1939), another proponent of relief theory of humour, believes that we are all filled with 

excess energy all the time, because in our everyday lives, we have to suppress urges 

that are under taboos (e.g. aggression, violence, sexuality). The energy is already there, 

and humour has therapeutic value and temporarily releases people from inhibitions by 

allowing them to talk about taboo subjects in unserious ways that would be impossible 

in serious conversation.152   

 

Spencer’s relief theory is useful to explain the humour caused by the release of a strong 

stimulation. But its limitations are also obvious. Arthur Shurcliff thinks most of the 

relief theory experiments fail to consider the different nature of the energy that is 

released. They merely take into account the relief of negative affect to something 

neutral or positive rather than relief from joy to displeasure.153 Besides, not all humour 

refers to the release of superfluous energy. Many humour cases are spontaneous and 

immediate so there is no progression of behaviours and responses to accumulate and 

release excess energy. For example, watching a funny cartoon image (without involving 

social taboo issues) is unlike listening to a joke that may involve a procedure of 

accumulating energy in the setup and then releasing the energy after the punchline. It 

 
151 ‘If we contrast the incongruities which produce laughter with those which do not, we see that in the 
non-ludicrous ones the unexpected feeling aroused, though wholly different in kind, is no less in quantity 
or intensity. […] As above shown, laughter naturally results only when the consciousness is unawares 
transferred from great things to small – only if there is what we may call a descending incongruity.’ 
Herbert Spencer, ‘The Physiology of Laughter’, Macmillan’s Magazine, 1 (1860), p. 400. 
152 Sigmund Freud is an Austrian neurologist and the founder of psychoanalysis. His main contribution 
toward humour theory is Jokes and their relation to the unconscious (1905) and ‘Humor’ in International 
Journal of Psychoanalysis (1928). 
153 Arthur Shurcliff, ‘Judged Humor, Arousal, and the Relief Theory’, Journal of Personality & Social 
Psychology, 8 (4) (1968), p. 363. 
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presents everything funny to people spontaneously and it is impossible to tell which 

elements of the image/way of interpreting the image causes the rise of the energy and 

which successfully set it free.   

 

Martin and Ford (2018, pp. 41-5) also review the previous empirical research toward 

Freud’s theory and evaluate its central theoretical constructs which cannot be directly 

measured and verified. To be exact, there is no evidence to show there is a directly 

proportional relationship between the degree of the taboo and humour or that people 

who usually repress sexual or aggressive drives find a greater humour effect when 

releasing this energy. If people pay attention to the aggressive nature of the taboo-

related elements of a humorous stimulus, they may find it in fact less funny and even 

start to critically analyse the cases rather than appreciate them. Therefore, relief theory 

is hardly used as a general and comprehensive explanation of laughter or humour at 

present, although taboo-based humour is frequently applied in jokes, literature, daily 

communication and other places. 

 

 

2.1.3. Incongruity theory 

Unlike the above two theories that primarily focus on interpersonal motives, 

incongruity theory pays close attention to the cognitive aspects and posits that humour 

is the result of perceiving and interpreting incongruity between two distinct 

explanations for the same item or fact.  

 

Francis Hutcheson (1694-1746) first articulates the idea in three articles in 1725 that 

criticised Hobbes’ superiority of humour and instead proposed that what causes humour 

is a contrast or contradiction in the perceived object.154 James Beattie (1735-1803) is 

the first philosopher to use the term ‘incongruous’ to analyse humour.155 In the 20th 

 
154  Francis Hutcheson, ‘Reflections upon Laughter’, The Dublin Weekly Journal (1725c). repr. in 
Collected Works, 1969–71, vol. 7. It is later published together with other writings by Hutcheson in 
Hibernicus’ Letters, London (1734). He proposes that what causes humour is a contrast or contradiction 
in the perceived object: ‘What we call grave Wit, consists in bringing […] resembling Ideas together, as 
one could scarce have imagined had so exact a Relation to each other; or when the Resemblance is 
carry’d on thro’ many more Particulars than we could have at first expected: And this therefore gives the 
Pleasure of Surprize.’ Hutcheson Francis, Hibernicus’ Letters (London, 1734), p. 89. 
155 ‘Laughter seems to arise from the view of things incongruous united in the same assemblage.’ (p. 
344) ‘Laughter arises from the view of two or more inconsistent, unsuitable, or incongruous parts or 
circumstances, considered as united in one complex object or assemblage, or as acquiring a sort of mutual 
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century, Arthur Koestler (1905-1983) develops the theory by using the term 

‘bisociation’ to describe the relation of the ‘two self-consistent but habitually 

incompatible frames of reference, M1 and M2’ in ‘a situation or idea, L’.156 Linguists 

also take semantic approaches to develop humour theories. They build models to 

analyse humorous texts (mostly jokes) and try to establish what the necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the creation of linguistic humour are. In a specific version of 

incongruity theory that is based on a bisociation approach, the semanticist Victor 

Raskin proposes a linguistic extension of incongruity theory - the Script-based 

Semantic Theory of Humour (SSTH)157 - that provides a less abstract approach to 

understanding the unity of opposites that creates incongruity humour. In his study, there 

are two necessary and sufficient conditions that jokes have to meet to create humour: 

 

a) The text is compatible, fully or in part, with two different [semantic] scripts. 

b) The two scripts with which the text is compatible are opposite […] [and] 

overlap fully or in part on this text. (p. 99) 

 

A script is a structured configuration of semantic information about some situation or 

activity that also contains people’s general knowledge and experience related to the 

information.158 In jokes, the two scripts should be opposed to each other. There are 

generally three abstract ways for such oppositions: actual/non-actual, normal/abnormal, 

possible/impossible that can be interpreted more concrete in the specific cases (e.g. 

strong/weak, obscene/non-obscene). Taking the following joke as an example: 

 

 
relation from the peculiar manner in which the mind takes notice of them.’ (p. 347) James Beattie, Essays: 
on Poetry and Music, as They Affect the Mind: On Laughter, and Ludicrous Composition; on the Utility 
of Classical Learning, Volume 2 of Essays: on the nature and immutability of truth, 3rd edn (E. and C. 
Dilly, in London; and W. Creech, Edinburgh, 1778). 
156 Arthur Koestler, The Act of Creation [1964], 2nd edn (London: Hutchinson & Company, 1976), p. 35. 
What is interesting about Kostler’s book is that it proposes that incongruity (or bisociation) is a key 
element not just of humour, but also of scientific and artistic creativity. 
157 Victor Raskin, Semantic Mechanisms of Humor (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1985). 
158 ‘The script is a cognitive structure internalized by the native speaker, and it represents the native 
speaker's knowledge of a small part of the world.’ (Raskin, 1985, pp. 85); Strict is ‘enriched, structured 
chunk of semantic information, associated with word meaning and evoked by specific words’ (Raskin, 
1985, p. 99). 
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Can you tell me how long cows should be milked? They should be milked the 

same as short ones.159  

 

According to bisociation theory and SSTH, the punchline (the answer) simultaneously 

activates the two contradictory understandings of the joke that relies on a grammatical 

ambiguity: a) the setup of the joke seems to ask about the duration of milking cows 

(normal, ‘long’ as an adverb that modifies/specifies the verb ‘milking’); b) the answer 

explains the way of milking long cows (abnormal but not irrelevant to the question, 

‘long’ as an adjective that modifies/specifies the noun ‘cows’). Or to say: a) people 

expect the answer about the duration of milking cows (normal); b) the answer replies 

in another way that is also reasonable (abnormal). The two scripts are compatible with 

the same text but are also contrary to each other. It is this juxtaposed incongruity that, 

in Raskin’s view, produces humour. 

 

Even though the SSTH is designed for all kinds of short verbal jokes and texts that are 

potential jokes, it can also shed light on the study of humour in other fields. The 

following example from a website160 contains a visual metaphor and pun (figure 2.1-

1). 

 
Figure 2.1-1 A funny picture about ‘save money’ 

 

The first incongruity is in the ‘S’ in the phrase: a) ‘S’ is the initial letter of the word 

‘save’ (normal); b) ‘S’ with two short vertical bars as a pattern resembles the symbol 

for a dollar ‘$’ that echoes the theme of the joke, money (abnormal when it appears as 

part of a word). Both two scripts are reasonable with regard to the same letter/image, 

and they also refer to contradictory meanings. The second incongruity is between the 

 
159 Thomas. R. Shultz, ‘A Cognitive-Developmental Analysis of Humour’, in Humor and Laughter: 
Theory, Research, and Applications, ed. by Anthony J. Chapman, Hugh C. Foot (Piscataway: 
Transaction Publishers, 1976), p. 13.  
160 <https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/312578030360703408/> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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words ‘save money’ and the anthropomorphic money asking for help in the image: a) 

‘save money’ as a word group should be interpreted as the economical using and storing 

of money (normal); b) ‘save money’ can be interpreted as saving the life of 

(anthropopathic) money suggested by the image (abnormal). The two scripts are both 

contradictory and compatible with each other. 

 

Salvatore Attardo and Victor Raskin revises the SSTH in 1991 into General Theory of 

Verbal Humor (GTVH)161 that describes the incongruity in jokes in a much broader 

way.162 It contains six parameters named ‘Knowledge Resources’ (KRs), ranging from 

the most abstract to the concrete: 

1) Script Opposition (SO): the heart of both the SSTH and GTVH models, the opposite 

interpretation of the two scripts. 

2) Logical Mechanism (LM): the mechanism that bring the two opposing scripts 

together. 

3) Situation (SI): the people, objects, places, time, events and other details of the text. 

4) Target (TA): the ‘butt’ of the joke. It can be a person/object or a group that is 

ridiculed (optional). 

5) Narrative Strategy (NS): a wide classification of the linguistic structure or genre of 

presenting the joke (e.g. riddle, question and answer) 

6) Language (LA): the actual words in a joke. 

 

A GTVH analysis of the above joke:  

SO: normal/abnormal; LM: grammatical ambiguity;163 SI: the duration/approach of 

milking cows; TA: milking cows; NS: riddle; LA: ‘how’, ‘long’, ‘cows’ etc. 

 

 
161  Savlatore Attardo and Victor Raskin, ‘Script Theory Revis (it) ed: Joke Similarity and Joke 
Representation Model’, Humor: International Journal of Humor Research, 4 (3-4) (1991), pp. 293-347. 
162 Attardo expands the range into different forms of text like short stories and poems rather than merely 
the joke. Salvatore Attardo: ‘The General Theory of Verbal Humor’, in The Linguistics of Humor: An 
Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020), pp. 137-56. 
163 Up to a point, it should ask ‘Can you tell me for how long cows should be milked?’， which removes 
the funny grammatical ambiguity to make the language less ambiguous. Leaving out the ‘for’ is 
somewhat colloquial. This is an example of what Elliott Oring calls the ‘spurious’ nature of the logic in 
jokes: in order for both scripts to overlap on a text to make the incongruity become appropriate, there are 
often some slight twists of logic required. Elliott Oring, ‘Appropriate Incongruity Redux’, in Engaging 
Humor (University of Illinois Press, 2016), pp. 5-9.  
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Villy Tsakona164 expands the scope of application of the GTVH and applies it to 

cartoons to analyse the interaction between images or between language and image. 

The main humour mechanisms he mentions are exaggeration, contradiction and 

metaphor. In this way, a GTVH analysis of the incongruity in the above picture is as 

below:  

 

1)  ‘S’ letter - SO: normal/abnormal; LM: visual metaphor; SI: letter ‘S’ looks like 

the symbol of money; TA: ‘S’; LA: language fuse with the image.  

2) Words and images - SO: normal/abnormal; LM: pun; SI: money asks for help; TA: 

saving money’; LA: language in contrast to the image. 

 

As we can see, SO in GTVH and two conditions in SSTH are the same things about the 

relationship of the two scripts. They are the core to explain the incongruity and create 

humour in jokes and other examples of humorous texts and stimuli in general. One main 

difference is that Raskin’s SSTH is based on the idea of Koestler’s ‘bisociation’, who 

regards both scripts are activated at the same time while LM in GTVH admits diverse 

humour mechanisms, including juxtaposition, faulty reasoning, analogy, parallelism, 

figure-ground reversal etc. In fact, the two scripts in the example joke are not 

interpreted by people at the same time but depend on a certain chronological order. 

People firstly interpret the question in one way, but the seemingly unreasonable answer 

forces them to look back at the question and find out another interpretation to make the 

answer become rational. On the contrary, the two scripts of the incongruities in the 

example image can be regarded to be presented and interpreted at the same time or in 

other word, it is difficult to tell the order, a structure which we can call a juxtaposed 

incongruity. 

 

Thomas Shultz proposes another version of incongruity theory - incongruity-resolution 

theory, which posits that for humour to occur, the two aspects of the incongruity must 

be resolved.165 That is to say, when listening to a joke or watching a cartoon, people 

must interpret the incongruity in some way that allows it to make sense. Similarly, Jerry 

 
164 Villy Tsakona, ‘Language and Image Interaction in Cartoons: Towards a Multimodal Theory of 
Humor’, Journal of Pragmatics, 41 (6) (2009), pp. 1171-88. 
165 Thomas R. Shultz, ‘The Role of Incongruity and Resolution in Children’s Appreciation of Cartoon 
Humor’, Journal of Experimental Child Psychology, 13 (3) (1972), pp. 456-77. 
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Suls makes a model of incongruity and resolution that he names the ‘two-stage model 

of humor appreciation’166 to appreciate verbal jokes and captioned cartoons (figure 

2.1-2). Elliott Oring (2016) names the incongruity proposed in the riddle question and 

the appropriate resolution in the riddle question as an appropriate incongruity. 

 
Figure 2.1-2 Two-stage model of humor appreciation 

 

According to Suls’ model, in the first stage of humour appreciation, listeners make a 

prediction based on the setup of the text and wait to verify it at the end. If the prediction 

meets the result, then there will be no surprise and no incongruity, or people will feel 

surprised and recognise the incongruity when the result does not match with the 

prediction: ‘Incongruity is usually defined as a conflict between what is expected and 

what actually occurs in the joke’.167 Then people need to enter into the second stage 

and try to find cognitive rule that allows the result to be explained by the setup. Once 

they find the rule, they also successfully perceive the embedded humour; if not, it will 

be an unsolved surprise and incongruity that cannot create humour. Still in the above 

joke, in normal circumstances, the setup of the joke is understood as the question asking 

about the general duration of milking cows. But the reply does not answer this question 

which appears as a surprise and puzzlement. So the listeners have to recheck the setup 

of the joke to find the rules that can explain why it answers in this way. If they still 

cannot figure out the second meaning of the setup, they simply take it as nonsense rather 

than an incongruity-based joke. If they realize that the misunderstanding is caused by 

 
166 Jerry M. Suls, ‘A Two-Stage Model for the Appreciation of Jokes and Cartoons: An Information-
Processing Analysis’, in The Psychology of Humor: Theoretical Perspectives and Empirical Issues, ed. 
by Jeffrey H Goldstein (New York: Academic Press, 1972), pp. 81-100. 
167 Shultz (1976), p. 12. 
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two different ways of understanding the grammatical nature and subordination of ‘long’ 

(adverb for ‘milking’ or adjective for ‘cows’), that is, if they understand that the 

question can also be comprehended in another way which corresponds to the answer, 

the unsolved surprise is resolved, and humour is achieved. In fact, the resolution stage 

is a process to find out the compatibility of the scripts as discussed in SSTH. 

 

Suls (1977, p. 42) claims that his model can also deal with offensive issues by analysing 

the joke below: 

 

Question: If your son flunks out of school and is illiterate and antisocial, what 

can he be when he grows up? Answer: An Italian policeman. 168  

 

According to superiority theory, listeners find humour in the above joke because they 

are able to laugh at and feel superior to the Italian policemen with their bad international 

reputation. In Suls’ opinion, answering the question by a defamation of an Italian 

policeman is the second stage - the resolution of the humour that makes sense of the 

surprising interpretation because a delinquent is less likely to become a policeman who 

is usually respectable. The sense of superiority greatly enhances the amusement, but 

the idea of incongruity is still the key that makes this joke funny. 

 

The satire of an Italian policeman in this joke belongs to the category of ‘ethnic humour’, 

that is, humour based on ideas, beliefs, stereotypes or prejudices toward racial or ethnic 

groups, including their history, cultural practices, lifestyle, appearance (e.g. skin colour, 

height), language, religion, social structures, climate and environment of the regions 

where particular groups of people live etc. It is a manifestation of a broader class of 

humour that is related to social phenomena. The relationship between ethnicity and 

humour can be examined through the three main humour theories: superiority theory, 

incongruity theory and relief theory (Freud, 1905; Raskin, 1985; Davies, 1990; Billig, 

2005). Examples from the material discussed in this thesis are the scenes involving the 

llama and the rabbits in Sing (2016) in section 3.3 (p. 94 and p. 97), the Asian lady in 

an episode of American Dad! (2005) in section 4.2.2 (pp. 188-90) and the classic 

 
168 Jerry M. Suls, ‘Cognitive and Disparagement Theories of Humour: A Theoretical and Empirical 
Synthesis’, in It’s a Funny Thing, Humour: Proceedings of the International Conference on Humour and 
Laughter 1976, ed. by Antony J. Chapman, Hugh C. Foot (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1977), pp. 41-5. 
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Disney Silly Symphonies cartoon Music Land (1935) in sections 4.4.2.1 (p. 216), all of 

which contain elements of ethnic humour. Other examples involve other aspects of 

‘social humour’, such as politics (e.g. the example hinting at the ‘Sinatra Doctrine’ in 

Sing (2016) in section 3.3.5, p. 120), and gender and other social or cultural phenomena 

(e.g. the examples to do with Japanese fan culture and gender roles in Gin Tama in 

section 3.7.2.1 (p. 160) and Back Street Girls in section 4.2.1 (pp. 185-6) and section 

4.8.1 (p. 246). This social dimension of humour is not what this thesis is primarily 

interested in, but where it is crucial for the functioning of audiovisual humour in the 

examples I discuss, I also provide some background information and comment on the 

social dimension of the relevant scenes.  

 

Back to Suls’ model, he admits his model fits humour in narrative form that ‘elicits 

their humor from a sequence of ideas’ rather than the ‘present paradigm, e.g. physical 

forms of slapstick, exaggerated gestures and facial expressions, cartoons without 

captions, and political caricatures.’ (1972, pp. 81-2) That means that the interpretation 

of the two scripts as mentioned in Suls’ two-stage model must be successive rather than 

at the same time as those in cases of what I call juxtaposed incongruity. If we combine 

the two-stage model with the GTVH model, the resolution in Suls’ model is a type of 

LM that combines the two contradictory scripts and makes them compatible with the 

text. But not all incongruity in humour cases needs to be resolved because there is 

nonsense humour, where the punchline does not need to resolve anything at all (this 

thesis will not take into account the nonsense humour).169 See the nonsense cartoon by 

Oswald Huber below cited from Neural substrates of incongruity-resolution and 

nonsense humor (2009, figure 2.1-3), a shark buried in the snow is chasing the two 

scared skiers as if it is swimming down the snowy mountain. The incongruity between 

the ocean and the mountain cannot be completely resolved. 170  Even though the 

diagonal line representing the slope is something like the sea horizon, it does not make 

sense logically.   

 
169  Willibald Ruch, and Franz-Josef Hehl, ‘Attitudes to Sex, Sexual Behaviour and Enjoyment of 
Humour’, Personality & Individual Differences, 9 (6) (1988), pp. 983-94; Andrea C. Samson, Christian 
F. Hempelmann, Oswald Huber and Stefan Zysset, ‘Neural Substrates of Incongruity-Resolution and 
Nonsense Humor’, Neuropsychologia, 47 (4) (2009), pp. 1023-33. 
170 One may argue that snow is a form of water, and it allows things to move beneath the surface. But 
this interpretation seems rather far-fetched to make sense of what we see in the image. 
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Figure 2.1-3 A shark chases the skiers. 

 

To sum up, both the ‘bisociation’ based humour theories and the incongruity-resolution 

theory emphasise the interpretation of incongruity that contributes to humour. But the 

difference is that the two scripts in SSTH and GTVH should not only be different but 

also be opposite to each other in some respects, while those in incongruity-resolution 

theory are not specifically required to be opposite. In reality, this sense of contradiction 

in many cases is somewhat abstract. It does not simply mean that the two scripts 

describe opposing information but can also mean opposite ways/angles of interpreting 

scripts in a broader sense. For example, in the above joke (milking cows), the contents 

of the two scripts are different but not opposite to each other, but the first script is 

interpreted based on the more ‘normal’ sense while the second one is ‘abnormal’ that 

violates the expectation of a ‘normal’ answer. In this way, the two scripts are regarded 

as being opposite to each other (‘normal’ vs ‘abnormal’). Therefore, it seems most of 

the two different, but coexisting scripts can be interpreted in an opposite way from an 

angle.  

 

There are numerous other scholars who have developed different branches of 

incongruity theory. One prominent example is Henri Bergson, who regards the cause 

of humour as a specific kind of incongruity - ‘something mechanical encrusted on the 

living.’ 171  For example, a living being is laughable when it behaves rigidly and 

automatically. The more mechanical, the funnier.172 I will not mention more theories 

in this thesis, because the aspects of incongruity theory mentioned so far are sufficient 

as a framework for the discussion of my examples. 

 

 
171 Bergson, Henri, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic (Oxford: Macmillan, 1911), p. 27. 
172 Berlyne (1972), p. 8. 
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To classify different situations containing incongruity humour from the view of the 

order of interpreting an incongruity’s two scripts/aspects in humour, there are (1) 

juxtaposed incongruity: the two scripts that create a comic incongruity appear at the 

same time or in a way that makes it difficult to order them sequentially (e.g. the  

bisociation theory, the SSTH model173); (2) chronological incongruity: humour cases 

that depend on a certain chronological order, usually containing expectation and 

surprise (e.g. the two-stage model). The questions arise because we can still find plenty 

of examples that satisfy the above requirements but are unfunny. For example, a 

bearded man wearing a sexy dress is a juxtaposed incongruity. People may find it funny 

if that man is a stranger but may feel ashamed when their fathers do this in front of their 

friends. An unexpected upbeat song suddenly played by mistake (which is supposed to 

be a funeral song) in a serious funeral is experienced as disrespectful, especially when 

the dead is someone whom people respect or love. But this kind of chronological 

incongruity creates humour when it is done by a ridiculous figure in a funny comic. Or 

in reverse, an expected exciting performance which unfortunately becomes the scene 

of a terrible fire is a chronological incongruity, but a negative surprise.  

 

The additional condition of achieving humour that the above examples lack is an 

unserious and playful mindset toward the events/objects/people. That means people 

should not treat a humorous incongruity seriously in a genuine puzzle-solving attitude, 

or they may feel threatened, embarrassed, anxious, annoyed, sympathetic, moved, 

admiring etc. Martin and Ford (2018) summarize, based on previous literature, that 

humour requires ‘the switch from the usual serious mindset to a playful or nonserious 

humour mindset to interpret it’ (p. 58). Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), inspired by 

Aristotle, recommends humour is a kind of play.174  Johan Huizinga (1872-1945) 

describes it as a ‘free activity standing quite consciously outside “ordinary” life as being 

“not serious”, but at the same time absorbing the player intensely and utterly.’175 

 
173 The SSTH model does not rely on a sequential ordering of the scripts, but it was developed using 
verbal jokes, which are sequentially ordered in reality. 
174 ‘As bodily tiredness is eased by resting the body, so psychological tiredness is eased by resting the 
soul. As we have explained in discussing the feelings, pleasure is rest for the soul. And therefore, the 
remedy for weariness of soul lies in slackening the tension of mental study and taking some pleasure…. 
Those words and deeds in which nothing is sought beyond the soul’s pleasure are called playful or 
humorous, and it is necessary to make use of them at times for solace of soul.’ Thomas Aquinas, Summa 
Theologiae [1485], trans. by Thomas Gilby (London: Blackfriars, 1972), 2a2ae, Q.168.Art. 2. 
175 Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture (London, Routledge & K. 
Paul, 1949), p. 13. 
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Berlyne (1972, p. 56) suggests humour ‘should be taken as a joke’ and is ‘accompanied 

by cues that mark them as not “serious”’, which are different from texts marked as not 

“real”, which inhibits more responses (e.g. the tragic story of Hamlet is unreal, but the 

audience still indulge in melancholic emotions). Victor Raskin (1985, pp. 100-4) names 

the humorous mode a ‘non-bona-fide’ mode and the serious mode as ‘bona-fide’ mode. 

Paul McGhee names the humorous mindset and serious mindset ‘fantasy assimilation’ 

and ‘reality assimilation’ respectively.176 Mary Rothbart combines the idea of a playful 

mindset with incongruity-resolution theory. She considers that problem-solving ‘is 

rarely one that would be adequate to solution of a real-life problem’, ‘The joking, 

playful or humorous context also allows adults to take pleasure in unresolved 

incongruities, as well as achieving pleasure through the mastery of ‘solving’ joke’.177  

 

With regard to relief theory, an important aspect is that this playful mindset provides 

an explanation for why so much humour plays with taboo subjects: it provides a ‘safe 

space’ where such taboos can be brought out into the open because they are cordoned 

off from real life. This becomes obvious if people refuse to enter into the playful spirit 

of things and are offended by taboo humour. This also accords with Gruner’s ‘playful 

aggression’: the idea that any superiority humour toward others’ misfortune and 

shortcomings proceeds in a playful rather than a serious way.  

 

Beyond that, there are other limitations of incongruity theory. Unlike the other two 

classical humour theories, incongruity theory merely focuses on the mechanisms of 

humour without considering its emotional nature of humour. It fails to consider the 

motivation for humour, the reason why people engage in humorous behaviour at all. In 

addition, none of these three theories considers the (social) situations when humorous 

jokes, pictures or else are presented and the wide variation of individual subjective 

responses toward the same humour case, influenced by different experiences, 

personalities, prejudices, ages, social status, genders, cultural backgrounds, moods etc., 

which all greatly influence the peoples’ understanding of and reactions to humour.   

 
176 Paul E. McGhee, ‘On the Cognitive Origins of Incongruity Humor: Fantasy Assimilation Versus 
Reality Assimilation’, in The Psychology of Humor: Theoretical Perspectives and Empirical Issues, ed. 
by Jeffrey H Goldstein (New York: Academic Press, 1972), pp. 65-70. 
177 Mary K. Rothbart, ‘Incongruity, Problem-Solving and Laughter’, in Humor and Laughter: Theory, 
Research, and Applications, ed. by Anthony J. Chapman, Hugh C. Foot (Piscataway: Transaction 
Publishers, 1976), p. 51. 
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On the whole, even though all the humour theories above are circumscribed in one way 

or another and cannot provide a comprehensive explanation for the entirety of humour, 

they shed light on certain aspects of the humour experience respectively and provide 

ideas for scholars from other fields from different points of views, thus providing the 

conceptual foundation for the contemporary study of humour in different forms and 

media. A formal theory of humour that provides both necessary and sufficient 

conditions to humour would seem to be desirable. Raskin is the first to propose such a 

humour theory (SSTH), but it is not a fully-fledged theory beyond the scope of 

semantics – it is developed to explain the incongruity mechanisms of jokes and needs 

to be adapted to be applicable to other forms of humour. It may be to ask too much to 

conceive of an all-encompassing theory that can satisfy all the conditions to generate 

humour in all cases. Even so, there is a general consensus among most contemporary 

investigators of humour that ‘incongruity’ is at the core of humour.  

 

Last but not least, laughter as one important vocal behaviour is to express the perception 

and experience of humour. But the physical response to the amusement of humour can 

vary in intensity. It can be the voiceless, slight smile or different types of grins as well. 

Laughter cannot be equal to humour and laughter is not the only indicator to show the 

existence of humour. The study of humour and laughter has always been a popular topic 

by psychological and physiological scholars, and I do not discuss laughter in this thesis. 

The emotional response to humour can be pleasure, joy, amusement etc., but this feeling 

familiar to each individual has not been given a fixed term to describe it by scholars. 

Hobbes calls this ‘sudden glory’; Glenn Weisfeld names it ‘humor appreciation’;178 

Willibald Ruch uses the word ‘exhilaration’ 179  to underline the ‘excitement’ 

component than the ‘cheerfulness’ constituent. The term ‘mirth’ meaning ‘amusement, 

especially as expressed in laughter’,180 is accepted by many scholars to better represent 

the emotional experience of humour.181 

 
178 Glenn E. Weisfeld, ‘The Adaptive Value of Humor and Laughter’, Ethology & Sociobiology, 14 (2) 
(1993), p. 142. 
179  Willibald Ruch, ‘Exhilaration and Humor’, in Handbook of Emotions, ed. by Michael Lewis, 
Jeannette M Haviland-Jones (New York, NY: Guilford, 1993), pp. 605-16. 
180 Angus Stevenson and Christine A. Lindberg, New Oxford American Dictionary, 3rd edn (Oxford; 
New York: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
181 Dolf Zillmann, Joanne R. Cantor, ‘A Disposition Theory of Humour and Mirth’ in Humor and 
Laughter: Theory, Research, and Applications, ed. by Anthony J. Chapman, Hugh C. Foot (Piscataway: 
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2.2. Cognitive-perceptual processes in humour 

Incongruity theory and its development play a crucial part in explaining humour and 

have been explored and used by scholars from different disciplines who are interested 

in humour studies. Based on classic incongruity theory, Martin and Ford (2018, p. 4) 

put forward their explanation for humour by combining incongruity with the condition 

of a playful mindset. They propose that there are two cognitive-perceptual processes in 

an individual’s mind activated at the same time when humour is to work (which is not 

merely restricted to jokes or cartoons but can be applied to different kinds of stimuli): 

(1) the perception of incongruity; (2) the appraisal of incongruity in a playful, i.e., 

humorous mindset. This means that there are two opposing ways of making sense of a 

stimulus (the incongruity), and that the humour stimulus must give cues to the receivers 

to appraise the stimulus playfully and non-seriously, so that ‘people temporarily 

abandon rules of logic and expectations of common sense and congruity’ (Martin and 

Ford, 2018, p. 4), as they describe the necessary condition.  

 

The fundamental idea of incongruity theory is not media-specific and can apply to any 

kind of stimulus, whether it be verbal, pictorial (which can mean still or moving images), 

musical, audiovisual, body humour etc. This applies to different ways of formulating 

the fundamental idea, whether in Arthur Koestler’s bisociation theory (1964), Noël 

Carroll’s idea of the juxtaposition of incongruous elements (1991) or Martin and Ford’s 

idea of two cognitive perceptual processes (2018). 

 

In this thesis, I borrow the term ‘script’ from Victor Rsaskin’s ‘script-based semantic 

theory of humor’ (SSTH) and Raskin and Salvatore Attardo’s ‘general theory of verbal 

humor’ (GTVH) to describe the two aspects of an incongruity (i.e. the two different 

interpretations of the same stimulus); the examples discussed in this study use ‘a)’ and 

‘b)’ to designate the two scripts that are both compatible with the stimulus, but interpret 

 
Transaction Publishers, 1976), pp. 93-116; Martin and Fort (2018), pp. 6-7; Salvatore Attardo, ‘Humor 
and Mirth: Emotions, Embodied Cognition, and Sustained Humor’, in Emotion in Discourse, ed. by J. 
Lachlan Mackenzie and Laura Alba-Juez (Amsterdam:John Benjamins Publishing Company, 2019), pp. 
189-212. 
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it in opposing ways.182 ‘Script’ in the context of this thesis does not refer to people’s 

understanding of the structured configuration of semantic information the term means 

in Raskin’s SSTH (which uses jokes as its humorous stimuli); instead, it refers to audio-

viewers’ interpretation of the music and/or other sounds and the moving images (and 

sometimes dialogue or other verbal information) in a screen-media text, which can take 

two forms: 

a. the form of what I call a ‘chronological incongruity’, i.e. one in which we start to 

interpret the stimulus according to script a) and are then cued to re-interpret the 

stimulus according to script b) at the audiovisual equivalent of the punchline of a 

joke (nondiegetic music that is revealed to be diegetic would be a classic example 

of this kind of incongruity), or 

b. the form of what I call a ‘juxtaposed incongruity’, i.e. one in which the two scripts 

operate at the same time (for example if a piece of pre-existing music is used in a 

satirical manner, which in order to be understood requires us to recall the original 

context and the new, quoting context and the satirical implications of the use of the 

music at the same time).  

 

Unlike a joke with its single stream of verbal information or a still image that contains 

a juxtaposed incongruity, a screen media text can contain a range of different kinds of 

information, all interacting with one another, simultaneously and sequentially, which 

opens up different avenues for humour, but also means that the audience have to take 

in the information required for the humour to work. It would be difficult – and self-

defeating – to try to describe all of this information in words, and even if one did that, 

the verbal report would not be able to capture the effect of acoustic or visual events. 

The range of different things happening at the same time on the image and sound tracks 

also means that there is often more than one incongruity in a funny scene if analysed 

from different angles (the example from Despicable Me 3 discussed in section 3.3.2.2., 

pp. 100-1, is such a case). The two scripts a) and b) indicated in my analyses mean two 

interpretations of one particular incongruity that causes one particular kind of 

incongruity humour in a scene, leaving out many details that are not directly relevant 

to the generation of this incongruity. The incongruities this thesis is interested in are 

 
182 SSTH and GTVH provide a less abstract approach to understanding the unity of opposites that creates 
incongruity humour. Although these theories are designed for short verbal jokes and texts that are 
potential jokes, they can shed light on the study of incongruity in audiovisual humour. 
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mainly ones created by the interplay of music or other sounds and images, and none of 

the cases of humour analysed are ones that do not contain both music (or other sounds) 

and images (that means that examples of purely verbal humour, for example, are not 

considered here). 

 

I will, however, also discuss examples that contain incongruities on the image track that 

are merely supported by the music, since such a supporting role is important to music 

in screen media texts in general humorous or otherwise, and one would miss much of 

the contribution of music to the films and TV shows discussed here if such cases were 

left out. In such cases, the scripts a) and b) are all about the images, and the scene would 

still be recognisable as funny if the soundtrack were silent, but with music/sounds, the 

effect of the humorous incongruity is intensified. Similarly, the music or other sounds 

in a scene may contain humorous incongruities in themselves, though the relationship 

to the images will still have to be considered, because it is that relationship that decides 

of the musical or other soundtrack information is prominent enough to occupy the 

foreground of audience attention, and which may also affect whether they are 

interpreted in a playful mindset. These three types of relationships between music, 

sounds and images are discussed in section 2.4.2. (pp. 70-1) in detail. As stated before, 

the interpretation of all of these kinds of incongruities relies on a nonserious or playful 

mindset, something primarily cued by the story and narration and the images. 

 

In addition to incongruity theory, cases that fit central ideas of superiority theory and 

relief theory respectively are also specially discussed in this thesis. It makes sense not 

to lose sight of these theories completely, even if one does not consider them sufficient 

as general theories of humour. But that does not mean these three theories are mutually 

exclusive. Superiority theory and relief theory can be combined with incongruity theory 

to understand the impact of humour. For example, people laugh at someone who dances 

stupidly when they are in a playful mindset because they feel superior to him. But we 

are happier to find that he is a gentleman who usually behaves elegantly than an 

innocent child who usually behaves naughtily because there is an apparent incongruity 

between the gentleman and fool. 
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The relationship among the degree of two scripts’ incongruity, the effort (time and 

energy) of figuring out the two scripts’ compatibility and the degree of humour are still 

unclear and controversial, all aspects of the topic that require more future experimental 

data to verify. Shurcliff concludes that the relationship between the degree of 

surprisingness of a humorous stimulus and its funniness is monotonic. ‘The greater the 

subjects’ anxiety prior to relief, the greater was the judged humor.’183 Kenny proposes 

that surprise or incongruity and humour are in positive relation. 184  Suls (1972) 

speculates that the highest level of comprehended incongruity and a moderate level of 

difficulty and the shortest time in revolving incongruity (in incongruity-revolution 

theory) creates the best humour, which he admits needs future experimental support to 

go beyond the stage of a plausible hypothesis. Daniel Berlyne185 and Lambert Deckers 

& Debra Salais186 report that there is an inverted-U relation (increase and subsequent 

decrease) between the degree of incongruity and humour. This thesis will not explore 

this aspect, but generally assumes that a moderate degree of incongruity, one that is not 

too difficult to understand with regard to its appropriateness, will be helpful to create 

humour.   

 

 

2.3. The ‘ITPRA’ theory & chronological incongruity and their application in 

anime/animations 

Anime and animations rely on creating surprises to achieve chronological incongruities 

and thereby humour. In a chronological incongruity, the interpretation of the two scripts 

occurs in chronological order which usually means that the second script appears as a 

surprise that violates the expectation based on the first script. But even if people are in 

an unserious mindset, does it mean that a harmless surprise must bring fun to them? It 

can be funny when a superman supposed to be powerful is revealed as a vulnerable man 

 
183 Shurcliff (1968), p. 362. 
184 Douglas T. Kenny, ‘The Contingency of Humor Appreciation on the Stimulus Configuration of Joke-
Ending Expectations’, Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 51 (3) (1955), pp. 644-8. 
185 Daniel E. Berlyne, ‘Curiosity and Learning’, Motivation and Emotion, 2 (1978), pp. 97-175.  
186 Lambert Deckers and Debra Salais, ‘Humor as a Negatively Accelerated Function of the Degree of 
Incongruity’, Motivation & Emotion, 7 (4) (1983), pp. 357-63. 
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who loses his magic,187 but people feel awe when an ordinary character becomes a 

superman who has to hide the identity to fulfil a task.188 In this way, it seems that an 

additional condition is required to achieve humous surprise. 

 

To better understand people’s shifting psychological response during the process of 

expectation and surprise, I introduce music psychologist David Huron’s ‘ITPRA’ 

theory of expectation that ambitiously attempts to explain all the main types of 

expectation phenomena in the field of psychology which Huron uses to analyse music 

in his book.189 In his theory, people go through five functionally distinct cognitive and 

emotional response systems during the expectation process: imagination, tension, 

prediction, reaction, and appraisal. I will explore the correlation among these five 

responses, apply this theoretical model to the analysis of music and its relationship with 

images in film/TV, and combine Huron’s ‘ITPRA’ theory with incongruity theory to 

propose the importance of the descending ‘value’ that contributes to humour. A case 

study will be given in the end to show their application in anime (and also animations).    

 

• Imagination response  

Expectation plays an important role in music, film and television. The perception of 

audiences toward the film’s narration is based on what the audiovisual medium presents 

to them at present and has presented to them before. Although they are not able to 

interfere with the future development of the plot, they ‘follow intently the action of the 

film, speculating about coming developments by forming expectations and searching 

for confirmation of those expectations.’190  Huron names this first response in the 

expectation process the imaginary response. It is a relatively enduring pre-outcome 

response (a response that happens before an (un)expected event). For example, when 

you get lost in the field at night, you feel the way in the weeds, hear the wretched caw 

and other animals’ cry, feel the chilling raindrop and wind, smell the stench from the 

moor, but can hardly see anything clearly. You are scared and do not know what kind 

 
187 E.g. Spiderman in his suit is expected to be capable and in good shape, but Peter B. Parker as a 
spiderman from an alternate universe in Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse (2018) is slatternly, fat and 
clumsy since his first appearance. 
188 E.g. Peter in many editions of Spiderman does this. 
189 David Huron, Sweet Anticipation: Music and the Psychology of Expectation (Cambridge/MA & 
London: MIT Press, 2006). 
190 Ed S. Tan, ‘The Structure of Interest’ in Emotion and the Structure of Narrative Film: Film as an 
Emotion Machine (London: Routledge, 1996), p. 86. 
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of danger might happen in the next second. You may recall what has happened in the 

horror film you watched last week, or you may imagine something vicious is following 

you. This torturous process may last for a long time until a ‘real’ danger arrives. In 

films, it is typical for filmmakers to utilise different audiovisual aspects to prepare a 

climax or turning point by (in-)direct foreshadowing, often long before the key moment, 

feeding the imagination response of their audience. 

 

• Tension response  

As the second stage of a pre-outcome response in ITPRA close to the event onset, the 

tension response helps both the mind and body to prepare for the expected outcome so 

as to reduce the psychosomatic hurt caused by a surprise as far as possible. The duration 

of this preparation depends on the degree of predictability. There are two major 

psychological states taking part in this conscious response, arousal191 and attention,192 

which are pivotal to optimize individual performance. They guarantee the accuracy, 

sensitivity and efficiency of missions to meet the demands of the environment. There 

is a positive correlation between the levels of arousal and attention and the reaction to 

the environment. When something expected is likely to happen, they are both 

instantaneously stimulated and boosted to the expected level in advance to guarantee 

that they are sufficient to handle the threshold of the climax or turning point. Back to 

the above example, you carry on with your walk and suddenly find a giant dark figure 

beside you. Your arousal and attention levels immediately soar (although they are kept 

at a relatively higher level than normal during the whole process of imagination) to 

prepare for imminent danger until you later figure out what is going on.   

 

Another question is that what influences the amount of arousal? A stimulus that is too 

weak is not able to draw the audiences’ attention. On the other hand, a long-lasting 

highly intense stimulus may compel the viewer to stay in a high-tension state which in 

 
191 When the individual is alerted by the perception of a stimulus, the nervous system (the ascending 
reticular activating system/ARAS) in the brain will be motivated and result in an adjustment of the 
physiological and psychological state which is called arousal. It plays important roles in regulating 
consciousness, attention, and information processing to direct physical movement. 
192 Attention is a state of arousal. ‘A key function of attention is to identify irrelevant data and filter it 
out, enabling significant data to be distributed to the other mental processes.’(Sabian Fleming, Cognitive 
Psychology (New Delhi: Scientific e-Resources, 2019), p. 4) In other words, the human brain can 
simultaneously deal with innumerable bits of information, and it is the attention process that makes the 
brain focus on particular aspects of the available information and ignore other perceivable information. 
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turn creates ennui and weakens the surprise. Huron thinks that high arousal is associated 

with uncertainty about the coming event, namely when it will occur and what will 

happen. A good filmmaker always knows when and how to bury a ‘bomb’ to surprise 

their audience. This kind of freeze state is often transient in real life, but filmmakers 

are good at overstating this moment to trigger the viewers’ responses through 

exaggeration, like exaggerated facial expressions and movements and dramatic sound 

effects and music. 

 

• Prediction response and reaction response 

Both prediction response and reaction response are fast responses. They occur almost 

at the same time (and their order is negligible), closely following the event onset. The 

prediction response is an expectation-related response that examines if the outcome 

accords with the expectation. Its accuracy and reaction speed are 

positively associated with the predictability of the event. Expected outcomes generally 

arouse a positive emotional response (a kind of satisfaction) no matter whether the 

expected outcome is good or not, while unexpected outcomes (surprise) result in a 

negative response even if the outcome is positive. On the other hand, surprise always 

results in a negative prediction response (because the prediction has not been 

confirmed). The reaction response is the first and rapid evaluation toward the outcome 

itself, without the involvement of consciousness. It can be a reflex (e.g. people rapidly 

withdraw their hand when getting shocked by static electricity) or the learned schemata 

(e.g. one finds the grammatical mistake in a sentence in his mother tongue). In the 

reaction response, the nervous system and body always assume the worst-case scenario 

out of self-protection and ego defence, whether it is a pleasant or a sad surprise or non-

surprise. A common reaction response is reflected in an uncontrolled bodily stress 

reaction and a muddled mind.  

 

Back to the suddenly appearing dark figure in our little scenario: when you start to stare 

at it, your fast reaction response can be an unconscious shiver whatever you find, and 

your prediction response is negative because you find out that it is not the dreadful 

monster or ghost you feared but just a bundle of weeds. The prediction and reaction 

responses are fleeting in reality, but directors sometimes deliberately slightly postpone 
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the disclosure of the complete picture of the outcome after a turning point to force the 

audience to get stuck in that staggering negative moment after a surprise happens. 

 

• Appraisal response  

In contrast to the fast unconscious reaction response, the appraisal response is a 

comprehensive and conscious longer-term assessment of the outcome of the event that 

happens simultaneously with or after the reaction response. It is close to the resolution 

stage in Suls’ two-stage model (see section 2.1.3, p. 44) in which people thoroughly 

comprehend the outcome and its connection with their previous imagination. The 

appraisal response can either support or oppose the reaction response and is a long-term 

evaluation process; there may be second and third appraisals that support or oppose 

previous outcomes. Alternatively, we can take them as a sequence of successive 

expectations and surprises and analyse them separately. Take a really horrible surprise 

in a horror film193 for example: the fast reaction is negative, but the appraisal may have 

different stages with different outcomes. People firstly feel scared when they are 

immersed in that horror atmosphere, but later they may start to appraise this as a 

successful horrible surprise because it actually scared them (which, after all, is at least 

part of the point of watching a horror film) when they reconsider it from the view of 

bystanders in a playful mindset, which would never be the case if the same thing 

happened to them in real life. If the appraisal of the outcome is much less serious than 

the expectation, something funny may result. Back to the fake monster: you find it is 

actually a shabby scarecrow stuck in the ground and you cannot help to feel relieved 

and laugh at yourself. Humour caused by a surprise that violates the previous 

expectation is the issue that I am concerned with, as it happens in cases of chronological 

incongruity.  

 

Figure 2.3-1 shows the timeline of the five responses in Huron’s expectation theory: 

Imagination - Tension - Prediction - Reaction - Appraisal.194 

 
193 The outcome can be as horrible as you expect, but you still feel surprised because you do not know 
when and how the horror scenes exactly appear. 
194 ‘Feeling states are first activated by imagining different outcomes (I). As an anticipated event 
approaches, physiological arousal typically increases, often leading to a feeling of increasing tension (T). 
Once the event has happened, some feelings are immediately evoked related to whether one’s predictions 
were borne out (P). In addition, a fast reaction response is activated based on a very cursory and 
conservative assessment of the situation (R). Finally, feeling states are evoked that represent a less hasty 
appraisal of the outcome (A).’ Huron (2006), p. 17. 
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Figure 2.3-1 Time-course of ITPRA 

 

Huron uses this model to explain ‘surprise’ phenomena, that is, failures of expectation. 

The imagination and tension responses are pre-outcome and contain a similar 

expectation, while the other three responses are post-outcome. In a surprise, prediction 

and reaction responses are all negative, while the appraisal response decides the final 

estimate of the outcome. Not all surprises produce humour, as Huron proposes, there 

are three types of physiological responses toward surprise: laughter (e.g. a joke), awe195 

(e.g. a piece of great news), and frisson (e.g. a horrible strike).  

 

Huron considers it is the ‘limbic contrast’ between the reaction response and the 

subsequent appraisal response that influences people’s reaction toward the surprise. 

Pleasure and laughter require the ‘flight’ of tension rather than freezing or increase the 

tension that corresponds to Kant and Spencer’s relief theory. The fast reaction response 

is inevitably negative, while the slower appraisal response is relatively neutral or can 

even be positive. Huron thinks schadenfreude (superiority humour) is also related to 

the ‘limbic contrast’, namely, the negative reaction response unconsciously releases 

opiates for people seeing someone else’s misfortune, but the cognitive appraisal 

response tells them that the misfortune does not threaten themselves, but the other 

person, and the surplus opiates create a feeling of elation. 

 

I prefer to match the ‘ITPRA’ theory with incongruity theory to examine the 

relationship between surprise and humour. Namely, 1) people perceive the contrast 

(through the prediction response) between their expectation (through the imagination 

 
195 ‘Awe’ is more like an emotional response. The physical effects of awe can include making the sound 
of ‘wow’ with sparkling eyes. 
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occur in tandem, one might equally call it ITRPA (reversing the R and P), but I prefer 
the more pronounceable ITPRA.

As I have noted, I propose that these fi ve response systems arise from fi ve function-
ally distinct neurophysiological systems. Each response system solves an important 
problem in tailoring behavior so that it is optimally adapted to a given environ -
ment. Since each response system addresses a different biological problem it is 
possible that each system represents a distinct evolved adaptation. One might even 
propose a plausible order of evolution for these systems. The oldest response 
system is probably the (unconscious) reaction response. Clearly, an organism 
must take appropriate actions in response to what actually happens in the world; 
outcomes (and our responses to them) are what matter most. An organism that always 
assumes the worst outcome has a better chance of surviving those occasional situations 
that are truly dangerous. Since these hasty reaction responses are commonly exagger-
ated, some basic elements of the appraisal response probably evolved next. This would 
have begun as an (unconscious) inhibitory function, suppressing those reaction 
responses that are excessively conservative. The tension response was likely next to 
evolve. Simple classical conditioning might allow an organism to anticipate what 
happens next, and there are clear advantages to tailoring the arousal and attention to 
the expected event. Since the prediction response provides a way to evaluate the pre-
dictions implicit in the tension response, the prediction response must have appeared 
after the advent of the tension response. Finally, the imagination response is probably 
the most recent evolutionary addition. Once one achieves some modicum of success 

Event
Onset

Imagination Appraisal

Prediction

Reaction

Tension

Time

Figure 1.1
Schematic diagram of the time-course of the “ITPRA” theory of expectation. Feeling states are 
fi rst activated by imagining different outcomes (I). As an anticipated event approaches, physio-
logical arousal typically increases, often leading to a feeling of increasing tension (T). Once the 
event has happened, some feelings are immediately evoked related to whether one’s predictions 
were borne out (P). In addition, a fast reaction response is activated based on a very cursory and 
conservative assessment of the situation (R). Finally, feeling states are evoked that represent a 
less hasty appraisal of the outcome (A).
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and tension responses) and the outcome (through the appraisal response; the reaction 

response is unconscious and thus cannot be included in the cognitive analysis); 2) both 

expectation and the outcome target the same objects/events; 3) people interpret the 

whole process in a playful mindset. If we add Spencer’s descending incongruity that 

requires the ‘flight’ of tension as an additional condition, that will be 4) the ‘value’ that 

people expect should be higher than that in the outcome to achieve a sense of ‘descent’. 

This ‘value’ is a fairly abstract category and in my interpretation is influenced by the 

amount of stimulus someone receives and their basic value judgment of that stimulus. 

In many funny surprises, the elements in the outcome are apparently opposite with and 

lower in ‘value’ than those in the expectation, as when something you expect to be 

magnificent/powerful/touching/exciting/vicious transforms into something 

mediocre/weak/unemotional/dull/harmless in a playful way, which creates humour, not 

vice versa, which would cause awe, frisson or other reactions. But if the two scripts do 

not contain directly opposite elements, as in the joke example of milking cows, you 

expect something to happen in a normal way, but the outcome is abnormal and causes 

the surprise which later becomes reasonable through the appraisal (similar to Suls’ two-

stage model theory). It may, in many such cases, be difficult to tell which script contains 

the higher ‘value’. A sense of ‘descent’ may, in fact, be rather triggered by 

abnormal/unreasonable/unsettled things resolved to be explicable/reasonable/settled. 

Another similar example is that in Nodame Cantabile (2007) discussed in section 3.2.2 

(pp. 80-1). It is unreasonable to connect two irrelevant pieces during a serious 

performance, but through retrospection a common reason can be found to explain that 

in a playful way, which creates humour. Because of this, I do not see a ‘descent in value’ 

between the two scripts as a necessary condition of chronological incongruity to explain 

humour, but it provides a method to explain why some surprises are funny while their 

inversion is not.   

 

In films and TV, directors usually utilise various techniques of shooting, editing, music 

and sound effects to build up suspense, stimulate the audiences’ emotions and create 

surprise. Greg Smith calls the perceptual stimuli transmitting emotional signals 

‘emotion cues’.196 The process can be provoked by both audio (dialogue, intonation, 

 
196  Greg M. Smith, Film Structure and the Emotion System (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, New York, 2003), pp. 42-3. 
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sound effects, music) and visual (facial expressions, body movements, costumes, mise 

en scène, camera techniques, editing) output. Each single cue is supposed to induce a 

kind of emotion. However, in consideration of the range of experiences and differing 

perceptiveness of different audience members, filmmakers prefer to mobilize 

multidimensional filmic cues to underline specific motivations and emotions. Such 

‘redundant emotion cues’ (p. 43) guarantee that the majority of viewers will be able to 

pick up the signal. This is a particularly common approach in anime and animation. 

That is why people of all ages and levels usually feel no difficulty in grasping the main 

emotional tendency of a moment or scene in an animated film or TV. 

 

Let us apply the above theories to a case study. It aims to give a detailed demonstration 

of how the five stages of expectation and humour theory can be applied to a comedy 

anime. The example is an excerpt from the first episode of the Japanese anime Haven’t 

You Heard? I’m Sakamoto (2016, 6.50-11.50). It is a Japanese comedy anime adapted 

from the manga series of the same name (2011-2015). The protagonist Sakamoto is a 

first-year high school student with a distinctive and fascinating personality: handsome, 

talented and cool.197 He is so consummate that he is treated like a superstar by other 

students (especially by the girls who admire him). The part I analyse tells the story of 

how Sakamoto gets rescued from a fire.  

 

The set-up of the story is that a delinquent group formed by Sakamoto’s schoolmates 

kidnap him in the science lab for they are all jealous of him. The crisis happens (7.50-

8.34) when the schoolmates accidentally light up an experimental apparatus, but the 

door is locked. The redundant emotion cues depict the panicked atmosphere. A low 

brass line, dissonant chords and irregular syncopation underline the imminent danger 

and increase the tension. The panic-stricken kidnappers show their true colours at the 

sight of the fire (figure 2.3-2). It thus produces superiority humour for audiences who 

may find pleasure from their collapsed personas. It also slightly hints at a development 

from a serious kidnap toward a comedy.  

 
197 ‘Cool’ in Japanese means someone looks stylish and his/her attitude and behaviours are composed 
but seen as uniquely their own. 
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Figure 2.3-2 The scared kidnappers face the fire in Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto 

(2016, ep 1). 

 

The intense music with a strong beat starts when the fire is found by the thugs and 

immediately breaks off when Sakamoto intervenes (8.34-8.52). It seems to only 

represent the fear of the thugs, not Sakamoto’s, who is calm in the face of disaster 

(figure 2.3-3). A synthetic, harsh, grating sound underlines his sharp eye, and his 

footsteps are amplified. All these factors further verify that Sakamoto is an 

extraordinary hero. 

 
Figure 2.3-3 The close-up of calm Sakamoto 

 

Then Sakamoto introduces his secret technique ‘Repetition Sidestep’ (simply 

alternating jumps to the left and right) that seems to extinguish the fire (8.52-10.10, 

figure 2.3-4). More redundant emotion cues are utilised to show off his cool behaviour: 

colourful speed lines, the shining abstract screen tone,198 a close-up of his graceful 

pose emphasized by swishing sounds, and dynamic percussion music accompanying 

his ‘Repetition Sidestep’. On the one hand, audiences believe that the competent hero 

Sakamoto is seriously handling the problem and everything is in his control, on the 

 
198 For a detailed introduction of speed-lines and abstract screen tone, see section 4.2.1 (p. 178). 
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other hand, the TV advert-like demonstration of his ‘secret technique’ overstates its 

original meaning, making audiences wonder whether this is truly a serious situation.199 

In addition, the cut to the downstairs teacher’s office and teachers being disturbed by 

the noise from the ceiling (9.41-9.49, figure 2.3-5) foreshadows the eventual resolution 

of the event.  

 
Figure 2.3-4 Sakamoto uses ‘Repetition Sidestep’ technique. 

 
Figure 2.3-5 The downstairs teachers notice the noise from the ceiling. 

 

The above images are the pre-outcome of the whole process of expectation and surprise 

happening in the lab that influences the audiences’ imagination response. It contains 

multiple cues towards understanding the characters and situation, making the event 

attractively puzzling.  

    

The audiences’ tension response (10.11) is triggered by the response of a teacher who 

opens the lab door to check what happens. By having a close-up of the teacher’s startled 

 
199 The audiovisual language of this presentation of the technique could itself be understood to create a 
small descending incongruity and could be analysed in itself using the ITPRA model, as one of the 
smaller surprises on the way to the resolution of the sequence as a whole. This also helps to make the 
point that comedies often use the embedding of smaller-scale funny surprises in larger ones. This is 
different from jokes, which typically work with a single funny surprise. These smaller-scale surprises 
work like ‘jab lines’ in a humorous text, smaller jokes preceding a bigger punch line. The term ‘jab lines’ 
is introduced by Salvatore Attardo to account for the structure of longer humorous texts. It is functionally 
identical to the punch line but can occur in any place in a text. Salvatore Attardo, Humorous Texts: A 
Semantic and Pragmatic Analysis (German: De Gruyter, Inc, 2001), pp. 82-3. 
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facial expression stressed by a loud crash sound effect (figure 2.3-6), it suggests to the 

viewers that the surprise is coming soon. Their arousal and attention systems are 

aroused to a higher level to prepare for the (probably negative) outcome. 

 
Figure 2.3-6 The close-up of the shocked teacher. 

 

The audiences’ prediction response and reaction response should be momentary. The 

most conspicuous feature of such a fast response is the instantaneous puzzlement when 

they realize they are cheated but have not got enough time to get a clear understanding 

of the result. The scene deliberately amplifies this astonishment and confusion that 

appears after the event onset and before revealing the final truth (10.12-10.19): when 

the teacher opens the door, the percussive music stops while the boys continue to move 

(figure 2.3-7). The fire scene does not change a lot but immediately becomes less 

impressive. We can understand this as a descending incongruity, but the reality is still 

not fully represented. Soon the image fades away to white like the ending of the scene, 

and we do not know what has happened, but expect the uncertainty to be resolved soon.  

 
Figure 2.3-7 The teacher finds his students ‘dancing’ around the fire. 

 

The riddle is firstly answered when the framing reveals a fire extinguisher and the mess 

its release has created (10.19-10.26, figure 2.3-8). Through appraisal, audiences are 

aware of the descending incongruities: 1) the white screen and the accompanying 

nondiegetic sound effect were not the end of an unresolved scene but in fact represented 
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the chemical substance from the extinguisher; 2) all these students’ behaviours are 

proved useless and silly because it is still the teacher who puts out the fire rather than 

the mysterious repetition sidesteps. Then Sakamoto explains what has happened from 

his perspective and brings about the second appraisal (10.26-11.49, figure 2.3-9): it had 

been his plan to use the footsteps to attract the teacher’s attention to get support. We 

hear soothing swing jazz 200 that represents his control of the situation. It seems to 

confirm that he is the cool hero who can overcome any difficulty, as the title sequence 

advertises, but he is too ostentatious and the approach itself is childish, exaggerated and 

unnecessary, which creates another level of incongruity humour, this time at the 

expense of Sakamoto himself. In general, the crisis is finally resolved in a nonserious 

way that we did not expect before, which creates a descending incongruity and humour. 

  
Figure 2.3-8 The fire is extinguished.     Figure 2.3-9 Sakamoto reveals his plan. 

 

In summary, the expectation process in anime or animations is complexed and full of 

changes of direction (‘jab lines’), but it still follows the basic rule of the ‘ITPRA’ theory. 

Expectation and surprise do not have a direct relation to humour. What makes a surprise 

funny is the fulfilment of the conditions of humour theory, such as the aspects of a 

descending incongruity and superiority theory involved in the above example. Besides, 

compared with other genres of animations or live-action films, comedy 

anime/animations have the built-in advantage to suggest to the audience to treat the 

majority of scenes in a playful and carefree mindset, which provides a great platform 

for humour to happen. As the above case shows, music and sound effects in different 

tones are well designed to support the proper atmosphere and underline the key 

 
200  The music named ‘Sakamoto’s Brilliant Days’ (坂本の華麗な日々 ) on the anime original 
soundtrack album is always used to reveal Sakamoto’s heroic manner. It is in a straight eighths rhythm 
(eighth note + eighth note). Woodwinds and strings accompany a piano melody. 
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elements in the images in each five stages201 to provide ‘redundant emotion cues’ to 

amplify the effect of the descending incongruity in the visuals and narration. The most 

common way for music and sounds in anime/animations to reflect the sense of ‘descent’ 

in a surprise is to abruptly stop dramatic/dynamic/tense music on the turning point, then 

to follow it with upbeat music or sound effects. There are different variations based on 

this practice. Take different scenes of Kung Fu Panda 3 (2016) for example: 1) The last 

note of the music before it stops is flattened (20.30). 2) The music keeps on the 

unresolved note which is only resolved when the harmless outcome appears (24.45). 3) 

The last note of the music before it stops sounds like a musical toy when the batteries 

run low (32.00), or like the scratch sound of a phonograph needle being pulled violently 

across a vinyl record,202 or the last note is interrupted as if it is turned off by someone 

(Daily Lives of High School Boys, 2012, ep 11, 10.50). 4) Music is stopped by a striking 

sound effect as in the above case study, a technique that is widely used in anime. 

 

It should be stressed that the subject the ‘ITPRA’ theory observes is an independent 

single expectation experience. Even if it is accepted as a general theory and is applicable 

to many fields, the audience’s cognitive and emotional response to films and televisions 

is far more complex. Audiences can either imagine themselves as the protagonists with 

an excess of empathy and sense of immersion to feel what the characters feel or watch 

the film as an outsider with God’s perspective. To sum up, there are at least three layers 

of expectation working simultaneously when people are watching and listening to a 

film. The three layers are not neatly separated but intertwined with each other. The first 

layer is the ideal expectation process which simply focuses on the present plot without 

any other factors affecting the expectations. The second layer is influenced by the 

impression of the typical characteristics of a role (which may also include the 

impression of an actor/actress’s or dubber’s previous work and identity), object or event, 

some of which may be tendentious. In Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (2001) 

(figure 2.3-10), Professor Severus Snape at Hogwarts School is a black-haired and pale 

teacher fancying the dark arts. The soothing music changes to dissonance when a shot 

 
201 There are also many short-length humorous surprises in anime/animations that may only contain a 
short setup and reveal the outcome soon within half a minute. There is no extra design of visuals, music 
and sounds to present and amplify the shorter responses, like tension, prediction or reaction responses. 
For an example, see The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. in section 4.2.1 (p. 186). 
202 Introduction and examples see in TV Tropes: 
<https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/RecordNeedleScratch> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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shifts to him for the first time. Harry Potter also feels indisposed whenever he sees 

Severus. All these clues hint that he is not a positive character according to traditional 

film routines. Audiences are thus easily led to form a prejudice against him. This 

prejudice gradually accumulates and the audiences soon feel that his every movement 

conforms to the usual sense of the definition of a villain (both the audience and Harry 

Potter are misled by the director) until they find he has been wronged by this developing 

idea of him at the climax of the film. 

 
Figure 2.3-10 The close-up of Professor Snape’s serious face in Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone (2001). 

 

The last layer assesses things from the genre angle. Like wearing tinted spectacles, 

audiences are inevitably influenced by their understanding of which genre a film 

belongs to. For instance, a pretty girl with long hair walking in an alley is attractive in 

a romantic film, and audiences may expect that she will meet her Mr. Right around the 

corner. But the same girl can be endowed with a mysterious and horrifying scent if it is 

a horror film, or people expect something funny to happen to her if it is a comedy and 

the actor is a famous comedian (but also with the help of film techniques and the 

soundtrack). Hence, the audience’s expectation is a synthesis of different responses. 

But expecting a joke in a playful mindset does not necessarily make a scene less funny, 

because audiences still have no idea when and where the punchline will occur and what 

exactly will happen.    

 

 

2.4. Music, sound effects and humour in anime/animations   

It is time to apply the above theories to examine how different techniques and aspects 

of music and sound effects can be utilised to enhance or create humour in the 
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anime/animations. Before that, however, I want to provide two classifications that (I) 

list the different forms and lengths of the comic cases and (II) the different roles music 

and sound effects can play in funny scenes; these classifications show part of the logic 

and structure of my following analysis.   

 

2.4.1. Comic events in different forms and lengths - single comic event and articulated 

comic events203  

A single comic event is a one-off comic event that appears in a certain episode and does 

not have an apparent influence on the previous or subsequent narration. This is the main 

object of my study and most of the examples in chapters three and four are single comic 

events. An example can be seen in The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. in section 4.2.1 (p. 

186). The above example from Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto is a relatively long 

single comic event if we examine it as a whole. In reality, it includes shorter, embedded 

audiovisual jab lines, such as Sakamoto’s TV advert-style presentation of his technique. 

The music and sound effects in these two examples do not create incongruities with the 

images but underline the different stages of expectation to support the humorous images 

and narration.  

 

Articulated comic events cover a wider span of the plot. I categorize them into four 

forms: 

 

1) A series of different single comic events that can be either similar or disparate are 

strung together. It can be a coherent piece of music connecting them or music and sound 

effects supporting each comic event in a similar way. This is commonly used in funny 

montage scenes in which a series of funny short shots are joined to condense 

information, time and space by (often, but not necessarily synchronized) music. For 

example, in The Boss Baby (2017, 42.40-43.10, figure 2.4-1), Tim and Boss Baby dress 

up in a funny way in a montage scene synchronized with the nondiegetic upbeat original 

song ‘Every time I Turn Around’. In Gin Tama (2006, 1: 4, 12.20-13.30, figure 2.4-2), 

the montage scene switches five times between the escaping Kagura and Shinpachi who 

 
203 This refers to Jean-Pierre Coursodon’s terms who classify the visual gags into one-off ‘gags’ and 
‘articulated gags’ (a running gag across a wider span of the plot). Jean-Pierre Coursodon, Keaton et Cie 
(Paris: Editions Seghers, 1964) as cited in Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik, ‘Gags, Jokes, Wisecracks, 
and Comic Events’, in Popular Film and Television Comedy (London: Routledge, 1990), pp. 51-2.  
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are attacked by the enemy accompanied with intense electronic guitar and their comrade 

in arms Gintoki who is simply hanging out to find the latest manga here and there, 

accompanied by gong sounds (often used for unserious dramatic moments in anime) 

underlining his absurdity (a descending incongruity).  

 
Figure 2.4-1 Tim and Boss Baby dress up and pose in The Boss Baby (2017). 

 
Figure 2.4-2 The escaping Kagura and Shinpachi and the boring Gintoki in Gin Tama 

(2006, 1: 4). 

 

2) Repeated use of similar comic events that are distributed over the film or television 

series. That means two or more similar funny scenes are spread out across a film, an 

episode or even different episodes of an animation series. The repeat of such similar 

comic events brings back and strengthens the impression made by previous funny 

scenes. Recurrent comic events are often accompanied by recurring music and sound 

effects, and the sounds may also be endowed with a funny meaning and influence the 

interpretation of the following diegesis as a narrative pointer (see sections 3.2.1 and 

4.5). 

 

3) Unlike the above two forms in which the two scripts of one incongruity in a single 

comic event are interpreted (almost) at the same time or successively, the two scripts 

in this category are separated by many other irrelevant bits of information in a long 

stretch of narrative. Audiences need to associate them through their memory. Music 
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and sound effects are efficient instruments to connect the scripts or even join in the 

scripts (see section 3.2.2).   

 

4) Rule of three/comic triple: a particular outcome is presented once, then repeated in 

the same or a similar way (raising our expectation that this is the standard outcome). It 

appears for the third time but with a different, surprising and funny result. The three 

outcomes can either appear successfully or be separated distributed across a longer 

stretch of the text. The number is not limited to three but can be higher. See the example 

in American Dad! discussed in section 4.2.2 (pp. 188-90). The purpose of the first four 

instances of the music in that example is unclear, while the fifth time reveals the answer: 

that the music is to cover the unpleasant sound of a fart, causing a descending 

incongruity over a long stretch of narrative. 

 

 

2.4.2. Relationship between music/sound effects and audiovisual humour 

There are different ways music (and/or sound effects) can be involved in the creation 

of audiovisual humor: 

 

1) Music and sound effects underline funny images or plot events. Humour is embedded 

in the images and narration, and music and sound effects merely underline some visual 

elements or provide the right atmosphere. The images are still funny but may be less 

impressive if we turn off the sound. (The sequence from Haven’t You Heard? I’m 

Sakamoto discussed above is an example of this) 

 

2) Music alone creates humour (see section 3.1), and comic sound effects themselves 

sound unserious and are easily associated with comic scenes (see section 4.1 - 4.2). In 

anime/animations, such examples of funny music (or sound effects) are typically still 

dominated by the narration and images which influence their tone and functions.  

   

3) Music and sound effects create humour together with images, and they are all 

involved in the comic incongruity. If we turn off the volume, the incongruity will be 

lost. This is the main subject of my study, and the majority of the examples in sections 
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3.3-3.7 and 4.2-4.8 show how different techniques and aspects of music and sound 

effects create humour with images in different ways. 

 

To sum up, incongruity theory (describing cognitive-perceptual processes in humour) 

is the theory that supports the majority of the case analysis in this thesis. I will use ‘a)’ 

and ‘b)’ to designate the two scripts (i.e., the contradictory but compatible 

interpretations of audiovisual humour) in my analyses of examples. A playful mindset 

is a necessary condition for humour to work in all of the cases, but I will not comment 

on what allows or prompts the audience to understand the scenes in such a playful 

mindset in each of the individual examples (not least because comic animation is very 

good at creating a sense of unreality and unseriousness anyway). My application of 

incongruity theory to the examples is further divided into the types of juxtaposed 

incongruity and chronological incongruity (the latter working with expectation and 

surprise and in many cases requiring descending ‘values’). Broadly speaking, 

juxtaposed incongruity is more commonly involved in the use of pre-existing music 

(section 3.3) and sound effects (section 4.6), music synchronization (section 3.5), 

metaphoric sounds and images (section 4.4). Chronological incongruity is more often 

involved in examples working with the inner structure of music (section 3.1.2) and 

musical self-reflexivity (section 3.4). Superiority humour is primarily discussed in 

sections 3.6 (in music) and 4.7 (in sound effects) and taboo-related humour is primarily 

discussed in sections 3.7 (in music) and 4.8 (in sound effects). 

 

Besides, there are cases of ‘superiority humour’, theoretically supported by superiority 

theory, and taboo-related humour supported by relief theory, types that are often 

combined with incongruity humour to create greater comic effects. If we combine these 

different types of humour with the above two classifications, there are many different 

possibilities for music and sound effects in anime/animations to enhance or create 

humour. In each section of chapter three and chapter four, I will provide concrete 

analyses of examples that focus on music and sound effects respectively.  
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3. Aspects and techniques of music and humour in anime and US 

animations 

 

In this chapter, I will provide a detailed classification and analysis of case studies to 

show how some aspects and techniques of music in American animated films and TV 

series and Japanese anime can, under specific circumstances, create or contribute to 

humour. This discussion is based on the humour theories introduced in the second 

chapter and shows how audiovisual humour can be explained by the psychological 

mechanisms assumed by different theories of humour. The aspects and techniques 

discussed in this chapter are: 

• 3.1 funny music - musical elements such as certain timbres and structures 

themselves produce humour; 

• 3.2 music as a narrative pointer to create or evoke humour across longer stretches 

of narrative; 

• 3.3 musical intertextuality, i.e. the borrowing of elements of or entire pre-existing 

pieces of music in order to create comic incongruities in the new text; 

• 3.4 music and self-reflexivity, i.e. the use of music in ways that exploit 

incongruities on the level of the construction of the film or TV text and point out 

that construction; 

• 3.5 music synchronization - the synchronization of music and visuals in order to 

create incongruities; 

• 3.6 music and superiority humour; 

• 3.7 music, social taboo and relief humour. 

 

The same example may involve several different techniques or aspects. I will point out 

such relationships by indicating the title of the film/TV show, the section number and 

the page number. 
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3.1. Funny music - Music itself produces humour 

Music itself can be experienced as funny, independent from any visual or other co-art. 

Humour can be created by linguistic expressions, including musical terms, expression 

markings, titles, lyrics, the story and theme it describes etc. or by playing with musical 

structure, rhythm, or harmony in ways that violate expectations based on musical 

conventions and creates surprises and incongruity (though there are also conventions 

of funny music itself) (Gilbert, 1926; Mull, 1949; Nilsen 1993; Dalmonte, 1995; Nilsen 

& Nilsen, 2000; Mera, 2002 etc.).204 There are also musical timbres that people hear 

as funny and can be exploited for comic effects in film and TV music (Mera, 2002). 

This section will explore two aspects: (section 3.1.1) timbres and (section 3.1.2) 

musical structure that make music in anime/animations seem funny and to check if such 

funny music can work independently from the narrative context and the specific scene 

the music appears in. 

 

3.1.1. Funny timbres 

Mera (2002) argues that some instruments, such as the tuba, bassoon, trombone, double 

bass and piccolo are natural ‘jokers’. These instruments do well with extremely high or 

low notes. The latent incongruity of these instruments’ timbres is: a) instruments are 

usually expected to produce sound in comfortable middle registers; b) but these 

instruments sound better in extreme ranges. For example, ‘Toubun Tora ne Tonaa (I do 

not want sugar)’, OST in the anime Gin Tama,205 is played by a bassoon. The melody 

is andante, simple and repetitive and the bassoon plays non-legato, making it sound 

 
204 Henry F. Gilbert, ‘Humor in Music’, Musical Quarterly, 12 (1) (1926), pp. 40-55; Helen K. Mull, ‘A 
Study of Humor in Music’, The American Journal of Psychology, 62 (4) (Oct. 1949), pp. 560-6; Don 
L.F. Nilsen, ‘Humor in Music’, in Humor Scholarship. A Research Bibliography, ed. by Don L.F. Nilsen 
(Westport/CT: Greenwood, 1993), pp. 250-4; Rossana Dalmonte, ‘Towards a Semiology of Humor in 
Music’, International Review of the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music, 26 (2) (Dec. 1995), pp. 167-87; 
Alleen Pace Nilsen and Don L.F. Nilsen, ‘Music’ and ‘Music Comedians’, in Encyclopedia of Twentieth-
Century American Humor, ed. by Alleen Pace Nilsen and Don L.F. Nilsen (Westport/CT: Greenwood, 
2000), pp. 211-8; Miguel (2002). 
205 Gintoki, the leading character in Gintama, a Japanese adventure and comedy anime (2006-2018) 
adapted from the manga series of the same name (2003-2019), eats parfait only once a week because his 
doctor said he suffers from high blood sugar, but he yearns for sugar. ‘I do not want sugar’ reflects his 
listless state without enough sugar intake. In that state, he usually does something meaningless and 
ridiculous to pass the time. 
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clumsy and funny.206 It is often played for the main characters’ moments of slapstick 

in the anime, but also for other funny moments in numerous entertainment programmes 

and on video-sharing platforms like YouTube and Tik Tok. 207  However, these 

instruments are not just good for producing comic effects but are also adept at creating 

a gloomy atmosphere, for example in horror films, where extremely low sounds are 

often used to exaggerate a dark or threatening atmosphere. A classic example is the 

theme music in Jaws (1975) in which the angular tuba and double bass offer a sense of 

discomfort hinting the upcoming dangers (although low brass instruments such as the 

tuba seem to be better at suggesting a threat than a bassoon in films and TV). 

 

Some electronic instruments, like the theremin that Mera mentions, sound like the voice 

of a human (or perhaps what we imagine a supernatural ghost to sound), an incongruity 

that can produce a funny effect (but also an eerie one). The particularity of the theremin 

is that it is played using non-tactile hand movements. That means that there is no firm 

connection between a specific note and a defined finger position. Players have to 

continually adjust their fingers’ position to obtain the specified sound through acoustic 

feedback. Thus, very precise control of intonation is difficult.208  However, as the 

Russian theremin player, Lydia Kavina says: ‘What is nice and special about the 

theremin sound is its insecurity, its humanity, the trembling. This weakness makes it 

strong’.209 It can generate a few tone colours over a range of six octaves.210 People 

sometimes connect the flexible and tremulous sounds with wordless female falsetto 

voices (especially in their whistle register) which are also often used in music or other 

media to suggest the supernatural. 

 

 
206 A bassoon is less agile than other woodwind instruments (such as flute or clarinet), and a repetitive, 
not too fast non-legato passage probably creates that impression of a not very agile character moving 
with a certain ponderousness, which may be a case of superiority humour. 

207  There are three explanations for this phenomenon: 1) unserious bassoon music itself is funny 
wherever it is applied; 2) music helps to recall funny scenes from the anime; 3) music is repeatedly used 
in various funny scenes and as a result, people automatically connect the whole piece (not only the 
instruments) with humour, even though they may not be able to clearly remember the original scenes. 
The last two reasons will be further explained in section 3.2.  
208 Hans-Joachim Braun, ‘Pulled out of Thin Air? The Revival of the Theremin’, in Sound Souvenirs: 
Audio Technologies, Memory and Cultural Practices, ed. by Karin Bijsterveld and José van Dijck 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2009), pp. 139-51.  
209 Barbara Buchholz (ed.), Theremin: Russia with love (Mainz: Intuition, Schott Music International, 
CD Intuition 3382-2, 2004), as cited in Braun (2009), p. 149. 
210 Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia, ‘Theremin’, Encyclopedia Britannica, 4 Apr. 2019. 
<https://www.britannica.com/art/theremin> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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Based on these characteristics, theremin is widely used as nondiegetic music in (science) 

fiction to provide a sense of mystery and horror scenes to indicate unknown dangers. 

But the strange sound loses this mystique when it is played onscreen in an unserious 

way and triggers a comic effect when audiences treat the incongruity (the sound is 

supernatural but also like the voice of a human) in a playful mindset. The following 

three examples for aspects of such humour – in which the theremin plays different roles 

– are from The Simpsons.  

 

In 19: 9 (2007, 09.00-09.30, figure 3.1-1), a theremin can be heard in a science fiction 

scene when Homer falls asleep in a high-tech machine and slips into a memory bubble 

- his mind, which helps him sort through his lost memories. In 15: 14 (2004, 07.20-

08.10, figure 3.1-2), the Simpson kids hear spooky noises coming from their attic and 

ask their parents for help. Then a piece of stereotypical spooky music starts playing. 

Homer dismisses this but the other families feel scared. The now frightened family start 

to explore the source of the surreal music until discovering the truth that one 

acquaintance of them indeed playing the theremin in the attic. Here, the sound of the 

theremin is still linked to the horror atmosphere, but the combination of the sound and 

image of the theremin creates descending incongruities which create the humour of the 

scene. The descending incongruities play with the ambiguity of the source of diegetic 

music that ‘falls’ from the imaginary ghost’s ‘voice’ to a more mundane, real 

instrument’s tune. There is a second incongruity: a) the theremin is a rare and exotic 

instrument that normally only specialists will own; b) the images prove that the 

Simpsons have one in their attic, as if it is one of the kids’ old guitars or grandpa’s old 

accordion. But audiences will not query for long why the Simpsons own a theremin for 

they also have some even stranger objects and skills, and the unlikeliness is part of what 

makes the animation funny. 
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Figure 3.1-1 Homer in a memory bubble 

in The Simpsons (2007,19: 9).   

Figure 3.1-2 Someone plays the theremin 

in the attic in The Simpsons (2004,15: 14).

 

As we see, a strange sound loses its mystique when the instrument appears onscreen 

and can shift the scene from something uncanny to something absurd. It can create more 

humour when it is played in a distinctly unserious way. In The Simpsons 22: 20 (2011, 

08.50-09.30, figure 3.1-3), Milhouse plays the theremin and sings a love song to Lisa. 

Both his singing and the accompaniment are off-key and absurd.211 The incongruity is: 

a) a love song should be performed sincerely and beautifully to win the girl’s heart; b) 

the weird sound and the poor performance is more like a spoof which ends up 

embarrassing the girl, and she refuses to be his girlfriend. Besides, the glide of theremin 

in low registers sounds a bit like farts. The potential of the theremin for comic effects 

has some tradition in film history. In the physical comedy The Delicate Delinquent 

(1957), for example, the theremin makes a comic appearance as Jerry Lewis’ newfound 

toy. A string of peculiar sounds corresponds to his mischievous movements (figure 3.1-

4). The humour in this scene can be explained by Freudian release theory. The fart-like 

sounds and Lewis’ behaviour of fooling with the instrument transgresses what we 

normally expect of art, and the release of the taboo on such inappropriate behaviour 

creates humour (for more examples about offensive sounds and social taboos, see 

section 4.8.3). There are incongruities involved as well, between an expected musical 

sound and an actual unpleasant sound, and between the normally controlled and precise 

movements of playing a musical instrument and Lewis’ fooling around.  

 
211 The lyrics of this song are also inappropriate for the situation: ‘Teacher said, don’t eat the paste. ‘Tis 
apt to make you spew. I ate the paste, and liked the taste. Passed out and dreamed of you.’ 
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Figure 3.1-3 Milhouse plays the theremin 

to Lisa in The Simpsons (2011, 22: 20).          

Figure 3.1-4 Jerry Lewis plays the 

theremin in The Delicate Delinquent 

(1957).

 

Not only instruments but also processed voices/singing possess latent fun. In the 

Despicable Me series and the spin-off film Minions (2015), the Minions’ voices and 

songs sound non-human and funny - they are processed by a voice changer by raising 

the sound frequency and pitch and accelerating the normal speaking speed to change 

its natural harmonics into something different from a human voice. It sounds like 

incoherent babbling and is practically incomprehensible at first. 212  However, 

Minionese uses a nuanced and intricate vocabulary that has been specifically designed 

to play with our linguistic knowledge. The constructed language combines several real 

languages, including Japanese, Italian, Spanish, Hindi, French etc. Audiences from 

different counties may recognise a few sporadic words to feel that they are still 

following along. For example (Despicable Me 2, 2013, 01.18.30-01.18.50, figure 3.1-

5), a minion orders a classic Indian recipe by saying ‘poulet (chicken-French) tikka 

masala (Hindi)’.  

 
212 Persons analyses the humour caused by unusual vocal inflections in Ren and Stimpy animated TV 
series (1991-1996). Dan Persons, ‘Ren & Stimpy: Voice Humor: Billy West on His Inspiration for the 
Cat and Chihuahua’s Cartoon Sound’, Cinefantastique, 26/27 (6/1) (Oct. 1995), pp. 100-1. 
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Figure 3.1-5 A minion orders a recipe in Despicable Me 2 (2013). 

 

The fascination of Minionese is mainly achieved through the different tones, rhymes, 

onomatopoeia, mispronunciations and noises accompanying facial expressions and 

body language, like various interrogative/interjection intonations, giggles and the 

sounds of Minions sticking their tongues out and playing party blowout. All these 

elements manifest their absurd but also adorable and disciplined characters. They are 

universal symbols of communication that help to deliver messages without our needing 

to understand all the concrete words (for an example of the Minions’ singing, see 

section 3.3.2.2, p. 101). In short, the overall incongruity of Minionese is: a) at first sight 

(or rather hearing), Minionese sounds like incoherent, meaningless babbling and 

suggests that the Minions make these noise simply for fun; b) on closer inspection, it 

turns out to be a hodgepodge of words from many different languages (mixed with other 

sounds, interjections, giggles etc.), like something made up by someone who wants to 

create the impression of a language without using an actual language. And in another 

step, in the fictional world of the films, this is indeed their actual language and works 

perfectly well for their communication. 

 

In conclusion, even if instruments or voices use unusual registers or play with 

similarities and differences to human voices or other elements, these are not normally 

sufficient to stimulate humour since they are also widely used in horror and other genre 

contexts. It is the combination of the sounds/music and their filmic contexts that decides 

the orientation of the emotion. There is no absolutely funny music, but there is no doubt 

that the kind of ‘funny’ music discussed here is a great catalyst to induce latent humour 

in a scene.  
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3.1.2. Unexpected musical structures 

In classical music of the ‘common practice period’, there are strict rules of musical form 

and harmonic structure. which are seldom broken by composers. The sudden violation 

of these rules, including harmony, metre and rhythm, orchestration, musical texture, 

but also a secondary element such as musical terminology, etc. may cause surprise, 

descending incongruity and humour. 213  A representative example that plays with 

dynamics and orchestration is Haydn’s Symphony No. 94 which is popularly known as 

the ‘Surprise Symphony’. There is a sudden fortissimo chord played by the full 

orchestra at the end of the main theme of the second movement.214 The music then 

returns to the previous quiet dynamic as if nothing had happened. 

 

Nevertheless, this way of playing with musical rules is rare in film music. The reasons, 

according to Mera (2002), are: 1) The length of the typical cue in film music is too short 

to establish and develop an integrated structure that influences the audience’s 

expectation of the following content. 2) The structure of film music is more or less 

defined by the narration and it thus lacks the ‘traditional restraints’ on the musical form 

that allow certain kinds of surprises to happen (a sudden loud chord in a piece of music 

is more likely to be a jump scare in a horror film than a funny moment in itself). While 

relatively coherent pieces of music, such as theme music or pre-existing music used in 

a film, can work with such comic surprises, incongruity in the musical structure 

becomes less conspicuous and effective if it is in the background as synchronous 

accompaniment music. Audiences are more likely to be attracted and surprised by an 

unexpected plot development than by the music, which in film and television usually 

plays a subordinate role. But if the music is moved into the foreground and stands out 

enough to attract the viewers’ attention, the violation of expected musical structures 

alongside corresponding scenes has the capacity to create humour. Such examples are 

not common in animation, though, the general rule seems to be that musical structures 

should be as straightforward as possible so that the audience can easily understand what 

 
213  Huron comes up with ‘ITPRA’ theory to explain the relationship between musical works and 
psychology of expectation in detail in his book Sweet Anticipation. Music and the Psychology of 
Expectation (2006). 
214 YouTube link: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbf1LVE4UKM> (8.27-8.57) [accessed 2 April 
2022]. 
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is happening in the music.215 Nevertheless, below are two examples about the violation 

of musical resolution. 

 

In Nodame Cantabile (2007, 1: 1, 14.30-15.20), the two piano students at the 

Momogaoka Music Academy, Chiaki and Nodame, are asked to practice Mozart’ s 

Sonata in D major, K488 (375a) for two pianos in their piano lesson. Neither student 

knows this piece and they are only given eight minutes to read the music. Chiaki, as an 

accomplished pianist, is confident to play it. They are perfectly in sync in the first 

several notes until right at the end of the first motif in the second bar (A - Dominant), 

when Nodame hits the wrong note (B-flat) and creates a dissonant minor second (figure 

3.1-6).216 Chiaki short-temperedly throws a music book at her. Firstly, onscreen music 

performance is one of the most common ways to highlight a piece of music. Secondly, 

from the view of musical structure, whether the audiences know about this piece or not, 

they expect a progression according to the principles of (western) tonal music, and the 

introduction of an unprepared dissonance for the final note of the first phrase makes no 

syntactic sense according to those rules. When an expected continuation of resolution 

 
215 In recent years, music analysts have increasingly contributed to the literature on film and television 
music (a few examples are Murphy 2006, Murphy 2014a and 2014b, Schneller 2012 and Schneller 2014, 
Lehman 2018, but also several of Frank Lehman’s articles, such as Lehman 2013a and 2013b, or 
Bribitzer-Stull 2015). Such publications apply sophisticated methods of harmonic, motivic or formal 
analysis to screen media music, but so far, this growing body of work has not yet addressed comedy and 
questions of musical structures and humour. This is a task for a different kind of study than this thesis 
with its focus on the interaction of music, sounds, images and action and on covering a wide range of 
examples to show the mechanisms of such interactions. Literature I have consulted to inform my own 
approach to analysing music in the context of audiovisual humour are the following: Neil Lerner, 
‘Minstrelsy and Musical Framing in Who Framed Roger Rabbit?’, in Drawn to Sound: Animation Film 
Music and Sonicity, ed. by Rebecca Coyle (London & Oakville: Equinox, 2010), pp. 104-19; Rebecca 
Coyle & Peter Morris, ‘DreamWorking Wallace & Gromit. Musical Thematics in The Curse of the Were-
Rabbit’, ibid, pp. 191-208; Rebecca Coyle & Jon Fitzgerald, ‘Disney Does Broadway. Musical 
Storytelling in The Little Mermaid and The Lion King’, ibid, pp. 223-48; Rick Altman, ‘Visual 
Representation of Film Sound as an Analytical Tool’, in The Oxford Handbook of Film Music Studies, 
ed. by David Neumeyer (Oxford et.al.: Oxford University Press, 2014), pp. 72-95; Erik Heine, ‘Parody, 
Self-Parody and Genre-Parody. Music in The Magnificent Seven and Three Amigos’, Sounding Funny. 
Sound and Comedy Cinema, ed. by Mark Evans & Philip Hayward (Sheffield: Equinox, 2016), pp. 51-
73; Jonas Westover, ‘Be a Clown and Make ‘Em Laugh. Comic Timing, Rhythm and Donald O’Conner’s 
Face’, ibid, pp. 122-47; Andy Hill, Scoring the Screen. The Secret Language of Film Music (Lanham 
et.al.: Rowman & Littlefield, 2017), pp. 350-81; Emilio Audissiono, Film/Music Analysis: A Film Studies 
Approach (Basingstoke: Palgrave MacMillan, 2017), pp. 157-90; Miguel Mera, Ronald Sadoff, and Ben 
Winters, eds., The Routledge Companion to Screen Music and Sound (New York and London: Routledge, 
2017), pp. 495-614. 
216 The possible incongruity of this over-obvious mistake is: a) this should be a random mistake by 
Nodame (something supposedly random); b) she makes precisely the ‘right mistake’ (B flat instead of 
A) in exactly the right place (on an unisono tone) to make the mistake maximally audible and grating 
(something consciously created by the implied narrator/filmmaker. For the concept of ‘implied author’, 
see section 3.4). 
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is delayed or is accomplished in a surprising way, including the mistake in this example, 

it plays with the listeners’ sense of expectation and creates a descending incongruity. 

But the mistake is not fully unpredictable, for Nodame primarily plays by ear and is 

bad at music reading; she is such a free-spirited and reckless girl that often makes a fool 

of herself. Experienced audiences may expect her mistake but expecting a funny 

moment does not necessarily make it less fun because they are unaware when it will 

occur and what exactly will happen. The sudden appearance of the mistake relieves this 

energy and through that release brings a sense of hidden pleasure.  

  
Figure 3.1-6 Nodame mistakenly plays A to B-flat in Nodame Cantabile (2007, 1: 1). 

 

Another example plays with the trick of delayed resolution. In Eight Crazy Nights (2002, 

59.00-59.20), Davey sings the musical number ‘Bum Biddy’ in a hall to inform the 

townspeople of Whitey’s many selfless contributions to the town throughout his life 

and how much they have misunderstood him and how badly they have treated him 

before (figure 3.1-7). His singing is emotional, and the townspeople are listening 

seriously, but in the opening recitative section he sings a large number of words on the 

same recitation tone and in extremely long sentences, in one breath, before the tension 

finally get resolved. He sings 30 words in the first sentence in ten seconds, 32 words in 

the second sentence in 12 seconds and 41 words in the third sentence in 11 seconds 

(figure 3.1-8).  

 
Figure 3.1-7 Davey sings in a hall in Eight Crazy Nights (2002). 
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Figure 3.1-8 Score of the beginning of‘Bum Biddy’ in Eight Crazy Nights (2002) 

(transcribed by ears) 

 

This strongly violates the audience expectation that each music phrase should have a 

timely resolution, even though the music imitates the style of a recitative. Though the 

onscreen characters are all looking regretful, this is a comedy-drama film and the 

protagonist Davey as a recovering alcoholic has done a lot of ridiculous things before, 

so audiences are still unlikely to take this crazy singing really seriously and thus may 

consider his breathless song unserious and hilarious. 

 

The chorus at the end of the song repeats the syllables ‘Bum-bidi-bidi-bum’ and dance 

as a group, as if to confirm the different individual confessions of Mr. Whitey’s ill-

treatment with a collective response. It is a parody of a nigun (= ‘tune’ or ‘melody’ in 

Hebrew), a form of Jewish religious collective singing that typically uses such repeated 

syllables, here in the form of a confession of sins. To reinforce the parody aspect, even 

after the beginning of the choral ‘Bum-bidi-bidi-bum-bum’, Davey pushes himself into 

the foreground again by adding rude and irrelevant lyrics (‘I wonder if that guy ever 

wiped his ass with the wrong hand’, followed by images of a coach with a hook instead 

of his left hand). The humour of the number derives from the incongruity between the 
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earnestness of the vocal delivery of the participants (and the religious background of 

the musical genre they are using) on the one hand and on the other hand the very un-

religious subject matter and Davey’s failure to stick to appropriate lyrics and phrase 

lengths in his recitation. 

 

As we see, music in anime/animations can create humour by playing with its timbre, 

structure and more. But unlike a piece of independent music, music in 

anime/animations still highly relies on the narration and images which largely decide 

on the seriousness of the fundamental atmosphere and the significance of the music 

(and also sound effects).  

 

 

3.2. Music as narrative pointer 

In this category, we discuss how the music rather than the lyrics in a song217 functions 

as narrative pointer to indicate and connect the narrative in longer stretch of film/TV 

programme to create or enhance humour in two ways: 1) recurring music used in certain 

funny scenes indicating humour over a long stretch of narrative; 2) music as a link that 

helps to explain a long stretch of narrative.  

 

3.2.1. Recurring music and funny scenes in a longer stretch of narrative   

The recurring musical phrase/fragment can be but does not have to be a leitmotif that 

is associated with specific elements in the images and story of a film or TV episode. It 

can be upbeat music to support funny elements, or the music in different styles that can 

create humour together with visual, dialogue or plot elements. Once a bit of music has 

been repeatedly used in this way, audiences tend to accept the fact that the music and 

other elements of the animation are bound together. Once that has happened, the music 

is successfully endowed with a certain kind of funny meaning or association with a 

funny event and can influence the interpretation of the following narrative as a narrative 

pointer.  

 

 
217 Most of the lyrics in songs more or less echo some elements in the diegesis.  
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One of the leitmotifs of the anime series Reborn! (2006-2010) – ‘REBORN! Time for 

the Last Will!’ (復活! 死ぬ気タイム!) is an inspiring march for the mafia that is 

closely associated with a specific funny scene in many episodes. Few people, without 

watching this anime, would associate the music itself with anything hilarious. But it is 

repeatedly used in funny scenes so many times that it becomes a prompt of a funny 

moment for viewers who know the anime.218 The stirring music (figure 3.2-1) is in 

vivace tempo and played by brass instruments. It uses syncopations and slurs (circled 

in red in figure 3.2-1) which add a dynamic element to the regular rhythm and phrase 

structure and ascending sequences (mm. 9-12) that drive the music forward, as if to 

show that the hero can continually overcome obstacles and never give up. The simple 

diatonicism of the melody and its clear harmonic structure, with long notes repeatedly 

emphasizing the first and fifth degree of the scale, give the music a sense of clarity and 

resolution. In most cases, the leitmotif starts once Tsuna (an ordinary middle school 

student) is shot by a ‘Dying Will Bullet’ and turns from a jellyfish into ‘Hyper Dying 

Will’ mode with a powerful fighting capacity. However, the outfit he wears after his 

superhero transformation merely consists of colourful briefs, and he usually uses his 

unique superpower – which is supposed to be used to accomplish significant tasks – to 

do a series of inconceivable and ridiculous things (figure 3.2-2). The agitated music fits 

a real hero but underlines the incongruity in this case, rendering Tsuna looks more 

ridiculous. Moreover, this happens in almost each episode in the Daily season (Ep 1-

19, 27-33, 66-73). Experienced audiences tend to associate this music with Tsuna’s 

funny figure and behaviour, and there is an interaction effect between the scenes and 

music. The originally unfunny music is endowed with funny meaning under the 

influence of the funny scenes in which it is used, which also strengthen the comic effect 

when it is used in a later, similar scene. In addition, the popularity of this use of music 

can even make it become a symbol of humour that can be widely applied beyond this 

animation, for example on Tik Tok and other video-sharing social networking services. 

However, in other episodes, this leitmotif is replaced by its variation, another agitated 

march played by brass, named ‘Tsuna Awakens’(ツナ覚醒) (figure 3.2-3). As in the 

original march tune, the melody line of the first phrase twice descends and ascends in 

 
218 That is how most leitmotifs work which do not necessarily tell audiences what they are about in 
themselves but acquire their ‘meaning’ only through repeated connection with other elements of the 
narrative. The first time we hear a leitmotif, we do not normally know ‘what it means’, and only when it 
is repeated together with its referent do we begin to understand the connection. 
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a balanced movement that again emphasizes the notes of the tonic chord; and as in the 

original march, it uses conjunct ascending movement (circles in red), but with faster 

overall movement through the many tone repetitions (reminding the audience of the 

‘March of the Swiss Soldiers’ from the overture to Gioachino Rossini’s opera 

Guillaume Tell, 1829). This time Tsuna becomes a real hero and the new heroic music 

is often connected with serious (fighting) scenes and is no longer associated with any 

unserious meaning. On the contrary, it is widely quoted in other media to suggest a 

sense of strength. In short, similar music (in style, orchestration, melody, harmony etc.) 

can be endowed with different meanings if it is deeply connected with a certain (type 

of) scene that influences the other scenes the music is used for. 

 
Figure 3.2-1 ‘REBORN! Time for the Last Will!’ score in Reborn! (2006-2010) 

(transcribed by ears) 

 
Figure 3.2-2 Tsuna in heroic mode behaves absurdly in Reborn! (2008, ep 70, 18.00-

19.30) 

 
Figure 3.2-3 ‘Tsuna Awakens’(ツナ覚醒)’ in Reborn! (2006-2010) (transcribed by 

ears) 
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Recurrent music need not just be a leitmotif of one work. A piece of notorious music, 

like an irritating earworm, can create superiority humour in one episode of animation. 

When it is played/sung in other places/episodes and seasons of the same fiction, it 

becomes a narrative pointer to recall the initial funny scene (see examples in section 

3.6.2 on irritating earworms). The music can also be pre-existing and the range of its 

application can go beyond a single work. Once a piece of music is used in a funny way 

and a large number of subsequent works imitate this usage, it renders the ‘innocent’ 

music a narrative pointer pointing to similar funny scenes (see examples borrowing pre-

existing music ‘Also sprach Zarathustra’ and ‘Never Gonna Give You Up’ in section 

3.3.3.1, pp. 105-8). 

 

 

3.2.2. Music linking the long-term gags    

Another option is that the music itself has nothing to do with humour but works as a 

clue, linking the different elements of long-term gags that are distributed throughout 

the text. The music here helps the viewer to understand the gag through foreshadowing 

or flashback. In the majority of funny scenes of anime and animations that involve the 

process of expectation and surprise, the two scripts of the incongruity are adjacent, so 

audiences interpret them based on the current narrative context. But in long-term gags, 

audiences have to find the answer through looking back to previous, seemingly 

irrelevant plot moments with the help of clues, including musical clues. 

 

Hoodwinked (2005) is inspired by non-linear crime dramas, retelling the fairytale Little 

Red Riding Hood by using the Rashomon effect, namely a narrative structure in which 

each suspect gives a description of their backstories during the police investigation to 

prove they are innocent. Each of the stories seems to be independent and reasonable 

but they contradict one another. In effect, there are countless details proving each 

separate story is real and happens at the same time as the others in this animation. One 

of the pieces of evidence is the ‘Schnitzel Song’. In the wolf ’s story, he claims to be 

an investigative reporter and once uses his radar to listen in on Little Red (another 

suspect) (24.00-24.10, figure 3.2-4). But he at first only picks up some irrelevant noise, 
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including the sound of German yodeling219 (which lasts for 1.5 seconds). It is actually 

the ‘Schnitzel Song’ that is being sung by Kirk (yet another suspect) happily with kids, 

and if one listens carefully, one hears that song indeed appears in Kirk’s story when he 

sells schnitzel to kids and sings with them as he tells it later (35.00-35.50, figure 3.2-

5). The song becomes one of the auditive clues that is easily overlooked but appears in 

two (or more) of the seemingly contradictory stories that can prove the suspects do not 

tell lies and that everything suspicious is in reality caused by everyone’s 

misunderstandings, causing a descending incongruity. 

          
Figure 3.2-4 The wolf uses radar to listen 

in on Little Red in Hoodwinked (2005). 

Figure 3.2-5 Kirk sings the ‘Schnitzel 

Song’ in Hoodwinked (2005). 

 

Music in the above example functions as a cue that contributes to connecting the two 

scripts of the incongruity, but the music does not join in the incongruity whereas the 

music in the following example creates an incongruity with the context and create long-

term gag. In Nodame Cantabile (2007, 1: 21), Nodame is about to take part in the final 

round of the Maradona piano competition, but an untimely fever (from practicing too 

much) frustrates her plan to prepare the last piece - Igor Fyodorovich Stravinsky’s 

‘Petrushka’, one of the most technically difficult pieces in the repertoire. It is a race 

against time to master this masterpiece, so she makes full use of the time while she is 

travelling to memorize the sound through listening to the CD and reading the score.220 

The scene shows she was once interrupted by a ring tone on the underground during 

her memorizing (12.20-12.50). Then the images shift to other players’ wonderful 

performances in the competition. When it comes to her own performance, she plays 

 
219 German yodeling is a form of singing. The English word yodel is derived from German. German - 
or more precisely Alpine - yodeling is the best-known type, there are also different types of yodeling in 
musical cultures around the world. It involves repeated and rapid changes of pitch between the low-pitch 
chest register and the high-pitch head register or falsetto. Yodeling itself may be inherently funny because 
it plays with the extreme register as discussed in section 4.1.1. 
220 Nodame has the knack of learning music or languages like French by simply listening to them. 
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quite well but suddenly suffers a memory slip and grinds to a halt in the middle of this 

final piece because she can remember nothing but the popular Japanese melody ‘Kyō 

no ryōri (Today’s Menu)’ in chiptune221 sound (19.50-21.00). That is exactly the same 

place in ‘Petrushka’ and exactly the same melody that she was disturbed by on the 

underground (figure 3.2-6). The incongruity is: a) the ringtone is antipathetic and 

unexpectedly appeared as a big mistake; b) it in practice appears for a reason for it has 

become part of her musical memory. Unlike other one-off humour, this long-term 

narrative-based humour requires audiences’ retrospective memory of the melody and 

the situation to associate two seemingly unconnected events so as to understand the 

implicit incongruity.222 It is also influenced by audiences’ musical accomplishment 

and their familiarity with the given music. A Japanese viewer may be quicker to 

recognise this music than people from other countries and a tone-deaf viewer may find 

it much more difficult to identify the melody than musicians.  

 
Figure 3.2-6 Nodame’s mind is interrupted by the tune of ‘Kyō no ryōri’ in Nodame 

Cantabile (2007, 1: 21). 

 

In short, unlike other musical techniques or aspects that focus on particular humorous 

moments, music as narrative pointer works in longer stretches of narrative and relies 

on audiences’ long-term memory and comprehension to recall and integrate separate 

bits of information and the scripts of a comic incongruity. 

 

 

 
221 It is from a cooking program that has been broadcast on NHK for over 60 years since 1957.The light 
and simple eponymous theme music composed by Isao Tomita is impressive and very well-known.      
222 The musical score is only shown on the screen during her performance rather than in the previous 
underground scene, which might otherwise have helped the audience to recall the situation. 
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3.3. Musical intertextuality 

The term ‘intertextuality’ encompasses a wide range of relationships of a given text to 

other texts, relationships that feature both of the creation and of the reception of texts 

and affect and reflect the interpretations of a text by the readers, viewers, listeners etc.223 

At one end of the scale, it can mean a quotation, a direct and intentional relationship of 

one bit of a text to a source text; at the other end of the scale, we necessarily understand 

texts on the basis of other texts we have read, watched, listened to etc., and to that extent 

intertextuality could be seen as a precondition for any text to make sense to us, or for 

us to make sense of a text. (Other terms have been used to describe such relationships 

between texts, for example ‘borrowing’224) 

 

In between those poles lies a field of neighbouring, partly overlapping, related terms 

for different intertextual practices (the list below is just a sample of such terms225): 

 

- Adaptation: the transfer of a text to a different medium, e.g. a novel to a film, an 

animated to a live-action film, a stage musical to a film musical, a play to a radio 

play etc. 

- Translation of a text into a different language or dialect. 

- Modelling: structuring a text along the lines of another text. 

- Paraphrase: ‘reformulating’ a text or a bit of a text, e.g. Franz Liszt transforming a 

song by Franz Schubert into a virtuosic piano version. 

- Allusion: ‘an economical means of calling upon the history or the literary tradition 

that author and reader are assumed to share’226 that is embodied in an ‘event, person, 

place, or artistic work’ by referencing the style of a work, an author, a genre, period 

etc. without actual quotation.227 

 
223 Kaźmierczak Marta, ‘Intertextuality as Translation Problem: Explicitness, Recognisability and the 
Case of ‘Literatures of Smaller Nations’’, Russian Journal of Linguistics, 23 (2) (2019), pp. 362-82. 
224 J. Peter Burkholder, ‘Borrowing’, Grove Music Online. 
<https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.52918> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
225 Graham Allen, Intertextuality (Abingdon, Oxon; New York: Routledge, 2011); J. Peter Burkholder, 
‘Intertextuality’, Grove Music Online <https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.52853> 
[accessed 2 April 2022] 
226 Chris Baldick, ‘Allusion’, The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2015) <https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198715443.001.0001/acref-
9780198715443-e-34> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
227 J. Peter Burkholder, ‘Allusion’, Grove Music Online.  
<https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.52852> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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- Pastiche, which can mean ‘a work written partly in the style of another period’228 

or a work made up from or imitating the style of one or more authors or sources;229 

related is the term ‘pasticcio’, which in music means using the style, 

instrumentation, or sound of various pieces of pre-existing music from different 

composers or sources and adapted to a new piece.230 

- Parody: ‘a mocking imitation of the style of a literary work or works, ridiculing the 

stylistic habits of an author or school by exaggerated mimicry’.231 Parody is easily 

confused with pastiche. Parody is a transformative technique that Linda Hutcheon 

terms ‘repetition with critical distance, which marks difference rather than 

similarity’. 232  Pastiche is an imitative technique that is distinguished by 

underlining similarities rather than differences. Pastiche mimics other works as a 

form of flattery rather than mockery.233 Parody is also easily confused with satire. 

The two terms are not always used consistently, but one can suggest important 

distinctions. Parody imitates a subject directly to produce a comical effect by 

mocking the original work. It can be regarded as a pathway to satire which ‘exposes 

the failings of individuals, institutions, or societies to ridicule and scorn.’234 In 

music, parody is ‘a composition generally of humorous or satirical intent in which 

turns of phrase or other features characteristic of another composer or type of 

composition are employed and made to appear ridiculous, especially through their 

application to ludicrously inappropriate subjects’.235 

 
228 Lalage Cochrane, ‘Pastiche’, in The Oxford Companion to Music, ed. by Alison Latham (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2011).  
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199579037.001.0001/acref-
9780199579037-e-5025 > [accessed 2 April 2022] 
229  Dinah Birch and Katy Hooper ed., ‘Pastiche’, The Concise Oxford Companion to English 
Literature,4 ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012) 
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199608218.001.0001/acref-
9780199608218-e-5785> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
230 Curtis, Price, ‘Pasticcio’, Grove Music Online (2011) 
<https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.21051> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
231 Chris Baldick, ‘Parody’, The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015) 
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198715443.001.0001/acref-
9780198715443-e-843> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
232 Linda Hutcheon, A Theory’ of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-Century Art Forms (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 2000), p. 6. 
233 Chris Baldick, ‘Pastiche’, The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015) <https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198715443.001.0001/acref-
9780198715443-e-849> [accessed 2 April 2022]  
234 Baldick, ‘Parody’ (2015)  
235 Michael Tilmouth, ‘Parody (ii)’, Grove Music Online (2001). 
<https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.20938> [accessed 2 April 2022]   
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While different types of intertextual relationships generally work in similar ways in 

different media and art forms, there are media- or art-specific uses of certain terms 

(such as the slightly different uses of pastiche and pasticcio in music and in other media), 

and sometimes even seemingly general terms can have media-specific aspects. 

Quotation in literature is ‘the act or practice of repetition of a phrase, sentence, or 

passage from a book, speech, or other source’236 that is introduced by a quotative 

marker. In music, though, there are two different ways to quote: 1. autosonic quotation: 

the repetition of a piece of music in another text without making any changes to the 

entire soundscape, and 2. allosonic quotation: a quotation of previous musical material 

by way of re-recording or performing the quotation in a new performance, which can 

mean substantial changes to the original sound.237  Groove Music Online explains 

musical quotation in a broader way: it includes melodic quotation, but also quoting a 

musical texture or merely rhythmic quotation. The borrowed material does not have to 

be presented exactly or nearly so. That means that musical quotation is used to refer to 

a range of borrowing practices in itself.238 

 

However, the description of each term in literary or musical study and the list of options 

of musical borrowing focus on the text or musical piece itself. In film music, both the 

music and the context in which the borrowing occurs should be considered when 

analysing different cases. The question is not only how the music is borrowed, but how 

the music works as a bridge that connects the new context to the previous one. We can 

still use the terms for reference to distinguish the film music itself, but they are not 

enough to deal with the relationship between music and the context. Phil Powrie and  

Robynn Jeananne Stilwell collect twelve focused case studies analysing the uses of pre-

 
236  Tom McArthur, Jacqueline Lam-McArthur and Lisa Fontaine, ed., ‘Quotation’, in The Oxford 
Companion to the English Language (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018).  
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199661282.001.0001/acref-
9780199661282-e-1019> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
237 Lacasse lists a classification of different types of intertextuality and hypertextuality in recorded 
popular music based on Gérard Genette’s Palimpsests. Lacasse, Serge, ‘Intertextuality and 
Hypertextuality in Recorded Popular Music’, in The Musical Work: Reality or Invention?, ed. by Michael 
Talbot (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2000), pp. 35-58; Gérard Genette, Palimpsests: Literature 
in the Second Degree (Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1997). 
238 J. Peter Burkholder, ‘Quotation’, Grove Music Online. 
<https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.52854> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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existing classical and popular music in different films.239 Jonathan Godsall does a 

broad study of the reasons, approaches and effects of using pre-existing music in 

narrative films that gives readers a comprehensive understanding of intertextuality in 

film music.240 In the following section, I do not try to match a specific term to each 

case, but to develop the discussion based on different relationships and incongruities 

between borrowed music and context in original and new cases.  

 

Generally speaking, musical intertextuality that produces humour mainly relies on two 

layers of incongruity: 1) From the perspective of music itself: incongruity between 

musical similarities and differences. 2) From the perspective of the relation between 

music and the context: incongruity between music as a coherent layer of the film and 

as referencing other screen-media texts, pointing outwards from the film.  

 

But when it comes to the practical use of intertextuality, the incongruities are varied in 

different cases. There are several aspects we need to consider because theoretically any 

two or more of them or the aspect in itself can create incongruity: 1) performance style; 

2) lyrics; 3) musical style; 4) images; 5) dialogue. I will give some representative 

examples to present the possibilities of these different incongruities. The examples in 

each category are largely from American animations which are good at using this 

musical technique;241 there is generally much less use of intertextuality in the majority 

of anime.  

 

To take maximum advantage of this technique, there are three conditions that need to 

be fulfilled in most cases: 1) audiences must recognise the pre-existing music; 2) 

audiences must clearly realize the musical similarities and differences in the original 

source and the new situation; 3) audiences must treat the new scene in a playful way. 

Lack of any of these conditions will disable the ‘magic’ of pre-existing music. 

Audiences will only treat it as ordinary background music that provides a certain 

atmosphere.    

 
239 Phil Powrie and Robynn Jeananne Stilwell, Changing Tunes: The Use of Pre-existing Music in Film 
(Aldershot, England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006). 

240 Godsall, Jonathan, Reeled In: Pre-existing Music in Narrative Film (London: Routledge, 2018). 
241 One point about US animation may be the influence of musicians such as Carl Stalling on early 
cartoons, bringing experiences from silent-film accompaniment, which are relied a lot on using pre-
existing music, and thereby creating a style of cartoon music that like much silent-film music worked 
with quick changes of different bits of pre-existing music. 
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3.3.1. Performance style 

This section discusses the similarities and differences between the original singers and 

the new singers when singing the same pre-existing songs (or performers playing the 

music) in the new works. 

 

3.3.1.1. Imitating the original singers’ performance style 

The incongruity here lies in the similar or different ways of a song’s presentation. It 

can be reflected in: 1) external factors: costume, makeup, stage property etc.; 2) 

personal factors: temperament, facial expression, voice, gesture, dance etc. 

Anthropomorphism (for animated animals/objects) and exaggeration are frequently 

used rhetorical devices to magnify the incongruities. In Sing (2016), animals from 

across an anthropomorphic animal city called Calatonia gather for auditions for a 

singing competition in the Moon Theatre. Each of them gives full play to their talent 

on the stage. The incongruity is: a) animated animal characters who are clearly 

exaggerated caricatures of the respective animals themselves; b) they are recognizable 

human types whom we all know from such talent shows. For example, a plump and 

flamboyant pig in a shining golden suit sings Lady Gaga’s ‘Bad Romance’ (2009) with 

smooth and sexy dance moves (14.20-14.40, figure 3.3-1). The pig as an 

anthropomorphic animated animal character sings in an exaggerated way, but the outfit 

and dance movements share similarities with Lady Gaga in her music video for the song 

(figure 3.3-2) and the male pig’s singing is also passionate and infectious. By 

comparing the two versions, we can see that the scene mocks both amateurs who 

attempt to imitate a superstar and the original singer’s figure and performance.  

  
Figure 3.3-1 The pig sings ‘Bad 

Romance’ in Sing (2016). 

Figure 3.3-2 Lady Gaga’s ‘Bad Romance’ 

MV (2009). 
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3.3.1.2. Discordant performance/presentation 

If in the above examples, the singing is still similar to the original version, the 

performances in this category are quite discordant. The incongruity is: a) characters 

sing the song seriously; b) their performances are actually unsuited or awful compared 

with the original. Or from the perspective of superiority theory: people who do not 

recognise the music just have a good laugh at people who make a show of themselves. 

Still, in the audition scene of Sing (2016), every participant performs fairly well except 

for a llama who, in a pink jacket and a blue butt-hugging skirt, graciously crosses her 

legs, sits on a high stool and tries to play the introduction of ‘Good Feeling’ (2011) by 

Flo Rida242 on the guitar like a folk singer (or perhaps a country & western musician, 

which would be a better match for her clothes), but keeps stopping to re-tune her 

instrument every few notes and never actually gets a chance to sing. She looks awkward 

but cute (15.50-16.00, figure 3.3-3). In fact, audiences who are familiar with ‘Good 

Feeling’ know that it is a hip house song and that Rida is a rapper and beefcake, 

musically and in terms of his appearance the complete opposite of the llama (figure 3.3-

4). The only connection between ‘Good Feeling’ and what she tries to do is that the 

song opens with an acoustic guitar, as if it were a folk-rock piece, though this is only 

lasts for about 7 seconds before the sampled voice of Etta James singing the line ‘Oh, 

sometimes I got a good feeling’ ‘Something’s Got a Hold on Me’ (1962) overlays the 

guitar.   

            
Figure 3.3-3 The llama tunes the guitar in 

Sing (2016).   

 
242 The song is based on ‘Levels’ (2011) by the Swedish DJ and producer Avicii that uses a sample from 
‘Something’s Got a Hold on Me’ (1962) sung by Etta James, which is also used on ‘Good Feeling’. 

Figure 3.3-4 Rida as a rapper 
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There is a history of cross-racial back-and-forth to the song: a song by a mixed-race 

singer (Etta James, who was the daughter of a teenage African-American girl and a 

white father) was sampled by the white, Swedish DJ Avicii which inspired a African-

American rapper to his own track. (Avicii was not the first white musician to use Etta 

James’ song; it had already been sampled in 2006 by American electronic music 

producer Pretty Lights for the song ‘Finally Moving’ on his album Taking Up Your 

Precious Time. There are also cover versions of the Etta James song by two other 

mixed-race singers: 1) American singer Christina Aguilera, of mixed Ecuadorian and 

European ancestry, whose 2010 is very close to the original; 2) Australian pop singer 

Jessica Mauboy, of mixed Indonesian and indigenous Australian ancestry, whose 2013 

cover tones down the R&B elements to a more generic pop style.) The llama looks 

white and continues the racial back-and-forth with another white version, which fits 

into the history of the Etta James song and samples. Her bad performance could be 

understood as a comment on white (mis)appropriations of African-American music. 

African-American music in the early 20th century was often adapted for white audiences 

who would not have accepted black performers, whether in swing jazz or in rock ‘n’ 

roll. Both Pretty Lights and Avicii use Etta James’ sample in the context of musical 

styles that are very different from the mixture of elements from gospel, blues and R&B 

in the original song: electronic music (Pretty Lights) and house (Avicii), i.e. another 

form of electronic music. One could see the suggested folk (or country & western) 

version in Sing as another transplantation of African-American music into a stylistic 

context typically dominated by white musicians. The other comic incongruity of the 

scene is that while Flo Rida’s song is an anthem to strength, success and triumph, the 

llama’s inept performance is the complete opposite of triumph, but instead the 

performative embodiment of failure. Section 3.7.1 has a more extensive discussion of 

discordant singing and superiority humour.            

 

 

3.3.2. Lyrics 

When borrowing pre-existing song and retaining the original melody, one either keep 

the original lyrics or change the lyrics in the new context. 
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3.3.2.1. Retaining the original lyrics (musical quotation) 

 

• Incongruity between pre-existing lyrics and the style of singing  

The singer misunderstands/misappropriates the song’s original intention by simply 

presenting its literal meaning, which creates part of the satire of the talent show at the 

heart of Sing (2016). For example, a trio of frogs sing Van Halen’s ‘Jump’ (1984). Their 

identical uniforms – an aqua coloured shirt and a white bodysuit, purple bracelets and 

leg warmers – highlight their long legs, which echoes the song’s title and part of the 

lyrics, but ‘Go ahead and jump’ in this song reflects a positive attitude towards life 

rather than physical movements (14.30-14.40, figure 3.3-5). A kangaroo mother takes 

her baby daughter out of her pocket pouch to let her sing ‘Ah we can dance if we want 

to’ in ‘The Safety Dance’ (1982) by Men Without Hats (16.30-16.40, figure 3.3-6). 

‘The Safety Dance’ is a protest against bouncers who kick people out of clubs to 

prohibit ‘pogoing’ dancing243 and calls for freedom of expression, rather than dancing 

under the protection of one’s mother. Audiences can certainly take the lyrics literally if 

they do not know about the original songs. In this way, the anthropomorphic animals 

simply show their joy and positive attitude through singing and dancing, rather than 

misunderstand the lyrics and create an incongruity. 

       
Figure 3.3-5 Frogs sing and dance in Sing 

(2016).    

Figure 3.3-6 The baby kangaroo held by 

her mother sings in Sing (2016).

 

 
243  The pogo is a dance associated with punk rock in which the dancers jump up and down. The 
movements resemble the use of a pogo stick.  
See Sam Tweedle, ‘You Can Dance If You Want To: A Conversation with Ivan Doroschuk’.  
<https://web.archive.org/web/20170324015706/http://popcultureaddict.com/menwithouthat/> 
[accessed 2 April 2022] 
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Another option is that the lyrics conform to (an aspect of) the performer’s features but 

the difference to the original performance is obvious. In Sing (2016, 15.30-15.40), a 

trio of female rabbits in purple strapless dresses sing ‘Anaconda’ by Nicki Minaj 

(2014).244 Their requisite twerking movements and arrogant attitude seem to imitate 

the ostentatiously and aggressively sexual dancers in the MV, but their bottoms are 

decorously covered by fairly long skirts, which points our attention at their fluffy bunny 

tails, emphasising the cuteness. (see the comparison of the pictures in figures 3.3-7 and 

3.3-8). Outwardly, this may satirize the rabbits’ inappropriate imitation as well as mock 

the original singers. ‘Anaconda’ samples the voice of the white girl from Sir Mix-a-

Lot’s song ‘Baby Got Back’, and they both celebrate bodily features of (some) African-

American women against white disapproval.245 But ‘Anaconda’ was criticised by some 

as racist, sexist, homophobic and as a violation of women’s dignity rather than a 

celebration of women of colour.246 The rabbits in Sing could be seen as an ironic 

comment on the gender issues around the song: The dancers in the ‘Anaconda’ MV are 

white, brown and black, and the rabbits in Sing are also white and brown, but they 

replace the direct depiction of ostentatious female sexuality by the conventional sexual 

symbol of the rabbit, which in its incarnation as the Playboy bunny is also a symbol of 

the objectification and exploitation of women.247  

 
244 Trinidadian American rapper and singer Nicki Minaj’s ‘Anaconda’ samples the song ‘Baby Got Back’ 
(1992) by rapper Sir Mix-a-Lot who sings about a woman’s bottom and the pleasure it gives him. Nikki 
Minaj turns the gender perspective around and sings about how she uses male fascination for women’s 
bodies into a source of financially exploiting men to profit and empower herself. 
245 ‘Baby Got Back’ challenges mainstream norms of beauty in the lyrics: ‘I ain’t talkin’ bout Playboy. 
Cause silicone parts are made for toys.’ and ‘So Cosmo says you’re fat. Well I ain’t down with that!’. 
James Bernard comments on this song in Entertainment Weekly ‘[it] alternates deftly between a critique 
of the Cosmo/Playboy narrow-minded — and narrow-hipped — standard of female beauty and a bawdy 
appreciation of, er, generous rear ends.’ <https://ew.com/article/1992/03/13/mack-daddy/> [accessed 2 
April 2022] 
246  Refer to <https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/culture/.premium-israeli-city-bans-nicki-minaj-s-
anaconda-from-youth-event-1.5378704> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
247 The American magazine Playboy, which is (in)famous for its presentation of nude women, uses a 
bunny as its logo, and the waitresses in the Playboy Clubs that were another part of the company wore 
bunny outfits. The singing and dancing bunnies in Sing may also allude to the soft-porn aspect of the 
Playboy Bunny. 
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Figure 3.3-7 Rabbits sings and dances in 

Sing (2016).      

Figure 3.3-8 Nicki Minaj’s ‘Anaconda’ 

MV (2014) 

 

• Incongruity between pre-existing lyrics and the images 

The option here is that the pre-existing images described in the pre-existing lyrics are 

distinctly different from the new images but there are some latent connections between 

them. In Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun (2014, ep 7. 14.00-14.30), Mikoshiba reads a 

fashion magazine at home to learn how to make fascinating poses as a preparation for 

becoming a model in the schoolgirls’ art class. When he reaches out his hands in a 

serious manner and kneels on the ground to make an ‘S Curve’ posture, Franz 

Schubert’s ‘Ellens Gesang III’ (D. 839, Op. 52, No. 6, 1825) can be heard. This piece 

is a setting of a song from Walter Scott’s popular epic poem ‘The Lady of the Lake’. 

The opening is about a maiden’s devout prayer. Mikoshiba’s weird posture and gesture 

and the song last for eleven seconds (figure 3.3-9). The added a beam of a spotlight on 

him emphasises his dedicated look and may make us think of the light of heaven shining 

down upon him (or, in a little incongruity in itself, of a spotlight used for a fashion 

shoot, more appropriate to his eagerness to excel at this task). From the perspective of 

the image itself, the incongruity is: a) Mikoshiba is trying his best to curve his body 

into the shape of an ‘S’ according to the guidance of the magazine, and it cannot be 

denied that what he presents is truly a standard ‘S’; b) he totally misunderstands this 

pose which in effect is for girls to show off the sexy curve of their chest, waist and hip 

rather than the curving wrists and knees, like in a prayer pose. From the aspect of lyrics, 

the incongruity is: a) the ‘S Curve’ pose looks like a maiden’s prayer, which accords 

with the lyrics; b) the posture is meant to be sexually alluring because in Mikoshiba’s 

mind, he is trying to make himself interesting for girls, which does not accord with the 

lyrics at all. 
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Figure 3.3-9 Mikoshiba makes an ‘S Curve’ posture in Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun 

(2014, ep 7). 

 

• Incongruity between coincidence and deliberateness 

When an animated performer plays/sings a diegetic song, incongruity can occur 

between coincidence and deliberateness: a) music seems to be played at random; b) the 

pre-existing lyrics echo the situation or foreshadow the outcome (= the implied author 

creates the coincidence on purpose). For example, in Zootopia (2016, 25.10-25.30), 

after a terrible first day on the job, Judy tries to lift her spirits at home by playing the 

radio (figure 3.3-10). But the songs’ lyrics further depress her one after another, 

including ‘Everybody Hurts’ (‘Everybody Hurts’ – R.E.M., 1993), ‘All by Myself’ 

(‘All by Myself’- Celine Dion, 1975), ‘You can’t do nothing right, babe’ (‘Can’t Do 

Nothing Babe’ - Little Freddie King, 2008) and ‘I’m a loser’ (‘I, Loser’ - Winston 

Marshall, 2016). The shuffle play of the radio reflects the character’s mood and even 

deepens it.248 It makes fun of people’s tendency to assume that the radio is conspiring 

with the rest of Judy’s life and as if the whole world is against her to confirm and deepen 

her sadness. For Judy it is a version of the ‘pathetic fallacy’ of ascribing intentionality 

to random natural phenomena, an intentionality that in narratological terms is the work 

of the implied author (for an introduction to the concept of the ‘implied author’ see 

section 3.4). 

 
248 The radio chooses music for Judy, reflecting and intensifying her sad mood. It is an example of what 
music psychologists would call the ‘iso principle’. It is ‘a technique by which music is matched with the 
mood of a client, then gradually altered to affect the desired mood state. This technique can also be used 
to affect physiological responses such as heart rate and blood pressure’. William B. Davis, Kate E. Gfeller 
and Michael H. Thaut, An Introduction to Music Therapy Theory and Practice (Silver Spring, Md.: 
American Music Therapy Association, 2008).   
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Figure 3.3-10 Sad Judy plays the radio in Zootopia (2016). 

 

 

3.3.2.2. Changing the lyrics (musical paraphrase) 

The new lyrics in the new work should support the new situation that is different from 

the one of the song’s original contexts. Incongruity arises when the changed lyrics and 

situation still have a connection with the original lyrics and context that is contradictory 

with the new lyrics and scene. Bratt is the main antagonist in Despicable Me 3 (2017, 

48.30-49.00). He used to be a child star in the 1980s and plans to take vengeance on 

Hollywood for ousting him and to showcase his fashion which is actually out of style. 

At home, he sings and dances along (figure 3.3-11) to Olivia Newton-John’s 

‘Physical’249 (1981, figure 3.3-12) that fits his music taste. But he changes the lyrics 

from ‘Let’s get physical, physical. I want to get physical. Let’s get into physical. Let 

me hear your body talk’ in the video into ‘Because I am training for the big day. 

Nobody’s gonna stop me. Cause I am super sassy. Super sassy, Super sassy.’ The 

incongruity between lyrics and images is: a) ‘training’ in the new lyrics means Bratt’s 

preparation for a real battle rather than harmless physical exercise (and the original 

lyrics also contain a sexual meaning); b) he is ‘training’ his body in the same way as 

the lady does in the MV, with similar clothes and movements. There is also a gender 

incongruity that Bratt as a male antagonist does not as masculine and strong as he claims 

to be.  

 
249 The ‘Physical’ MV features a vigorous Olivia Newton-John in a tight leotard working out in a gym 
with several overweight men, who eventually transform into attractive muscular young men. 
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Figure 3.3-11 Bratt exercises and sings in 

Despicable Me 3 (2017).        

Figure 3.3-12 Olivia Newton-John’s 

‘Physical’ MV (1981)

 

A comic incongruity can also be achieved by changing the lyrics into a totally different 

language in different situations. Also in Despicable Me 3 (2017, 39.50-41.30), the 

Minions are chased by the police. They accidentally escape to the stage and sing a 

minionized version of the ‘Modern Major-General’s Song’250 in an America’s Got 

Talent-style TV show, named ‘Papa Mama (English) Loca (‘crazy’ in Spanish) Pita 

(‘pie’ in Croatian)’. Mel sings one verse in Minionish with the rest of the Minions 

singing the chorus (figure 3.3-13). There are two incongruities here: 1. show: a) the 

arrangement of parts and choreography are elaborate and even their pants and a short 

pause during the performance seems to be a special design; b) the performance is meant 

to be impromptu, and these minions are actually about to be arrested by the police. 2. 

Lyrics and pre-existing music adaption: a) the theme of the original patter song is about 

a major general showing off his résumé; b) the lyrics in the minionized version sounds 

‘meaningless’ and chaotic like a spoof. (Viewers who can understand several languages 

may recognise some words of the lyrics that are mainly about cooking food, befitting 

the name of the new song and perhaps also containing an element of showing off.251) 

Besides, the speed of Minionish is so fast that it perfectly fits this fast-rhythm patter 

song. That is to say, there are both similarities and differences between the two versions 

of the lyrics and the way of singing them.  

 
250 ‘I Am the Very Model of a Modern Major-General’ is a patter song from Gilbert and Sullivan’s 1879 
comic opera The Pirates of Penzance. The song satirizes the idea of the ‘modern’ educated British Army 
officer of the latter 19th century. It is difficult to perform because of the fast pace and tongue-twisting 
nature of the lyrics, something the Minions have, of course, no problem with. 
251 Italian: Lasagna (also lasagne- a type of pasta), bologna (a type of sausage), bella (beautiful), fissa 
(fixed), mila (thousand). Spanish: gusta (like), bomba (bomb). French: poulet (chicken), moustache 
(mustache), moulé (mould). Portuguese: pato (duck).   
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Figure 3.3-13 Minions performs on the stage in Despicable Me 3 (2017). 

 

 

3.3.2.3. Singing incomplete/faulty lyrics 

This option means cases where the lyrics of pre-existing music are not changed in the 

new works, but the singers cannot sing the complete/right lyrics. There is no 

incongruity between the original complete lyrics and the new context because the 

incomplete/faulty lyrics cause the incongruity (The song does not have to be pre-

existing, but audiences need to be familiar with its original lyrics and meaning to 

understand a scene in which the lyrics are cut short or mangled.) 

 

The combination of selected fragmentary lyrics (seemingly at random) may contain 

new meaning that creates humour in combination with the scene. The incongruity is: a) 

the fragmentary lyrics are sung/played in a casual way; b) the remaining lyrics ‘happen 

to’ echo the current situation or foreshadow a future outcome. For example, in Spider-

Man: Into the Spider-Verse (2018, 48.40-49.00), Miles (as a spiderman beginner), who 

has not learnt how to control his special power, has trouble getting unstuck from the 

ceiling in an emergency (figure 3.3-14). It is suggested to him to do what he usually 

does to relax, so he starts to hum his favourite song - Post Malone’s love song 

‘Sunflower’ (2018). 252  He gradually revels in his poor singing and rhythmic 

movements and forgets the emergency until he smashes to the floor. Miles does not 

know most of the lyrics of this song beyond ‘...nevertheless, callin’ it quits now, baby, 

I’m a wreck…’. The incongruity is: a) the intermittent lyrics he inadvertently sings and 

the original lyrics do not fit the emergency circumstances; b) the new lyrics do, however, 

 
252 This is not a pre-existing song, but one written for the film.  
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echo Miles limited capacity. In fact, he has hummed the same song in a similar way in 

his first scene in the film when he is listening to it on his headphones at home in a 

relaxed state (02.30-03.00), which already ties the lyrics to Miles and sets up the later 

funny scene. Is there a sense of self-mockery that Miles uses the song consciously to 

comment on his own situation? In that case, he would break the fourth wall and mock 

himself as a protagonist. In this interpretation, the incongruity changes to the breaking 

of the different levels of narration. Or it is intentionally designed in this way by the 

implied author who intended to create multiple lines of incongruities? Anyway, there 

are a thousand Hamlets in a thousand people’s eyes. Whatever the viewers choose to 

believe, it is undoubtedly a successfully funny scene.   

 
Figure 3.3-14 Miles gets stuck on the ceiling and sings in Spider-Man: Into the Spider-

Verse (2018). 

 

Bad singing with faulty lyrics related to social taboos can be explained by superiority 

theory and relief theory (see sections 3.6 and 3.7). The incongruity between the original 

superior version and the current inferior/indecent version further expands the comic 

effect. Peter in Family Guy (2005, 4: 12, 06.20-06.40) records an album of Christmas 

songs but cannot remember all of the lyrics (figure 3.3-15). He sings the Christmas song 

‘The Little Drummer Boy’ (1941) lispingly and changes ‘I have no gift to bring. Pa rum 

pum pum pum. (That’s fit to give our king.)’ into ‘brought these gifts for you, they’re 

up in my bum.’ In the original song, ‘Ra rum pum pum’, used as onomatopoeia, 

represents the sound of the drum. Peter’s bad memory transforms the drum sound into 

bum, referring to a body part not normally mentioned in the lyrics of Christmas songs, 

and not linked to bringing presents, creating taboo-related relief humour.  
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Figure 3.3-15 Peter records Christmas songs in Family Guy (2005, 4: 12). 

 

 

3.3.3. Melody and musical style 

This section focuses on the relationship between the melody and musical style of a pre-

existing song/music and the other aspects of a film when using musical quotation, 

pastiche, pasticcio and allusion. 

 

3.3.3.1. Musical quotation (used as a broad term) 

When quoting a piece of music, there are countless ways to match a scene with an 

‘improper’ piece of pre-existing music. The incongruity is that between the musical 

style and what the images express. It can be either diegetic or nondiegetic music. Each 

of the following paragraphs shows a type of incongruity with corresponding examples. 

 

One of the most common ways, used by both anime and animation, is quoting pre-

existing dramatic classical music (nondiegetic) to build up the tension while the 

situation is not as serious as the music (and potentially also the images) suggests (see 

the example from Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun in section 3.3.2.1, p. 98). 

 

Classical music may appear to be more dramatic in anime than in animation because 

the majority of anime use much more electronic popular music (J-pop) as nondiegetic 

background music than most of the American animated films and many American 

animated TV series. Western classical music in anime is thus much more unexpected 

and inconsistent with the preceding and subsequent, typically playful electronic music. 

Even audiences who cannot recognise the actual pieces of pre-existing music can easily 
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understand this dramatic effect.253 However, the inverse situation is impracticable to 

create humour, namely using unserious music together with serious images, because 

unserious music can be used to reinforce a playful interpretation of (originally serious) 

images and therefore, the images and plot cannot be really serious. But if the images 

are serious enough, incongruous unserious music is simply understood as being 

inexplicable, disgusting or unsympathetic. After all, humour must be based on the 

viewer’s playful mindset.  

 

If a piece of pre-existing classical music is used repeatedly in many works in an 

unserious way, it can become a narrative pointer that reminds the experienced 

audiences that they will probably be ‘cheated’ again and help them to recall and 

compare previous similar scenes with the new (con)text (for more, see section 3.2.1). 

Richard Strauss’s well-known ‘Also sprach Zarathustra’, Op. 30, is one of the most 

frequently used – and one might say overused – pieces of pre-existing classical music 

in film and TV. The fanfare ‘Sunrise’ became well known after its use in Stanley 

Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968). In this film, the excerpt from the tone poem 

is used to signify evolutionary transformations, first from ape to man and at the end of 

the film from man to the starchild of the final images. The motif (known also as the 

Nature motif) includes three notes in intervals of a fifth and octave (C–G–C8va), played 

by the trumpets as if to announce something extraordinary to happen. It repeats three 

times, but with changing continuations: the first time, the motif is followed by the 

descending chromatic step e-♭ e, leading from major to minor; the second time, that 

step is inverted to ♭ e-e, leading from minor to major; and the third time, the motif is 

followed by e-a, the breakthrough that leads to a four-bar phrase that concludes the 

opening with a perfect authentic cadence, echoing the evolutionary sea-change shown 

in the images. In later uses in film and TV, it is widely used to render something epic, 

or simply to make something seem more glaring than it should have been, which is 

what creates the music’s potential to be part of a comic effect. 254  ‘Also sprach 

 
253 Melanie Lowe calls this epic music a ‘gothic choral aesthetic’ in ‘Claiming Amadeus: Classical 
Feedback in American Media’, American Music 20 (2002), pp. 102-19. 
254 In Zoolander (2001), it is used in an ironic way. Hansel and Stiller are stumped when they have to 
extract files from an Apple computer. They search for a power button and get more and more agitated 
until they begin beating the console, at which point the unmistakable strains of Strauss’s ‘Also Sprach 
Zarathustra’ creep in and just like that, they’re recognizable as the not so distant cousins of the apes in 
the ‘Dawn of Man’in 2001. More examples, see: <https://www.tvovermind.com/top-uses-also-sprach-
zarathustra-richard-strauss-movies-tv/> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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Zarathustra’ is also used in many 21st-century anime and animations. 255  The 

fundamental incongruity of most of these examples is: a) the music is in accord with 

the (seemingly) epic look of the scene or behaviour of the characters; b) the music is 

making a big fuss over something that is not really epic. WALL•E (2008) is about the 

near-future evolution (or perhaps regression) of humanity. Humans have become so 

complacent and so dependent on machines that they have become fat, lazy, and unable 

to move. ‘Also sprach Zarathustra’ plays (1.21.50-1.23.00) when the captain of the 

spaceship Axiom that carries the remnants of humanity – after Earth has become 

uninhabitable because of environmental degradation – becomes the first person on the 

Axiom256 in nearly 700 years to struggle to stand up, walk towards Auto257 and switch 

it off to save everyone (table 3.6-1). He is representative of humanity on the Axiom: he 

has to re-evolve to get back to what he once was. The scene (comprising the synthesis 

of the aural and visual.) is, in a way, epic and accompanies a real struggle, but it is also 

ironic and absurd.258 The incongruity – in which the music has a part – in the scene is: 

a) the captain who behaves and looks like a fat infant; b) the fact that he is treated as a 

hero by the film, with symbolic historical music. For experienced viewers the familiar 

strains of Strauss may suggest that this is perhaps to be another exaggerated use of the 

music, but they are still unsure if it will be an exception or what the character is going 

to do to ‘let down’ the intense atmosphere. Multiple expectations do not necessarily 

make it less funny. On the contrary, this brings back the memories of the similar funny 

scene in Zoolander (2001) or other similar works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
255 For example: Anime - I Cant Understand What My Husband Is Saying (2: 11), Panty & Stocking 
with Garterbelt (ep 8), Fairy Tail (1: 25), Heaven’s Lost Property (1: 11), Skip Beat! (ep 24), A Certain 
Scientific Railgun (ep 13, a direct parody of 2001: A Space Odyssey); Animated TV series - Blaze and 
the Monster Machines (2: 8, 4: 8), Futurama (3: 52, 7:124), The Simpsons (13: 20, 5: 15); Animated film 
- The Angry Birds Movie (2016), Kung Fu Panda 3 (2016), The LEGO Batman Movie (2017). 
256 One of the countless Starliner spacecraft built to evacuate humanity to space when earth has become 
uninhabitable. 
257 A robot that has gone rogue, just like the computer HAL in 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), which 
Auto resembles in the red glare of his eye. 
258 Kathryn AT Edney and Kit Hughes, “‘Hello WALL-E!’: Nostalgia, Utopia, and the Science Fiction 
Musical.” Sounds of the Future: Essays on Music in Science Fiction Film, ed. by Mathew J.Bartkowiak 
(Jefferson, US: McFarland, 2010), p. 48. 
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Table 3.3-1 Close reading of the captain switching off Auto scene in WALL•E (2008). 

Motif 1st fanfare 2nd fanfare 3rd fanfare 
Duration 19s 19s 15s 
Plot Captain struggles to 

stand up and walk to 
Auto. 

Captain struggles to 
control the disruptive 
Auto. 

Captain presses the 
button, shuts off Auto 
and saves humanity. . 

Image 

   
 

Music itself can also be endowed with unserious meaning that is widely accepted by 

the public. Such music easily creates a comic effect by simply being presented in a 

playful way. ‘Never Gonna Give You Up’ sung by British singer Rick Astley was a 

pop hit in 1987. Originally, it was a serious love song, but few people know about its 

origins anymore. It is now mainly famous as a subject of the notorious internet 

prank known as ‘rickrolling’. It often runs as a shortened misleading URL linked to a 

web page that purports to be something relevant to whatever the viewers are looking 

for. But when they click on it, the screen always shows nothing but this song. This 

naughty song is played in many American animations. 259  It is used as a post-

credits stinger in Ralph Breaks the Internet (2018). After clicking the link to ‘An 

exclusive sneak peek of Frozen 2’, it shows Ralph the protagonist sing ‘Never Gonna 

Give You Up’ and dance awkwardly (figure 3.3-16) but passionately in a similar setting 

and with similar gestures as the singer in the original MV (figure 3.3-17). He even 

breaks the fourth wall and comments as a spectator ‘You guys still sticking around? … 

Good luck getting that song out of your head. It is a real earwig.’. Ralph Breaks the 

Internet plays with the spectacular success of Frozen and the idea that for any animation 

film audience, a sneak preview of the Frozen sequel must be irresistible, making it a 

perfect opportunity for rickrolling, even though in a film – in which the audience cannot 

click on a link – the idea is nonsensical (The fact that both Frozen and Ralph Breaks 

the Internet are Disney films makes the joke legally possible).   

 
259 For example: The Angry Birds Movie (2016), The LEGO Batman Movie (2017), South Park (20: 7, 
9, 10), Family Guy (5: 18) etc. They are used in different ways to create incongruity by combining 
different musical techniques that are deserved to watch. 
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Figure 3.3-16 Clicking the link, then Ralph starts to sing ‘Never Gonna Give You Up’ 

in Ralph Breaks the Internet (2018). 

 
Figure 3.3-17 Rick Astley’s ‘Never Gonna Give You Up’ MV (1987) 

 

New elements can be added into pre-existing music that echo elements in the quoting 

work. The incongruity here is that disparate musical elements can be combined in a 

way that playfully fits the situation. Wreck-It Ralph (2012) starts off with the Walt 

Disney Animation Studios logo and Mickey Mouse driving the steamboat Willie – a 

scene from the famous 1928 cartoon that marked the arrival of Disney as an animation 

studio. But the images are rendered as 8-bit graphics with a chiptune version of the 

‘Steamboat Willie’ music replacing the original whistle (figure 3.3-18), rendering it 

like the video game opening music. Chiptune music (see section 4.6.1.1 for more detail, 

p. 225) began to appear with video games during the golden age of video arcade games 

(in the early 1980s). Since this film is all about these early video games, this fragment 

of chiptune music connects two originally irrelevant elements (and elements from 

completely different points in history) in a playful way and indicates the film to follow 

the credits. Besides, there is an additional incongruity between a) the function of a 

company logo as a framing device that is outside the fiction and b) a company logo that 

seems to have been infected by that fiction, with the pixelated look of the images and 

the chiptune sound – a metalepsis from the fiction outwards to the extra-fictional realm 

of the logo and its music (but with the two scripts occurring at the same time). (It is a 
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version of the numerous similar metalepsis that have been used on the images and the 

music of the Walt Disney Pictures intro, but also, for example, on the 20th-Century Fox 

logo and fanfare in section 3.4.1 (p. 125) and on the DreamWorks Animation logo and 

music in section 3.6.1 (p. 153-4)  

 
Figure 3.3-18 Intro of Walt Disney Pictures ‘Mickey Drives a Boat’ in Wreck-It Ralph 

(2012) 

 

3.3.3.2. Musical pastiche  

The idea of musical pastiche is that the pastiching music only retains the original 

musical style, rather than quoting a specific piece of music. Whether this creates 

humour depends on whether there is an incongruity between the music and the context. 

In Zootopia (2016, 46.00-49.00), Mr. Big’s scene is a homage to Marlon Brando’s 

classic Italian mafia boss, Don Corleone in The Godfather (1972). The homage (or 

parody) is embodied in Mr. Big’s Italian accent, outfit, stateliness, his daughter’s 

wedding reception and tarantella dance moves, and the Italian folk music style used for 

his music (figure 3.3-19). It imitates the old Sicilian folk tune, played by mandolin, 

accordion and viola. Compared with the score of the Immigrant Theme in The 

Godfather Part II (1974), Mr. Big’s theme shares the same mode and tempo, has a very 

similar overall harmonic progression and phrase structure (though the Immigrant 

Theme starts with a 3/8 upbeat, not on the downbeat as Mr. Big’s theme) and (figure3.3-

20). The Immigrant Theme is filled with nostalgia and romantic ardor that combines 

elements of two other themes in The Godfather, the famous Godfather Theme itself and 

the Love Theme. Franco Sciannameo has argued that it is a miniature tone poem that 

evokes a mood of ethnic longing.260 The pastiche in the animation aims to reflect the 

 
260 Franco Sciannameo, Nino Rota’s The Godfather Trilogy: A Film Score Guide (Lanham: Scarecrow 
Press, 2010), pp. 50-1. 
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melancholy (Mr. Big thinks the fox betrayed him), dignity and mystery of Mr. Big. 

Similarly, when a little arctic shrew serves a plate of miniature desserts for the fox, the 

accompanying music resembles Michael’s Theme in The Godfather Part II (1974) 

(figure 3.3-21), both in the shape of the opening motif (the first five notes) and in the 

descending chromatic notes (underlined by red lines). Michael’s Theme represents the 

fact that Michael is stalked by fate, a fate he cannot not escape. He is no longer the 

cowardly second son but a totally changed man, the new Don of the Corleone family 

and has to shoulder the mafia family’s mission. The pastiche of this theme in the 

animation also hints at the fact that the fox will be the next hero to save Zootopia.  

 
Figure 3.3-19 The fox shows greeting to Mr. Big; Mr. Big and his family holds a party 

governed by huge polar bears in Zootopia (2016). 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3-20 Scores of part of the Immigrant Theme in The Godfather Part II (1974) 

(top) and Mr. Big’s theme in Zootopia (2016) (bottom) (transcribed by ears). 
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Figure 3.3-21 Scores of part of the Michael’s Theme (top) in The Godfather Part II 

(1974) and music in Zootopia (2016) (bottom) (transcribed by ears). 

 

The incongruity in the Mr. Big’s scene is: a) everything in this scene seems to be a 

homage to The Godfather; b) except that Mr. Big and his family are undersized arctic 

shrews who govern a group of oversized wild animals. The effect of this incongruity is 

two-way: the satire that Mr. Big cannot fill the shoes of Don Corleone and a parody of 

the Corleone crime family in The Godfather who are like figureheads and unable to 

govern the mafia well and withstand challenges. The musical pastiche of Nino Rota’s 

famous score (which itself uses a pastiche of Italian popular music) is just a small part 

of the whole, but important for the effect, which relies on balancing closeness to the 

imitated original with enough differences to make it clear that this is a second-hand 

version of the scene. 

 

3.3.3.3. Musical pasticcio 

In a musical pasticcio (using the Italian version of the French word ‘pastiche’, but with 

a different meaning), two or more pre-existing pieces are fused together, which can be, 

but does not have to be funny. At the beginning of Nodame Cantabile (2007, 1: 22), 

two irrelevant pieces of pre-existing music are adapted into one and create a comic 

effect. After the unexpected ringtone interrupts Nodame’s performance (see the 

example from Nodame Cantabile in section 3.3.2, pp. 111-2), this incredibly talented 

pianist half-improvises on the melody of ‘Kyō no ryōri’ and finishes the rest of 

‘Petrushka’ (figure 3.3-22). The ingenious combination of two totally unrelated pre-

existing pieces is both funny and an admirable feat of musical dexterity. She seamlessly 

changes the melody of all of the first theme of ‘Petrushka’ into ‘Kyō no ryōri’ but 

reserves the original musical texture and variation modes. She does not change the other 

parts of ‘Petrushka’ neither. Music lovers can probably fairly easily distinguish these 
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similarities and differences. This is definitely not a random match, but well arranged. 

Not any melody can be used for this kind of merger, though. Similarities between the 

two themes can be found: 1) musical phrasing – there are two bars in each cell and four 

cells in each phrase; 2) rhythmic pattern – they both use the combination of one quaver 

and two semiquavers and four semiquavers; 3) melodic line – the trajectory of the two 

melodic lines are similar; 4) musical style – they are both upbeat. The incongruity is: a) 

‘Kyō no ryōri’ as television background music has never been played in a classical 

piano competition and the two pre-existing pieces are totally different in musical style 

and emotion; b) the adaption of the pre-existing music is appropriate in that it reserves 

both the liveliness of ‘Kyō no ryōri’ and the magnificence of ‘Petrushka’. The 

replacement works so well that listeners may forget the original melody of ‘Petrushka’. 

It not only requires ingenious musical technique, but also needs to put the music into 

the foreground to attract enough audience attention to allow people to figure out the 

relationship between the two pieces (like the diegetic onscreen playing in this example 

rather than nondiegetic background music). 

 
 

 
Figure 3.3-22 The themes of ‘Kyō no ryōri’ and the third movement of ‘Petrushka’ in 

Nodame Cantabile (2007, 1: 22). 

 

The musical pasticcio in Ralph Breaks the Internet (2018, 1.31.00-1.32.30) sounds 

more brilliant, rather than be simply funny. When the Disney Princesses (pre-existing 
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characters from other princess-themed films produced by Disney) rescue Ralph, who is 

falling from a skyscraper, the music - ‘A Big Strong Man in Need of Rescuing’ – 

samples fragments of signature music from their respective movies and seamlessly 

strings them together. Each princess plays to her respective advantages and magic to 

guarantee that Ralph can land safely on the ground, and their music is synchronized 

smoothly with their respective appearances in the scene (see table 3.3-2 and figure 3.3-

23). Composer Henry Jackman combines the nine independent pieces into one through 

the following musical means: 1) consistent orchestration: except for the fourth episode, 

which uses Scottish uillean pipes in acknowledgement of the Scottish origin of Merida, 

the whole piece is played by a symphony orchestra; 2) consistent speed: the whole piece 

is in vivace tempo, except for the ritardando ending; 3) linking modulations: while the 

different motifs are in different keys, which makes them more easily recognisable as 

separate musical units, modulations connect them into a continuous stream of music ; 

4) transitional textures also help to connect the episodes (e.g. using ascending scales to 

connect B in m. 20 and #C in m. 21 ); 5) layering two of the themes (nos. 6 and 7 in 

mm. 24-6).  

 

Table 3.3-2 An audiovisual breakdown of the shots in Ralph Breaks the Internet (2018) 

No Name Mode Plot Image 
1 ‘How Far I’ll 

Go’ (Moana, 
2016) 

G+ Moana creates a giant 
water spout by raising 
water from the pool 
with her oar. 

 
2 ‘Part of Your 

World’ (The 
Little 
Mermaid, 
1989) 

G+ Ariel jumps onto the 
spout and swims, 
shaping the spout to 
become a spiral. 

 
3 ‘The Great 

Thaw’ and 
‘Vuelle 
(Reprise)’ 
(Frozen, 
2013) 

A+ Elsa transforms the 
spout into a frozen 
spiral slide, and Ralph 
slides down. 
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4 ‘The Games’ 
and ‘Fate and 
Destiny’ 
(Brave, 
2012) 

♭D+; E Merida fixes the ropes 
woven by Rapunzel’s 
hair and Aurora’s 
sewing machine and 
joined with different 
princesses’ dresses by 
shooting arrows at the 
opposite wall.  

 

5 ‘The 
Avalanche’ 
(Mulan, 
1998) 

Chinese 
penta-
tonic 
scale,  
B yu 
mode; 
#C- 

Mulan cuts Snow 
White’s poisonous 
apple that fuses the 
fixed points of the 
rope and triggers the 
device.  

6 ‘A Dream Is 
A Wish Your 
Heart 
Makes’ 
(Cinderella, 
1950) 

#F Ralph falls on 
(wearing Snow 
White’s dress), 
hanging in the middle 
of the ropes, while the 
other dresses at the  
end  of  the  ropes 
become parachutes.   

 

7 Ariel sings 
‘ah’ (The 
Little 
Mermaid, 
1989) 

#F Ariel sings on 
Jasmine’s flying 
carpet.  

 
8 ‘Colors of 

the Wind’ 
(Pocahontas, 
1995) 

#F Pocahontas controls 
the wind with petals 
that bring Ralph into 
Tiana’s bed. 

 
9 ‘Down in 

New 
Orleans’ 
(The 
Princess and 
the Frog, 
2009) 

F- Tiana’s frog kisses 
Ralph, and he wakes 
up. 
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Figure 3.3-23 The melody line of ‘A Big Strong Man in Need of Rescuing’ in Ralph 

Breaks the Internet (2018) (transcribed by ears). 

 

All these characters belong to different films, but they work well together (both in their 

actions and in their music). Rather than underlining the incongruity of combining 

different pre-existing music and producing a strong comic effect or making any 

comment on the situation (even though Ralph looks awkward in this example), the 

composer is rather paying his homage to each virtuous princess and her music. 

 

In fact, this is also an example of musica1 self-reflexivity on the part of Disney, inspired 

by Disney fans with regard to the Disney Princess franchise. Disney has made a huge 

effort over the last 20 years to market its Princess characters very consciously, and that 

process has led to a huge amount of internet fan productions that place different 
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Princesses in the same fictional universe, where they interact with one another (and 

often with other fictional characters). Such crossovers between characters from 

different films, stories, TV shows etc. are quite common in such amateur productions 

and their appropriation of the characters, but rare in full-length films. Disney achieves 

it in this film by creating a self-reflexive acknowledgement of the reception history of 

Disney’s products (and perhaps of its own marketing strategy). There is also a hidden 

incongruity in the scene that is not about the musical technique in itself, but about its 

integration into the scene, which contains latent fun: a) The princesses’ music is a 

nondiegetic accompaniment to the scene (they are not singing their music); b) but the 

music is so much a part of them that they seem to be unable to exert their special 

abilities without their music. The music operates almost like a kind of spell, an integral 

part of the actions they perform to save Ralph, but from the perspective of the audience, 

the spell is of course their memory of the Princess films and their music. (This 

interpretation may be a little bit forced and may not be understood by many audience 

members, though, certainly not consciously.) 

 

 

3.3.4. Borrowing non-musical elements from pre-existing music (allusion) 

In this option, the borrowed material is not music but other elements related to the 

original music, usually appear in the form of images or dialogue. The incongruity is 

that two irrelevant elements that belong to irrelevant sources can be combined well to 

fit a new situation in a playful way. 

 

The images or dialogue in the new context can be a homage to the lyrics/title of pre-

existing music. Still in Ralph Breaks the Internet (2018, 55.20-57.00), the Princesses’ 

casual outfits all feature nods to their movies. On the one hand, the princesses seem 

have ‘civilian’ clothes they wear in everyday life as well as their princess dresses, which 

in comparison are like work clothes or their uniforms, and on the other hand, in their 

civilian existence, they break the fourth wall and are aware of their ‘job’ as princesses 

and make fun of it through their t-shirts and dialogues. For example, the shirt of Elsa 

(from Frozen, 2013) says ‘Just Let It Go’, a nod to her film’s theme song ‘Let It Go’. 

The shirt of Moana (from Moana, 2016) reads ‘Shiny’, with a picture of Tamatoa (the 

secondary antagonist; in Moana, ‘Shiny’ is sung by Tamatoa) at the bottom. The shirt 

of Elsa’s sister Anna (from Frozen) has a picture of a sandwich on it and the words 
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‘Finish Each Other’s’. It is a nod to the lyrics ‘We finish each other’s sandwich’ from 

her and her lover Kristoff’s song ‘Love is an Open Door’. The jacket of Mulan (from 

Mulan, 1998) has images of Mushu (a small dragon who is Mulan’s companion) 

embroidered on it. Also, her choice of words of advice to Vanellope ‘go some place 

to reflect’ is a nod to ‘When will my reflection show’ in her song ‘Reflection’ (figure 

3.3-24). 

 

 
Figure 3.3-24 Elsa, Moana, Anna and Mulan in casual clothes with their representative 

patterns and slogans in Ralph Breaks the Internet (2018). 

 

Borrowing based on the interpretation of words can be influenced by language versions. 

Changing the language may ruin the bridge between the two works. In Zootopia (2016, 

30.10-30.50), Chief Bogo ridicules his subordinate Judy by saying that ‘Life is not some 

cartoon musical where you sing a little song and all your insipid dreams magically come 

true (figure 3.3-25). So let it go.’ ‘Let it go’ here is a pun which happens to reference the 

theme song’s title ‘Let It Go’ in Frozen. However, it may do not work in other language 

versions. For example: in both the French Canadian and European French versions, the 

song ‘Let it go’ was translated as ‘Libérée, délivrée’ (meaning ‘released, set free’), 

which is inconsistent with the context in Zootopia. In the same way, the localized 

version of the song in the Brazilian version is called ‘Livre Estou’ (meaning ‘I am free’) 

which also does not accord with Bogo’s thought.  
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Figure 3.3-25 Chief Bogo ridicules his subordinate Judy in Zootopia (2016). 

 

The reason why I do not have a separate section for musical parody is because when 

borrowing a piece of pre-existing music in animations, the parody is primarily 

embodied in the images and plot or the relationship between music and the context, 

rather than simply in the music itself (for examples of such parodies, see the scenes 

from Sing in section 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.2 and from Zootopia in section 3.3.3.2, pp. 109-

11). 

 

 

3.3.5. Cases of multiple incongruities 

In many cases, a successful funny scene when borrowing pre-existing music is a result 

of a combination of several incongruities. Here is an example in Sing (2016): Mike, a 

greedy and egotistical mouse, is a talented street musician. He sings the last song 

(probably) in his life in the final show on the stage261 - Frank Sinatra’s ‘My Way’ 

(1969). Frank Sinatra was also a member of the Rat Pack (an informal group of 

American entertainers). Surveys reported that this song is the song most frequently 

played at funeral services in the UK in recent years.262  During Mike’s singing, a 

passing police chopper threatens to blow him away, Mike fights against the winds so 

he can finish his song, which gets him to realize he really does love music more than 

money. He sings:  

 

[The strong wind blows off Mike’s hat and he struggles to reach the microphone] 

 
261 The film hints at the possibility that he will be killed by the bear gang later for cheating at playing 
cards (and indeed he does not appear in Sing 2 (2021)). 
262 Refer to: <https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2005/nov/17/arts.artsnews1>; 
<https://www.coop.co.uk/funeralcare/music/charts>. [accessed 2 April 2022] 
However, the irony is that the song has been reported to cause many fatal disputes among drunkards in 
bars in the Philippines when people have been singing it, a phenomenon referred to by the media as the 
‘My Way’ killings. 
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‘For what is a mouse (the original lyric is ‘man’), what has he got?  

If not himself, then he has naught  

To say the things he truly feels  

And not the words of one who kneels  

The record shows [Mike holds the microphone flies into sky] I took the blows  

[Mike nobly slides down as a winner] And did it my way’ (figure 3.3-26) 

 
Figure 3.3-26 Mike fights against the winds and sings wholeheartedly in Sing (2016). 

 

There are incongruities: 

• Performers: The original singer is a member of a group named Rat Pack263 - the film, 

by having the song sung by a mouse, that is, another kind of rodent, plays with our 

knowledge of Sinatra’s biography.  

• Changing lyrics: Mike changes ‘man’ into ‘mouse’. It is anthropopathic but perfectly 

fits him. 

• Lyrics and situation: the song’s lyrics are pre-existing but echo both Mike’s situation 

and movements. This is the last song in the life of a character who is proud of himself 

and the way he accomplished his challenges throughout his life. In the film, the lyrics 

‘took the blows and did it my way’ contains two meanings when Mike faces challenges: 

1) fight with the real wind to carry on singing; 2) recognise what he really desires - 

music rather than wealth. 

 
263 The origin of the name is uncertain: 1) Lauren Bacall saw her husband Humphrey Bogart (they are 
the two founding members) and his friends returning from a night in Las Vegas and said, ‘You look like 
a goddamn rat pack.’ 2) A shortened version of ‘Holmby Hills Rat Pack’, a reference to the home of 
Bogart and Bacall which served as a regular hangout. Shawn Levy, Rat Pack Confidential: Frank, Dean, 
Sammy, Peter, Joey and the Last Great Show Biz Party (New York: Fourth Estate Ltd, 1998); Lawrence 
J. Quirk, The Rat Pack: The Hey-hey Days of Frank and the Boys (Austin: Taylor Publishing Company, 
1998). 
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• The meaning of the song: it is (now) a funeral song in real life but the characters in the 

film take it as an inspirational song. It also plays a role in hinting at his unfortunate 

ending.  

 

Not all of these incongruities merely aim for humour, and audiences may also miss one 

or more of them. But all these factors work together to achieve a funny and impressive 

scene. There is another possible interpretation of this scene. The soviet government of 

Mikhail Gorbachev used the term ‘Sinatra Doctrine’ to describe the policy of allowing 

neighbouring Warsaw Pact states to resolve their own domestic affairs in 1989, a term 

alluding to this song. Letting the Warsaw pact states do it their way did not help to 

prevent the collapse of the Soviet Union, though, which happened three years later. The 

bear is a common symbol for Russia. The Russian bears in Sing, however, have no 

interest in letting Mike to it his way (i.e., sing ‘My Way’ on stage), but are hard on his 

heels.264 

 

In conclusion, the potential methods and meanings of borrowing pre-existing music in 

an anime/animation to create humour are diverse. The purpose of using this technique 

can be either making fun of the previous or the current characters/objects/scenes (or 

both) or simply create mild humour. Reviewing these basic aspects of the song/music 

in anime/animation I mention at the beginning of this section: 1) performance style (if 

any); 2) lyrics; 3) music style; 4) images; 5) dialogue and combining them with the 

above examples, it is not difficult to find that any two or more of them or the different 

elements in themselves can create incongruities even if the music is not pre-existing. 

For instance, examples for playing with the incongruity between lyrics and images are 

endless: as section 3.3.2.3 shows, incomplete/faulty lyrics in a new song can create 

incongruity in certain situations; lyrics containing sexual content sung/played in 

inappropriate situations can cause incongruity (see the example from American Dad in 

section 3.7.1, p. 158); lyrics containing literary techniques like puns can create 

incongruity with certain images (see the example from The Proud Family Movie (2005) 

 
264 It is possible that scriptwriter and director Garth Jennings knew about the Sinatra Doctrine and 
included it in the film as an in-joke. In 1993, Garth Jennings and Nick Goldsmith started a music video 
and film production company named Hammer & Tongs. That name is not that far removed from the 
hammer and sickle, the symbols in the flag of the Soviet Union, which adds another twist to this. On the 
other hand, ‘going at something hammer and tongs’ is an idiomatic expression in English meaning that 
you approach a matter with all the power you can, so perhaps one would go too far to see a link to the 
Soviet Union in this.  
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in section 3.7.4, p. 164) … The examples containing incongruity between musical styles 

and images are also various: as mentioned in section 3.3.3.1 (p. 98), any dramatic 

classical music/songs can create incongruity with less serious images… In effect, the 

majority of humour in anime/animation music and images plays with the relationships 

of these aspects. It is an infinite treasury that deserves to be explored by animators and 

musicians.  

 

 

 

3.4. Music and self-reflexivity 

Self-reflexivity in literature means ‘literary works that openly reflect upon their own 

processes of artful composition.’ 265  Self-reflexive humour in fiction exploits 

incongruities on the most basic level of the construction of a text and thereby makes 

the audience aware of the construction of the text itself. In this section I focus on 

humour in the music of anime/animations that exploits incongruities on the level of the 

construction of music and text and points out that construction.  

 

The study of the relation of film music and narrative structure of films starts in the 

1980s, and a number of scholars have put forwards different terms to describe different 

levels of narration (Heldt, pp. 6-9). Guido Heldt provides the first book-length study of 

the narratology of film music and mentions possibilities for the transgression of the 

borderline between music on different levels of narration, based on the achievements 

of many previous scholars.266  Figure 3.4-1 shows the widely acknowledged basic 

structure of fictional narratives and levels of narration. 

 
265 Chris Baldick, ‘Self-reflexive’, in The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford University Press, 
2008) <https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198715443.001.0001/acref-
9780198715443-e-1031> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
266 Fred Karlin and Rayburn Wright, On the Track: A Guide to Contemporary Film Scoring (New York: 
Schirmer, 1990); André Gaudreault, From Plato to Lumière: Narration and Monstration in Literature 
and Cinema/ Du littérarie au filmique [1988], trans. by Timothy Barnard (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 2009); Jeff Smith, ‘Bridging the Gap: Reconsidering the Border between Diegetic and Nondiegetic 
Music’, Music and the Moving Image, 2 (1) (2009), pp. 1-25; David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, 
Film Art: An Introduction, 9th edition (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2010).… 
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Figure 3.4-1 Fictional narratives and levels of narration 

 

The metadiegetic level means that of a story within the primary story, told by a 

character within that primary story. The term ‘metadiegetic music’, on the other hand, 

has been used to refer to the music we assume characters hear in their mind (Gorbman 

1987: 22-3).267 But Heldt thinks Gérard Genette’s concept of ‘internal focalisation’268 

(applied to film by Edward Branigan)269 describes most cases of momentary insights 

into a character’s mental state more accurately; cases of actual embedded narration, 

creating a fully-formed metadiegetic world controlled by a diegetic narrator, are  

much rarer cases.270 David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson call music in a character’s 

mind ‘internal diegetic music’, which is more expedient to use, so I will use this term 

in the following discussion to refer to music played in the characters’ minds or 

suggesting the inner state of the characters.271 

 

Diegetic and nondiegetic music is perhaps the most frequently mentioned terms in film 

music study, certainly in the study of narratological aspects of film music. Diegetic 

music is part of the fictional setting, supposed to be heard by characters, and is opposed 

to nondiegetic music that is not part of the storyworld and cannot be heard by characters, 

but is a part of the act of narrating the story. Nondiegetic music can be either 

intrafictional (e.g. normal underscoring of the fictional story) or extrafictional (e.g. 

music of company logos).  

 
267  Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music (Bloomington & London: Indiana 
University Press & BFI Publishing, 1987). 
268  Gérard Genette, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method, trans. by Jane E. Lewin (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1980), pp. 228-34. 
269 Edward Branigan, Narrative Comprehension and Film (London & New York: Routledge, 1992), p. 
87. 
270 Guido Heldt, Music and Levels of Narration in Film: Steps Across the Border (Bristol, UK; Chicago, 
USA: Intellect, 2013), pp. 119-33. 
271 Heldt calls music played in one’s mind ‘internal focalisation on music’ and music suggesting one’s 
inner state as ‘internal focalisation through music’. Ibid, pp. 126-9. 
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The implied author is a narratological concept that accounts for aspects of a narrative 

that remind us of authorial agency and of the fictionality of the work. It is an interpretive 

construct influenced by the audiences’ interpretation of the narrative. The implied 

author can be reflected through music or sound that is used to underline the fictionality 

of the work (e.g. we can regard that it is implied author that uses ‘mocking’ sound 

effects to laugh at fictional elements, see section 4.7). 

 

The extrafictional level of narration refers to the real-world origins of the work. It 

means elements of a text that are about the fiction, but outside of it. On the musical side 

of things, that refers to the underscoring beyond the fictional story, for instance, the 

music of company logos or TV station idents and credits.  

 

When the images or music from different levels of narration transgress the boundaries 

between narrative levels, this movement is called metalepsis. 272  Theoretically, a 

metalepsis can be achieved through the transgression between any two narrative levels 

as long as it exists for a reason. A metalepsis can but does not have to create humour. 

A humorous metalepsis still has to meet the conditions for humour, primarily, of 

incongruity theory, namely, 1) the transgression should be treated in an unserious way; 

2) the two interpretations are in chronological order and there is a descending ‘value’ 

during the transgression (this thesis mainly discusses humorous metalepses containing 

descending incongruities, which are more typical in films and TV) or an 

abnormal/unreasonable/unsettled interpretation resolved to be 

explicable/reasonable/settled (e.g. the internal diegetic/nondiegetic music sounds odd 

or does not match with the images when it first appears while the later revelation of its 

diegetic source makes it become reasonable). 

 

I will list several of the most common types of metalepsis in which music and sound 

effects work as carriers to facilitate the metalepses and discuss how these metalepsis 

create incongruity and humour in each case, including: diegetic music reveal, internal 

diegetic music reveal, (characters) breaking the fourth wall, the almighty singing 

narrator, and supra-diegetic music in musical performance scenes. 

 
272 Genette (1980), pp. 234-7. 
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3.4.1. Diegetic music reveal  

A diegetic music reveal is the most common form of a musical self-reflexive gag in 

films. It means a metalepsis from the internal diegetic/nondiegetic/extrafictional to the 

diegetic level. A diegetic music reveal reveals initially seemingly nondiegetic music, 

internal diegetic music to be part of the physical world of the story. The target of the 

revelation is mainly the audience, as nothing changes in the characters’ world (in most 

cases). Not all diegetic reveals involve humour, but many do, and those that are 

humorous play with a basic interpretive conflict – the descending incongruity between 

the original interpretation of music/narration as internal diegetic/nondiegetic music and 

the revised interpretation of it as diegetic music containing less ‘value’ after the reveal.  

 

Diegetic music reveals are frequently used in the opening titles of Hollywood live-

action and animated films. The (theme) music often starts and continues in the title 

sequence (extrafictional level), then an (often high angle/distant) shot introduces the 

first scenes still accompanied by what we assume is nondiegetic music. Then the 

following shot reveals the source of the music which turns out to be diegetic. There is 

no doubt that music is an effective way to smooth the transformation of the scenes and 

catch the audiences’ attention, but only those reveals containing a sense of ‘descent’ 

can create humour.  

 

For example, in Zootopia (2016, 25.40-26.50), the faint and sad nondiegetic 

background music (which can be understood as internal diegetic music suggesting the 

inner state of Judy) continues when the depressed Judy throws away her awful dinner 

and has a video call with her parents in her rough flat with poor soundproofing. When 

she hangs up, there is a crescendo in the music which makes it sound unlike diegetic 

music. Then it is interrupted by her noisy neighbours yelling at her to cut out this 

depressing music, which we now realize has been played by the radio on the table 

(figure 3.4-2). The revelation does not apply to her (as she knows where the music is 

coming from), but to the audience members who had miscategorised the source of the 

music. In addition, the ‘pitiless’ interruption also turns the serious sentimental scene 

into a trivial life scene that all of a sudden saps the accumulated strong and sad emotion, 

which successfully satisfies the requirement of a descending incongruity to create 
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humour. There is an element superiority humour as well when audiences find that life 

repeatedly has let Judy down in different (grimly funny) ways. 

 
Figure 3.4-2 Judy’s sad emotion is interrupted by the next-door noise in Zootopia 

(2016). 

 

Except for dialogue, a diegetic reveal is also often achieved through camera movement 

(or seeming camera movement in animation). In The Peanuts Movie (2015), when the 

production logo appears, the 20th Century Fox fanfare is played by a piano instead of 

the classic full orchestra. Then the ‘moving camera’ reveals that the nondiegetic music 

is actually played by Schroeder (a minor character in the Peanuts universe) - a musical 

prodigy and Beethoven fanboy, whom we see underneath the logo on a red toy-like 

piano (figure 3.4-2). Nondiegetic music from the extra-fictional level (the music that is 

part of the company logo that points out the origin of the film in the real world) is 

exposed as diegetic music and the ‘descending’ seriousness is reflected in the fact that 

the authority and inviolability of the logo music are suddenly ‘ruined’ by a callow boy 

playing it in an innocent way. (For an example of nondiegetic sound effects revealed as 

diegetic sounds, see the example from Phineas and Ferb in section 4.2.2, p. 187) 

 
Figure 3.4-3 Schroeder plays the piano for 20th Century Fox fanfare in The Peanuts 

Movie (2015).  
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3.4.2. Internal diegetic music reveal 

This means a metalepsis from the diegetic/nondiegetic level to that of internal diegetic 

music. An internal diegetic music reveal reveals initially seemingly 

diegetic/nondiegetic music to be the music in someone’s mind or hinting at someone’s 

inner state. The way to indicate that the images we see and music we hear are in a 

character’s mind are varied, including POV shots, music starting on a close-up of 

someone, the frame being surrounded by bubbles or mist etc. In anime, it is usually 

achieved through abstract screen tone to imply that the setting of the scene is in the 

character’s mind (see figure 4.2-4, p. 184). But if there is no obvious sign to indicate 

that at first, audiences may misunderstand the internally focalised music as 

diegetic/nondiegetic only discover its real identity after the turning point. The most 

straightforward example is that a scene without any sign to indicate that it is a dream is 

eventually revealed as someone’s dream. Any diegetic/nondiegetic music used in the 

dream is revealed as internal diegetic music when it suddenly stops as the character 

wakes up. If the dream has higher ‘value’ than the reality (e.g. a lazy loser dreams of 

becoming a powerful superman), it will be a descending incongruity and create humour 

when it is broken.  

 

In The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. (2016, 1: 3, 10.00-10.20), there is a conversation 

between Kaidou and Saiki in the PK Academy (see table 3.4-1). In view of the 

background of the scene in the real classroom, audiences naturally regard Kaidou’s 

words as part of their dialogue rather than as his soliloquy or thoughts and similarly 

take the background music as nondiegetic music, used mainly for heightening the 

dramatic tension. However, in reality, Kaidou’s behaviour is quite ridiculous, which is 

revealed in a later medium shot that shows that the two are actually in two different 

‘spaces’ (subjective & objective), spaces endowed with different music and sounds. 

The revelation creates descending incongruity: a) Kaidou is mysterious and powerful, 

supported by feverishly intense nondiegetic music; b) Kaidou is a daydreamer, and the 

music exists merely in his mind to support his own daydream.273  

 
273 There are two possibilities: 1) We are meant to assume that Kaidou hears this music in his mind, as 
part of his daydream of his mystery-filled life. This would be a case of internal focalisation on music in 
a character’s mind; 2) the music is in fact nondiegetic (i.e. he cannot hear it in his mind), but it is used to 
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Table 3.4-1 An analysis of the shots in The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. (2016, 1: 3)  

Frame Music & 
Sound 

Duration 
(seconds) 

Images 

Distant view of the academy 
building; a medium shot of 
Kaidou and Saiki in the 
corridor. 

School bell 
(diegetic 
sound) 

5 

 
a) Close-up: Kaidou suddenly 
turns his head and mysteriously 
and haughtily says that he is 
convened by a mysterious 
organization. The world will 
soon be changed. He cannot tell 
Saiki the concrete reason until 
the time is right. 

A loud bang 
underlining 
his turn + 
intense 
electric 
guitar music 
 

7 

 

b) Medium shot: Saiki gazes at 
Kaidou’s back who is 
hunchbacked, carrying bags, 
twisting his hips and walking 
away boastfully.  

Music stops; 
five comical 
squeaks 
synchronized 
with the 
wiggly hips 

2 

 

 

 

3.4.3. Breaking the fourth wall 

It is a convention of fictional narratives on stage and screen that there is an invisible, 

imagined fourth wall that separates actors from the audience. Normally, only the 

audience can see through this wall while the characters cannot see it or realize that they 

are fictional. Breaking the fourth wall means that characters momentarily change this 

ontological difference and relationship and directly address the 

audiences/directors/animators to acknowledge the mechanics of their medium: that this 

is just a show. It is usually used as an ironic device for comedic purposes because as 

the characters ignore the barrier by jumping down from the screen and make comments 

as casual observers, they close the distance to their audiences but also lose their roles’ 

specific authority and mystique. Thus, self‐conscious characters can more or less 

produce humour during the process of traversing the borderline between the fiction and 

 
depict for us in the audience his state of mind. This would be a case of internal focalisation through music 
on something else in a character’s mind.   
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the world of the audience. Numerous relevant examples are mentioned in different 

sections throughout chapters 3 and 4 in which music and sound effects are used as 

carriers to facilitate the breaking of the wall. Characters can break the fourth wall to 

comment on films in credits as extrafictional narrators (section 3.3.3.1, Ralph Breaks 

the Internet, p. 108; section 3.6.1, Sasami-san@Ganbaranai, p. 154); characters can 

sing extrafictional logo music (section 3.6.1, Captain Underpants: The First Epic 

Movie, p. 153); characters recognise the nondiegetic sound effects (section 4.2.2, 

American Dad!, p. 154; section 4.7.1, Lilo & Stitch: The Series, p. 241) and even control 

and play with nondiegetic sound effects (section 4.8.2, SpongeBob SquarePants, p. 

250); characters sing nondiegetic (music as) sound effects (section 4.2.2, Phineas and 

Ferb, p. 190); characters play with nondiegetic writing onomatopoeia (section 4.3.4 

Gin Tama, pp. 207-8); loud sounds and the strong sound waves break the screen and 

thereby break the fourth wall (section 3.6.1, Thomas & Friends, p. 148).    

 

One of the most familiar cases is that a fictional character sings nondiegetic (theme) 

music from their own film. 274  The descending incongruity here is between the 

nondiegetic music for audiences outside of the wall and a diegetic song that characters 

can sing inside the wall, whether the characters do this knowingly or it is achieved by 

the implied author. An example - ‘Mr. Incredible’s Theme’ is the most-repeated 

nondiegetic musical motif in The Incredibles (2004). Bob Parr as the superhero can be 

heard humming this melody happily when he returns home and eats the remaining cake 

late at night after a clandestine crime fighting session (24.20-24.50, figure 3.4-4).  

 
Figure 3.4-4 Bob is frightened when his wife finds him going back home late in The 

Incredibles (2004). 

 

 
274 This can perhaps be seen as a music-specific variant of ‘title drop’ in films/TV, meaning that the film 
title is used by a character in the dialogue of the film. 
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Contrary to breaking the fourth wall, the opposite also occurs: people from the extra-

fictional level who invade the diegesis represent another type of metalepsis. The music 

and sound they make is supposed to be nondiegetic but becomes diegetic (see the 

example in Family Guy in section 3.7.2.2, p. 162). 

 

Sometimes music or sound just provide the proper atmosphere to distinguish the two 

sides of the wall. In the Gin Tama (2006, 1: 6 03.20-03.40), the trio - Gintoki, Kagura 

and Shinpachi - are taken to the police station for questioning. Shinpachi cannot bear 

the verbose interrogation. There is a close-up showing how he grabs the policeman’s 

collar and intends to beat him (figure 3.4-5, a). A loud bang is synchronized with his 

behaviour, and a continuing low hum in the background represents the tense 

atmosphere. When the camera shifts to an establishing shot from the side, the frame 

freezes (even the wine in the glass stops to flow), and the noise and the drip stop as well 

(figure 3.4-5, b). Gintoki and Kagura as fictional characters seem to halt the flow of 

time in the storyworld, break the fourth wall and start to comment on Shinpachi’s 

behaviour like movie critics. Music, sound effects and the silence in this case underline 

the difference between the internal and external sides of wall to strengthen the 

descending incongruity and the resulting humour. 

     
(a) Shinpachi grabs the policeman’s 

collar.                         

(b) Gintoki and Kagura comment the 

static scene.    

Figure 3.4-5 Gin Tama (2006, 1:6) 

 

 

3.4.4. The almighty singing narrator  

The almighty singing narrator means a metalepsis from the offscreen nondiegetic 

narrator to an all-knowing narrator who can break the borders of the different levels of 
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narration, appear onscreen, comment or interact with the fictional characters and 

objects and do many other incredible things. The sounds and music made by the 

almighty singing narrator also change from nondiegetic to other levels. Central Park 

(2020-2021) is a representative example. Birdie in this animation is a narrator who 

should be beyond the diegesis. But he usually appears as an onscreen musical street 

performer and sometimes interacts with the fictional characters in the diegesis through 

singing, eye contact and many other ways. He is completely aware he is part of the 

animation, knows everything that is about to happen and where the camera is focusing. 

The general incongruity regarding the sounds and music made by Birdie is: a) narrators 

seldom make sound effects and music by themselves, if any, and if they do, these should 

be nondiegetic; b) they are played as onscreen diegetic music and sounds (in an 

unserious way). For example: at the beginning of the first episode, Birdie hiding outside 

the window, uses his mouth to dub the redundant diegetic sounds for characters in the 

house, and the father even hears his whispering (figure 3.4-6); Birdie (1: 9, 20.40-22.00) 

stalls time by playing salsa music (plucking the violin strings) outside the window for 

the characters inside the room who are impatient to wait for someone, so that they can 

hear the music and dance to it (figure 3.4-7). During their dance, a supra-diegetic (see 

the following paragraphs) orchestra joins the violin, but the dancers never wonder 

where the music comes from, as if it were internal diegetic music in their mind. 

        
Figure 3.4-6 Birdie makes noise outside 

the window and the father hears it in 

Central Park (2020, 1: 1). 

 Figure 3.4-7 Birdie plays violin as the 

soundtrack in Central Park (2020, 1: 9).

 

 

3.4.5. Musical performance scenes and supra-diegetic music 

In some American animated films and animated musical comedy television series 

(particularly typical for Disney, who first produced a full-length animated musical with 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937), characters sing and dance accompanied by 
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(typically) nondiegetic music, expressing what they think through lyrics and 

movements. Such a musical performance scene is like a short musical number that plays 

a role in developing the story and shaping the figures. Normally, the nondiegetic 

background music starts first and the characters can hear it and sing along with it. Then 

the music becomes increasingly inspiring until it comes to a climax. It seems that every 

Disney princess possesses the ‘magic’ when they sing their songs with light effects and 

background music and everything ‘dances’ to her music. For example, the intro of ‘Let 

It Go’ in Frozen (2013, 31.10-34.50) starts when Elsa is standing alone on a mountain 

and then she sings to the music, seeming helpless. She gradually becomes more 

confident and powerful, and eventually every piece of snow around her seems to be 

within her control, as if she is giving a fantastic performance in a fantasy space (figure 

3.4-8).  

 
Figure 3.4-8 Elsa sings ‘Let It Go’ in Frozen (2013). 

 

Sometimes there is an ‘audio dissolve’ in such a scene that smoothly joins the dialogue 

to the musical number in a step-by-step process of making things more and more 

musical. The concept of ‘supra-diegetic music’ is first put forward by Rick Altman that 

describes the typical mode of music in film musicals, with diegetic singing and dancing 

seamlessly combining with nondiegetic music to create a performance that transcends 

the diegetic/nondiegetic distinction. The process of this transition is called ‘audio 

dissolve’ by Altman.275 He also mentions a ‘video dissolve’ (p. 74)- the transformation 

of a mundane space into a space fit for a virtuoso performance - and a ‘personality 

dissolve’ - the transformation of an everyday character into their performance persona, 

and ultimately into the real-life performer. In animation rather than musical film, 

 
275 Rick Altman, The American Film Musical (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 
1987), pp. 62-74. 
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characters seldom really turn into performers but just enter into the first state of a 

‘personality dissolve’ and sing and dance alone or with others in their original place or 

a fantasy space without a real stage and audiences in the scene. These three aspects of 

the dissolve into a musical number normally appear simultaneously and accomplish the 

transformation of the scene together.  

 

For example, in Frozen (2013, 55.40-58.00), Anna and Elsa sing the duo ‘For the First 

Time in Forever’ in the ice castle. Their dialogue and the song fuse together. Elsa loses 

control of her power, so she wants to isolate herself to avoid hurting others, while Anna 

tries to encourage her to come out of the shadows. In the beginning, the strings play a 

long single note at low volume in the background supporting their conversation. When 

Anna says, ‘Please do not slam the door’, she starts to sing, and the music follows her 

tone and becomes richer and richer. The two minutes of singing combine elements of 

spoken dialogue, recitative-like singing (the bit when Anna sings ‘Actually we’re not’ 

and explains to Elsa what she has wrought), arioso bits and the final duet section. What 

is unusual in this number, compared to most numbers in film musicals, is that it is not 

an audio dissolve in one direction, from diegetic normality to the full-blown musical 

number, but a back-and-forth, more like a mini opera scene (figure 3.4-9).   

 
Figure 3.4-9 Anna and Elsa sing ‘For the First Time in Forever’ in Frozen (2013).   

 

The incongruity caused by supra-diegetic music lies in the blurring of boundaries 

between different levels of narration (diegetic music and nondiegetic music) and 

different layers of the soundtrack (voice and accompanying music). However, this 

musical technique is not inclined to make a comic effect. It transfers an ordinary scene 

into a musical performance. Unless the performance itself contains funny elements 

(incongruities that lie in the lyrics or the movements), there will be no obvious sense of 

a ‘descending’ incongruity during the whole process. On the contrary, it even ‘upgrades’ 
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a scene to the level of an artistic performance showing off a performer’s virtuosity or 

expressing a deeply felt emotion.   

 

A descending incongruity can be achieved when the musical performance is 

accidentally interrupted or pointed out directly by onscreen characters or revealed by 

the camera, which I call a ‘supra-diegetic music reveal’. For example, in Ralph Breaks 

the Internet (2018, 55.50-56.10), Vanellope is freaked out by the ability of Ariel (a pre-

existing princess from the Disney animated film The Little Mermaid, 1989) to suddenly 

produce a soundtrack out of thin air for a new verse of ‘Part of Your World’ (her theme 

song in her film) complete with the actual background music and spotlight when she 

sings to express her thoughts (figure 3.4-10). All princesses can do this when they sing 

about their dream in their films, and the other onscreen characters never feel surprised 

at this ‘magic’ but join with them, but it is rare to see that the supra-diegetic song is 

pointed out by surrounding characters in the animations, as if they are breaking the 

fourth wall. The supra-diegetic music reveal is probably used in Ralph Breaks the 

Internet because the film does not belong to Disney’s animated musicals about 

princesses. It is an inapplicable context for the princesses’ supra-diegetic songs. 

Vanellope is technically a princess (something revealed in her first film, Wreck-It 

Ralph), but one that is very different from the princesses that are part of the Disney 

Princess franchise, and her films are not musicals. The incongruity from the point of 

narrative structure is that the character breaks the border between different levels of 

narration: Vanellope and the other princesses seem to exist in the same world but 

Vanellope breaks the wall to comment on what they are musically doing. From the 

perspective of the music, the incongruity is: a) the background music is supra-diegetic; 

b) it is more like diegetic music that characters who do not join her performance can 

also hear. The sense of ‘descent’ is reflected in the loss of the previous mystery and 

loftiness of the princess’s performances, which makes the scene funny. 
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Figure 3.4-10 Ariel sings her theme song under the spotlight in Ralph Breaks the 

Internet (2018).  

 

A similar example appears in another Disney princess film, Moana (2016, 56.20-56.40). 

When Moana, a Polynesian girl, climbs onto the mountain on Lalotai’s island on her 

way to save the world, she looks into the distance and talks to herself determinedly: 

‘the ocean choose you for a reason’, accompanied with nondiegetic Polynesian style 

music, only to be interrupted by Maui, her companion, who tells her that if she starts 

singing he will throw up (figure 3.4-11). Moana is a member of the Disney princess 

franchise, and the princesses usually start to sing to express their will in such a situation. 

But Maui is unlike the previous Disney characters who tend to join the musical world. 

He can hear the meaningful supra-diegetic background music but breaks the fourth wall 

to point out its existence and his disgust at the traditional princesses’ supra-diegetic 

songs, thereby creating a descending incongruity between the emphatic effect of the 

musical number and its acknowledgement as an overused trope. Maui takes Moana 

(who does not technically possess the skill to control the water and boat but claims to 

save the ocean and world) for a princess because he thinks any girl in a dress with an 

animal sidekick is a princess (though she actually does not have any special strength). 

Maui’s words make fun of the stereotypical musical form and setting of the princesses’ 

songs in Disney princess films.  

 
Figure 3.4-11 Maui interrupts Moana’s ambitious thoughts in Moana (2016).  

 

In short, through self-reflexivity and metalepsis, music (and also sounds) in 

anime/animations can break the borders of the narrative levels of the construction of 

the music and text to create humour, which makes it one of the most effective and 

frequently used techniques in American comedy animations, while much fewer 

examples can be found in anime (based on my own watching experiences). 
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3.5. Music synchronization 

This section introduces different types of music synchronization based: 1) on different 

degrees of synchronization (loose or tight) and 2) on the relationship between images 

and music (music is adapted to the images or vice versa) and discusses how the music 

interacts with the images to support or create humour. 

 

Film music synchronization means that the music is synchronized either with the 

editing of images or with particular actions in the images. Michel Chion uses the 

compound word ‘synchresis’ (a word combining ‘synchronism’ and ‘synthesis’) to 

indicate the ‘spontaneous and irresistible weld produced between a particular sound 

event and a particular visual event when they occur at the same time.’276 He compares 

the sound to a ‘rubber stamp’ that ‘marks the image with the seal of instantaneity’ at 

each audio-visual synch point. According to Chion, synchronized music not only 

underlines each synch point in the ‘vertical dimension’ (between sound and images) by 

providing ‘added value’277 for the images, but also provides a sense of flow in the 

‘horizontal dimension’ (within the music). The elements in images ‘stamped’ by music 

in this way are mainly physical movements, but they can also reflect affective and 

semantic value.  

 

Levels of music synchronization in film can vary a lot. Sergei Eisenstein stresses the 

different composition strategies and distinguishes five levels of synchronization: 

‘natural, metric, rhythmic, melodic and tonal’. 278  Kevin Donnelly focuses on the 

relationship between images and sounds, and this is also the main point that I am 

 
276 Michel Chion, Audio-Vision. Sound on Screen, trans. by Claudia Gorbman (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2019), pp. 62-8. 
277 Ibid.: ‘Through the phenomenon of added value, sound interprets the meaning of the image and 
makes us see in the image what we would not otherwise see or would see differently.’ (p. 34) 
278 1) Natural: the pure sound-image match of natural things; 2) metric: synchronization beyond simple 
connections between object and sound but the more abstract play of rhythm of sound and elements in the 
images; 3) rhythmic: accordance of the rhythmic structure of the scene; 4) melodic: organized in a higher 
unity (harmony at the two previous levels); 5) tonal: unite separate tones through vibrating movement. 
Sergei Eisenstein, The Film Sense [1942] (London: Faber and Faber, 1968), pp. 67-8. 
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concerned with in this section. He classifies soundtrack synchronization into the 

following categories: 1) dialogue-based (voice matching movements of mouths), 2) 

sound-effect based (onscreen diegetic sounds), 3) punctuation (nondiegetic sounds), 4) 

Mickey-Mousing music, 5) general and vague musical matching.279 Categories 2 and 

3 are about sound effects that will be discussed in chapter 4, while categories 4 and 5 

are referred to in the following section. 

 

American animated films (and almost all animated TV series, especially ones involving 

music and comedy) rely strongly on careful music synchronization. Anime, on the other 

hand, use close synchronization of images and music much less, instead they use 

numerous cartoon sound effects to ‘stamp’ specific elements in the images (see section 

4.2). Since music synchronization is so frequently used in American animation, 

audiences may in fact not notice it at all. There is work to be done on exploring in which 

situations music synchronization leaps into the foreground of audience attention, and 

whether (audio-)viewers find the results funny or not and why.280 The examples of 

synchronized music discussed in this section are mainly cases of nondiegetic music that 

underline an onscreen element. Synchronization in the case of diegetic music is a 

different issue and offers different options for comic effects, which will be explored at 

the end of this section. 

 

Generally speaking, the synchronism can be either loose or tight. Loose 

synchronization means that the music does not correspond precisely with each 

movement/change of the elements in the image. The matching can be much vaguer and 

selective, and often the music just reacts to momentous changes in the on-screen events 

or to the general development of a scene. It is widely applied in serious and nonserious 

sequences and usually only supports the images in the background. Thus, it is not 

conspicuous. If music and images are sufficiently closely synchronized, the result is 

 
279 K.J. Donnelly, Occult Aesthetics – Synchronization in Sound Film (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2013), pp. 17-8. 
280 There are numerous existing texts that discuss music synchronization. Deutsch (2008), for example, 
compares the use of synchronous sound in abstract and representational animations; Jacobs (2014) 
provides an original study of the evolution of synchronization of music, speech, and movement via close 
examination of important prototypes of early sound films (1900-1930s); Donnelly (2013) studies the 
perceptual origins for audiovisual culture and the aesthetics of sound and image synchronization in films. 
Stephen Deutsch, ‘Aspects of Synchrony in Animation’, The Soundtrack, 1 (2) (2008), pp. 95-105; Lea 
Jacobs, Film Rhythm after Sound: Technology, Music, and Performance (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2014). 
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called Mickey-Mousing, a term that is derived from animated cartoons, specifically 

from the early and mid-production Walt Disney films, though the technique is still 

widely used in many later animations. It may be this origin in cartoons that makes many 

people associate synchronized music with comedy animation. One way to account for 

the use of close music/image synchronization for the purpose of comedy is Henri 

Bergson’s theory of comedy,281 which may lead us to the idea that one key aspect of 

the comic effect of Mickey-Mousing is the incongruity between organic action and the 

rhythmic rigidity of mechanical music. However, this is only a very general explanation 

of humour resulting from Mickey-Mousing and music synchronization more generally, 

and different situations need to be discussed separately.  

 

Depending on the relationship between images and music, Mickey-Mousing (or tightly 

synchronized music) can be roughly divided into two categories: 

 

1) Music reacts to temporal changes of the images by moulding itself to the rhythm and 

gestures of on-screen movement or editing. This means that the music is usually 

composed not as a complete, self-sufficient structure, and that it is written after the film 

(or at least a rough cut of the film) has been finished to which it is fitted to follow and 

underline elements in the images. There is a compromise between the integrity of the 

music and its harmonic, metric, rhythmic and motivic structures and the requirement 

for the music to ‘fit’ elements of the image track. The degree to which the music 

‘follows’ the images rather than its own impulses can differ: i) The composer can use 

the quick change of musical textures, instrumentations, motifs, snippets of pre-existing 

music etc. etc. to fit the images, for example in much of Carl Stalling’s music for classic 

Looney Tunes cartoons; ii) Mickey-Mousing can be done with music of a more uniform 

style that is structured flexibly to fit the images, which is the form that is typically used 

in most modern films, whether live-action or animated.  

 

2) The music is structurally self-sufficient and coherent. (It can be either pre-existing 

or original.) Music provides a framework (in terms of rhythm, dynamics, structure, 

 
281 This idea is first proposed by Henri Bergson (1911), who thinks that the incongruity between the 
living and the mechanical is a key source of comedy. Bergson can be seen as another incongruity theorist. 
He thinks comic is the mechanical thing encrusted on the living thing. 
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trajectory etc.) for the animation. The design or the modulation of synchronized frames 

is typically accomplished after the music has been composed.  

 

In the first category, the development of music largely depends on specific elements in 

the changing scenes. Its most important feature is to support the characters/objects’ 

movements or states in the images. Chion (2019, pp. 119-20) considers that the relation 

between sound and movement in children playing is similar to that in animated films 

using Mickey-Mousing. Children make sound effects with their mouths to represent the 

activities of the toys during playing. These sound effects are typically not the faithful 

imitation of the toys’ noises but manifest their movement, dynamics and trajectory, and 

so does Mickey-Mousing in animation. Old-style Max Steiner282-type Mickey-Mousing 

in most of classical Hollywood cinema (of the 1920s-1960s) and a few modern 

animations such as Pixar Shorts or revivals of some old-fashioned animations like 

House of Mouse (2001-2003), The Tom and Jerry Show (2014-2021) etc. belong to 

category i) that the synchronized music frequently changes its texture, instrumentation, 

musical style etc. in an extremely loose music structure. Single notes or musical 

gestures overstate individual on-screen movements rather than smoothly connect a 

series of movements. The incongruity that creates comic effect is: a) nondiegetic music 

is normally a coherent musical layer, even though it goes along with the images to some 

extent; b) the music is determined by the images to such a degree that it loses its 

coherence and becomes a series of brief snippets and gestures. The music thus becomes 

mechanical and generates incongruity with the ‘living’ images, creating a comic effect 

(usually intentionally). For modern audiences, there may be another effect at work: the 

technique may have become so clearly historical, so old-fashioned that they cannot but 

hear it consciously and thereby become aware of the intention behind the Mickey-

Mousing and are thus either annoyed or amused (or both) at how transparent the 

manipulation is. The resulting incongruity is: a) our idea of nondiegetic music as a 

background layer; b) the reality of nondiegetic music that through its constant changes 

makes itself almost annoyingly noticeable. That is also why Mickey-Mousing was 

 
282 Max Steiner (1888-1971) is American famous music composer for theatre and films, known most for 
King Kong (1933). 
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popular in the 1920s-1940s, but also suffered from criticism from a number of 

scholars.283  

An example is the scene in King Kong (1933, 1.13.40-1.14.00) when King Kong toys 

with the struggling Ann Darrow (Fay Wray) (figure 3.5-1). Max Steiner’s excessive 

and mechanical cartoon-like Mickey-Mousing does not reflect the tense atmosphere of 

the helpless Ann faced with King Kong, a living monster, and her fear, but instead 

underlines the scene from Kong’s perspective and overstates his fingers’ wagging with 

five short trills played by two bassoons, corresponding to Kong fiddling with Ann’s 

body, followed by two appoggiaturas played by a bassoon, corresponding to Kong 

picking his nose two times, rendering him into a childish character playing with his new 

toy (figure 3.5-2).284 In this way, the monstrous character becomes the subject of the 

scene, while the human character is the object, something many viewers may be 

uncomfortable with, but which helps to make the scene both funny (in a ridiculous way) 

and scary (because of the reversal of perspective and the degradation of Ann to an object 

of Kong’s fun) at the same time. 

 
Figure 3.5-1 King Kong fiddles with the struggling Ann Darrow in King Kong (1933). 

 

 
283 Refer to: Thomas E. Cohen, ‘The Click Track. The Business of Time: Metronomes, Movie Scores 
and Mickey Mousing’, in Sound and Music in Film and Visual Media: An Overview, ed. by Graeme 
Harper, Ruth Doughty and Jochen Eisentraut (London/New York: Continuum, 2009), pp. 100-13; Emilio 
Audissino, ‘The function of Mickey-Mousing: A Re-assessment’, in Sound and Image: Aesthetics and 
Practices, ed. by Andrew Knight-Hill (London: Routledge, 2020), pp. 144-60. 
284 The music is probably part of the project of the film to show that he is not just (or not even primarily) 
a vicious monster, but has other mild sides to him. The trajectory of the film is to transform him from a 
monstrous threat into a touching character. This may indeed be his perspective at this point – before he 
learns to care for Ann – but the one-sidedness of the music means that part of the tension of the scene 
gets lost. 
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Figure 3.5-2 Bassoon score when King Kong fiddles with Ann in King Kong (1933) 

(transcribed by ears). 

 

Most modern films (and this is not limited to animation and funny scenes) prefer to use 

short episodes of Mickey-Mousing music to emphasize dramatic scenes containing big 

movements or large emotional fluctuations rather than as the bedrock of the music, as 

was the case in the Golden Age of American animation. The music is structured flexibly 

to underline movements but still maintains a uniform style and interacts with the images 

in a smooth way (corresponding to category ii above). In Sam Raimi’s Spider Man 

(2002, 25.50-26.20), when Peter first climbs a wall, grave horns sound in the score 

every time he puts his hand on the wall (figure 3.5-2). The tune ascends when he climbs 

increasingly higher, and the music becomes more complex and resplendent when more 

instruments join with a denser rhythmic pattern. The music creates continuous tension, 

and the last note is held until he turns around (table 3.5-1). 

 
Figure 3.5-3 Peter climbs the wall in Spider Man (2002). 

Table 3.5-1 Breakdown of the instruments and rhythmic pattern in the short of Spider 

Man (2002) 

Tempo Rubato Vivace 
Beats \ 1-4 5-17 18-31 32-37 38-46 
Horns 
(foreground) 

2 notes Minim Crotchet Prolonged 
note 

Brass  
(background)  

\ Crotchet Quaver Semiquaver Prolonged 
note 

Woodwind 
(background) 

\ Suspe
nsion 

\ 

Strings  
(background) 

\ Basses 
changing 
to violins 
(quaver) 

Semi-
quaver 

Prolonged 
note 

Images Horns are synchronized with Peter’s 
moving hands.  

Peter climbs 
at a steady 
pace.  

Peter 
turns 
around. 
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Mickey-Mousing in this case not only highlights each action but also provides a layer 

of ambient music to enhance the sense of thrill and of Peter’s new-found power for the 

audience. The use of this particular kind of Mickey-Mousing makes the scene in Spider 

Man much more serious than the one in King Kong discussed above. Similar examples 

can be found in many serious moments in modern animated films (e.g. the last fighting 

scene of Moana (2016), when Maui fights with Te Kā).  

 

In the second category, music is in the leading role while the images ‘cooperate’ with 

the musical structure and are structured according to the music, either with regard to 

the editing of images or with regard to on-screen movements. This creates its own kind 

of incongruity between: a) our normal assumption that (nondiegetic) music is used to 

support a scene and to smooth the gaps between shots and scenes, and b) our realisation 

that in such moments, the images are ‘controlled’ by the music. In such moments, the 

music serves as a kind of nondiegetic dance music for the images or elements within 

the images, an inversion of the normal image-music relationship that makes it 

noticeable. 

 

That is to say, synchronized music can not only underline funny moments primarily 

achieved by other elements of a scene, but also create incongruity and further comic 

effects by itself, or as an integral part of the humour. In The Boss Baby (2017, 07.00-

07.30), when the boy Tim firstly sees the taxi arrives in which his new young brother 

Boss Baby is about to join the family, upbeat nondiegetic funk music starts and 

continues. We see Boss Baby in a black suit getting out of the car and skipping along 

the road (figure 3.5-4). Each of his steps and gestures is in the rhythm of the music as 

if he were performing funk dance. A bicycle in his way stops both his ‘dance’ and the 

music, reinforcing the close connection between the music and his movements. He 

gives it a kick and carries on ‘dancing’ to the recommencing music until he finally 

enters the house. We assume that Boss Baby cannot hear the nondiegetic music 

(because that is what we normally assume to be the case for nondiegetic music), but his 

synchronized steps look as if he can hear and be affected by it. (Alternative ways of 

understanding the connection is that his infectious movements ‘generate’ the music, or 

that the music is the only way the film has to make us understand the nature of his 

movements.) In any case, it is the music that enlivens and adds new meaning to the 
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images. If we turn off the volume, there is no more sense of dancing. We can use the 

two incongruities outlined above to explain the comic effect in this case. In addition, 

diegetic events (the bicycle and his kick) also affect the nondiegetic music, which is 

another way of suggesting a metalepsis between diegetic events and nondiegetic music. 

The nondiegetic music is normally assumed to be controlled by the narration of the film 

rather than diegetic characters or events, and while we could assume that this is simply 

a case of the nondiegetic music following diegetic events very closely, that closeness 

and the resulting ‘synchresis’ between sound and image (in Michael Chion’s sense) 

makes it seem as if the nondiegetic music is controlled by diegetic events. 

 
Figure 3.5-4 Boss Baby skips along the road in The Boss Baby (2017). 

 

A piece of synchronized music can also be diegetic. The incongruity between 

characters’/objects’ movements and the diegetic music is: a) music is played for its own 

reasons; b) it ‘happens to’ be synchronized with other, seemingly irrelevant movements. 

We are of course aware that on one level, this is not truly a coincidence, but something 

arranged by the (implied) author, but on another level – that of the reality of the 

storyworld – it appears as an unlikely coincidence that creates the incongruity. (The 

most common case of synchronized diegetic music is, of course, a direct connection 

between the music and on-screen movements, as in a musical performance: characters 

singing and dancing to diegetic/supradiegetic music, and such examples are not 

included in this section (see section 3.4.5).  

 

Mickey-Mousing is often used in diegetic music performances in American Golden 

Age animations when characters play music in an unusual and accidental way. The 

general incongruity of synchronized music in these animations is: a) what we hear 

sounds (mostly) like a serious performance of the music; b) that performance is 
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produced by accidental actions that – on the level of the characters’ intentions – are not 

aimed at producing a musical performance, but at something else altogether. One of the 

most typical examples is in ‘The Cat Concerto’ in Tom and Jerry (1947). Tom performs 

Franz Liszt’s ‘Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2’ on a piano in a formal recital while Jerry 

lives inside the piano. Jerry is disturbed by Tom’s playing and intervenes, and they 

successfully accomplish the music together while fighting with each other (figure 3.5-

5). One would expect the fight to ruin the musical performance (at least outside of a 

cartoon), but on the contrary the sounds produced by the fight coincide with the original 

work and even add colour to the music.285 A quite similar case is ‘Rhapsody Rabbit’ 

in Merrie Melodies (1946); here, Bugs Bunny fights with a mouse while performing 

the same piece (figure 3.5-6). It also happens in the conducting scenes that accidentally 

produce the right music, like ‘Carmen Get It’ in Tom and Jerry (1962) and ‘The Band 

Concert’ in Mickey Mouse (1935). 

    
Figure 3.5-5 Tom and Jerry fight with 

each other during the musical 

performance in Tom and Jerry (1947). 

Figure 3.5-6 Bugs Bunny fights with a 

mouse while playing in Merrie Melodies 

(1946). 

 

While this particular mode of ‘cartoon performance’ of a piece of well-known music is 

typical for classic American cartoons, a similar example in recent animation history 

occurs in SpongeBob SquarePants (2008, 6: 3b) when Squidward conducts his original 

symphony in a competition. He is quite satisfied with the beginning until he realizes he 

wrote down all the noises made by SpongeBob and Patrick while they were disturbing 

him throughout the process of composition the day before. The comic ‘coincidence’ in 

this case is that SpongeBob and Patrick from nowhere appear on the stage to reproduce 

 
285 The detailed analysis, see: Peter Morris, ‘Humour Between the Keys - A Detailed Analysis of The 
Cat Concerto’, in Sounding Funny. Sound and Comedy in Cinema, ed. by Mark Evans and Philip 
Hayward (Sheffield: Equinox Publishing Ltd, 2016), pp. 224-56. 
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yesterday’s absurd behaviour and the resulting sound effects.286 Those sound effects 

are repeated multiple times until the grand finale when the inflated Patrick, like a 

balloon releasing air, falls onto the conductor to end the piece (figure 3.5-7). All their 

movements and the sound effects fit the rhythm of the symphony and mix well with the 

music as if they are not interlopers interrupting the performance but members of the 

band completing their appointed tasks (and receiving warm applause from the 

audience). From the aspect of the sound effects and the symphony, the incongruity is: 

a) the sounds are accidentally recorded in the score and should have no relationship 

with the symphony; b) they fuse well with each other. From the aspect of composition 

and performance: a) SpongeBob and Patrick are not invited by Squidward, but they 

appear on the stage with all their prepared ‘instruments’; b) they have to be on the stage 

to join the performance according to the score that already contains all their noises from 

before.287  

 
Figure 3.5-7 Inflated Patrick fly above the concert hall in SpongeBob SquarePants 

(2008, 6: 3b). 

 

In addition, tightly synchronized music (images following the music) can also bring 

humour to a less funny scene, and sometimes an originally serious scene can be inverted 

to be a funny scene, or at least gain a funny aspect, with proper synchronized music. 

Although it is infrequent in anime to use the kind of close music synchronization 

 
286 The noise and cartoon sound effects are made when they play with a hammer, drops a brick and an 
anchor onto the foot, squeeze a rubber duck with a rubber glove, take X-rays, operate a laughter machine, 
read magazines and hum to the tune, adjust the seat and play with the brain. 
287  There is another classic example in which accidental sounds can become part of a musical 
composition. In Ken Russell’s Gustav Mahler biopic Mahler (1974, 11.0-18.0), Mahler’s wife Alma tries 
to still all the noises around the little hut in which Mahler is composing, but the music we hear (a montage 
of bits of different Mahler symphonies) confirms that all of these noises have found their way into the 
music. 
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common in American animation, a serious fighting scene in Neon Genesis Evangelion 

(1995, ep 9, 19.40-20.50) does this in a funny way. Shinji and Asuka must cooperate 

with each other to simultaneously destroy an Angel that splits into two entities in one 

minute. They synchronize their movements to launch a coordinated dual attack, 

including successive somersaults, shots, bounces etc. (figure 3.5-8) A piece of splendid 

symphonic music that lasts for 62 seconds is played to ‘help’ them manage the time 

and synchronize their movements. The music is not inappropriate for a fighting scene. 

But the movements tightly synchronized with the rhythm and single note of the music 

make them look like those of two gymnastics partners going through a choreographed 

routine. The incongruity is: a) the synchronized and repeated movements make it more 

like a well-prepared playful dance performance; b) all their movements is for winning 

the war. Shinji and Asuka concentrate on the fierce fight all the time, which is obvious 

from their and their friends’ facial expressions, and they and do not seem to enjoy or 

play with the music. It is an improper use of the overly synchronized music in a serious 

scene. 

 
Figure 3.5-8 Shinji and Asuka synchronize their movements during the fighting in Neon 

Genesis Evangelion (1995, ep 9). 

 

In conclusion, different types of music synchronization (loose synchronization vs 

mickey mousing; music follows images vs images follow music) are able to underline 

funny images and provide a playful atmosphere to enhance a sense of humour, but 

music synchronization only creates humour in certain circumstances. When music 

closely reacts to temporal changes of the images, the strict Mickey-Mousing in a loose 

musical structure creates humour in combination with fluent images, an effect that was 

welcome in Golden Age of American animation but also suffered from criticism. When 

music is in the leading role and the images are structured according to the music, it 

usually creates humour because this is against our normal assumption that nondiegetic 
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music is used to support a scene and to smooth the gaps between shots and scenes; 

another such transgression of the normal order of things is that the diegetic music is 

played for one reason but synchronized with other images or actions. This conclusion 

is based on the analysis of American animated films and TV series, since anime hardly 

uses music synchronization. 

 

 

 

3.6. Music and superiority humour 

Audiences tend to find pleasure and superiority from onscreen characters’ mistakes, 

stupidity, misfortune and weaknesses as long as they take them in a playful mindset 

that is easily achieved in comedy anime/animations. This section explores some 

possibilities that the music (not merely the lyrics) directly arouses an audiences’ sense 

of superiority (in sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2) and show its superiority over others (in 

section 3.6.3).  

 

 

3.6.1. Discordant music 

The discordant music caused by characters’ bad singing or performance provides 

various opportunities to make fun of them. This section firstly introduces possible 

situations of singers’ terrible singing and the listeners’ responses. Then I combine this 

type of situation with incongruity theory to discusses different factors in the images and 

narrative that can be controlled to enhance the degree of humour. I mostly use 

discordant singing as examples in the following discussion, but the ideas are also 

applicable to other kinds of musical performances.  

 

Discordant singing can refer to any kind of unpleasant voice if it accords with one or 

more of the following features: 

1) poor accuracy of pitch (e.g. tone deaf; sliding the notes up and down randomly); 

2) poor accuracy of rhythm, metre or tempo (e.g. randomly changing the duration); 

3) improper volume (e.g. overloud; goes up and down); 

4) pronunciation of the lyrics (e.g. slurred because of insobriety or laziness); 
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5) unpleasant or uncontrolled vocal colour (e.g. screaming at the top of their lungs). 

 

A great deal of fun can also be found from onscreen listeners’ responses to the noises 

made by a bad musical performer and its influence on the surroundings. 

 

1) Negative consequences  

Discordant singing can traumatise diegetic listeners and trigger havoc in the 

surroundings. An extreme example occurs in Kujibiki Unbalance (2004, OVA2,288 

11.40-12.30) when Tokino (a pretty young girl) sings in KTV (a Karaoke studio), and 

does so terribly (her singing voice is not provided by her voice actress, but by a tone-

deaf old man in coarse voice). Her singing lasts for 27 seconds, causing people in KTV 

extreme pain, vomiting, scrambling to escape, abject fear, heart failure to the point of 

death, - outside of KTV - a baby crying, vehicular accidents, agitation in cats, plagues 

of rats, glasses cracking, birds falling, plants wither, aircraft crashing in flames (figure 

3.6-1) … 

 

 
Figure 3.6-1 Tokino’s singing causes various harms in Kujibiki Unbalance (2004, 

OVA2). 

 

 
288 OVA, original video animation, is specially made for Japanese animated film and series released in 
home video formats that do not have to be shown on TV or theatre in advance. The first part of the OVA 
series can be broadcast to promote the film and series. 
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It is often the case in such exaggerated depictions of the effects of particular kinds of 

sounds or music and musical performances that the harshness of the sounds and the 

extremely strong sound waves break glass, such as windows, glasses, mirrors, screens 

etc. in the fictional world; but it can also be the frames of the images themselves, i.e. 

the camera lens (even though there is no real camera in animations) (figure 3.6-2). The 

sound wave hits the screen, as if ‘attempting’ to rush out of the border between the 

fictional world and external reality. It can not only break the lens into debris, but also 

shake the screen, bring about screen flickering, splash liquid or dust onto the screen etc. 

All these would be regarded as very serious mistakes in most live-action filmmaking 

and thus edited out because such events would remind the audience of the existence of 

the camera and thus threaten the (willing) suspension of disbelief. When using this 

intentionally, it breaks the fourth wall and creates incongruities for fun. 

 
Figure 3.6-2 Thomas’ horrible opera singing breaks the camera screen in Thomas & 

Friends (2020, 23: 22, 03.50-04.00).289 

 

2) ‘Positive’ consequences 

Listeners who enjoy such singing can be divided into two situations: i) the listener has 

the same bad music taste as the performer and does not recognise the bad performance. 

The extrafictional audience in the cinema or in front of the TV set find superiority over 

both the singers and the onscreen listeners; an example occurs in SpongeBob 

SquarePants (2000, 1: 15a, 05.50-06.30), where the stupid king fish and other fish 

listeners feel moved rather than disgusted by SpongeBob’s terrible performance on the 

stage (figure 3.6-3); ii) diegetic characters who enjoy the humour that is created by an 

unintentionally bad performance from a position of superiority, like an extrafictional 

audience.  

 
289 This is a British animated TV series. 
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Figure 3.6-3 SpongeBob’s terrible performance moves the king fish in SpongeBob 

SquarePants (2000, 1: 15a). 

 

3) Listeners misunderstand the meaning of a musical performance 

Offscreen bad singing is sometimes misunderstood as a panicked scream in a (mistaken) 

serious scene. When the truth comes out, a descending incongruity results between the 

assumed seriousness of the scream and the radicular reality of a terrible musical 

performance. In the mystery anime Gosick (2011, ep 7, 10.40-11.00), Victorique is a 

tsundere290 girl who likes solving crime mysteries. The process of investigation is 

dangerous, so her friend Kazuya stands guard outside when she takes a bath. He 

suddenly hears Victorique moaning in pain, so he picks up the mop and prepares to 

protect her until six seconds later the lyrics reveal that she is singing her impromptu 

‘aria’ (off-key, arrhythmic, loud and harsh) for the joy of having a bath, totally 

inconsistent with her mysterious personality in the public setting of the series (figure 

3.6-4). The superiority humour derived from her bad singing is one aspect of the scene. 

The other is the descending incongruity, which is reinforced by the fact that the 

audience is in the same position as Kazuya – because the normal persona of Victorique 

is so different, the viewer in front of the TV probably assumes that something 

dangerous is happening and is humorously surprised if that is not the case. 

 
290 Tsundere is a type of Japanese character development process, describing someone who is initially 
reserved but gradually showing the warm side as time goes by. 
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Figure 3.6-4 Kazuya picks up the mop to prepare to protect Victorique inside in Gosick 

(2011, ep 7). 

 

The sound wave of a noise can be exaggerated and unreal in anime/animations. 

‘Unseriousness’ is the key to decide whether the scene is funny or not. A harsh voice 

is often used as a real weapon in a serious way in genres like mecha, adventure, 

supernatural, tragedy, science fiction anime/animations etc. The singer as a musical 

assassin no longer brings joy but does serious damage to others. In the mystery and 

supernatural thriller anime Darker Than Black, Bertha as an opera singer can control 

the resonance of sound to shatter anything, including vital organs (figure 3.6-5). This 

plays with the way superhero movies assign their heroes special powers. 

 
Figure 3.6-5 Bertha kills others through singing in Darker Than Black (2007, 1: 13, 

15.20-15.50). 

 

In comedy anime and animation, on the other hand, audiences laugh because they treat 

the bad singing in a playful mindset and feel superiority over the bad performers (and 

occasionally diegetic listeners who fail to recognise the dismal quality of a 

performance). In fact, they usually feel more satisfied when seeing a more unusually 

and unexpectedly awful one. What the visuals and narrative can do to increase the 
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degree of humour is to magnify/create incongruities from different aspects. Below are 

examples of different options relating to 1) singers, 2) songs and the setting of the scene. 

 

1) Singers 

• Self-recognition:  

It is more hilarious when the self-confident but fatuous singers are unaware of their 

defects and the (potential) harm to others. They are earnest or narcissistic before/during 

(or both) the performance. In the above example from Kujibiki Unbalance (pp. 133-4), 

Tokino keeps immersed in her own performance, not aware of her problems and the 

listeners’ reaction. There is a descending incongruity from our higher expectation of 

her singing when the upbeat prelude starts and her friends cheer for her to our 

realization to the absurd fact that her (singing) voice is like that of a tone-deaf old man. 

The incongruity between her ability and appearance continues during the entire 

performance. Were she to show a hint of bashfulness, the scene would be not that funny.  

• Type of characters:  

It is more hilarious when a taciturn, elegant, gentlemanlike, heroic or powerful 

character who normally behaves in a serious way and seemingly has no connection to 

silliness or humour sings in this way. Comparing Beast and Chip (the lovely boy as an 

adorable and charming teacup) in Beauty and the Beast (1991; 2017), who is funnier 

when singing out of tune? 

• Unexpected accident (descending incongruity):  

The performance is successful and everyone enjoys it in the beginning, but the voice 

cracks/turns off-key abruptly due to unmanageably high notes/physical discomfort (like 

a sneeze coming on) or due to outside interferences (like crackling noises in audio 

systems).  

• Comparison with good singers:  

A less-skilled singer becomes more conspicuous when performing closely after or 

together with professional singers (see the below example from Sasami-

san@Ganbaranai, p. 140).  

 

2) Song and setting 

• Style and setting:  

Singing a serious piece of music like a requiem in a solemn situation like a funeral, but 
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in a ridiculous way, creates a kind of second-level incongruity and thus is funnier than 

an upbeat song sung in an entertainment venue in the same way. 

• Pre-existing music:  

Singing a well-known pre-existing song/music in an absurd way is funnier than an 

unknown one. The incongruity is between our expectation (which is defined by the 

version of the song we know) and the reality of the performance (e.g. Otae in Gin Tama 

(2008, 3: 16, 16.30-16.50), who sings one of the most representative songs by B’z, 

‘Taiyo no Komachi Angel’291 on the shore in a manner that is too awful and absurd, 

compared with the original edition). 

 

In the above examples, the singers and listeners are all part of the diegesis. If the singers 

interact with something from the extra-fictional narration or are beyond the diegesis, 

the cases can be more intriguing and funny.  

 

Singers as diegetic characters can be consciously interrupted by the extra-fictional 

elements such as credits rather than something/someone from diegesis to create 

incongruities on different levels of the construction of the music and narration. 

Zoidberg in Futurama (2000, 2: 11) proudly sings his own song, but it is terrible, and 

he is soon cut off by the end credits as if the implied author cannot stand his singing 

either. Zoidberg (offscreen) then breaks the fourth wall and lets out a disappointed long 

‘Aw!’ (figure 3.6-6).  

  
Figure 3.6-6 Zoidberg’s singing is stopped by the credits in Futurama (2000, 2: 11). 

 

 
291 B’z is a famous Japanese rock duo. ‘Taiyo no Komachi Angel (1990)’ is the band’s first single and 
peaked at No. 1 on the Oricon Singles Chart (the Japanese music industry-standard singles popularity 
chart). 
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A voiceover is not (usually) part of the diegesis and is usually more authoritative, 

formal and matter-of-fact than casual dialogue in the narrative, even in a comedy. A 

narrator’s unserious voice and singing is more unserious than a comedic role in the 

diegesis. SpongeBob SquarePants (2002, 3: 10b, 20.40-22.00) contains a training video 

of making hamburgers. After a long fussy instruction of the necessary preparation, the 

narrator finally gets ready to declare the secret formula. He spiritedly sings an 

impromptu fanfare by himself to welcome the coming exciting moment and a blue 

screen appears with the hamburger slowly coming closer to the screen (figure 3.6-7). 

The song is completely off-key and uses ‘Da-da-da’, ‘Ti-ta-ti’ and ‘ba-da-la’ as lyrics. 

But the hamburger moves much more slowly than we would usually expect in an advert, 

which forces the voiceover to keep singing the fanfare alone (awkwardly) and we can 

hear several obvious gasps when he is out of breath (the singing goes on for 30 seconds). 

It may be expected if it is the diegetic comedic character SpongeBob who sings in this 

way. But it is much rarer and funny to find a narrator being forced to do so.  

 
Figure 3.6-7 The hamburger comes from far to near slowly in SpongeBob SquarePants 

(2002, 3: 10b). 

 

Similarly, opening songs and ending songs are extra-fictional and professionally 

performed in the majority of situations. Incongruity arises when they are sung in an 

intentionally incompetent or unserious way by dramatis personae who can but do not 

have to break the fourth wall to admit their identity through lyrics or inserted dialogue. 

George and Harold as leading characters in Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie 

(2017) hum (offscreen) along to the soundtrack of the DreamWorks Animation logo 

that is, in principle, the beautiful chorus borrowed from the Fairytale theme from Shrek 

(2001) soundtrack, but they sing it very badly, turning what should be a celebration of 

the company that made the film into the first moment of comedy in it (figure 3.6-8). It 

is a metalepsis between diegetic characters and an extrafictional element. Likewise, in 

Sasami-san@Ganbaranai (2013), the tone-deaf protagonist Sasami is forced by other 
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characters to sing the ending song. They all break the fourth wall to complain about the 

previous episode and foreshadow the next episode in a casual way before or during the 

singing. The talking and singing take place offscreen, accompanied by the normal end 

credits (figure 3.6-9). The lazy girl sings unenthusiastically in the first episode and 

duets with her friend in the fifth episode, but not only does she sing badly (in terms of 

pitch, rhythm, pronunciation and tone quality), she does not even remember the lyrics 

of the song very well.  

  
Figure 3.6-8 DreamWorks Animation 

logo in Captain Underpants: The First 

Epic Movie (2017)                          

Figure 3.6-9 The credit of Sasami-

san@Ganbaranai (2013, ep 5)   

 

If we keep an eye on the relationship between the characters and the voice 

actors/actresses, incongruity can also be found when a voice actor/actress is a good 

singer who has to sing badly for a tone-deaf character. It is not easy to pretend to be out 

of tune for a trained vocalist. The singing becomes unnatural and overdramatic if one 

overdoes it (though this may bring extra fun when audiences recognise it). If viewers 

identify the voice actor/actress’s voice and know his/her real identity, they will be as 

surprised and amused to see a professional actor/actress playing a clown. The 

incongruity is not only between the professional version of the song and the amateurish 

one, but also between the singer’s voice as we know it and the one (s)he has to use for 

the amateurish version. Still in the above example, Sasami’s voice actress is a singer 

and a former member of the girl group Lisp. She sings two distinct editions of the 

ending song ‘Shintōatsu Symphony’ (浸透圧シンフォニー). One is off-key for 

Sasami, and the other is the formal version and sung professionally. She does both of 

them so well that perhaps only her fans can discover the truth without checking the 

credits.  
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3.6.2. An irritating earworm 

An earworm is ‘a catchy song or tune that runs continually through someone’s mind.’292 

Not all earworms mean irritation for the singers or listeners; in this section I only 

discuss examples that create humour.  

 

Characters in anime and animations who are infected by an earworm may get bored 

with the melody and may even go crazy because they fail to release this ‘worm’ from 

their mind whatever they do to scratch, thump, rinse or drill their heads and ears or use 

other strong stimuli to cover it up. For example, Carl in Aqua Teen Hunger Force (2002, 

1: 9) claims MC Pee Pants’ song ‘I want Candy’ will not go out of his head unless he 

uses a bullet to blow it out.  

 

If the characters are addicted to a piece of music and never get bored with it, they 

typically cannot help singing (or humming) it wherever they go, no matter whether they 

sing or hum well or out of tune, tormenting the people around them. In Family Guy 

(2008, 7: 2), Peter indulges in an American popular song – ‘Surfin’ Bird’, containing 

the repetitive lyrics ‘Pa Pa Oom M-Mow Mow’ and ‘A-Well-a bird bird bird, b-bird’s 

the word’ (the song with its relentlessly repeated syllables and rhythmic and melodic 

figures is quite annoying in itself). He firstly listens to it from a jukebox in a restaurant. 

Then he makes it a part of every conversation he has and plays, sings and dances to it 

in a clownish way over and over again through the episode: at home from morning till 

night, on a serious TV programme, in the record store, and even in the credits (breaking 

the fourth wall) (figure 3.6-10). He is totally obsessed with it, and the repetitive song 

(the song with its internal repetitions and the repetitions of that song in the episode) 

drives everyone crazy (Stewie, his son, for example, places a gun in his mouth to show 

his desperation as a listener), but amuses the audiences who laugh at Peter’s foolishness 

and the diegetic listeners’ misfortune. The song is so unforgettable that Peter 

sings/recognises it multiple times in later episodes and seasons. 293  It becomes a 

narrative pointer to remind audiences of its comedic function in this episode. This is a 

 
292 Angus Stevenson ed., ‘Earworm’, Oxford Dictionary of English (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010) 
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/m_en_gb0980660> 
[accessed 2 April 2022] 
293 Refer to <https://familyguy.fandom.com/wiki/Surfin%27_Bird> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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torturous recall for other characters but a large-scale recurring gag for audiences (see 

section 3.2.1 about recurring music). 

  
Figure 3.6-10 Peter sings on the bed (left); Peter sings to the point of having a stroke 

but continues singing as soon as he recovers (right) in Family Guy (2008, 7: 2). 

 

The negative influence of an irritating earworm shares similarities with the category of 

discordant music discussed above, and it can also create incongruities when different 

people sing/hear different music in different places and in different ways, for which I 

will not list more examples. 

 

 

3.6.3. Mocking songs 

When characters sing songs to mock others for fun, their superiority is mainly asserted 

through the lyrics, but also through the way they sing. However, specific songs may 

contain a mocking meaning without the need to use mocking lyrics. For instance, 

characters from many animations can be heard to sing ‘Nana Nana Na Na’ or any other 

adapted lyrics to the tune of ‘Ring Around the Rosie/Ring a Ring o’ Roses’294 to laugh 

at somebody/something (figure 3.6-11). In The Adventures of Jimmy Neutron, Boy 

Genius (2002, 1: 3, 07.00-07.10), Brobot (a little robot that Jimmy invents) tells a girl 

that Jimmy likes her, which makes Jimmy shy, and he tries to deny his affection (figure, 

3.6-12). But Brobot starts to tease him by repeatedly singing ‘Jimmy’s got a 

girlfriend…’ and runs away. The lyrics can also be more offensive, as when the female 

 
294 ‘Ring a Ring o’ Roses’ is an English nursery rhyme/folksong and playground singing game that first 
appear in print in 1881 with various versions of lyrics in different regions. The origins and meanings of 
the game have long been unknown. Gomme (1898) explains that the origin of the game refers to Pagan 
myths and cites a passage: ‘Gifted children of fortune have the power to laugh roses, as Freyja wept 
gold’. George Laurence Gomme, A Dictionary of British Folklore, 1 (UK: D. Nutt, 1894), pp. 110-1. 
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students laugh at Lisa’s giant butt by singing ‘Lisa has a big butt! Lisa has a big butt!’ 

in The Simpsons (2004, 16: 3, 00.40-01.00) (figure 3.6-13).  

 
Figure 3.6-11 The tune of ‘Ring Around the Rosie’. 

            
Figure 3.6-12 Brobot tells a girl that 

Jimmy likes her in The Adventures of 

Jimmy Neutron, Boy Genius (2002, 1: 3).                       

Figure 3.6-13 Female students laugh at 

Lisa’s butt in The Simpsons (2004, 16: 3).

 

Where there is a deficiency treated in an unserious way, there can be superiority humour. 

This section provides the evidence that not merely the images and words (including 

dialogue and lyrics), but also music itself can be laughed at by others or laugh at others 

to create superiority humour. In addition, different humour theories are not mutually 

exclusive. Even though superiority theory offers an efficient way to explain the humour 

related to others’ misfortune, incongruity theory can still be used to explain the 

mechanisms behind examples of superiority humour.  
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3.7. Music and social taboos 

For music in anime/animations, the most direct way to play with social taboos (in an 

unserious, humorous way) to create relief humour is by recording them in the lyrics. 

This section lists several common approaches when songs use vulgar or offensive lyrics.  

 

In many cases, it is inappropriate for anime and animation to (directly) refer to social 

taboos in their songs, especially those for children, and especially if the taboos have to 

do with sexuality or violence. The criteria of the censorship in different counties vary.  

Local media watchdogs provide motion picture content rating systems for consumers 

based on their suitability for audiences, giving either advisory or restrictive age 

recommendations. But without any doubt, lyrics involving dark humour can bring a lot 

of fun and may tempt lyricists to get close to the line of what is allowed. It is not difficult 

to find examples in any kind of anime or animations for the direct or indirect use of 

vulgar lyrics, but of course this is particularly the case in adult anime/animations.  

 

 

3.7.1. Directly using vulgar words (without concealment)  

Episodes in some American animated sitcoms undisguisedly use indecent lyrics and 

address taboo themes at the risk of violating censorship standards. Humour is not 

simply achieved through the sexual/violent explicitness of the lyrics but is also 

influenced by the situations in which songs are sung. Audiences find extra delight in 

unexpectedly dark or ribald songs sung/played in an inappropriate place/time/way by/to 

inappropriate people. An example: Hayley in American Dad (2008, 5: 6, 13.00-13.20) 

is an ultra-liberal. At one point, she sings a song to her new boyfriend, Bill (her father 

Stan’s CIA body double, which means that they look the same), about ‘Doin’ it’ during 

driving, which embarrasses Stan because he pretends to be Bill to take Hayley out on a 

date to conceal the fact that Bill has dumped her (figure 3.7-1). The incongruity caused 

by this mistaken identity successfully increases the degree of the humour - from normal 

heterosexuality to incest.  
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Figure 3.7-1 Hayley sings ‘Doin’ it’ during driving with her father in American Dad 

(2008, 5: 6). 

 

 

3.7.2. ‘Concealing’ vulgar words 

To avoid embarrassment, to protect juveniles, or to pass censorship systems, directors, 

scriptwriters and lyricists come up with many methods to indirectly touch upon vulgar 

words, which can help to raise audiences’ curiosity and imagination to have a guess 

which dirty words are covered up or replaced. As a result, they do not really conceal 

the vulgar words but underline them and amplify the comic effect. The incongruity in 

such cases is: a) the vulgar words are covered up; b) the covering-up draws attention to 

them. 

 

3.7.2.1. Covering-up by sound effects 

The most efficient way to cover up vulgar words in song lyrics is by using 

diegetic/nondiegetic sound effects, like bleep sound effects, as is usually done in the 

dialogue as well. There is an extensive discussion about such sound effects in section 

4.8.2. Different from using sound effects to cover the words in dialogue, the bleep or 

other sound effect in the song is more or less rhythmic (the dirty words are often placed 

in an important place for comic effect so they may appear in (secondary) accented beat, 

end of a phrase and so on) and fuses at least not too bad with the accompaniment. 

Sometimes listeners may take the sound effect as a special part of the accompaniment 

if they do not pay attention to the meaning of the lyrics or if they are not familiar with 

the language. The additional incongruity in this situation is that between bleep sounds 

as a decoration (as a part of the song) and as a disturbance to the normal course of the 

music.  
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Otsu in Gin Tama is a popular Japanese idol singer with good looks and a good voice. 

Japanese female idols usually sing sweet songs, but Otsu’s songs are all crazy heavy 

metal music with titles and lyrics in very poor taste, containing dirty words that are 

replaced by crosses (xx) onscreen. It is not necessarily clear what she exactly wants to 

express; the point of the songs seems to be largely pure abreaction. For example, in the 

song ‘Your mother is a xx (person)! (お前の母ちゃん××（何人）だ!)’, there are lyrics 

like ‘Where the hell is your mother from?!’ and ‘Oh, if you do not shape up right now, 

I am gonna tear that mole right off!’ that have not been censored. The sound effects 

covering up ‘xx’ are not the same in different editions of the songs. Those used in the 

original soundtrack album295 are like upbeat chiptune sounds in video games and better 

match the noisy heavy metal music (compared to the normal bleep sound effects 

version). This song appears as the opening song in episode 75 (2007), and Otsu sings it 

with her large group of samurai fans in public in episodes 126 (2008) and 157 (2009). 

It is a parody of stereotypical Japanese idol singers (who are supposed to be cute, lively 

and tender), their insanely committed fans, and of the cliché of samurai warriors. In the 

Japanese idol system, the young trainees and idols are bound by strict rules and intense 

work schedules. They are not allowed to date and marry and have not been able to 

secure labour rights. The fan culture is intense. Male fans spend large amounts of their 

time and money on their fandom and often do anything to support their idols, even 

giving up their jobs and families.296 This context may provide another explanation of 

the use of heavy-metal songs with lyrics that have to be bleeped out in this anime: not 

just to provide incongruous comedy, but also a relief from the strict rules of the idol-

singer system and of the pressure heaped upon the singers by the behaviour of their 

fans. 

 

One see this as a satirical take on fan culture in the context of gender roles, because 

neither the samurai nor Otsu conform to conventional gender roles and expectations. 

The samurai are normally expected to be stereotypically masculine, strong warriors, 

but they have been emasculated by the political situation and become rabid fans of a 

 
295 銀魂: 寺門通ファーストアルバム『浮世のことなんて今日は忘れて楽しんでいってネクロ

マンサー』CD, Artist: Mikako Takahashi, April 24, 2010. 
296 See more information and reference in ‘Japanese idol’ in Wikipedia:  
< https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_idol#Fan_culture> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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female teen idol.297 That idol, on the other hand, while looking the part, sings songs 

one would normally rather associate with masculinity (heavy-metal is, by and large, a 

male genre of rock). If the constellation between Otsu and her samurai fans is meant in 

this way, it would mean that the anime not only satires the corrupt samurai and the 

negative effects of fan culture, but also makes fun of people who do not behave in the 

way that is ‘proper’ for their gender – the satire would, in other words, support the 

conventional gender roles by making fun of behaviour that deviates from them. 

 
Figure 3.7-2 Otsu and his fans in Gin Tama. 

 

3.7.2.2. Replacement of words by euphemisms 

Another way to avoid the direct use of vulgar words is to replace them by related, 

neutral or ‘nice’ euphemisms. Peter in Family Guy (2005, 4: 14, 12.50-14.10) performs 

an ironic musical number about how rigorous and insane the FCC’s298 regulations are, 

but with obscenities the lyrics and images that should not, but still pass the censorship 

by the FCC. He sings ‘If you find yourself with some young sexy thing, you are gonna 

have to do her with your ding-a-ling. Cause you cannot say penis’ (figure 3.7-3). Even 

if ‘penis’ is not quite a taboo word, the incongruity is that a) Peter uses a euphemism in 

order not to say a particular word; b) he uses that very same word in his explanation of 

the euphemism (and the fact that he can use it shows that the euphemism would not 

 
297 Gin Tama is set in an alternate-history late-Edo period (which saw the dissolution period of the 
samurai), where humanity is attacked by aliens. The samurai are expected to protect Earth. But Tokugawa 
bakufu (shogunate) becomes a puppet government, and the samurai lose their high prestige and special 
privileges (in that respect, Gin Tama conforms to history). 
298  The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) (in both this animation and reality) is an 
independent agency of the United States government that regulates communications by radio, television, 
wire, satellite, and cable across the United States. The Commission is the federal agency responsible for 
implementing and enforcing America’s communications laws and regulations. 
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have been necessary in the first place). The scene in effect mocks the FCC’s excessive 

rules. Characters have to replace all the potential indecent words with the euphemisms, 

or the words will be bleeped by a member of the FCC staff holding an air horn (15.40-

16.00, figure 3.7-4). It is another example of a metalepsis in which a normally extra-

fictional agency (here the FCC, tasked with regulating TV series such as Family Guy) 

invade the diegesis: an inversion of the normal procedure of breaking the fourth wall 

from the inside.  

     
Figure 3.7-3 The penis is replaced by a 

bell to pass the censorship in Family Guy 

(2005, 4: 14).  

Figure 3.7-4 A member of the FCC uses 

an air horn to cover up impermissible 

words in Family Guy (2005, 4: 14).

 

Scriptwriters also make up completely new words or portmanteau words as 

euphemisms to replace vulgar words. The theme song of The Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles (2003 TV Series) contains the lyrics ‘It is a shell of a town!’. The word ‘shell’ 

is ubiquitous in the turtles’ daily conversation, such as ‘What the shell?’, ‘Holy shell!’, 

‘shell-for-brains’, ‘Aw, shell!’ etc. They use ‘shell’ in the same way as human beings 

use the word ‘hell’. On the one hand, it is entirely reasonable for turtles to use the word 

for their most familiar, representative bodily feature as a modal particle, slang or self-

mockery; on the other hand, ‘shell’ is obviously used as a euphemism for ‘hell’. It is 

the scriptwriter’s trick to replace a ‘dangerous’ word by a neutral word that still plays 

the same linguistic function as the original one.  

 

Using music-related nouns as euphemisms is also a ‘civilized’ way to swear. Leela in 

Futurama has a thing for musicians, and she often uses the names of bands or musicians 

she dislikes as four-letter words to curse things unrelated to music, like ‘This Wangs 
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Chung!’299 (2001, 3: 3), ‘This Toads the Wet Sprocket!’300 (2002, 3: 21) and ‘So 

musicians really Roger your Hammerstein, eh?’301 (2003, 4: 18). She does not compare 

any features of the bands with the things she dislikes, but simply uses them to give 

expression to her dissatisfaction - she dislikes something as much as she hates those 

musicians.   

 

 

3.7.3. Referring to a vulgar idiom/ doggerel/ ditty 

Some well-known idioms/doggerels/ditties can be considerable risqué. For example, 

‘There once was a man from Nantucket’ is the opening line for many limericks and has 

become popular in some ribald versions.302 Characters merely sing/say the safe part 

(the first phrase of the limerick) and accidentally stop when it comes to bawdy words. 

Audiences who recognise the quotation can still get the point. Homer in The Simpsons 

mentions ‘a man from Nantucket’ in several episodes and once sings it in episode 96 

(1994, 5: 15, 09.10-09.20). He does cartwheels and sings ‘There once was a man from 

Nantucket, whose…’ confident to show his balance and diction in a NASA astronaut 

trial until he smashes into the wall before he gets to the vulgar words (figure 3.7-5). 

Humour in this case can be explained from different perspectives. 1) Superiority theory: 

audiences laugh at Homer because he fails in an unserious and unusual way. 2) Release 

theory: Homer sings a taboo-related song in a serious situation. 3) Incongruity theory: 

a) Homer stops after the first line by chance when he smashes into the wall (a purely 

diegetic explanation); b) it is the implied author that makes him stop at the ‘right time’ 

to get around the problem of the bawdy limerick he is threatening to recite (an 

interpretation acknowledging the constructiveness of the story).  

 
299 Wang Chung is an English new wave band formed in London in 1980 by Nick Feldman, Jack Hues 
and Darren Costin. 
300 Toad the Wet Sprocket is an American alternative rock band formed in 1986.   
301  Composer Richard Rodgers and lyricist-dramatist Oscar Hammerstein II forms an influential, 
innovative and successful American musical theatre writing team in the 1940s and 1950s. 
302 A well-known version is from Immortalia: An anthology of American ballads, sailors’ songs, cowboy 
songs, college songs, parodies, limericks, and other humorous verses and doggerel, published in 1927. 
‘There once was a man from Nantucket. Whose dick was so long he could suck it. And he said with a 
grin. As he wiped off his chin, ‘If my ear were a cunt, I would fuck it.’’ 
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Figure 3.7-5 Homer does cartwheels and smashes into the wall in The Simpsons 

(1994, 5: 15). 

 

 

3.7.4. Innocence and (over-) interpretation  

Audiences/characters sometimes seem to over-interpret one character’s (or the implied 

author’s) real intention by translating (e.g. by using wordplay) simple innocent 

words/sentences in the lyrics in a filthy or brutal way, causing a descending incongruity. 

Dr. Carver (a clone) in The Proud Family Movie (2005) is a peanut-obsessed antagonist. 

He performs a musical number ‘If I Ruled the World’ with his army of peanuts before 

he takes over the earth. At the end of the song, he sings ‘Peanuts’ and the army response 

‘Superior!’. He then sings ‘And Carver’ and the army reply ‘Nuts!’. ‘Nuts’ used as a 

homonymic pun303 in this song contains different meanings. It creates an incongruity 

between ‘nut’ as a peanut and as a word for being crazy to satirise how insane and 

arrogant he is. But ‘nuts’ as a slang term also means testicles and scrotum. A huge 

zeppelin with ‘Dr. Carver’s Nuts’ appears when they sing ‘Nuts’. The zeppelin 

resembles a scrotum with two testicles in it which is in stark contrast with Carver’s 

short figure (figure 3.7-6). The incongruity here is between the superficial phenomenon 

that Carver likes eating nuts and the fact that Carver wants to own big testicle. One may 

regard this as an over-interpretation. After all, the age rating of the series is 7+ (by 

Common Sense Media). But the combination of words and images leaves not much 

doubt that the double entendre is intentional.  

 
303  Homonymic puns exploit words which are both homographs (two words spelled the same but 
possessing different meanings and sound) and homophones (two words sounding alike but which are not 
synonymous). 
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Figure 3.7-6 The giant zeppelin and little Carver in The Proud Family Movie (2005) 

 

Sometimes, it is only the singers themselves who are innocent while other characters 

and the audiences are well aware of the meaning of what they sing. The implied author 

makes use of this innocence to deliver taboo-related information without implying that 

characters use it intentionally. Four kids in South Park (2000, 4: 8, 00.50-01.30) forms 

a band called ‘Fingerbang’304 and sing a song of the same title (figure 3.7-7). This is a 

bawdy song, containing lyrics like ‘I am gonna finger-bang bang you every night!’. But 

three of the kids believe without a shadow of a doubt that this means that a person 

imitates a gun with his hand. Instead, they think the public’s interpretation is immature. 

The kids are innocent (at least when they sing this song) but the implied author is not. 

This provides an ingenious way to create incongruity and use a vulgar song without 

implicating the characters in the vulgarity. The audiences in front of the TV screens, on 

the other hand, also understands the lyrics as bawdy, and they are implicated in this 

criticism of the public’s understanding of the song. 

 
Figure 3.7-7 Four kids sing ‘Fingerbang’ on stage in South Park (2000, 4: 8). 

 

In summary, there are various ways to (in)directly involve taboo-related lyrics in 

anime/animations aiming at audiences of different ages. A series such as South Park is 

 
304 ‘Fingerbang’ is a parody of NSYNC, an American boy band formed in Florida in 1995. 
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aimed at adults or older juveniles rather than young children, and to an extent that is 

also true of series such as The Simpsons, American Dad or Family Guy, as the examples 

above show. The concrete censorship procedures and rules are different in different 

countries and areas, which means that film studios or TV stations need to check local 

censorship rules. Many of the examples above also touch on incongruity humour, and 

the two explanations – by incongruity theory and by relief theory – can comfortably co-

exist and create a range of different types of humour events. 

 

 

Conclusion 
This chapter attempts to demonstrate the different techniques and aspects of music that 

create humour in anime/animations. It is definitely not an exhaustive list, but the 

classification of some of the most frequently used methods to involve music in the 

creation or for the support of humour in animations/anime. To classify these aspects 

and techniques, one can distinguish the following categories. Based on the different 

roles music plays in contributing to humour in animated films and TV, there are: 1) 

music itself contains humour (section 3.1); 2) music creates humour together with 

images or dialogue (section 3.2-3.7). From the view of the length of the narration, 

section 3.2 focuses on longer stretches of narrative in which music makes or points out 

connections to create or enhance humour while the other sections focus on one-off 

humour happening in a short period of the narrative. With regard to the humour theories 

these sections refer to, incongruity theory (addressing cognitive-perceptual processes 

in humour) is the fundamental theory that guides the analysis of different cases while 

section 3.6 shows that there are also cases which bear out superiority theory, while 

section 3.7 discusses taboo-related humour involving relief theory. As for the types of 

examples in each section, except for section 3.5 (because anime seldom uses music 

synchronization), examples from American animated films and TV series and Japanese 

anime have all been involved. Except for most of the anime/animations containing and 

playing with taboos in section 3.7 which are suitable for and aimed at adults or older 

juveniles, the other examples are all appropriate for kids. 

 

All these aspects and techniques have been discussed and analysed by a good deal of 

scholars from different angles but few of them have paid attention to their relationships 

with humour or use humour theories to explain how they work. My analyses are all 
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aimed at audio-visual relationships, and the music in these examples cannot be 

discussed without considering its relationship with plot and images; even in the section 

about funny music, one cannot really exclude the narration and the content of scenes to 

explain how humour is created. Therefore, many definitions of terms and many ideas 

from the study of films, music, literature etc. can be referred to but cannot be directly 

used in the study of audio-visual issues. This chapter does not aim to draw strong 

conclusions about the effects of the aspects or techniques of the use of music in anime 

and US animations but tries instead to classify some of the most common options to 

show how they can be used to create humour.  
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4. Aspects and techniques of sound effects and humour in anime 

and US animations 

 

The relationship between sound effects and images and the different roles sound effects 

played in anime/animations to underline funny images or to create humour together 

with the images are the key aspects that concern this chapter. I will classify and provide 

a detailed discussion of this issue in seven sections (section 4.2-4.8) based on the 

different techniques and aspects of the sound effects. Many of the techniques and 

aspects regarding the use of sound effects overlap with those regarding the use of music 

discussed in chapter three, and I will point out these overlaps in the specific sections. 

Incongruity theory is the dominant theory for theoretical support in this chapter as well, 

while sections 4.7 and 4.8 place emphasis on superiority theory and relief theory 

respectively. Before that, I will use section 4.1 to introduce some basic elements and 

categories of sound effects in films, anime and animation to help us to have a better 

understanding of the different characteristics of sound effects in anime, animated TV 

series and animated films and prepare for the following sections.    

 

 

4.1. Categorising and describing sound effects 

Michel Chion introduces the concept of ‘added value’ to explain the relationship 

between sounds and images (the ‘audiovisual contract’) when sounds fit what the 

images express: 

 

the expressive and informative value with which a sound enriches a given image 

so as to create the definite impression, in the immediate or remembered 

experience one has of it, that this information or expression “naturally” comes 

from what is seen and is already contained in the image itself.305  

 

 
305 Michael Chion (2019), p. 5. 
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A sound effect for an image is like a single rubber stamp marking the image with the 

seal in an instant and bringing ‘added value’ to the image.306 To analyse what kind of 

‘added value’ sound effects create in animation and anime and how it works for comic 

effects, we need to understand types of sounds, different listening types and the concept 

of sound ‘rendering’. 

 

Based on five different sources of sounds and their acoustic shape, Barbara Flückiger 

develops a modular framework to describe sound effects:307 

 

1) ‘What is sounding’ - the source of a sound. 

2) ‘What is moving’ - natural sounds caused by movement, including exterior and 

interior activities or verbalizations and interactions between objects contribute to the 

sounds. 

3) ‘What material is sounding’ - materials from which sounds originate. Chion uses the 

term ‘materializing sound indices (MSIs)’to indicate ‘the material conditions of the 

sound source’, like metal, wood, rubber, water etc. and ‘the concrete process of the 

sound’s production’, like (un)even/(ir)regular collision, friction, vibration, roll, flow 

etc. that corresponds to the above second and third category. The relative abundance or 

scarcity of MSIs can influence the perception and understanding of a film/TV scene for 

audiences.308  

4) ‘How does it sound’ - acoustic aspect of sound effects. The description of the quality 

of sound is complicated and is lacking in generally accepted descriptive terms. 

Onomatopoeia can roughly describe the acoustic aspect of sound effects, something 

that will be further discussed in section 4.3.  

5) ‘Where does it sound’ - location and spatial quality of sounds. What influence 

audiences’ perception of the location and spatial quality of sounding objects are mainly 

the images (what they see) and the relationship between the sounds and images, rather 

than simply on the sounds (what they hear). That is the relative ‘mental localization’, 

rather than the accurate ‘real localization’.309 

 
306 Ibid. p. 64. 
307 Barbara Flückiger, ‘Sound Effects: Strategies for Sound Effects in Film’, in Sound and Music in Film 
and Visual Media: An Overview, ed. by Graeme Harper, Ruth Doughty, Jochen Eisentraut and Graeme 
Harper (London: Continuum International Publishing Group Ltd, 2009), pp. 151-4. 
308 Chion (2019), pp. 113-4. 
309 Ibid. pp. 69-71. 
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In addition to these different aspects of the sounds themselves, we can distinguish 

between several modes of listening. I introduce Chion’s ‘causal listening’ and ‘reduced 

listening’ for reference.310  

 

Causal listening requires listeners to recognise the precise cause or source of a sound. 

It corresponds to the 1st-3rd and 5th categories of Flückiger’s system. It is further divided 

into two categories: 1) ‘diegetic reality (causal-figurative)’ listening seeks to 

understand the cause of the sound as a fact of the fictional world behind the screen, for 

example when instrumental music or Foley artists imitate a specific sound. It focuses 

on the (fictional) source of the sound that is imitated; 2) ‘profilmic reality (causal-

detective)’ listening seeks to understand the fabrication/materials of the actual sound 

and how it is produced. It concerns the general nature of a sound or the precise causal 

history of a sound, like tracing the evolution of a sound in speed, volume etc. Causal 

listening is strictly associated with narration and the images; in causal listening, the 

sounds are not listened to for their own sake.  

 

On the contrary, reduced listening emphasises the perceptual traits of the sound itself 

rather than exploring its source and treating sound as a carrier for something else. It 

corresponds to the 4th category of Flückiger’s system. A sound usually contains various 

aspects of information and characteristics, like pitch, rhythm, tone colour etc. It is 

impossible to develop a perfect descriptive system, and one can merely capture part of 

the intrinsic features of a sound at a time during reduced listening. It helps to open up 

the listeners’ ears and pay more attention on the qualities of timbre, texture etc. to 

explore the physical, emotional and aesthetic value of the sound.  

 

When the sound does not reveal its real source but can evoke a sensation connected 

with the sound source, Chion calls it sound ‘rendering’ (pp. 109-12), which is widely 

used in films/animations to not simply reflect the sonic aspect of the images but also 

reflect other information beyond the acoustic aspect. For example, a punching sound 

can both represent the acoustic phenomenon of a great strike but also ‘render’ its other 

qualities, like strength, speed, pain etc. 

 
310 Ibid. pp. 22-8. 
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Let’s match these aspects of sound effects with animations and anime. 

 

Sound design in contemporary animated feature films is essentially like that of live-

action films, rather than the cartoonish sounds used in earlier animations that are 

restricted by short schedules and tight budgets. Nowadays, animated feature films are 

‘treated with the same budgetary and artistic considerations as live-action feature films 

and have similar postproduction schedules.’311(pp. 81-2) Randy Thom as a sound 

designer of Robert Zemeckis’ live-action science fiction film Contact and Brad Bird’s 

animated science fiction film The Incredibles claims his working process on these two 

works are substantially the same.312 When he deals with the sound effects in either a 

large-scale animated film or live-action film, he has to record sounds, gather sounds 

from sound libraries, fabricate them for the specific film and cut them into mixable 

tracks. Even the number of these sounds he deals with are also almost the same. When 

the sound effects in animated films ‘render’ the different information and effects of 

movements or states (even though they are more exaggerated and less realistic than in 

a live-action film), more importance is attached to auditory verisimilitude and the 

appropriateness of the tempo, volume dynamics, mood, intensity, spacing, etc. of the 

sounds than in animated TV series and anime. Thom thinks that sonic reality offers a 

solid foundation for the fanciful and unrealistic visuals so that they will not be 

implausible and out of control. For example, many modern animated filmmakers prefer 

to use Dolby Stereo and multitrack techniques to create a compromise between mental 

and real localization to provide an immersive experience for the audience (Chion, 2019, 

pp. 69-71). In brief, sound effects in animated films are usually higher in MSIs, 

providing more information about the location, distance, source etc. that make them 

sound realistic and credible and thus enhances the sense of reality for images that are 

often anything but; the sound effects themselves usually do not sound funny or create 

comic effects by themselves. Audiences of animated films can switch between (largely) 

causal listening and reduced listening to assess both of the sources of sounds and their 

qualities.  

 
311 Vanessa Theme Ament, ‘Animation Station: Foley Defines Reality or Fantasy’, in The Foley Grail: 
The Art of Performing Sound for Film, Games and Animation, 2nd edn (Burlington, Massachussetts: 
Focal Press, 2014), pp. 75-82. 
312 Thom (2013), pp. 227-8, 231. 
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For example, at the beginning of Ice Age: The Meltdown (2006), Scrat a sabre-tooth 

squirrel tries to access his acorn, which is stuck in a great wall of ice, but releases 

numeral streams of meltwater from the ice wall after pulling out the acorn, which makes 

him spin round in the air, out of control (figure 4.1-1). There is no dialogue and music 

in the whole process. It is the stereo sound effects associated with the moving images 

that underline a series of funny movements: 1) MSIs: the sounds are high in MSIs that 

reflect its elasticity and stickiness when Scrat’s long tongue sticks on the ice and the 

sharpness of his paws and teeth when he clings to the ice. 2) Position: we hear the 

sounds switch from the left channel to the right channel when he climbs from the left 

of the screen to the right; the source of the sounds (the sound of water flowing and his 

yelp) follows his physical position when he spins in the air; his sniff sound is closer to 

the screen while the crack sound of the iceberg is in the distance and the body bloating 

sound is muffled to indicate that the sound comes from the inside. 3) Sonic reality and 

sound ‘rendering’: most of the sounds are ‘causal-figurative’ but also ‘rendering’ 

Scrat’s dexterity and pain. All these sounds are not funny on their own, but they ‘render’ 

the sense of reality for the exaggerated, unrealistic and funny images.  

  

  
Figure 4.1-1 Scrat exerts himself to the utmost to get the acorn in Ice Age: The 

Meltdown (2006). 

 

On the contrary, sounds in comedy animation (TV series) are often extreme, 

exaggerated and sound unrealistic through the use of synthesizers, for sounds such as 

the unrealistic (and unserious) blips and bloops of laboratory equipment, elastic bands 
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twanging etc.313 These synthetic cartoon sound effects are mostly stock sound effects 

popular in the golden age of American animation. They are not commonly used in 

present American animated films, but they are still heavily used in Japanese anime and 

a few American animated TV series (especially the one containing slapstick elements) 

for their lower cost and accessibility (compared to producing new, tailor-made sounds). 

These stock sound effects are pre-recorded and can be reused or further synthesized in 

new works. They are stocked in sound effects libraries which become the valuable 

treasuries of sound designers and production companies. Sound Ideas founded in 1978 

is nowadays one of the most popular and large-scale commercial SFX (sound effects) 

libraries on the market and accumulates large quantities of sound effect collections, 

including those for comedy and cartoons. Many of these sounds are clipped from elder 

original productions from the 1920s onwards. In Japan, Ishida Sound Production is the 

prior sound effects company, founded in 1971 by Hidenori Ishida (石田 秀憲). The 

engineers working in this company later started their own studios, including Anime 

Sound Production, Harada Sound, JetSoundEngine, and Suwara Production. They 

build up their own sound effect samples library for different purposes, but there are 

some similarities and overlaps since they may come from the same original acoustic 

sources. From the mid-90s, many anime studios start to buy libraries from the West, 

resulting in many popular Hollywood cartoon sounds appearing in anime.314 Therefore, 

many sound effects in different anime over the decades are very familiar to audiences 

from Japan, American, and elsewhere. 

 

Cartoon sound effects are much less realistic than sounds in animated films and many 

of them sound distinctly unserious. It is difficult or meaningless to deduce the concrete 

source, material, meaning and other information of many of the cartoon sound effects 

merely through listening. One is also unlikely to find a specific word to describe their 

acoustic quality. Similar sound effects in different sound libraries are often named 

differently and ambiguously. Only by listening to them in person can one have a better 

understanding of what the names in the libraries refer to. The names and descriptions 

of sound effects in this thesis use the cartoon sound effects in Sound Ideas for reference. 

 
313 Martin Russ, Sound Synthesis and Sampling (Boston: Elsevier/Focal Press, 2004), p. 31. 
314 Justin Sevakis, ‘Where Do Anime Sound Effects Come From?’, Feb 5th, 2018. 
<https://www.animenewsnetwork.com/answerman/2018-02-05/.127376> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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There are plenty of free audio samples and an introduction on ‘Fandom’315 (website). 

Cartoon sound effects often do not ‘render’ the specific and realistic qualities of 

elements of the storyworld but provide a kind of tone colour for the images. Audiences 

feel them mostly through reduced listening rather than the causal listening mode 

(though even the reduced listening is not normally about the sounds themselves, but 

normally operates in relation to the images – even reduced listening is audiovisual in 

film and TV). To facilitate my following study of the comparison of images and sound 

effects to estimate their congruity, I classify the most common cartoon sound effects in 

anime (in the 21st century) into three categories: comical sound effects, harsh sound 

effects and fantasy sound effects. Each of these three types of sound effects can enhance 

or create comic moments if used properly. 

 

1) Comical sound effects:  

Comedy anime would largely lose their vitality and attractiveness without the help of 

comical sound effects, which are also called funny/goofy/silly sound effects. They do 

not directly cause comic effects themselves but contain facetious potency. The 

ridiculous comedy sound effects are less realistic and thus render the images less ‘real’, 

less serious and hurtful.316  Audiences tend to associate scenes containing comical 

sound effects with a light-hearted mood. They can be either of definite pitch, indefinite 

pitch or noise that may contain synthetic portamento, tremolo, glissando, staccato or 

parody whistles, boings, squeaks and other exaggerated sounds. In the cartoon sound 

effects albums in Sound Ideas, the amusing effect of some of the sounds is alluded to 

by words like ‘comedy, comical, funny’ that can be found in their name, like ‘Sound 

Ideas, HOP, CARTOON – DOUG’S FUNNY HOP, SHORT’. 317  Comical sound 

effects are not exclusive to anime and animations. They are extensively used in comedy, 

the circus, video games, variety shows, entertainment programmes and shows all over 

the world. Audiences without any anime/animation-watching experience are able to 

grasp this sense of cheerfulness without problems. A potential reason why such sound 

effects are comical for us is that we have heard them so often in comic contexts that we 

reflexively associate comic situations with these effects.   

 
315 <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Effects_Wiki> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
316 Robert L. Mott, Sound Effects: Radio, Television and Film (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Company, 
Inc., Publishers, 2014), p. 81. 
317  Refer to <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Ideas,_HOP,_CARTOON_-
_DOUG%27S_FUNNY_HOP,_SHORT> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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2) Harsh sound effects:  

Exaggerated harsh sounds can be loud synthetic crashes, cracks, grating, impact sounds, 

explosive sounds etc. They can be used in more serious scenes to enhance the feeling 

of tension (mostly in genres like mecha, adventure, supernatural, tragedy, science 

fiction, etc.) or in a less serious scene to underline or overstate something (mostly in 

comedy). 

 

3) Fantasy sound effects:  

Some bright and high-pitched synthetic sounds and some instruments like wind chimes, 

spells etc.; echo or portamento are often used to express a sense of fantasy, magic, 

admiration, infatuation etc.  

 

In this section, I introduce the elementary features of sound effects in anime/animated 

TV series/animated films that directly influence their roles and functions when they are 

combined with the images. The BBC Year Book (1931) classifies sound effects into six 

categories by their qualities, genres and functions, and while this is a source from the 

UK (rather than from the US or Japan) and while it is 90 years old by now, it is still 

instructive for the categorisation of different uses of sound effects, uses that affect what 

sound effects can contribute to the humour of animation: 1) ‘realistic, confirmatory 

effect’ - onscreen diegetic sound; 2) ‘realistic, evocative effect’ - offscreen diegetic 

sound; 3) ‘symbolic, evocative effect’ - unrealistic sound for certain emotions; 4) 

‘conventionalised effect’ - conventionally used sound effect; 5) ‘impressionistic effect’ 

- unrealistic sound expressing a feeling or indicating an occurrence, including cartoon 

sound effects; 6) ‘music as an effect’318 - using a clip of music piece as a sound 

effect.319 Inspired by this system and considering the different features of the sound 

effects in anime/animation, I decided to divide my material into seven aspects to show 

different ways of using sound effects to enhance or create humour in animation, in 

conjunction with images, dialogue, and plot events: 4.2 sound effects emphasising 

(onscreen/offscreen) visual elements (this is an extremely broad domain that overlaps 

 
318 The example given by BBC: ‘Beethoven Symphony faded against jazz, symbolic of the sacred and 
profane love forces in the characters of “Kaleidoscopes I and II”’. 
319 BBC, ‘Use of Sound Effects’, in The BBC Year Book (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 
1931), pp. 194-7. 
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with parts of the following sections); 4.3 sound effects and different uses of 

onomatopoeia; 4.4 metaphoric sounds and images; 4.5 recurrent and stereotypical 

sound effects; 4.6 pre-existing sound effects from different media; 4.7 ‘mocking’ sound 

effects and superiority humour; 4.8 sound effects and social taboos (containing relief 

humour). The majority of the cases analysed in this chapter are less realistic sounds in 

anime and animated TV series that are distinct from those in live-action films and used 

more freely with less restriction from reality, sound effects that have the potential to 

‘render’ different types of unserious meanings. 

 

 

4.2. Sound effects emphasising visual elements  

This section discusses humour enhanced or created by sound effects when they 

underline physical movements/states and characters’ psychological reactions/states in 

the images and in offscreen elements. Firstly, I discuss how the relationship between 

different sound effects (comical/harsh/fantasy sound effects) and the images influences 

comic effects in anime for its speciality in emphasizing both physical and mental states 

and changes. Secondly, I analyse several interesting examples in American animated 

TV series in which sound effects are combined with musical techniques mentioned in 

chapter three. In the end, I will introduce offscreen diegetic sounds and their 

contribution to comic effects. 

 

4.2.1. Sound effects in anime emphasizing the onscreen elements  

As discussed in chapter 3.5, music synchronization in animation plays a vital role in 

underlining specific elements of the images. However, anime hardly uses 

synchronization, instead, a bulk of colourful sound effects are synchronized with the 

images. Unlike American animations, especially those containing slapstick and using 

cartoon sound effects to underline various exaggerated physical movements and states 

(e.g. SpongeBob SquarePants), Japanese anime attaches importance to both physical 

and mental states and changes. The latter is mainly achieved through visual symbols 

and other graphics in the images to reflect a character’s inner world.  
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To have a better understanding of how these visual cues and sound effects are used to 

‘render’ emotions and create comic effects, we have to start with the original manga, 

for most anime are adapted from manga. Mangakas depend on an established set of 

symbols, sound effects (like the onomatopoetic words printed in the panels320 that will 

be mentioned in the next section), and stylistic changes in the style of drawing to 

provide information for readers.321 These symbols and drawing styles make sense both 

because of people’s instinctive reactions toward the images and because of the cultural 

conventions attached to particular patterns. No matter how simplified or exaggerated 

the picture is, readers can tell the car from the house by instinct. People can also 

comprehend certain artificial symbols that represent specific meanings, like different 

public traffic signs. As the art of manga developed, it also gradually formed a series of 

symbols and patterns that are agreed tacitly between the mangakas and the readers. 

These relatively independent elements highlight the characteristics of manga - 

simplification, deformation and extraction and play the roles of embellishment, 

supplement and emphasis of movement, thought and emotion.322 

 

Anime preserve most of the symbols and decorations in manga, and the added 

synchronized sound effects amplify the effect of these graphic elements to further 

heighten their emotional effect:  

 

1) Emotion symbols 

Emotion symbols like petals, stars, and other objects encircling the character are used 

to show the character’s emotional state from a particular point of view. Manga artist 

Fumiyo Kono’s book Giga Town: Album of Manga Symbols (2018) is regarded as the 

first dictionary of manga symbols.323 He draws animals in the four-panel manga based 

on the 12th-century Handscrolls of Frolicking Animals (Chōjū giga) (the oldest manga) 

in order to help readers to understand the signs, grammar and symbols embedded within 

manga. These symbols called manpu organized by Kono are still used today come alive. 

 
320 Panel: an individual frame depicting a frozen moment in the multiple-panel sequence of a comic or 
manga. 
321 Brenner (2007), p. 27. 
322 Literatures that introduce these elements: Michael Burke, The Routledge Handbook of Stylistics 
(London: Routledge, 2014), pp. 488-9, 492-3; Neil Cohn, ‘Japanese Visual Language: The Structure of 
Manga’, in Manga: An Anthology of Global and Cultural Perspectives, ed. by Toni Johnson-Woods 
(London: Continuum; Reprint edition, 2009), pp. 187-203; Brenner (2007), pp. 50-8. 
323 Fumiyo Kono, Giga Town: Album of Manga Symbols (Japan: Asahi Shimbun Publications, 2018). 
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Anime usually reinforce these icons with different sound effects to underline their 

appearance and purpose. The matching of the sound effects and the symbols is not fixed, 

but they are generally paired to reflect and amplify a particular atmosphere and emotion. 

In the figure 4.2-2 (p. 165) below, the imperfect water drop-like symbols (inside the 

red circle) represent the character’s excited mindset; in the anime, they become twinkle 

stars with bell sound effects for the same purpose. 

 

2) Speed-lines 

Speed-lines in manga are another typical abstract symbol. It is an overlay of neatly 

ruled streaks rather than icons around particular objects or movements, and they are 

used to convey the direction, the power and the speed of movements. Such lines can 

also fuzz up the background of a panel, thus making people or objects in the foreground 

stand out. Anime sometimes retain the speed-lines to further strengthen the impression 

of the fastness of travelling things/characters, as well as adding harsh sound effect; for 

an example, see figure 4.2-7 (p. 187) below.  

 

3) Exaggerated and hyperbolic distortions  

Exaggerated and hyperbolic distortions are often used for the depiction of a character’s 

figure and appearance to show their extreme inner feeling. One approach to manifesting 

awkwardness, astonishment, or laughter is turning the normal facial expression into an 

extremely abstract shape in one panel and then return to its previous shape straight away 

in the next panel. When it comes to anime, the images also usually directly shift 

between the two modes underlined by different tones of sound effects. See images (6) 

and (7) in figure 4.2-4 (p. 184) below: when characters are in a state of anger or shock, 

their faces instantaneously lose all distinctiveness and are represented with either no 

mouth or a growling line as the entire top half of their face is shadowed over as if by 

their own private thundercloud; but this does not last too long, and they recover their 

normal expression straight away.  

 

4) Abstract screen tone  

Abstract screen tone in manga and anime means a wide variety of simple/abstract lines 

and patterns filling in the background of the panels/images to reflect and magnify a 

particular atmosphere or the inner world of the characters. It can be underlined by any 

type of sound effect. See figures 4.2-3 (p. 181) and 4.2-4 (p. 184) below: abstract screen 
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tone in anime is colourful and often more graphic and dynamic than in the original 

manga. 

 

Back to cartoon sound effects in anime, since many of them do not refer to particular 

physical/emotional meanings, so similar gestures and movements, visual symbols and 

other patterns can be combined with different sounds to achieve different effects; the 

same sounds can also be applied to different movements and patterns for similar (comic) 

effects. Generally speaking, anime use sound effects of different kinds to support funny 

scenes rather than to actually create comic effects together with the images, at least in 

the majority of cases.  

 

Comical sound effects enhance the sense of unseriousness for any kind of unserious 

images, but it is still the images that decide whether a scene is funny or not. The sense 

of unseriousness sound effects also reduces the sense of offensiveness if images contain 

taboo-related elements; such reduction of the seriousness of the breach of a taboo is 

typical for anime, certainly in comparison with live-action films/TV (see section 4.8.1). 

Sound effects can also magnify the comic effect of details and clues that might 

otherwise be easily overlooked in the images. In Gin Tama (2009, ep 161, 02.00-02.20), 

Gintoki facetiously twists and plucks the papilla of Takatin (a hulking and muscular 

warrior) for fun (see the bottom right corner of the screen; figure 4.2-1, in the red circle) 

before a battle, and comical reverberant cartoon plucking sound effects can be heard to 

‘render’ the elasticity of the papilla and the playfulness of this naughty behaviour that 

would otherwise be easily overlooked. 

 
Figure 4.2-1 Gintoki twists Takatin’s papilla in Gin Tama (2009, ep 161). 
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Similarly, harsh sound effects usually underline an important moment. They enhance 

the sense of seriousness for serious scenes, but they can also overemphasize some 

elements in unserious images to intensify the degree of incongruity that provides the 

comic effect of such scenes. For example, see example from Nichijou below (image 

(2)(3)(6)(7) of figure 4.2-4, p. 184): Yūko’s extreme emotional response to the trifling 

things are underlined by various harsh sound effects and visual decorations.  

 

Fantasy sound effects are often used to highlight a strong emotion and atmosphere that 

is usually supposed to be positive. It can also be used in a funny way if there are 

incongruities between the images and sounds, e.g. they can emphasise a couple’s 

intimacy and affection when they are kissing each other, while the same sounds would 

be incongruous and ironic for a lecher who is drooling over a beauty. Besides, persistent, 

repeated fantasy sound effects may come to seem mechanical and redundant and 

thereby create an incongruity with the images. In Welcome to Demon School! Iruma-

kun (2020, 1: 2, 13.20-13.40), Iruma worships Alice and looks at him feverishly while 

holding the same position (figure 4.2-2). The yellow stars twinkle around his head, 

representing Iruma’s excitement, accompanied with continued silvery metal bell sound 

effects, which last for 5.5 seconds. When the frame shifts to another character, the 

sound effects disappear. Then the scene returns to the same images, emotion symbols 

and sound effects that lasts for another 4 seconds. We can imagine that Iruma keeps 

looking up to his idol, but the monotonous and long-lasting sound effects are so 

mechanical that they ‘render’ Iruma into something like an audio ‘machine’ rather than 

a living person. Another reading of the persistence of the stars and twinkly sounds 

would be to show an infatuation that Iruma cannot shake off, and there may be an 

element of superiority humour: we may laugh at a character who is so enslaved by his 

fascination with another character. 

  
Figure 4.2-2 Excited Iruma looks at Alice for a long time in anime (left) & manga (right) 

in Welcome to Demon School! Iruma-kun (2020, 1: 2). 
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Sound effects of different types can be applied to the same/similar elements in the 

images to bring out their funny side through comparison. In The Disastrous Life of Saiki 

K. (1: 3, 12.30-12.50), Kaidou’s classmate disguises himself as one of Kaidou’s 

comrades against the Dark Reunion.324 He makes a fool of Kaidou by asking him to 

copy his two movements and slogans to put up a strong barrier to prevent being 

annihilated (figure 4.2-3). The intense electronic background music continues while the 

contrast of the different sound effects stressing the two boys’ identical actions is 

striking, although they share the same onomatopoeia in the manga (for more about 

onomatopoeia see section 4.3): a harsh bang for the classmate followed with a comical 

squeak sound for Kaidou in each pose. The contrast is used to underline the difference 

of the effects of the movements so as to satirize Kaidou’s ridiculous imitation of 

Kaidou’s classmate and his ignorance of being deceived and teased. 

   

  
キュ: ‘grip’, ‘clench’, SFX for squeezing one’s hand in frustration or anger. 

カッ: ‘footsteps’; ‘bang’. 

Figure 4.2-3 Kaidou (on the left) imitates his classmate’s movements in anime (left) & 

manga (right) in The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. (2016, 1: 3). 

 
324  Kaidou thinks he is secretly living as a rebel in a fantasy world ruled by an evil conspiracy 
organization called Dark Reunion. He actually suffers from Chūnibyō (中二病), a Japanese colloquial 
term that translates to ‘middle-school second-year syndrome’ or ‘eighth-grader syndrome’, typically 
used to describe early teens who have delusions of grandeur, who so desperately want to stand out that 
they have convinced themselves they have hidden knowledge or secret powers. 
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The transitions between frames, pages and episodes in manga have a dynamic rhythm; 

sometimes it is swift and direct, but not disordered. Anime borrow this idea and often 

use rapid and fragmentary editing. The cuts between images in a continuous scene are 

sometimes very fast and contain extremely variable emotions.325 The sound effects in 

different tones are also frequently switched simultaneously with the images to further 

highlight these contrasts. The anime Nichijou is famous for using this technique to 

create dramatic effects and incongruities when the students in the midst of their normal 

life suddenly show over-the-top behaviour or reactions to trifling events and then 

quickly recover. In episode 16 (2011, 02.50-5.29), Yūko wants a cup of coffee, but she 

cannot understand the menu. She is too shy to express her demand clearly to the barista 

who is also introverted, and her halting replies are all misunderstood by Yūko. Both of 

the two girls look nervous and shy in appearance, something represented through their 

frequent gasps, tone of voice and some comical sound effects, but Yūko’s psychological 

reaction is much more drastic than her outward behaviour, and is presented through 

exaggerated facial expressions and gestures, a loud inner voice, harsh sound effects, 

abstract screen tone (indicating the images are all in Yūko’s mind) and other graphic 

elements. The scenes repeatedly shift between the reality (in white) and Yūko’s inner 

world (in grey), and the frequency is increasing, as table 4.2-1 shows (figure 4.2-4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
325 One of the major reasons is because anime still contain a large amount of limited animation style that 
reduces the total number of frames. Film’s projection rate is 24 frames per second. The frame number in 
full animation is no less than twelve frames per second to guarantee fluency and a sense of realism (the 
Disney average is 18 drawings per second), while in limited animation, the rate of frames is only around 
eight per second. Images remain long but cut rapid to keep dynamic and a sense of continuity across cuts. 
Thomas LaMarrer, The Anime Machine: A Media Theory of Animation (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2009), pp. 191-6. 
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Table 4.2-1 Breakdown of the sound effects and images in Nichijou (ep 16, 02.50-05.29) 

Time Sound effects Images Underline 
2.50-
3.21 

Falling-rising boink 
(Tsuzumi-like)326 sound  

Close-up of the menu Its complexity 
(for Yūko) 

Small gong sound with 
upward portamento 

Close-up of Yūko’s expression 
Image (a) 

Awkwardness 
 

Short sliding up sound Yūko opens her eyes  Stiffness 
3.22-
3.27 

Piercing steam hiss sound Yūko’s face turns red Shock and 
fright Hit (flat peeong) sound  Yūko’s frightened expression  

Image (b)  
Heavy cymbal crash 
sound 

Yūko is shocked by ‘透’, the 
word she misunderstands the 
meaning          Image (c) 

3.28-
3.42 

 Two nervous girls Awkwardness 

3.43-
3.54 

Big metal crash sound  Yūko’s body turns purple  Shock and 
rage Metal scrape sound Close-up of Yūko’s expression 

3.55-
4.18 

Shake (splash-like) sound  Yūko shakes her body  
Image (d) 

Helplessness 

Small single bubble 
sound  

The barista gasps nervously 
Image (e)  

4.19-
4.31 

A series of wooden hit 
sounds and heavy cymbal 
crash sounds 

Yūko’s extreme response and 
the blurred menu (she is too 
shocked to see them clearly)   

Shock and 
rage 

4.32-
4.46 

 Two nervous girls Awkwardness 

4.47 Explosion sounds Yūko howls          Image 
(f) 

Shock and 
rage 

4.48-
5.00  

(Upbeat music starts from 
the beginning and stops at 
4.48) 

Two nervous girls Awkwardness 

5.01-
5.05  

Triple big explosion 
sounds 

Yūko falls down      Image 
(g) 

Shock and 
rage 

5.06-
5.29  

Wooden shake sounds Yūko shakes her body Helplessness, 
awkwardness 

 
326 Tsuzumi is a type of drum in Japanese Kabuki that is now usually used to accompany with funny 
scenes in anime. For more discussion about Tsuzumi, see section 4.5, pp. 221-2.  
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(a)                         (b) 

 
(c-in anime)              (c-in manga) 

 
(d)                     (e) 

 
(e-in anime)          (e-in manga) 

 
   (f-in anime)                      (f-in manga) 

Figure 4.2-4 Yūko’s response during her conversation with a barista in a café in 

Nichijou (2011, ep 6) 
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Beyond the enormous fluctuations in a character’s emotions and behaviour, it is not 

strange to find that in anime, some of the characters are able to transform themselves 

into a different gender, age, identity, personality, stature, dressing etc. in a flash. For 

example, Kalego in Welcome to Demon School! Iruma-kun (2019-2020) is a prestigious 

and powerful professor in a long, dark purple cloak. He is arrogant and rigorous to his 

students, especially to the protagonist Iruma. But sometimes he is unexpectedly forced 

to transform into a cute and powerless owl chick-like creature and take orders from his 

master Iruma when he is summoned by him (figure 4.2-5). The harsh sound effects 

usually associated with Kalego also suddenly change into comical ones to echo this 

descending incongruity. Similarly, in Back Street Girls (2018), a group of three coarse 

yakuza fail their boss and are forced to get sex reassignment surgery and become 

‘female’ idols in appearance, but their gender identity is still male. Thus, they often 

swiftly change their voice, behaviour and expressions in front of/ at the back of others, 

and the sound effects associated with them change the types as well to underline the 

shifts. 

 
Figure 4.2-5 Kalego’s two contrasting forms of appearance in Welcome to Demon 

School! Iruma-kun (2019-2020) 

 

Occasionally, instead of merely supporting contrasting images, sound effects create 

incongruities with images if they are unmatched to something in the images. Still in 

Back Street Girls, sometimes the yakuzas’ two personalities appear simultaneously 

within one image (figure 4.2-6). There must be an incongruity between the sound effect 

and one of their personalities. A harsh sound effect is unmatched to the image of a cute 
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girl, while a fantasy sound effect representing bashfulness is unmatched with the real 

identity of a coarse yakuza.327 

  
(Ep 1, 07.40)                      (Ep 2, 07.30) 

Figure 4.2-6 The yakuzas’ two personalities appearing onscreen simultaneously in Back 

Street Girls (2018). 

 

Comical sound effects sometimes create comic effects as one of the scripts of an 

incongruity if they unexpectedly appear in a serious scene (the ‘serious’ is relative in 

comedy anime and cannot be compared with the meaning of that word in the other 

forms of anime or film). In this case, it is the sounds replacing the should-be sounds 

those we would normally expect that overturn a serious situation, release its energy and 

make the punchline. In The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. (2016, ep 1, 01.50-02.10), a car 

soars up into the air to avoid colliding with a puppy in the road (figure 4.2-7). The 

sound effect used at that moment is not the stridulation or the powerful engine rumble 

(グオオ) indicated by the onomatopoeia in manga that corresponds to the speed-lines 

around the car and fits the critical situation, but a long high-pitched whistle sound that 

rises and then falls. This is a common comical sound effect ‘rendering’ a sense of 

lightness and unseriousness of the car’s movement. The incongruity is between the 

contrary tone colour of the images and the kind of sound effect used with them, and the 

comic effect is intensified by our surprise after the serious set-up of the scene.  

 
327 It is often the case that characters in manga and anime undergo a complete physical sex change, 
usually through magic. This is called gender-bender: playing with inverting gender stereotypes and 
through that promoting gender equality. In this genre, males can enact femininity and females can enact 
masculinity. But in Back Street Girls, the boys are forced to become girls, and the sex-change plot makes 
fun of the yakuza who fails to behave like girls successfully.  
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グオオ：roar, rumble- SFX for a powerful engine rumble or loud booming effect. 

Figure 4.2-7 A car soars up into the air to avoid colliding the puppy in anime (left) & 

in (manga)328 in The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. (2016, ep 1). 

 

 

4.2.2. Combining sound effects with musical techniques  

 
When pointing out elements in the images, sound effects can also create incongruities 

with the images when some of the techniques discussed in chapter three for music are 

applied to them. The following are some examples. 

 

Not only music (see section 3.4), but also sound effects can create incongruities on the 

level of the construction of the soundtrack and text. Diegetic sound effects can be 

misunderstood as nondiegetic sounds in the way of a diegetic reveal. In Phineas and 

Ferb (2008, 1: 33, 00.40-01.20), there is a trumpet fanfare - a long trumpet note that 

sounds every time Baljeet mentions and raises his new book to his friends. It should be 

a common nondiegetic sound effect underlining the appearance of a vital thing. The 

same scene repeats twice, and then the fanfare sounds for the third time although Baljeet 

does not mention the book. It is soon revealed that Buford, another friend, is actually 

playing the trumpet (figure 4.2-8). Baljeet tells him that the third sound is absolutely 

unnecessary (for dramatic effect), but Buford simply plays it to bug the others. 

 
328 The panel is in the first page of the manga so it is coloured. 
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Figure 4.2-8 Buford is revealed playing the trumpet beside Baljeet in Phineas and Ferb 

(2008, 1: 33). 

 

The situation becomes more complex when characters also break the fourth wall to 

comment on sound effects. In American Dad! (2005, 2: 9), Francine joins in a group of 

ladies to expand her social circle and discuss ladies’ affairs. One of the members of the 

group, with an Asian ethnic background, likes to use pithy, nasty remarks which are 

invariably underlined by a short pentatonic motif (the first bar in figure 4.2-10, lasting 

for about 2 seconds), used as a nondiegetic sound effect,329 as if she is able to underline 

her statements with appropriate music to strengthen the effect of her put-downs (02.50-

03.00, figure 4.2-9). Once Francine tries to say something, she is interrupted by this 

music (appearing, at this npoint, for the fourth time in the episode) as the Asian woman 

again holds her pose, but now the music keeps playing, lasting for 10 seconds, to make 

sure that Francine is shut up (09.10-09.30, figure 4.2-10). The music is played by 

Chinese instruments (bamboo flute, erhu, Chinese gong, finger cymbal and woodblock) 

in the #F Yu (羽) mode (a Chinese pentatonic mode), sounding like Chinese festival 

music.330 In this scene, appears even more to be under her control even though there is 

 
329 The tune is short and independent and is repeatedly used to emphasise certain images, so I understand 
it as ‘music as a sound effect’- using musical means to create something that is used as sound effects are 
otherwise (for this, see The BBC Year Book (1931) mentioned in section 4.1 (p. 160)). One can also 
describe the sound as a ‘stinger’ or ‘sting’ - a short burst of music to underline an important moment in 
a film. Stingers are something between fully-fledged music and a sound effect because they use musical 
means but are too short and independent to unfold any kind of musical structure with the main purpose 
to alert the audiences to a particular moment. 
330 The broader cultural background for the use of such a stereotypical Asian-sounding motif for a 
character with an Asian background is that of ‘orientalism’: the tradition of stereotypical depictions (in 
art, literature, travel writing, ethnography, music etc.) of ‘the orient’ by someone from a western culture. 
Orientalism in this sense is an example of a wider range of western cultural practices of stereotyping 
non-western cultures. The kind of orientalism discussed in Edward Said’s seminal study Orientalism 
(1978) is the Islamic orient of the Middle East. The music for the Asian lady, though, alludes to a western 
stereotype for East-Asian music, and is thus rather an example of a Chinoiserie - the Western 
interpretation and imitation of Chinese artistic traditions. 
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no suggestion that it has a plausible diegetic source – a metalepsis of a diegetic character 

seemingly in control of the nondiegetic sound, causing an incongruity. The image 

seems to suggest that Francine realizes the existence and the source of music, since she 

looks at the Asian lady to show her impatience, as if she, a character within the diegesis, 

can break the fourth wall and can hear the nondiegetic sound effect. But the fifth time 

the sound appears when nothing special is happening, and everyone looks at the Asian 

lady who has to admit that she farted (11.00-11.20). This descending incongruity is 

about our different understanding of the purpose of using the sound effect: a) the sound 

effect originally seems to be combined with the Asian lady’s discourse, under her 

control to emphasise what she says or to shut up another character; b) in the final 

instance, when the music either covers or underlines the sound of the fart, it seems to 

have escaped from her control and has become as involuntary as the fart itself.  

 
Figure 4.2-9 A sound effect plays when the Asian lady behaves like this closely after 

her vulgar talk in American Dad! (2005, 2: 9). 

 
Figure 4.2-10 The oriental-sounding motif of the Asian lady in American Dad! (2005, 

2: 9).  

 

The kind of music represented by the motif has often been used for chlichéd portrayals 

of East Asian characters or settings in western media.331 In this example, it is used 

without any variation and musical development, related to racist ideas about the 

unchanging nature of the people and cultures depicted, in contrast to the supposed 

 
331 E.g. the Chinese Music on p. 5 of John Stepan Zamecnik’s collection of silent-film music Sam Fox 
Moving Picture Music from 1913.  
< https://www.mont-alto.com/photoplaymusic/SamFoxMovingPictureVol1/SamFoxV1.pdf> [accessed 
2 April 2022] 
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western ability to change and develop into the future. But the Asian lady seems to have 

appropriated this western cliché of East-Asian music and uses it like a weapon. This is 

like African-Americans using the ‘N’ word to refer to themselves: taking a racist term 

and making it their own to show their defiance, a cultural practice known as 

‘reappropriation’. 

 

Here is an example in which a series of sound effects combines many of the aspects 

and techniques mentioned in chapter 3 with regard to music. In Phineas and Ferb 

(2007-2015), there is often a very short, blatant jingle that sings ‘Doofenshmirtz Evil 

Incorporated’ (normally for no more than 3 seconds) to underline the appearances of 

the building of the same name onscreen (image a). It sometimes changes lyrics, key, 

voice or other aspects in different episodes but consistently refers to and underlines Dr. 

Doofenshmirtz’s location or behaviour. 332  The jingle is not only used to 

nondiegetically underline elements in the images but sometimes, like a narrator, briefly 

describes or even comments on places or behaviours. Some of the variations are 

distinctly funny, creating a kind of running gag across multiple episodes of the series: 

the sonic narrator sings ‘Doofenshmirtz Quality Bratwurst!’ (2: 203b) unseriously and 

off key, ending with a cymbal, when Doofenshmirtz sells bratwursts, (image b); used 

to underline the building again (2: 218b), the music deviates from the fixed tune and 

style into pre-existing music: ‘Won’t Get Fooled Again’, the theme from CSI: Miami 

(2002-2012), to echo the preceding scene in which some characters wear sunglasses in 

the fashion of Horatio Caine (a protagonist of CSI: Miami) (image c); once, the 

nondiegetic sound is interrupted when a robot arm extending from the building 

crumples a helicopter: we only hear ‘Doofenshmirtz Evil In-’(2: 220b), as if the sound 

had become diegetic and is crumpled by the robot arm along with the helicopter (image 

d); once the voice sings ‘Malifishmirtz Evil Incorporated’ (image e) for a new building, 

with the usual tune, but adding a long afterword: ‘not really a corporation because 

corporations haven’t been invented yet so it’s more like a guild or a tradesman 

association!’ (3: 320), all on the same pitch and in one breath - another parodic edition; 

Doofenshmirtz once plays the piano and sings ‘Doofenshmirtz Evil Incorporated’ (2: 

237) out of tune and talks to himself that he will write the rest of this song someday, a 

 
332  See the video link <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyUAc_imYKk&t=187s>, and the list 

<https://phineasandferb.fandom.com/wiki/Evil_Jingle> of all the Evil Jingle in Phineas and Ferb. 
[accessed 2 April 2022] 
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kind of metaleptic self-reference (image f) … This jingle is played hundreds of times 

throughout the whole four seasons of the series, forming an extremely long articulated 

gag. 

 

 
(a)                 (b)                      (c) 

 
(d)                      (e)                  (f) 

Figure 4.2-11 The jingle played in different situations in Phineas and Ferb (2007-2015). 

 

 

4.2.3. Offscreen diegetic sound effects 

Audiences tend to conceive invisible spaces and actions in their mind through their 

‘visual imagination’, based on their perception of sounds, dialogue and images of other 

spaces, objects and actions, something called ‘mental visualization’. Offscreen 

evocation is one of the approaches to evoke mental visualizations.333 Vivian Sobchack 

writes that ‘the objective ear subjectively imagines the image’.334 Julian Hanich also 

 
333 Julian Hanich, ‘Omission, Suggestion, Completion: Film and the Imagination of the Spectator’. 
Screening the Past, 43 (April 2018).  
334  Vivian Sobchack, ‘When the Ear Dreams: Dolby Digital and the Imagination of Sound’, Film 
Quarterly, 58 (4) (Summer 2005), pp. 2-15. 
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regards sound effects are one of the catalysts of mental visualizations, igniting the 

audiences’ imagination through various means, including sounds with a clear (implied) 

source, abundant MSIs, connecting with specific people or locales etc.335 This ‘visual 

imagination’ varies among individuals. Some people are born with a rich imagination, 

while other may be experienced moviegoers who imagine offscreen scenes based on 

their previous watching experience. In this section, I talk about offscreen diegetic 

sounds, i.e. sounds that we assume have been caused by diegetic characters/objects that 

are not seen in the frame.   

 

Offscreen diegetic sound effects can solve the problem of redundancy by suggesting a 

source and other ‘added value’ (mentioned in section 4.1) without the need to picture 

the source onscreen, which therefore saves the cost of animation production. Offscreen 

diegetic sound effects do not have to be funny themselves. The incongruity can be 

between the offscreen diegetic sounds (and dialogue) and elements from the onscreen 

images. It requires the audience’s ‘causal’ listening to trace the supposed source of the 

sound effects. For example, in Sing (2016, 09.50-10.00), a noble rooster (all the 

characters in Sing are anthropomorphic animals) in a suit walks from the left to the right 

of the frame in the foreground in a restaurant and is happened to be mentioned by the 

two characters at the table at the back (figure 4.2-12). He glances at them in alarm and 

runs away. His legs and claws are offscreen, but his footstep can be clearly heard. It is 

the rattling sound of leather shoes with heels that a human in the same restaurant setting 

would wear, synchronized with the movements of his upper body. The incongruity is: 

a) the sounds ‘render’ the information, including its source, the material of the shoes 

and the rooster’s weight etc., indicating his identity as a real gentleman which conforms 

to his job as a grocery manager; b) his appearance (a short rooster who should not be 

heavy enough to make distinct footstep), reaction (easy to panic) and the way of 

walking and running (he moves his head forward and locks it, then the body catches up 

to the head, and then the cycle repeats) still prove this is a typical rooster, something 

not matched to the information provided by the sounds. that is unmatched with the 

information the sounds deliver.  

 
335 Julian Hanich, ‘Mise en Esprit: One-Character Films and the Evocation of Sensory Imagination’, 
Paragraph, 43 (3) (2020), pp. 257-61. 
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Figure 4.2-12 A rooster passes by in Sing (2016). 

 

Offscreen diegetic sound effects can also be pre-existing and act as an acoustic signifier 

to recall their original usage and information and create an incongruity without the need 

to show the corresponding images, see example from Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles in 

section 4.6.1.2 (pp. 231-2). When something extremely bad/dissonant/uncivilized (but 

still unserious) happens offscreen, but is only suggested through sounds, dialogue or 

other characters’ (exaggerated) reactions, (audio-)viewers can exhaust their 

imagination to imagine the scene being as ‘terrible’ as they can. This also successfully 

avoids having to show potentially unpleasant scenes that may affect viewers’ playful 

mindset (or affect the age rating of a film), see example from Robots in section 4.8.3 

(pp. 253-4). Offscreen diegetic sounds/music can also provide ambiguous information 

that is initially misunderstood by characters and the audiences, with the revelation of 

the source creating a descending incongruity, see example from Gosick in section 3.6.1 

(p. 149). 

 

In conclusion, when using sound effects to emphasise diegetic objects or events, these 

diegetic elements can either be onscreen or offscreen. Anime lays emphasis on (often 

extreme) physical and psychological changes or states influenced by the tradition of 

manga, while images and sound effects in American animations pay less attention to 

psychological aspects, at least compared with anime. But some techniques, such as self-

reflexivity and intertextuality, are more often used by American animations, and these 

can be very efficient means to create comic effects.  
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4.3. Onomatopoeia and sound effects 

Onomatopoeia are an important element of western comics, but they are indispensable 

in Japanese manga. This section introduces onomatopoeia as a linguistic concept in 

English and in Japanese, different ways of adapting onomatopoeia from manga to 

anime both visually – by preserving written onomatopoeia on screen – or by adding 

sound effects (because of the importance of such adaptations for the audiovisual texture 

of anime), and the use of spoken onomatopoeia in anime and US animation. 

 

 

4.3.1. Classification of onomatopoeia 

Onomatopoeia in literature are words ‘imitating the sound associated with the object or 

action designated’ or a combination of words to ‘evoke a certain image or mood by 

sound’. 336  Although a specific sound is heard similarly by people from different 

cultures, there are considerable differences between different cultures regarding the use 

of onomatopoeia. 

 

Hugh Bredin classifies onomatopoeia in English into three categories:337  

1) Direct onomatopoeia: the words resemble the sounds that they denote. The degree 

of the onomatopoeic resemblance can be either higher (e.g. buzz, whirr) or lower 

(e.g. rustle, splash). 

2) Associative onomatopoeia: the sound does not resemble the object or action that it 

denotes. The resemblance is embodied in the sound of the word and whatever 

associated sound the word denotes (e.g. bubble - like the sound of a bubbling liquid, 

whip - like the sound made by a whip). 

3) Exemplary onomatopoeia: the way in which the word is spoken suggests the quality 

of things when speakers pronounce a word using different amounts and kinds of 

physical work. It thus exploits the innumerable associations between sounds and 

things (e.g. sluggish and sloth require more physical effort and take more time to 

 
336 Dinah Birch, ed., ‘Onomatopoeia’, The Oxford Companion to English Literature (Oxford University 
Press, 2009) <https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780192806871.001.0001/acref-
9780192806871-e-5592> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
337 Hugh Bredin, ‘Onomatopoeia as a Figure and a Linguistic Principle’, New Literary History, 27 (3) 
(Summer, 1996), pp. 555-69. 
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say while nimble and dart require less physical effort and therefore are said more 

quickly and abruptly, which corresponds to the qualities the words denote).  

 

Derek Attridge’s category system is wider and classifies English onomatopoeia into 

lexical and non-lexical ones.338 Lexical onomatopoeia refer to established words in the 

language system ‘whose pronunciation enacts symbolically their referents outside 

language’, including all the types of onomatopoeia in Bredin’s system. Non-lexical 

onomatopoeia work ‘without the intercession of linguistic structure’ and mean sounds 

that the human vocal tract is able to pronounce and that imitate a non-human sound (e.g. 

words like vroom or brrrrm, which imitate the sound we hear when a car revs up).  

 

Except for exemplary onomatopoeia, which are more abstract and do not aim to imitate 

a sound directly, the other types of onomatopoeia can all be found in comics. 

 

Japanese has around 1200 onomatopoeia. 339  They are generally regarded as 

onomatopoeia, but some of them are actually mimetic words that imitate other things 

which can but do not always make sounds. There are five categories of such words. The 

pronunciation of all of them more or less contributes to the meaning of the words.340 

 

1) Giseigo (擬声語): Words that imitate human and animal voices, for example Nyaa 

(ニャア): SFX for the yowling of a cat.  

2) Giongo (擬音語): Words that imitate sounds from non-living things, for example 

Poo- (ポォーッ): SFX for the whistling of a machine, such as a train whistle 

blowing.  

3) Gitaigo (擬態語 ): Words that describe visual, tactile, and other non-auditory 

sensitive impressions, especially conditions and states, for example Nyari (ニャリ): 

laughing or smiling in a derogatory, teasing, or teasingly evil manner. 

 
338 Derek Attridge, ‘Sound, Style and Onomatopoeia’, in Stylistics: A Resource Book for Students, ed. 
by Paul Simpson (London: Routledge, 2004), pp. 168-75. 
339 Ken-Ichi Kadooka, ‘Onomatopoeia Markers in Japanese’, The LACUS forum, 28 (2002), pp. 267-75. 
340 Niimura, Izuru, Kojien, 5th edn (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1998) (one of the most prestigious Japanese 
dictionaries), cited in Inose, Hiroko, ‘Translating Japanese Onomatopoeia and Mimetic Words’, in 
Translation Research Projects 1., ed. by Anthony Pym and Alexander Perekrestenko (Tarragona: 
Intercultural Studies Group, 2007), p. 98. 
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4) Giyougo (擬容語): Words that describe movements and motions, for example Pyo-

n (ピョーン): SFX for a long jump. 

5) Gijougo (擬情語): Words that describe feelings, for example Waku (ワク): happy, 

cute anticipation. 

 

Giseigo and giongo are what would be classed as onomatopoeia in English, imitating a 

voice and other sounds. Gitaigo, giyougo and gijougo belong to the category of mimetic 

words (which is important in Japanese, but which English does not have in a similarly 

well-defined sense), i.e. words that phonetically express states that do not produce 

sounds, including emotions, movements and the state of a character/object.  

 

Manga makes extensive use of all of these types of onomatopoeia to make the silent 

images become ‘audible’, but it is common for manga that are translated into other 

languages to leave these sound words untranslated, for three reasons. Firstly, it is 

expensive to edit the sound effects and replace them with English. Secondly, English 

words can mess up the flow and impact of the story. And finally, English lacks most of 

the sound effect words found in Japanese.341 Manga readers who do not speak Japanese 

have to learn these words (which means that at least in this respect, manga readers have 

an edge over traditional book readers). There are some free online Japanese SFX 

translation websites342 which include general explanations of the majority of common 

Japanese onomatopoeia that appear in manga. It helps non-Japanese readers to grasp 

the main idea of these words. Onomatopoeia in manga (and also in comics) can both 

mean a character delivering information and a component of visual decoration for the 

panel. 343  There is a wide variety of character options, and the font, size, shape, 

typesetting, shadows or glow, placement, spatial orientation, colour (if any) etc. are 

 
341 There are scholars who study the approaches to and difficulties of this kind of translation: Inose 
(2007); Federico Zanettin, Comics in Translation (Manchester: St. Jerome Pub, 2008); Shin-ya Iwasaki, 
‘A Comparative Study of Onomatopoeia in Japanese, English and Khmer’ (岩 崎 真 哉, ‘日本語・英

語・クメール語におけるオノマトペの対照研究’), 国際研究論叢, 26 (3) (2013), pp. 65-77; Olga 
A. Bartashova and Anton E. Sichinskiy, ‘Japanese–English Onomatopoeic and Mimetic Parallels: The 
Problem of Translatability’, Journal of Siberian Federal University. Humanities & Social Sciences 2 
(July 2014), pp. 222-9. 
342 E.g. <http://thejadednetwork.com/sfx/>  
343 Fusanosuke Natsume, Manga wa naze omoshiroi no ka : sono hyōgen to bunpō (マンガはなぜ面白

いのか : その表現と文法/日本漫畫為什麼有趣 : 表現和文法）, trans. by Yuhong Pan (China: 
New Star Press, 2012), p. 109. 
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very varied and enrich the panel and also influence the readers’ perceptions of the 

virtual world of sounds or emotional states in a medium-specific form of synaesthesia, 

a perceptual phenomenon in which stimulation of one sensory or cognitive pathway (i.e. 

the visual sense) leads to involuntary experiences in a second sensory or cognitive 

pathway (i.e. the auditory sense).   

 

 

4.3.2. Adapting onomatopoeia from manga to anime 

The use of sound effects in anime is largely influenced/directed by the onomatopoeia 

in the manga they have been adapted from.344 Anime also inherit their visual patterns 

from manga, so written onomatopoeia frequently appear on the screen. Whether such 

adaption supports or creates humour depends on the right kinds of incongruities 

between words, sound effects and images. 

 

Many onomatopoeia in manga, especially giseigo and giongo, disappear in anime 

adaptations because they can be replaced by the real sounds or sound effects they 

represent. (For an example, see figure 4.2-7 (p. 187): the giongo グオオ- an engine 

rumble sound - in the manga is replaced by a comical sound effect in the anime. For 

another example, see figure 4.4-1 in section 4.4.1.1 (p. 211) 

 

Written giseigo and giongo sometimes appear in images to enhance the impact of the 

sounds which they represent and which have been put into the anime. American 

animations adapted from comics also occasionally add written onomatopoeia (mostly 

direct and associative onomatopoeia) to the images to pay homage to the classic comics. 

In The Peanuts Movie (2015, 37.20-37.40), Snoopy on his flying doghouse accidentally 

crashes into a building. A series of harsh and comical sound effects and the colourful 

flashing onomatopoeia ‘BONK, CRACK, KLUNK, SQUAWK’ reveal and amplify the 

unserious crash inside the house (offscreen, which also helps to avoid the having to 

show a potentially uncomfortably violent scene (figure 4.3-1). The Batman TV series 

in the 1960s is best known for using these exaggerated and decorative onomatopoeia 

(or other verbs) during fight scenes that have been paid homage to or parodied by many 

 
344 This section discusses more about the relation between onomatopoeia in manga and sound effects in 
anime for a great many of the anime are strictly adapted from the manga which facilitates us to make 
comparisons while there are few of popular comics-based American animations in the 21st century. 
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subsequent animations. (See figure 4.3-2, which appears in a fighting scene between 

Peter and Riddler in Family Guy (2012, 10: 16)  

                 
Figure 4.3-1 Written onomatopoeia in 

The Peanuts Movie (2015) 

Figure 4.3-2 Written onomatopoeia in 

Family Guy (2012, 10: 16). 

 

Mimetic words in manga that do not involve sounds are also often attached to sound 

effects in anime to underline their effects. See figure 4.2-3 in section 4.2.1 (p. 181): the 

two onomatopoeia ‘キュ’ (squeezing one’s hand in frustration or anger) and ‘カッ’ 

(footsteps; bang) describe two different body movements while only one of them 

contains real sounds. But they are both accompanied by the same successive sounds 

effects which do not try to reflect the actual situation but to make a comparison between 

the movements for comic effect.  

 

Anime sometimes reserve written mimetic words in the images to repeatedly emphasise 

certain movements/emotions. See figure 4.8-2 in section 4.8.1 (p. 247): a series of the 

giyougo words ‘もみ (momi: groping)’ coloured in pink pop and bounce around the 

characters synchronized with their erotic movements and the accompanied comical 

sound effects, ‘rendering’ the indecent scene and making it become absurd and 

unserious. In section 4.2.1 figure 4.2-6 (p. 186), the giant ‘ガーン(gan)’ - a gijougo 

meaning shock - does not relate to specific sounds. It appears in manga and anime and 

both the typeface and the meaning of the mimetic word support the state of internal 

shock that is further underlined by a metal friction sound effect in the anime.   

 

Incongruity can be created when using non-onomatopoeia in an onomatopoetic way. In 

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse (2018, 52.20-52.30), Peter and Miles flee from the 

Alchemax a corporation. Miles throws away the bagel Peter stole which hits one of the 

scientists who is chasing them on the head with a comical water bubble sound effect. 
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‘BAGEL!!!’ pops up above his head to underline the hit sound as an onscreen 

onomatopoeion (figure 4.3-3). The incongruity is: a) a bagel as a kind of food does not 

belong to any type of onomatopoeia in English but it is used as if it were an 

onomatopoeion like ‘clash’; b) it is hard to find onomatopoeia to describe and underline 

the sound and reflect its unseriousness when someone is hit by a harmless bagel in the 

distance; the written ‘bagel’ can at least amplify the effect (but thereby also brings the 

comic incongruity to our notice).    

 
Figure 4.3-3 ‘BAGEL’ as a written onomatopoeion in Spider-Man: Into the Spider-

Verse (2018). 

 

 

4.3.3. Spoken onomatopoeia in anime and animations 

Onomatopoeia from manga and comics can not only remain as onscreen characters or 

transform into sound effects in anime and animations, but can also be spoken by 

characters for different purposes.  

 

In both English and Japanese, people, especially children, more frequently use spoken 

onomatopoeia in informal conversation than in formal written language. Japanese 

adults use far more onomatopoeia and mimetic words than English adults in both 

conversation and writing. English adults tend to avoid the use of onomatopoeia in 

formal conversation and writing because they are regarded as too emotive, childish and 

unserious.345 Characters in anime and animations use verbal onomatopoeia much more 

 
345 Lawrence Schourup, ‘Nichi-Ei Onomatope no Taisho-kenkyu’ (Contrastive Study of Japanese and 
English Onomatopoeia), Gengo, 22 (6) (1993), p. 51. 
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than characters than live-action films in order to show the characters’ cuteness, 

childishness or vitality. 

 

4.3.3.1. Different types of spoken onomatopoeia 

Characters in animations often speak non-lexical onomatopoeia (or direct 

onomatopoeia containing a high degree of onomatopoeic resemblance) in a way similar 

to interjections (an interjection is an utterance on its own and expresses a spontaneous 

feeling or reaction346). For example: saying ‘ta-da’ (imitating a fanfare) to strengthen 

an impressive entrance or a dramatic announcement; saying ‘dun-dun-dunn’ as 

a dramatic pause or to emphasise that something frightening, thrilling, etc.; saying 

‘nom-nom-nom’347 when eating something delicious.  

 

Sometimes, new onomatopoeia are made up for a certain character or motion. The most 

typical one is the catchphrase - a repeatedly used phrase or expression that also mimics 

a kind of sound or contains onomatopoeia. For example, Lighting McQueen’s 

catchphrase in Cars (2006) is ‘Ka-chow!’. It is a made-up word that seems to mimic 

the sound of lightning. Lightning does this when he poses and brightens his lightning 

bolt stickers to express his excitement and happiness, similar to shouting ‘hooray’. His 

antagonist Chick ‘Thunder’ Hicks always wants to win in the racing competition but 

never succeeds (because thunder comes after lightning!). He imitates Lighting and says 

‘Ka-chigga’ as his own catchphrase (figure 4.3-4).  

    

Figure 4.3-4 Lighting McQueen’s catchphrase ‘Ka-chow’ (left) and Chick ‘Thunder’ 

Hicks’s catchphrase ‘Ka-chigga’ (right) in Cars (2006). 

 

 
346 David Crystal, A dictionary of linguistics & phonetics, 6th edn (Malden, Massachusetts; Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2008), p. 249. 
347 This onomatopoeion derives from the noise made by the Cookie Monster on the TV show Sesame 
Street (1969 - present), who has an insatiable appetite for chocolate chip cookies. 
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In English, some verbs/nouns used to describe the process of sound-making more or 

less resemble the sounds they represent, a phenomenon on the edge of lexical 

onomatopoeia. These words mostly exist in written English (rather than in spoken 

dialogue) to replace the corresponding real sounds. There is an example of the use of 

‘yawn’ in The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie (2004, 19.00-19.10): Mr. Krabs, the boss, 

asks his new manager Squidward to keep a sharp eye for paying customers. Squidward 

responds ‘Yawn’ listlessly while putting a hand over his mouth (figure 4.3-5). ‘Yawn’ 

signifies a motion and state but also imitates the real yawn sound. Instead of having a 

real yawn (that is, a sound like ‘ahhhh-hhaaaaaa’), this spoken ‘yawn’ sounds 

unnecessary and unnatural. But it gives a knowing, self-conscious quality to the 

reaction. Squidward seems to use this word consciously and deliberately to describe 

both his real physical state and his reluctant psychological state. Another example is 

the use of ‘gasp’ in Fairly Odd Parents (2002, 2: 4b, 04.10-04.40): after Timmy’s wish 

comes true, he becomes an extremely smart child and knows everything. He begins to 

mock his parents’ intelligence quotient at home, which makes his fairy godparents 

Cosmo and Wanda (appearing as mice) gasp in horror.348 Instead of making a real gasp, 

they say ‘gasp’ out loud three times. This reflects the fact that these are not quite 

spontaneous bursts of surprise, but instead the conscious articulation of surprise. What 

makes the scene more incredible is that Mr. Turner, the father, recognises and accepts 

this word, criticising his kid by responding ‘Those gasping mice are right!’ without any 

hint of suspicion or surprise. In the final episode of this season, Mr. Turner even makes 

up a new word, ‘Giga gasp!’, to express his self-conscious astonishment. 

    
Figure 4.3-5 Squidward says ‘Yawn’ in 

The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie 

(2004). 

 
348 Cosmo and Wanda have the magic to transform themselves into any form to accompany Timmy, and 
his parents do not know their real identity. This time they turn into two mice watching TV with the family. 

Figure 4.3-6 The gasping mice (in the 

circle) in Fairly Odd Parents (2002, 2: 

4b).
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There are far fewer limitations on characters speaking any type of onomatopoeia in 

everyday Japanese dialogue. For example, it is not strange to find characters saying 

unheard mimetic words like Gitaigo ‘jii-’ (ジィーッ : SFX for gazing fixedly at 

something or someone) or ‘doki doki’ (ドキドキ: SFX for love situations; a scared or 

anxious heart thump) in many comedy manga and anime with/without onscreen written 

onomatopoeia and with/without different sound effects underlining them. Experienced 

anime audiences may get used to this, but it still sounds and looks strange for English 

speakers when Japanese spoken onomatopoeia in dialogues and onscreen written 

onomatopoeia are translated into the English version.  

 

In a few unique cases in anime, spoken onomatopoeia read by voiceovers or any other 

extrafictional or fictional people are used as sound effects with or without onscreen 

written onomatopoeia to replace the corresponding cartoon sound effects. The general 

incongruity is: a) the written onomatopoeic words in manga are replacements sounds, 

states or emotions that cannot be easily shown in manga, but which one would expect 

to be restored into the real sounds and moving images in anime; b) sounds that it would 

be possible to make are replaced by their replacements – by the conventionalised 

onomatopoeia. It is an efficient way to save budget and also create a comic effect, but 

people get tired of this tick if it is overused. A typical example is the anime Zan 

Sayonara Zetsubō Sensei Bangaichi (2009). A great deal of sound effects in this anime 

are written onscreen, voiced by a sweet young girl in a consistent intonation, which 

causes various additional incongruities:  
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Table 4.3-1 Spoken onomatopoeia create incongruities in Zan Sayonara Zetsubō Sensei 

Bangaichi (2009)  

Onomatopoeia Incongruities Screenshots 
Basha （ばしゃ

っ）: splash (ep 11, 
03.40) 

Emotion - should be read in a shifty 
tone but still in an innocent voice (as 
if ‘gloating’ over sb/sth).  

 
Byo- （ビョーッ）: 
SFX for wind 
blowing (ep 5, 
03.20), lasting for 
5.5 seconds to fully 
show ‘ー’349 

Duration - prolonging the sound 
meets the requirement of the 
onomatopoeion but it should be 
prolonged sound effects rather than 
the prolonged voice of the young 
girl speaking the onomatopoeion. 

 
Hiso ( ひ そ ): 
whisper (ep 6, 
09.30) 

Volume - requiring a low voice (for 
secrets) but is spoken in a 
declamatory way. 

 
Pi Para Piro (パラ 

ピロ ):  imitates 
the sound of music 
(ep 11, 11.20)  

Diegetic music and sounds – a 
mobile phone ringtone should be 
played but is replaced by its 
onomatopoeic replacement.  

 
 

4.3.3.2. Unserious spoken onomatopoeia in an inappropriate scene 

Since spoken onomatopoeia in animations and anime tend to provide a general sense of 

innocence and unseriousness, incongruity arises when it is applied to more serious 

situations. In The LEGO Movie (2014), diegetic sound effects are replaced by spoken 

onomatopoeia in fighting scenes. The escaped pigs are dubbed ‘oink’ by a voice actor 

in different tones (33.40), and a cat is dubbed with an emotionless ‘meow’ when the 

Lego world is in turmoil (1.20.50) (figure 4.3-7). These onomatopoeia play a role as 

short gags that slightly lighten the tense atmosphere. Nondiegetic sound effects like a 

voiced bilabial trill (which can be regard as a spoken non-lexical onomatopoeion) can 

be heard in three stop-motion scenes (figure 4.3-8)350  to replace the sounds of a 

ship/aircraft’s engine during escapes shown in distant shots. The animators try to echo 

 
349 The kanji character ‘一’ is the chōonpu, meaning long sound symbol. 
350 1) Captain Metalbeard escapes from Octan Tower when he fails to storm Lord Business’s (the biggest 
villain) office (42.50). 2) Captain Metalbeard sails off Cloud Cuckoo Land (44.20). 3) President Business 
drives the top of the Octan Tower detached from the main building and fly away, leaving everyone left 
to die (1.09.30).   
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and hark back to how a child might make a film. In effect, they ‘alternate between 

thinking like responsible filmmakers working on a large-budget Warner Brothers 

animated film, and then suddenly approach a scene like a kid animating in their 

basement’.351 To be exact, the descending incongruity is: a) the fighting/quarrel scenes 

shown in CGI with harsh sound effects and intense music in high quality convince 

audiences of the seriousness of the scene; b) the distant shot reveals the unseriousness 

when the escape is shown stop-motion with the vocal imitation sounds.352 

 
Figure 4.3-7 Pigs speak ‘oink’ and the cat speaks ‘meow’ in The LEGO Movie (2014). 

 
Figure 4.3-8 A voiced bilabial trill replaces the engine sounds in The LEGO Movie 

(2014). 

 

Onomatopoeia can also be applied as lyrics in pre-existing or impromptu songs/music, 

like ‘bang’, ‘dada’, ‘lalala’, animal sounds etc., an effect more like casual humming. 

Incongruity arises when the music/song contains a serious meaning undermined by the 

silly syllables. For example, the Japanese word ‘nyan’ (にゃん) is onomatopoeic, 

imitating the call of a cat, an equivalent to English ‘meow’. A girl humming a song 

with ‘nyan’ is considered cute. 353  But humming a splendid classical symphony 

 
351 Grant Freckelton, a visual effects artist, art director and production designer, speaks in an interview. 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVe5XPU10Zc&t=23s> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
352 The LEGO Movie is an interesting case because what the audience see and hear is in effect the play-
world of Finn (a kid) playing, and using onomatopoeic sounds like this is what kids do when they play 
with animals, so these examples may be moments when the membrane between the Lego world (the 
rendering of Finn’s imagination in play) and his actual activity may become very thin. 
353 There is a Japanese internet meme song with only ‘nyan’ as the lyrics - Nyan Cat (2011). It features 
the vocaloid virtual singer Hatsune Miku, whose voice is sweet and soft. 
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containing great emotional depth with ‘nyan’ creates a crass incongruity. In Nodame 

Cantabile: Finale OVA ‘Lesson Semiquaver: Mine and Kiyora’s Reunion’ (2010, 

07.40-08.40), the music students in a Vienna tavern are upset because they do not have 

musicians performing there during the winter season. To cheer the group up, 

Nodame ‘conducts’ the first movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 3 ‘Eroica’ 354 

with a knife while singing the tune with a childish ‘nyan’ (figure 4.3-9), along with the 

first violin Kiyora who also sings ‘nyan’ to accompany her.  

 
Figure 4.3-9 Nodame sings ‘nyan’ while imagining herself as a conductor in Nodame 

Cantabile: Finale OVA (2010). The symphony orchestra we see and the symphony are 

in Nodame’s mind. 

 

Characters can be named after onomatopoeia that sounds lively and amiable but may 

not fully conform to their identity. Many of the Devil Fruits (mystical and mysterious 

fruits) in One Piece (1999-present) are named after sound effects (Japanese 

onomatopoeia) related to their respective abilities which endow the eaters with a 

specific super-human power.355 For example, Goro Goro no Mi (ゴロゴロの実) is 

named after the sound effect of thunder rumbling (figure 4.3-10). It allows the user to 

turn into ‘Lightning Human’ to create, control, and transform into electricity at will. 

The double form is usually used as an adjective, expressing a continuing state of the 

sound or feeling. Its official English name is Rumble-Rumble Fruit (in VIZ Manga and 

the FUNimation dub). An incongruity is created between the powerful warriors in the 

images and their childish names. In fact, in many cases it is difficult to find a suitable 

dub or translation name in the English version (table 4.3-2). The English translation 

merely states the form or motion but cannot describe the sound it produces, which to a 

large extent loses the original vitality.  

 
354 This is one of Beethoven’s most celebrated works. It is a large-scale composition that is originally 
dedicated to Napoleon Bonaparte, and as such the polar opposite of the cuteness associated with ‘nyan’. 
355 See <https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Devil_Fruit> [accessed 2 April 2022]  
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Figure 4.3-10 Enel eats Rumble-Rumble Fruit (Goro Goro no Mi) and becomes 

powerful in One Piece (1999-present). 

 

Table 4.3-2 A list of the names and the English translation of the Devil Fruits in One 

Piece (1999-present). 

 Name Meaning Official English 
translation 

Gutsu Gutsu 
(グツグツ)  

SFX used when something is boiling or 
being simmered gently 

Smelt Smelt (fruit) 

Mera Mera 
(メラメラ) 

SFX for flames burning Flame Flame (fruit) 

Supa Supa 
(スパスパ) 

SFX for cutting or breaking something Dice Dice (fruit) 

 

Speaking the onomatopoeia can cause a misunderstanding concerning the source of the 

sound if the spoken sound sounds like the real one and the image does not show the 

speakers. The resulting descending incongruity plays with the difference between 

offscreen and onscreen diegetic sound. In Dan Vs. (2011, 1: 5, 07.30-07.40), Chris gets 

poisoned and is treated in hospital. We can hear two different intermittent beep sounds 

during a high-angle shot, as if both sounds are from medical apparatus hinting at the 

seriousness of the condition, though one of them is low in fidelity. Then the medium 

shot reveals that Chris’ best friend, Dan is saying ‘beep’ following each real beep 

sounds (figure 4.3-11). His frivolous behaviour provokes Elise, Chris’ wife, and amuses 

the audiences by releasing the tension. 
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Figure 4.3-11 Dan makes ‘beep’ noise beside the toxic Chris and his wife in Dan Vs. 

(2011, 1: 5). 

 

 

4.3.4. Materialized and personified onomatopoeia 

In this category, onscreen onomatopoeia are no longer ‘nondiegetic’, but exist in the 

animated world and participate in the narration, causing multiple incongruities. 

 

In Gin Tama (2015, ep 267, 14.10-19.00), the world stops turning and everything is still 

except for Gintoki, Kagura, and Shinpachi. The trio have to search for a spare battery 

for the Universal Clock that is used to control time to resume the flow of time and return 

balance to the universe. They move the clock’s hands to travel into the future. Table 

4.3-3 shows how the trio play with the materialized and personified onomatopoeia in 

the following scenes.  

 

 

Table 4.3-3 Selected scenes and screenshots from Gin Tama (2015, ep 267) 

Scenes Screenshots 
At one point, the battery is held in a giant rocket 
fist and stops milliseconds away from hitting the 
forehead of Otae (Kagura’s sister) with a 3D SFX 
– ‘ゴッス’(gossu: strong impact) hanging in the air 
and a short muffled explosion sound. 
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Unlike other SFX appearing in the scene, the trio 
do not only notice it, but also change and play with 
it. To relieve Otae’s pain, Gintoki cuts off ‘ッ’ and 

pushes ‘ゴ’ and ‘ス’ together, accompanied with a 
grating sound as if the words have to be moved 
against resistance in the air (‘ゴス’ (gosu: strike, 

smash) sounds less painful than ‘ゴッス ’). He 
writes an annotation of the new SFX in the air, and 
we can hear the sound of a marker pen rubbing on 
glass. 

 

Gintoki further modifies and anthropomorphizes 
the new word into an autonomous character who 
even attempts to stop the rocket to protect Otae. 
Different sound effects can be heard when this 
character, Mr. SFX, moves like other characters. 

 
The discarded ‘ッ’ dropping to the floor is later 
modified by Gintoki into one long line and two 
balls, like the shape of a phallus, for Kyuubei. 

 
The trio move time forward and come to Otae’s 
wedding. She is getting married to her saviour - Mr. 
SFX in a black suit. She has lost her memory 
because of the hit, except for a kind voice saying 
‘gosu’, which she had heard from Mr. SFX at that 
moment and which she could never forget. 

 
 

The farce ends with the fact that Ham-san takes out the proper battery and turns the 

clock back in time to the point where their troubles began. There are three successive 

different incongruities during the transformations of the SFX: 1) The trio break the 

fourth wall to realize the existence of SFX, which should only be accessible to the 

audience, not to the characters. 2) When they start to modify the toy-like SFX, they are 

no longer normal onomatopoeic words but become onscreen objects to create visual 

humour. 3) Mr. SFX is anthropomorphized and endowed with a new identity: from a 

visual pattern or invisible sound effect, he is successfully transformed into a sentient 

character. But he still keeps several features of the SFX (his head, name and experience). 
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In conclusion, anime/animations are influenced by onomatopoeia in manga/comics in 

three ways: 1) onomatopoeia suggest sounds in anime; 2) anime/animations keep the 

written onomatopoeia on the screen; 3) anime/animations use spoken onomatopoeia. 

These three approaches can be used separately or at the same time which provides 

anime/animations with great opportunities to create incongruities between sound 

effects, voices and visuals. 

 

 

 

4.4. Metaphoric sound 

Metaphor in language and literature means that ‘one thing, idea, or action is referred to 

by a word or expression normally denoting another thing, idea, or action, so as to 

suggest some common quality shared by the two.’356 The applications of metaphor go 

beyond linguistics, including conceptual metaphors, 357  root metaphors. 358  The 

metaphors involved in this section are pictorial/visual metaphors and sonic (sound 

effect) metaphors.  

 

According to American sound designer Walter Murch, the metaphoric use of sound in 

film means to replace an appropriate sound by another that on the surface seems ill-

matched or surprising with regard to the accompanying image but on closer inspection 

reveals a deeper relationship to it to create ‘added value’. The metaphoric distance 

between the sounds and the images positively influences the depth of the ‘added 

value’.359 Of course this value in animation and anime is extensively used not merely 

for comic effect, but those that do have a ready-made incongruity to exploit: the 

incongruity between the actual sound ‘X’ that would be heard in a realistic setting and 

a different sound ‘Y’ with some metaphoric connection to the action.  

 
356 Chris Baldick, ‘Metaphor’, The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2015) <https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198715443.001.0001/acref-
9780198715443-e-712> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
357 This refers to the understanding of one idea, or conceptual domain, in terms of another. It was first 
extensively explored by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in Metaphors We Live By in 1980. 
358 This refers to the well-understood, common-sense, everyday objects or ideas that shape an individual 
perception of the world and interpretation of reality. 
359  Walter Murch, ‘Foreword’, in Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen by Michel Chion (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2019). 
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In a broad sense, every successful reassociation of the sound and image is a kind of 

metaphor. Robin Beauchamp considers unrealistic and exaggerated cartoon sound 

effects ‘replacing’ the literal sounds in animation, like the xylophone sound for an eye 

blink, are metaphors.360 In this section, I only discuss the situation that sound ‘X’ and 

sound ‘Y’ are connected with concrete (states/movements of) objects/characters and 

contain a degree of M.S.I., that means that audiences are able to recognise the ‘diegetic 

reality’ of the sounds through causal listening. Neither sound ‘X’ or ‘Y’ or their 

corresponding elements should be funny by themselves. It is the incongruity treated in 

a playful mindset that creates humour. In addition, the replacement of a sound must not 

be random. The two sounds must be obviously different (different not just in sound 

quality, but also in perceived ‘value’ between ‘X’ and ‘Y’) but have some latent 

connections, or the result would only be nonsense. Nonsense can create its own 

humorous effects, but they work differently from incongruity-based humour.  

 

Pictorial metaphors are widely used in comedy and animation; what is meant by the 

term are the ‘juxtaposed or merged depictions of two different objects or actions (image 

‘X’ and ‘Y’) designed to encourage viewers to infer an implicit conceptual link.’361 

Metaphoric sounds are often – but do not have to be – attached to metaphoric pictures. 

That means sound ‘Y’ can either accompany or represent and replace the image ‘Y’ 

which can be either a kind of invisible state or a concrete object/motion. I will discuss 

two situations when ‘X’ or ‘Y’ is irrelevant or closely related to music separately in 

sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 

 

 

4.4.1. Sound metaphors (without music) 

I discuss three situations when sound ‘X’ is replaced by sound ‘Y’ and both ‘X’ and 

‘Y’ are unrelated to music: sound metaphors with and without pictorial metaphors and 

deliberately exposed foley. 

 

 
360 Beauchamp (2013), pp. 21-2. 
361 Daniel Chandler and Rod Munday, ‘Pictorial Metaphor’, A Dictionary of Media and Communication 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020)  
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198841838.001.0001/acref-
9780198841838-e-2051> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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4.4.1.1. Pictorial metaphors with sound metaphors 

When using both pictorial and sound metaphors on one object or character, the 

audience’s attention may be drawn to the images and the plot while the metaphoric 

sound plays only an auxiliary part, supporting the metaphoric images. For example, in 

Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto (2016, ep 5, 09.00-9.20), Sakamoto’s shoes are 

stolen after he has used the toilet in school, but he is poised as usual. He draws the 

shape of a slipper and writes down his name on the white socks and slides forward 

swiftly on one leg (figure 4.4-1). ‘Fu-’ (フー) in manga is the SFX for a hiss, indicating 

the sound of the sock rubbing on the floor. But we can hear the swish and a sharp grating 

that imitates the sound of an aircraft gliding across the airfield, which echoes the pose 

of the character and the speed-lines in the frame. Both the sounds and the visuals 

contain the metaphor that compares a human to an airplane. The incongruity is: a) 

Sakamoto pretends to be stylish and fast and to appear like an airplane, for which he 

receives the appreciation of his classmates; b) whatever the reason, the location, the 

props and the gestures, he looks like a fatuous, overly self-confident show-off rather 

than a superhero.  

 
Figure 4.4-1 Sakamoto slides like an aircraft in Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto 

(2016, ep 5). 

 

Here I want to introduce a sub-category of a metaphor – an anthropomorphic metaphor, 

which means ‘the attribution of human characteristics to non-human entities, especially 

animals.’ 362  to make them look, behave and sound like human beings. Unlike a 

 
362 Andrew M. Colman, ‘Anthropomorphism’, A Dictionary of Psychology (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2015) <https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199657681.001.0001/acref-
9780199657681-e-517> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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metaphor that compares one character/object to another object, anthropomorphism only 

compares non-human to human. Anime and animation have the freedom to play with 

the transformation of non-human objects and characters into human or human-like ones 

(and vice-versa) with an ease that most live-action films cannot aspire to because they 

are bound by expectations of a minimum of realism. Anthropomorphism is mostly 

achieved through the images while the sound is deemed to match up with the 

anthropomorphic images rather than function as anthropomorphic sound on its own. 

The fundamental incongruity in such cases is: a) the drawings of animation as broadly 

realistic representations of the world as we know it; b) the drawings as a field for 

limitless transformations. For example, in House of Mouse (2002, 3: 10, 03.40-03.50), 

Mickey and Goofy organize a telephone answering service, but there is no incoming 

call. When Mickey picks up the receiver, the receiver sticks out its tongue, spits, 

stretches its neck and coughs like a human (figure 4.4-2). A broken telephone is 

supposed to make some mechanical noise or stay silent in reality, but in an 

anime/animation, viewers easily accept the fact that everything can be alive in the 

animated world, and to hear a human voice or noise from a personified object; 

nevertheless, however common such anthropomorphism is in animations, its 

fundamental incongruity also makes it at least a little bit funny. (One can see such 

anthropomorphic images and sounds as a way of taking the term ‘animation’ literally: 

the technique of creating moving pictures from drawings, paintings or stop-motion 

objects animates the objects drawn, painted etc., gives them a soul, i.e. makes them 

seem alive. That effects can be applied to creatures as well as to non-living objects, and 

the borderline between the categories is blurred because in effect they are just shapes 

and colours on a flat surface that we understand as representations of characters and 

objects.) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4-2 The anthropomorphic phone coughs in House of Mouse (2002, 3: 10). 
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4.4.1.2. Sound metaphors without pictorial metaphors 

When a metaphor is merely embodied in an aural aspect, it demands more 

representative and recognisable sounds to differentiate two objects, or audiences may 

fail to notice the distinction and connection. For instance, very few people know about 

how a marmot vocalizes (figure 4.4-3). They will not be surprised if a marmot screams 

like superficially similar animals, such as a mouse or squirrel.363 On the other hand, a 

young girl’s wheeze and the pumping sound when using a rubber pump are widely 

known, and if one is replaced by the other, the replacement is very obvious. In Maid 

Sama! (2010, 1: 4, 10.20-10.30), Aoi (‘X’), a popular idol, looks pretty and attractive; 

but when she is angry and out of breath, her wheezing sounds like pumping sounds as 

she pants as if she were an inflator (‘Y’). There is no pictorial metaphor, the incongruity 

between the similarity and differences of the emotional girl and the noisy machine is 

based on the relationship between metaphoric sound and image (figure 4.4-4). 

  
Figure 4.4-3 A screaming marmot 

 

Figure 4.4-4 Aoi pants like an inflator in 

Maid Sama! (2010, 1: 4). 

 

When ‘Y’ is an offscreen diegetic state that cannot be directly depicted by images, 

sound effects can be used as indirect metaphors. In the school of The Disastrous Life of 

 
363 Marmots vocalize when startled or feeling threatened. The high-pitched scream sounds like a birdcall 
but very few people know it. A video uploader has changed the squeaking sounds of a cute marmot who 
is standing on his two feet into a hoarse man’s roar <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=poBT60QRwiw> 
[accessed 2 April 2022]. It successfully cheats the viewers to think marmots are husky and scream in this 
way by nature and thus becomes one of the funniest dubbed animal videos on the internet. Two reasons 
make it funny: 1. The incongruity is obvious: a) the man-like scream is unmatched with the cute fluffy 
animal we see (and is indeed wrong as the sound a marmot makes); b) the marmot in its upright posture 
looks a bit like a human, which matches the human sound we hear. People may, in fact, take the video 
spoof for granted because they lack the relevant knowledge, and may only realize the anthropomorphic 
trick when they grow suspicious of the sound they hear or learn what sounds marmots make.  
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Saiki K. (2016, 1: 1, 16.40-), a suddenly appearing snake bites the crotch of Nendou, 

an idiotic and reckless guy (figure 4.4-5). In principle, what we expect is a sound 

suggesting a sharp thing impaling a soft and elastic object, which may arouse the 

audience’s empathy with Nendou’s pain under the effect of audiovisual synaesthesia. 

Instead, we hear a crisp sound like someone chewing crunchy chips. Both sounds of 

biting flesh (‘X’) and chips (‘Y’) are not funny on their own, and there is no visual 

metaphor. What makes it funny is the metaphoric sound that associates two different 

events – the snake biting the testes and the crunching of fragile crisps, whose fragility 

is metaphorically extended to Nendou’s private parts. From the perspective of the 

character, it is a satire of a personal physiological defect. From the view of the snake, 

the assault is a chance to enjoy delicious food like munching crisps for a human. A 

similar example is the hollow sound effect when knocking on someone’s forehead, 

suggesting that the character’s head is empty as a block.    

 

Figure 4.4-5 A snake bites Nendou’s crotch in The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. (2016, 1: 

1). 

 

 

4.4.1.3. Onscreen foley 

Foley in filmmaking is the recreation of ambient sound effects in post-production of 

films to enhance audio quality. It is named after sound-effects artist Jack Foley.364 The 

sounds are meant to sound (more or less) like the thing in the frame, but are in fact 

made by other objects behind the scenes. It is not a metaphorical usage of sounds that 

intends for the differences between the ‘correct’ and the replacement sounds to be 

 
364 Daniel Chandler and Rod Munday, ‘Foley’, A Dictionary of Media and Communication (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2011)  
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199568758.001.0001/acref-
9780199568758-e-1017> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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recognised by the audience and asks them to think about the relationship between them. 

So foley usually does not create humour, unless the process of making foley sounds is 

intentionally presented onscreen. In The Simpsons (2006, 18: 4, 16.00-16.30), a 1938 

radio broadcast leads people to believe that the world has been invaded by aliens.365 

However, a later scene reveals that they are all fooled by fake news and sounds from a 

local radio station where the radio announcer reads the fake news while a sound 

technician - a foley artist - dubs in real-time sound effects (figure 4.4-6). He uses a wisp 

to grind up cornflakes to imitate the scrunch when human’s bodies are ground up; 

clacks coconut halves against a wooden board while pouring water into a tray to imitate 

the clop when a horse rides in the rain. The foley sounds successfully deceive the 

listeners and perhaps could also fool the animation audience if they were offscreen. But 

if so, the effect would not be funny. The incongruity that creates humour lies in the 

different sources of the sounds: the expected sounds of the invasion massacre are 

proved to be faked, and the much more mundane sources of the foley sounds are 

revealed – a classic descending incongruity.  

 
Figure 4.4-6 Foley artist makes the real-time sounds in The Simpsons (2006, 18: 4). 

 

 

4.4.2. Sound and musical metaphor 

Different from section 4.4.1, ‘X’ or ‘Y’ in this section are related to music.  

 

4.4.2.1. Pictorial metaphors with sound metaphors 

The typical case if ‘X’ is related to music while ‘Y’ is not, is the personification of 

instruments, notes and other musical elements (‘X’) as other characters/objects (‘Y’) 

 
365 This presumably refers to Orson Welles’ radio production of H.G. Wells’s story The War of the 
Worlds, about an invasion of Earth by aliens from Mars, which is famous for having been so realistic 
that some listeners believed that they were hearing an actual news report. 
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that are not related to music, or the comparison of the two. Examples can be found in 

the golden age of American animation. One classic case is Music Land (1935) in the 

Silly Symphonies series. The shape of the two competing lands – the Land of Symphony 

and the Isle of Jazz366 - are a treble clef and a saxophone respectively. The characters 

are all anthropomorphic musical instruments. The buildings are all shaped like musical 

instruments. The inhabitants use musical notes as characters in letters and as 

cannonballs in battle. The characters do not speak in words but with musical tones that 

are up to which instruments they are supposed to be. Their musical utterances generally 

maintain phrasing and melodic contours similar to English so that the audience can still 

get a general idea of what they say (figure 4.4-7). In terms of sounds and music, the 

basic incongruity of Music Land is that between: a) the fact that the animated characters 

represent humans and human behaviour (or objects used by humans), and the sounds 

they make represent linguistic utterances; b) the fact that they are also musical 

instruments and produce sounds that make sense as music. A similar example in the 

21st century is Animusic (2001-2012). But this is merely a series of computer-generated 

animations aimed at the visualization of music in which different anthropomorphic 

instruments appear to be robotic or play themselves using unusual ways to produce and 

visualize the original compositions rather than telling a story.  

 

 
366  The two countries and their inhabitants also represent a racial divide between white (Land of 
Symphony) and black (Isle of Jazz) people, and that there is a substantial amount of racial stereotyping 
going on, including the fear of miscegenation (race mixing) in the liaison between the (white) princess 
and the (black) prince. On the other hand, the resolution of the conflict in the film suggests the possibility 
of the harmonious interaction of classical music and jazz, and of white and black Americans. 
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Figure 4.4-7 Everything in the music lands is related to music and is compared with 

other non-musical elements/people in Music Land (1935). 

 

Another option is the comparison of non-musical elements (‘X’) to musical elements 

(‘Y’), namely the likening of an object or character to a musical or music-related object, 

both in visual and in aural terms. In Treasure Planet (2002, 24.50-25.00), Zoff is an 

alien crew member of a spaceship. He is unable to speak English but makes flatulent 

noises coming out of the several openings of the sucker feet on his body, which looks 

like the valves of a wind instrument (figure 4.4-8). When he receives the instruction to 

engage artificial gravity, he replies in ‘A-E-A(8va)-A’ by playing different openings 

on his body which sounds similar to a trombone and matches well with the background 

nondiegetic march played by brass instruments.   

 
Figure 4.4-8 Zoff makes sounds through his sucker feet in Treasure Planet (2002). 
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4.4.2.2. Sound metaphors without pictorial metaphors 

This means to compare an object/character to a music-related object merely from the 

aural aspect. In Family Guy (2005, 4: 12, 01.40-02.10), Peter and Michael Moore367 

enter a public bathroom and have a farting contest/concert behind the doors. They firstly 

fart normally, then give their farting a rhythm and melody and accelerate, becoming a 

fart duo playing ‘Dueling Banjos’ famous from the 1972 film Deliverance (figure 4.4-

10).368 The scene compares the farts to the sound of a musical instrument, and the 

incongruity is that between a (usually involuntary) bodily function and the voluntary 

production of musical sounds. An important aspect of the scene is the fact that of course 

sometimes people do produce farts voluntarily, and some can shape them to some extent 

and produce quasi-musical sounds, a practice that is developed here into an (impossible) 

full-blown musical rendition of an actual piece of music. And from the perspective of 

relief theories of humour, this is a classic example of a gag that plays with a taboo on 

the public display of normally private bodily functions, by using them for what is 

perhaps the epitome of a public display: a musical concert. From the perspective of 

using pre-existing music, the incongruity is between the facts that: a) the situations and 

instruments in the two places are totally different; b) the background and relationship 

between the characters in the two films are both more or less related to social taboos.  

  
Figure 4.4-9 Peter and Michael fart in the 

toilet in Family Guy (2005, 4: 12).  

 

 

 
367 Michael Moore is an American filmmaker, author and liberal political commentator. There is a 
rumour of a homosexual relationship between Moore and Rush Limbaugh in the episode ‘Fox-y Lady’ 
(7: 10) 
368 In the film, a city man playing this music on guitar with a banjo-strumming country boy, which sets 
the tone for what lies ahead - a trip into the unknown and dangerous wilderness and the visceral and 
notorious male rape scene. 

Figure 4.4-10 Drew Ballinger (Ronny 

Cox) plays the guitar with a banjo-

strumming country boy-Lonnie (Billy 

Redden) in Deliverance (1972). 
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The examples above show that we can see that funny metaphoric sounds and visuals 

more or less contain exaggeration or satire/parody (mocking ‘X’ or ‘Y’ or both) or both 

in combination. It is generally more common and effective to use aural and visual 

metaphors in conjunction, but they can also be used separately, playing with a 

fundamental incongruity of the film: the fact that in most cases, image and soundtracks 

join forces to represent the real world (in however stylised a form), but that in reality 

the link between images and sounds only occurs in our perception, whereas in the 

reality of film production and exhibition they are separate strands that are brought 

together to create an illusion of reality (or to play with that illusion). Anime and 

animation usually use much larger amounts of visual and sound metaphors than live-

action film because the animated image is not restricted by the logic of reality that 

governs most live-action films at least to some extent (though often not as much in 

some genres, such as musicals or comedies), so they are more flexible and open to 

create all kinds of incredible connections.  

 

 

 

4.5. Recurrent and stereotypical sound effects  

 

In section 3.2.1, we discussed recurring music that can be associated with certain 

(comic) meanings and effects. This section discusses repeatedly and stereotypically 

used sound effects that in certain situations in anime/animations become symbolic 

identifiers of characters and situations and analyses their contribution to humour. 

 

Generally speaking, music has higher recognizability than sound effects. Because 

music is rhythmic, melodic and continuous, it contains more information to remember 

it by. Sound effects are multitudinous and many of their similarities and nuances are 

not easily, precisely and quickly identified by the audience. In addition, sound effects 

are transient and usually one-off, which makes them easily overlooked and quickly 

forgotten by listeners. 
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The majority of sound effects in anime and animations stocked in sound libraries are 

widely and repeatedly used in countless works of different genres and therefore are not 

specific to certain characters or things, as mentioned in section 4.1. For example, 

‘Sound Ideas, ZIP, CARTOON - QUICK WHISTLE ZIP OUT’ and ‘Sound Ideas, 

CARTOON, POP - LITTLE POP’ 369  are named differently but sound similar (a 

synthetic sound rapidly gliding upwards) if we do not compare them side-by-side. They 

do not contain a fixed meaning nor are they connected to fixed things. They both are 

frequently used in anime like Ace Attorney (2016-2019) and Pani Poni Dash! (2005), 

animated series like SpongeBob SquarePants (1999-present) and Animaniacs (2020) 

and many other places, including video games, commercials and others and are used to 

underline different types of psychological and physical states and movements. Even 

though these sound effects sound familiar to audiences, they will not connect any of 

them with certain images, but merely recognise them as a particular kind of comical 

sound effects.  

 

Many representative sound effects, even though they are especially designed for one 

screen media text, are largely ‘parasitic’ on their corresponding images: viewers find it 

difficult to recognise them beyond the situation they are occurring in, just like we may 

be familiar with a black dog who always appears in our street together with an old man 

but whom we fail to recognise when it appears elsewhere and without the old man 

because it looks similar to many other black dogs. In Dragon Ball Z series (1989-1996, 

2009-2011, 2014-2015), the (harsh) sound effects for the magic and power of different 

characters are distinctive and invariably used during the series, which helps a lot to 

distinguish between the different figures, but they cannot be distinctive enough to allow 

viewers to recall the scenes where they first occurred when the sound effects appear in 

other scenes.   

 

If this is so, what types of repeated sound effects can impress themselves more strongly 

and can be connected more easily with unserious meanings? Discussed below are 

several common cases: 

 
369 Audio samples and more information can be found in 
<https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Ideas,_ZIP,_CARTOON_-
_QUICK_WHISTLE_ZIP_OUT> and 
<https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Ideas,_CARTOON,_POP_-_LITTLE_POP> [accessed 
2 April 2022] 
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Music as a sound effect is generally a more recognizable one with an indefinite pitch 

when used repeatedly for one thing, like the Windows’ startup and shutdown sounds, 

which in real life are unforgettable for users. In anime and animations, such an example 

can be found in Kim Possible (2002-2007): Kim’s four-note ringtone G-G- ♭B-G is 

certainly memorable, but mostly connected with scenes of danger rather than humour. 

One of the famous sound effects in Doraemon (1979-present)- four high-pitched notes 

C-G-#F-G played by a marimba followed by three ‘wah-wah-wah’ sounds – is used at 

the end of the opening song and in many unserious sequences and so it becomes 

endowed with the idea of unseriousness, as is the case with the music discussed in 

section 3.2.1. 

 

Visual symbols are usually less forgettable than short sounds effects. It is still the 

context that decides their effect. Those who have watched The Fairly Oddparents 

(2001-2017) will remember the onomatopoeic ‘poof’ - a magic onscreen cloud with the 

word ‘Poof’ written in different colours and forms, which is more memorable than the 

sound effects accompanying the cloud that appears when the fairies start to use magic 

to achieve a series of unserious (though not always funny) things in almost every 

episode, so it is the image of the cloud and the word ‘poof’ that is primarily connected 

with the meaning of the unserious magic; the sound effect is just an add-on (figure 4.5-

1). 

 
Figure 4.5-1 The colourful written onomatopoeic ‘poof’ in The Fairly Oddparents 

(2001-2017). 

 

Some regionally characteristic sounds in anime are widely recognised as comical sound 

effects. The most representative sounds are the Tsuzumi drum sound and the ‘Yoo~ooh’ 

from Kabuki, a classical form of Japanese dance-drama about major events in Japanese 

history, but also commoners’ stories and dances. A Tsuzumi drum is a Japanese hand 
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drum that makes soft ‘pon’ and ‘pu’ sounds and higher-pitched ‘ta’ and ‘chi’ sounds. 

‘Yoo~ooh’ is a kind of long yell in a rising tone sung by male performers, often in 

glamorous costumes. It is called ‘tejime (手締め)’ and is part of a celebratory ritual 

(figure 4.5-2). These sounds in Kabuki are all played in a serious way but they are used 

in distorted form in anime as nondiegetic or diegetic sound effects to underline 

unserious or funny moments. Besides, the sounds (and also the performers) indeed 

sound (and look) unserious or even comical for people who know little about Kabuki. 

In One Piece (2019, 20: 2, 12.50-13.00), a mysterious giant octopus sneaks onto the 

boat in a storm and scares the crew. But it can naturally create kabuki sounds: yelling 

‘Yoo~ooh’ and using tentacles to beat its head to make the characteristic Tsuzumi drum 

sounds, ‘rendering’ the scene less serious than it would otherwise have seemed (figure 

4.5-3). The giant octopus can also be understood as a parody of Kabuki performances, 

comparing the professional performers with the clownish animal.  

   
Figure 4.5-2 Tsuzumi drum and singing performance in Japanese Kabuki 

 
Figure 4.5-3 An octopus makes kabuki sounds in One Piece (2019, 20: 2).  
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Sound effects related to superiority humour and taboo-related humour can sometimes 

be quite memorable and funny. Some typical sound effects used to mock something - 

like the ‘wah wah’ sound effect - and some representative sounds related to social 

taboos like the sound of a fart and bleep sounds are separately discussed in sections 4.7 

and 4.8. 

 

Sound effects can be memorable in a negative way if a sound is over-used in a screen 

media text in a way that is unusual, ridiculous but also annoying. Johnny Test (2005-

2014) has an infamous whipcrack sound effect370 that is redundantly used on almost 

each single movement of the characters and objects, without a specific meaning 

attached to it. For example, there are around 190 whip crack sounds in the first 9 

minutes of ‘Johnny’s 100th Episode’ (2013, 6: 100a).371 Some viewers may react with 

a wry smile, but many do not think it is really funny when they are tortured by this 

dreary noise.372  

 

On the whole, compared with music, sound effects are less recognizable and rely much 

more on the images to convey information. Thus, their capacity to create or 

substantially contribute to long-term humour is limited, which also heavily influences 

its functions and the methods used when pre-existing sound effects are inserted in 

anime/animation, which is discussed in the next section. 

 

 

 

4.6. Pre-existing sound effects  

As there is pre-existing music, there can also be pre-existing sound effects, meaning 

that a sound effect in a screen media text is borrowed from another audio(visual) text 

of whatever kind. As with pre-existing music, the basic incongruity that can be 

 
370  <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Ideas,_WHIP_-
_BULLWHIP:_SINGLE_CRACK_01> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
371  Counted by YouTuber: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wT4UbxQiTg> [accessed 2 April 
2022]  
372 Many negative judgements from viewers can be found online:  
<https://www.reddit.com/r/stevenuniverse/comments/3ejcq3/remember_that_annoying_whip_sfx_from
_johnny_test/>, <https://www.reddit.com/r/sadcringe/comments/7seyrv/sad_whipcrack/> [accessed 2 
April 2022] 
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exploited for comic effects is that between the original context of the sound effect and 

the purpose to which it is put in the new text. 

 

There are, however, some differences between borrowing music and borrowing sound 

effects from other texts: 

1) As mentioned in section 4.5, music generally has a higher degree of recognizability 

than sound effects, except for a few typical and repeatedly used sound effects in certain 

situations that become key identifiers of cartoon series, characters and situations. 

2) The borrowed music can be edited in any way as long as it is still recognizable but 

even a slight change in a sound effect may transform it into a new one that becomes 

unrecognizable. 

3) The images and dialogue in the current work do not have to retain obvious 

similarities with the original work for borrowed music to work as a bridge to connect 

them both. However, most sound effects are so fleeting and so much less conspicuous 

than music that it is hard to trigger the viewers’ memories through just the sound effects 

on their own without the additional reminder of other information (e.g. images and 

dialogue) from the original text.  

4) Songs have titles and lyrics that provide information to create incongruities, 

something that does not apply to sound effects.   

 

Borrowed sound effects can be from video games, any genre of film and television, the 

real world etc. This section puts its emphasis on video games, for two reasons: 1) sound 

effects in games play a bigger role than in films/TV, because they can be part of the 

player’s interaction with the game, i.e. they guide the player’s actions or provide 

feedback on those actions from the game; 2) players tend to spend much more time in 

one game than with one film/TV programme (at least continuous time) and are exposed 

to repeated sound effects for longer than in films or TV programmes, which makes 

them more memorable. 

 

 

4.6.1. Pre-existing sound effects from video games  

Anime/animations borrow sound effects and images from the video games in two 

different ways: 1) anime/animations are adapted from the popular video games, so they 

share different features, including sound effects; 2) anime/animations borrow sound 
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effects (and visual elements) from unrelated popular video games. This section mainly 

uses one of the most classic platform game series, Super Mario, for examples to discuss 

how borrowed sound effects can play a role in different cases. 

 

Super Mario (1985-2015) is a Japanese platform game series and media franchise, also 

called Super Mario Bros. There are several well-known chiptune sound effects 

corresponding to certain characters, motions and situations in Super Mario, like the 

‘SMB Coin Sound’373 (an upward perfect fourth sound used when a golden coin is 

collected by Mario), the ‘SMB Jump Sound’374 (the most commonly used move when 

Mario splits his legs to evade obstacles, attack enemies etc. with an upward portamento), 

the ‘SMB 1-Up Mushroom Sound’375 (six fast notes e¹-g¹-e²-c²-d²-g² that can be heard 

when Mario eats the green mushrooms that give the player an extra life), the ‘SMB 

Power Up Sound’376 (three presto arpeggios C, ♭A and ♭B are played when Mario eats 

the red mushroom that serves a particular function. Its first and most common effect is 

to double the size and strength of Mario/Luigi, enabling them to smash bricks and take 

one more hit from an enemy and revert back to normal Mario before losing a life).377 

These sound effects and the corresponding scenes are not only used in animations 

adapted from the game, but also widely quoted by other anime/animated films/animated 

series.  

 

Considering the different relationships between sound and the game-world, which 

cannot simply be classified by the traditional division between diegetic and nondiegetic 

 
373 <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Coin_Sound> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
374 <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Jump_Sound> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
375 <https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=o3Tlv7h9I3Y> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
376 <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Power_Up_Sound> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
377  There are some other common sound effects in this game: ‘SMB Brick Block Sound’ 
<https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Brick_Block_Sound>,  
‘SMB Death Sound’ <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Death_Sound>, 
‘SMB Fireball Sound’ <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Fireball_Sound>,  
‘SMB Koopa Shell/Kick Sound’  
<https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Koopa_Shell/Kick_Sound>,  
‘SMB Question Block Hit/Bump Sound’ 
<https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Question_Block_Hit/Bump_Sound>  
‘SMB Question Block Sound’ <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Question_Block_Sound>,  
‘SMB Stomp Sound’ <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Stomp_Sound>,  
‘SMB Warp Pipe/Power Down Sound’ 
 <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SMB_Warp_Pipe/Power_Down_Sound> etc. [accessed 2 
April 2022] 
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sound in films, Kristine Jørgensen puts forward a game-specific approach to describing 

game sound. She divides game sounds into five categories.378  

 

<External sounds> 

1) Metaphorical interface sounds: the sounds are not integrated into the game-world. 

They are usually system-generated, providing some information for players. 

 

<Internal sounds include> 

2) Overlay interface sounds: generated by the players in response to their commands as 

overlays. 

3) Integrated interface sounds: generated by user interface elements, such as different 

icons. 

4) Emphasised interface sounds: generated by NPCs (Non Player Characters in the 

game-world). 

5) Iconic interface sounds: generated by dynamic user interface features, commonly 

known as diegetic sounds from the game-world.   

 

The above-mentioned sound effects in Super Mario belong to categories 3 and 5. But 

when they are borrowed in anime/animations, the sounds can either be regarded as 

nondiegetic sounds to underline physical movements and states or regarded as diegetic, 

i.e. sounds that emit from characters or objects. 

 

 

4.6.1.1. Game-based anime/animations 

When animations/anime are adapted from a pre-existing video game, the leading 

characters, character relationships, character skills, setting, props, symbols etc. in the 

games are selectively reserved, rearranged or changed in the new texts, and the same 

applies to the sound effects.   

 

 
378 Kristine Jørgensen, ‘Time for New Terminology? Diegetic and Mon-Diegetic Sounds in Computer 
Games Revisited’, in Game Sound Technology and Player Interaction: Concepts and Developments, ed. 
by Mark Grimshaw (Hershey: IGI Global, 2010), pp. 78-97. 
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Super Mario is so popular that it has been adapted for various non-video game media 

around the world. All these adapted animations/anime TV series/films were made 

before the 21st century, and there probably will be an American animated film in 2022 

produced by Illumination and Nintendo (the animated teaser trailer has been 

released).379 Whatever the new characters, settings, plots and genres of the adapted 

works, they are all about the brothers’ adventures and their classic movements, and 

well-known sound effects and music from the games can be found in the adaptations. 

For example, in the Japanese anime film Super Mario Bros.: Peach-Hime Kyushutsu 

Dai Sakusen! (1986, 19.40-20.10), the brothers enter the Mushroom Kingdom and need 

to collect mushrooms in order to defeat King Koopa and save Princess Peach. When 

Mario climbs up some rocks and picks a mushroom (with the ‘SMB Power Up Sound’), 

he uncovers a hidden rock that starts shooting out coins. Luigi, who stayed in a nest 

below, uses his blue hat to collect them happily and also catches the accidentally falling 

Mario (with the ‘SMB Coin Sound’). 

 
Figure 4.6-1 Luigi collects the dropping coins in Super Mario Bros.: Peach-Hime 

Kyushutsu Dai Sakusen! (1986). 

 

 
379  American animated series based on Super Mario: Saturday Supercade (1983-1984); The Super 
Mario Bros. Super Show! (1989); The Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3 (1990); Super Mario 
World (1991). Anime film: Super Mario Bros.: Peach-Hime Kyushutsu Dai Sakusen! (スーパーマリオ

ブラザーズ ピーチ姫救出大作戦! Sūpā Mario Burazāzu: Piichi-hime Kyūshutsu Dai Sakusen! 1986). 
Anime series: Amada Anime Series: Super Mario Bros. (アマダアニメシリーズ スーパーマリオブ

ラザーズ, Amada Anime Shirīzu: Sūpā Mario Burazāzu. 1989); Super Mario's Fire Brigade (スーパ

ーマリオの消防隊, Super Mario no Shōbōtai. 1989); Super Mario World: Mario & Yoshi's Adventure 
Land (スーパーマリオワールド マリオとヨッシーの冒険ランド, Sūpā Mario Wārudo Mario to 
Yosshī no Bōken Rando. 1991); Mario Kirby Masterpiece Video (マリオ・カービィ 名作ビデ

オ, Mario Kirby Meisaku Video. 1995). All these adapted animations were made before the 21st century. 
More other adaptions in different genres see the list in wiki:  
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_non-video_game_media_featuring_Mario#Television> 
[accessed 2 April 2022] 
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Here is another example of a popular game-based anime. Pokémon (1997-present) is a 

Japanese anime television series based on the main instalment of the Pokémon video 

game series (1996-present). It is the first anime based on a video game that is successful 

worldwide. But they reference each other only loosely, without similarities in sound 

and music. Pokémon Origins (2013) is a spin-off Japanese anime television miniseries 

which features the settings and characters of the original video game Pokémon Red and 

Blue (1996). The anime retains numerous Pokémon battle modes with similar chiptune 

sound effects, which would have been up to date in 1996 but had become profoundly 

old-fashioned (or rather retro) in 2013, so while the sound effects themselves may be 

the same, their function in the anime series is quite different – they remind viewers of 

the world of the game, and especially if viewers had experience with the game in its 

original form, the sound effects are quite nostalgic.  

 

Chiptune is a style of synthesized electronic sound made from sound chips or 

synthesizers in computers that were first used in video game during the golden age of 

video arcade games in the late 1970s. Chiptune regrew in significance and acceptance 

from the 1990s onwards and has been applied in many areas, for example in television 

advertising campaigns, crossover acts, as well as in film (anime and animation) 

soundtracks.380 Chiptune nowadays is a kind of ‘retro chic’. The elder generation has a 

nostalgia for its original use in video games,381 while the young generation may be 

fascinated by the old sound as a way to call into being something new.382 

 

Whether the adaptations use exactly the same sound effects as the old games or similar 

chiptune sounds, they principally arouse the audience’s nostalgia rather than their 

curiosity. Incongruity and humour can be found only if the adapted animations parody 

the original games by using familiar sound effects in an absurd way, but that is 

uncommon.  

 
380 Kenneth B. McAlpine, Bits and Pieces: A History of Chiptunes (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2018), p. 8, 248. 
381 ‘We’re less interested in the gaming experience than we are in recreating the memories associated 
with them... there’s a need to reconnect with the past and recall a former ness.’ Mark Hill, ‘Nostalgia Is 
Ruining Video Games’, The Atlantic (2015).  
<https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2015/11/nostalgia-video-games/416751/> 
[accessed 2 April 2022]   
382 Leonard J. Paul, ‘For the Love of Chiptune’, in The Oxford Handbook of Interactive Audio, ed. by 
Karen Collins, Bill Kapralos and Holly Tessler (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), p. 507. 
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4.6.1.2. Anime/animations referring to games 

The fantasy world in anime and animations are never quiet and contain innumerable 

bits of music, sound effects and dialogue. Even a well-known pre-existing game sound 

effect has to appear alongside other relevant pre-existing material to provide 

multisensory stimulation to draw the audience’s attention, or it may be missed or cannot 

be recognised. These materials can be roughly divided into two strands, visuals and 

dialogue. Firstly, there are at least three factors in the visuals that we need to consider: 

1) Setting. When borrowing material from games, the setting of the scene in the current 

work can be either similar or not. 2) Characters, props and symbols. All these elements 

can be totally or partly borrowed from the original works and many of them have 

specific sound effects that occur when they are activated. They can be retained in their 

previous shapes or adapted in any form as long as the similarities between the old and 

the new form are still recognizable by viewers. 3) Movements/events. There are always 

classic movements and events in a game, like gaining energy, scoring, dying and so on, 

and they have their exclusive sound effects as well. Characters/objects in 

anime/animations sometimes mimic/spoof these movements and quote the 

corresponding sound effects. Secondly, apart from the scene, the game can also be 

mentioned directly or indirectly through dialogue or voiceover, with the representative 

sound effects echoing what is said. One or more of these factors can be borrowed at the 

same time to emphasise the existence of the pre-existing elements.  

 

Because this is the case, we need to take into consideration both the sound effects and 

the visuals and dialogue to analyse the different ways in which comic incongruities in 

the new (con)text can be created.  

 

The setting of the scene in the current work influences the degree of incongruity when 

borrowing elements from a game. It can be similar to a scene from the game or different 

(and either more or less serious). The former facilitates the audience to associate the 

current game scene with the original game but may weaken the sense of incongruity, 

while in the latter case it is the other way round. In addition, if the borrowed game 

materials contain serious meaning (e.g. ‘!’ in Metal Gear), it seems to be more 
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incongruous when used in an unserious scene; if the borrowed game materials contain 

an unserious meaning (e.g. ‘Super Mushroom’ in Super Mario), it is more incongruous 

when it appears in a serious scene than in a less serious one. In Wreck-It Ralph (2012, 

15.00-15.10), Ralph searches through the Lost and Found for a medal, and he finds 

a ‘Super Mushroom’383 from Super Mario and the red ‘Exclamation Point’ from Metal 

Gear,384 both complete with their corresponding sound effects from the games (figure 

4.6-2).385 Both icons create incongruities when they appear as real objects in the box, 

but the ‘!’, which in Metal Gear indicates dangers is more incongruous with the current 

unserious circumstances than the ‘Super Mushroom’, which in the game is used for 

powering up, so it may be more obtrusive and amusing. What makes it funnier is that 

there is a squeak sound when Ralph throws the ‘!’ on the ground, which further 

indicates that the ‘!’ is no longer an alert sign but merely a toy-like object to which 

other nondiegetic sound effects can be allocated.    

  
Figure 4.6-2 Ralph finds a ‘Super Mushroom’ a red ‘Exclamation Point’ in the box in 

Wreck-It Ralph (2012). 

 

Sound effects and other borrowed visual/linguistic material usually join audiovisual 

forces to create/enhance incongruities in the new works. If there is only SFX and there 

 
383 A red mushroom that serves a particular function depending on the game in which it is found. It is 
always accompanied by the ‘SMB Power Up Sound’. 
384  The Metal Gear is a series of action-adventure stealth video games. It commonly features an 
Exclamation Point (‘!’) over an enemy’s head to show that either they have discovered the player and 
are going to attack, or that the enemy has been distracted by a noise or something else nearby. In the 
event that an exclamation point appears, the player becomes aware of a danger and can quickly hide, 
move from the area in which the designated sentry has become interested, or equip themselves with a 
disguise or the cardboard box. 
385 Wreck-It Ralph is about old-style games and overall serves the purpose of invoking nostalgia for their 
time. The film is about arcade games, of course, but even that fits at least the Super Mario reference: 
Super Mario started its life as a franchise in an arcade game, Mario Bros. (1983), and the character of 
Mario is originally from the arcade game Donkey Kong (1981). This is different for Metal Gear, which 
is a computer game from the start (in 1987) and does not have an arcade-game past; but it is from the 
period the film refers to, and as such also suitable for the nostalgic perspective. 
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is little or only an implicit connection between the scenes in the current work and the 

game, the audience will be less likely to recognise the SFX and find it more difficult to 

associate the two scenes. In Fairly Odd Parents (2001, 1: 1b, 00.30-00.40), when a 

character loses a life while playing the virtual reality video game (figure 4.6-4), the 

sound effect is the same sound used when Mario or his brother Luigi fall off platforms 

and die in the Mario Bros. game (1983) (figure 4.6-3): chiptune sounds in a descending 

chromatic scale. When the characters resurge and return to the game, the reverse 

version of the scale can be heard. However, although they use the same SFX for a 

similar purpose, there are few similarities between the images and the game. Besides, 

the SFX is not distinct from other similar game sound effects that appear in the game 

scene of this episode. Therefore, few viewers may be conscious of the intertextual 

reference. In addition, the use of a descending scale to signify death (or failure) is based 

on longstanding semiotic traditions in western music, as does the use of an ascending 

scale to signify something positive. So even if viewers do not understand the specific 

intertextual reference, they may understand the general meaning.  

  
Figure 4.6-3 Luigi falls off platforms in 

Mario Bros. game. 

 

Figure 4.6-4 Character loses his life 

while attacked by the carrot weapon in 

Fairly Odd Parents (2001, 1: 1b). 

 

If the borrowed elements are only the sound effects themselves without any visual 

elements to support them, viewers have to conceive the images based on their existing 

knowledge and imagination. At the beginning of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2012, 

1: 22, 00.20-00.30), the four Ninja Turles fight with their enemy Foot Clan on a random 

rooftop and easily win as usual. Some of them become arrogant (figure 4.6-5). After 

Leonardo (in the blue mask) warns them that their combat is cruel and not the same as 

playing a video game, Donatello (in the purple mask) immediately claims he has found 
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a coin on the ground, and just when he picks it up, the ‘SMB Coin Sound’ from Super 

Mario games can be heard, while we are not actually shown a coin. The sound in itself 

is the signifier that implies the presence of a coin. Someone who knows the games will 

assume that a coin has been found through ‘causal listening’, combined with their pre-

existing knowledge and imagination. The incongruity is: a) the ‘SMB Coin Sound’ is 

from a playful 2D video game that is unlikely to intersect with the 3D Ninja world; b) 

the specific sound effect is deliberately used to make Leonardo lose face and suggest 

that they are acting as if they are playing a video game.  

 
Figure 4.6-5 The Ninja Turtles feel happy after winning the fight in Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles (2012, 1: 22). 

 

Pre-existing game characters can enter into the current, quoting work; they usually do 

some routine tasks accompanied with their exclusive sound effects, but do them in an 

unusual way to create incongruities. An example is to break the fourth wall to 

complain/ridicule their game or other media from ‘God’s perspective’. In Family Guy 

(2012, 11: 6, 21.20-21.40), Stewie, the infant, nearly loses a fight with his evil pet turtle 

Sheldon until Mario from Super Mario game descends from the ceiling and stomps on 

Sheldon, killing him with the ‘SMB Jump Sound’, followed by the ‘SMB Stomp Sound’ 

and the ‘100’ score above Mario’s head, indicating a game bonus (figure 4.6-6). Stewie 

recognises Mario who then complains to Stewie that jumping on the turtle and stomping 

on it is his life, but not exciting and satisfactory. The two incongruities are: 1. a) it is 

unexpected and illogical for Mario as a pre-existing game character to burst into an 

unrelated animation;386 b) he appears in order to do what he does in his own game as 

 
386  This seems to reference the antique theatrical tradition of the ‘deus ex machina’ (a seemingly 
unsolvable problem in a story is suddenly and abruptly resolved by an unexpected and unlikely 
occurrence), which creates the additional incongruity between the antique practice of a god descending 
from the heavens to resolve some conflict in a play and the not exactly god-like figure of Mario. 
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well (Mario uses the technique called ‘turtle tipping’ in the same way in the game to 

get unlimited lives; see figure 4.6-7). 2. a) Mario as a game character is manipulated by 

the players; completing all these tasks is his mission; b) Mario the in animation is 

endowed with emotion and consciousness to speak for himself and complain about the 

ridiculousness of his game’s setting (even though he still does the same thing as in the 

game). 

                
Figure 4.6-6 Mario helps Stewie to kill 

the turtle in Family Guy (2012, 11: 6). 

Figure 4.6-7 Mario does ‘turtle tipping’ 

in the game.

Borrowed visual materials are editable. That means animators are able to ‘tamper’ with 

the borrowed visual materials by combining the original images with other material 

from either the current works or other sources into a new creation while the unchanged 

pre-existing SFX provides audio cues to remind the audiences of the original game 

scenes. The trio in Gin Tama (2007, ep 73, 13.30-13.50) are gathering mushrooms in 

the wood. At some point, they realize that they have a red mushroom (it looks like the 

mushroom in the Super Mario game) growing on their heads. That means that they have 

been infected by parasitic mushrooms from an alien planet and their minds will be 

controlled by the aliens. Instead of panicking, Gintoki and Kagura dress up as Mario 

brothers (figure 4.6-9), with their initials on their caps and jumping in the same way as 

the Mario brothers, accompanied by the same ‘SMB Jump Sound’ (figure 4.6-8). They 

are happy to join the Mario team, and they even break the fourth wall and plan to 

publish their own Mario series. This is only a throwaway gag, and they soon turn back 

into their previous selves. We can understand their borrowing of the costumes, 

movements and sound effects from the game as a way to emphasise the unseriousness 

of the situation, but we can also see the adaptation of these elements as a parody of 
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Mario’s mechanical and immutable movements in the game, for he is also controlled 

by others, like our hapless heroes by the aliens.  

Figure 4.6-8 Gintoki and Kagura dress up 

and behave as Mario brothers in Gin 

Tama (2007, ep 73). 

 

Figure 4.6-9 The Mario brothers 

 

 

 

4.6.2. Pre-existing sound effects from films and television 

Sound effects borrowed from other sources like films and television shows are similar 

to those borrowed from video games insofar as they strongly rely on images or dialogue 

to enable the audiences to identify them. 

 

The famous ‘TIE Fighters Roar’387 sound effect in Star Wars (mainly consisting of an 

elephant trumpeting) is created for the films (rather than borrowed from a sound library 

and shared with other films) and is familiar to millions of movie viewers. Although this 

sound is special and more memorable than many other sounds, viewers may still find it 

difficult to recognise it in another context without any other information to hint at its 

relationship with Star Wars. The sound is used for a blue bullet train when it rockets 

down the track in Mickey Mouse (2013, 1: 5, 02.40-02.50) to show that it is as fast as 

the aircraft. But this fastness is for comedic use: the blue train is the one that Mickey is 

supposed to take, but he mistakenly takes the red one. He takes a series of exaggeratedly 

dangerous but funny measures to catch up with the blue train. The train is also 

anthropomorphic, with two sharp eyes and teeth as if roaring to provoke the hapless, 

 
387  <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/SKYWALKER,_SPACECRAFT_-
_TIE_FIGHTER_ROAR_BY_01> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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running Mickey (figure 4.6-10). The incongruity is between similarity and difference 

when using the same sound effect in the original film and in this animation: a) They 

both use the sound effect to reflect fastness; b) the original use of sound is for serious 

scenes of battle and danger, while the scene in the animation is much less serious and 

is, in effect, about the challenges of catching a train, although with comedic 

exaggeration. However, the sound on its own, without any other visual clues to hint at 

its connection with Star Wars, is unlikely to be recognised by viewers when they first 

watch the scene, thus losing its significance to create a comic incongruity as a pre-

existing sound effect.388 

 
Figure 4.6-10 Mickey trying to catch up with the blue train in Mickey Mouse (2013, 1: 

5). 

 

Borrowed sound effects do not have to be the exact sounds from the quoted source but 

can also be a style of sound effect, like chiptune sounds from earlier games. The cartoon 

sound effects in anime and American Golden Age animations are a different and 

recognizable style compared with the sound effects in live-action films and many more 

recent animated films. Spider-Ham in Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse (2018, 

1.02.00-1.03.00) is an anthropomorphic pig and comedic version of Spider-Man. He 

not only has Spider-Man’s superpowers, but also reverses the cartoonish appearance 

and behaviour of Porky Pig in Looney Tunes (1935) (figure 4.6-11). The comedic carton 

sound effects accompanying his movements are all in the style of Golden Age 

animations and distinct from other sound effects in the film, which are closer to the 

sounds in live-action films. His very existence in the 3D world of (mostly) humans is 

 
388 With regard to jokes, there is ‘in-joke/inside joke/private joke’ whose humour is merely understood 
by a certain group of people (social group, occupation, or other community of shared interest) who can 
recognise the necessary information behind the joke, including the intertextual reference. See 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In-joke> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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funny in itself, and the borrowed style of sound effects used for his actions reminds us 

of that incongruity. 

 
Figure 4.6-11 Porky Pig in Looney Tunes vs Spider-Ham in Spider-Man: Into the 

Spider-Verse 

 

 

4.6.3. Pre-existing sounds from the real world 

Sounds from the real world frequently appear in anime and animation, especially if 

stories are about daily life. Incongruities are created if they are used in unusual and 

unserious ways. The possibilities for this are endless, and here I provide only one 

example. Still in Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse, the message tone of Tencent QQ 

(an instant messaging software service and web portal developed by the Chinese tech 

giant Tencent) can be heard three times (09.20-13.10) when uncle Aaron holds the 

cellphone. The QQ logo (a penguin) showing on the cellphone’s screen appeared later 

than the sound, and so the classic (or sometimes annoying) message tone is more 

conspicuous, at least for a Chinese audience (figure 4.6-12). The incongruity is this: a) 

The human characters are all Americans living in New York, using QQ as their main 

communication application; b) QQ is primarily used in China, and actually few western 

people know about it. The reason behind the scenes is that Tencent QQ sponsors this 

film for international commercial advertising, including to non-Chinese audiences.389 

But only Chinese viewers familiar with QQ are likely to catch this little gag in the film.    

 
389 Anthony D’Alessandro, ‘Nike Air Jordans, Cruise Lines, & 12M Boxes Of Cereal Part Of Spider-
Man: Into The Spider-Verse $115M Promo Campaign’ (November 29, 2018) 
<https://deadline.com/2018/11/nike-ebay-mcdonalds-spider-man-into-the-spider-verse-marketing-
campaign-1202511158/> [accessed 2 April 2022]   
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Figure 4.6-12 A QQ message received by a character in Spider-Man: Into the Spider-

Verse (2018) 

 

In short, the general principles of the incongruities caused by using pre-existing sound 

effects and music (discussed in section 3.3) in the new context are largely the same. 

But sound effects generally have lower recognizability and rely more strongly on 

visuals to go with them and reinforce intertextual references than music, which limits 

its potential for creating comic incongruities. 

 

 

 

4.7. Sound effects and superiority humour (‘mocking’ sound effects) 

Except for picking out onscreen/offscreen elements in anime/animations (as we chiefly 

discussed in section 4.2 with regard to sound effects) when sound effects are 

synchronized with the images, sound effects are sometimes heard closely after a 

punchline (usually referring to something unseriously 

awkward/ridiculous/miserable/defective) which seems to confirm that something funny 

has happened and to appreciate the successful performance of humour on other fictional 

characters’ or the audiences’ side. These sound effects do not ‘stand for’ certain things, 

in that they are not connected to a diegetic object or action, but assert superiority over 

them, as if to laugh at them. Therefore, I call these ‘mocking’ sound effects. There is 

usually a short silence (usually no more than 1 second) between the punchline and the 

sound effects, which leaves time for audiences to digest the information and encourage 

them to share in the ‘mocking’ of the misfortune shown. ‘Mocking’ sound effects 

include different categories: symbolic and universal sounds used in different works; 

sounds repeatedly used and representative for one work; or sounds that are merely one-
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offs. Short music clips can also be used in a similar way to create/confirm superiority 

humour.  

 

 

4.7.1. Symbolic ‘mocking’ sound effects 

There are several frequently-used ‘mocking’ sound effects that are symbolically used 

to playfully ‘mock’ moments of awkwardness in films and television shows, 390 

especially in comedy anime and animation. Well-known examples include the ‘sad 

trombone’ sound effect, 391  the crow call sound effect, 392  and the cricket sound 

effect.393  

 

The sad trombone sound effect is a series of goofy trombone muted sounds that form 

descending semitones - ‘wah-wah-wah-wahhhh’, sounding like a human voice saying 

the syllable ‘wah’ in a gloating tone, an incongruity that can produce a funny effect, 

similar to that of the theremin. The ‘wah-wah’ sound was originally created by 

American trombonist Tricky Sam Nanton (1904-1946), one of the pioneers of the 

plunger mute in 1921, who was inspired by the trumpet played with a plunger.394 This 

sound effect now is fairly universal for comical use. It does not have to be four notes, 

and sometimes the trombone is replaced by other instruments to fit the scene and 

background music better.  

 

The crow call sound effect and the cricket sound effect are used in comedies395 for 

extremely awkward and otherwise silent situations in which nothing can be heard 

except for the faint animal sounds. In anime, instead of making a realistic crow sound, 

the crow often cries ‘aho, aho!’ (‘アホアホ’) - meaning ‘stupid’, ‘idiot’ - when the bird 

 
390 ‘Universal’ means these sound effects occur in different genres of TV and films in different counties. 
For examples see the links to the Sound Ideas sound effects library below. 
391  <https://sadtrombone.com/>, 
<https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Ideas,_TROMBONE_-
_ACCENT_SAD_WAH_WAH_TROMBONE_ACCENT> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
392 <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Ideas,_BIRD,_CROW_-
_COMMON_CROW:_CALLS,_ANIMAL> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
393 <https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Hollywoodedge,_Crickets_1_BT020401> [accessed 2 April 
2022] 
394 James Nadal, ‘Tricky Sam Nanton’, All About Jazz (2013)  
<https://musicians.allaboutjazz.com/trickysamnanton> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
395 They can simply reflect the peace of nature and they are also used in horror scenes to enhance the 
gloomy atmosphere.  
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flies over the head of a character who does something embarrassing or silly; in some 

cases, both sounds can be heard. ‘Aho’ is a Japanese onomatopoeion for the sound a 

crow makes as a pun to laugh at a stupid person; figure 4.7-1 shows the image of such 

a scene in the anime series Haikyu!! (2015, 2: 1, 13.30-13.40).  

 
Figure 4.7-1 Two awkward boys with crows calling ‘Aho’ in Haikyu!! (2015, 2: 1). 

 

These humour-related sound effects can bring further incongruity and humour when 

the screw of diegetic/nondiegetic confusion is turned. These ‘mocking’ sound effects 

are usually nondiegetic, and the target characters cannot hear them, so that the sounds 

mock the characters from outside the world of the story, for the benefit of the 

extrafictional audience. If there is a diegetic source for such sound effects, there are 

two different options: 1) the sound is onscreen nondiegetic. The source is visible or 

implied on screen, but does not interact with the diegetic world (see the above example 

in Haikyu!!); 2) the sound is actually diegetic. It can be made by another diegetic 

character who mocks a main character within the fictional world. In The Simpsons 

(2001, 12: 15, 11.30-12.10), Homer discovers a closetful of evidence of Howard’s 

illegal behaviour and decides to show it to the authorities, but he is too late. They open 

the door with a hanging nondiegetic chord we expect to be resolved, and they find that 

all the evidence has been removed. The music stops, except for a strange man from 

nowhere playing ‘wah-wah’ on a trombone in the empty room, mocking Homer’s 
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failure from within the diegetic space whose emptiness shows us that failure (figure 

4.7-2).396 

 
Figure 4.7-2 A man plays ‘wah-wah’ sounds in an empty room in The Simpsons (2001, 

12: 15). 

 

If the use of the cricket sound effect is for mockery, the situation can be even more 

embarrassing when even the cricket becomes too tired to chirp. In SpongeBob 

SquarePants (2001, 2: 31b, 0.50-01.40), SpongeBob tries to do stand-up comedy but 

his weak jokes about mundane topics are not successful. For the first joke, the cricket 

sound effect is cued when the image shows the listless audience and then shifts to an 

image of a real chirping cricket in an unknown realistic place (figure 4.7-3).397 When 

it comes to the second joke, the cricket stops chirping and everything is silent, as if to 

say that the situation is so awkward that even the cricket cannot bear it anymore and 

refuses to do its job. The incongruity is: a) our knowledge that this sound effect is a 

conventional signifier of embarrassment; b) the suggestion that there is an actual cricket 

making these sounds (or being too embarrassed even to do that). 

 
396 This may be a reference to a scene in the Woody Allen film Bananas (1971) in which a harpist from 
nowhere is found playing the harp in the wardrobe. But in that case it is a piece of nondiegetic music 
revealed as diegetic music. <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X67deFpcIcw> Biancorosso discusses 
this scene in an article in which he first introduces the concept of what he calls a ‘reversal’ (and which I 
call ‘diegetic music reveal’). Giorgio Biancorosso, ‘The Harpist in the Closet: Film Music as 
Epistemological Joke’, Music and the Moving Image, 2 (3) (2009), pp. 11-33. 
397 This is a visual gag and is TV Tropes names it ‘Medium Shift Gag’. SpongeBob SquarePants often 
cuts images from cartoons to the real world, or a cheap puppet show to create visual gags. The incongruity 
is between: a) audience expect the moving images to keep to a certain medium, b) it suddenly changes 
into a strange and different world without any necessary reason, even if momentarily. 
<https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/MediumShiftGag> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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Figure 4.7-3 The impatient audience and the chirping (or non-chirping) cricket in 

SpongeBob SquarePants (2001, 2: 31b). 

 

A nondiegetic sound effect can create an incongruity when it is revealed as a diegetic 

sound for other reasons. At the beginning of Family Guy (2008, 6: 12), Peter complains 

that the vet is too expensive and that he prefers to keep his dog in a cheaper Holiday 

Inn (a satirical swipe suggesting that humans in such a chain hotel are worth less than 

pets). He tries to talk to the people around him, but they disdain to respond. Then we 

hear the familiar ironic and typically nondiegetic cricket chirping. However, a later 

panning shot reveals that the source of the sound is actually a pet cricket who has 

restless leg syndrome (figure 4.7-4). It chirps because it is in pain rather than to mock 

Peter – a descending incongruity that plays with misunderstanding a ‘real’ sound in the 

storyworld for a mocking sound effect reinforcing the embarrassing nature of a situation.  

 
Figure 4.7-4 Peter looks at the injured cricket at the vet in Family Guy (2008, 6: 12). 

 

Another incongruity arises when characters break the fourth wall and recognise the 

existence of the (seemingly) nondiegetic sounds that should not be heard by them and 

query where are they from. Pleakely in Lilo & Stitch: The Series (2005, 2: 15, 14.10) 
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does this after he tells flat jokes in a talk show (figure 4.7-5). The audiences are quiet, 

and we can merely hear his big eyes blinking (a high-pitched marimba) and a cricket 

sound effect amplifying the embarrassment. Then he breaks the fourth wall and asks 

‘what are those crickets doing here?’ 

 
Figure 4.7-5 Pleakely tells flat jokes in a talk show in Lilo & Stitch: The Series (2005, 

2: 15). 

 

These humour-related sound effects are also referenced in some upbeat music that is 

typically played for funny scenes. Gin Tama OST ‘What are these people doing’ (‘何

してんのこの人たち’) is played in almost every episode, usually starting shortly after 

funny moments. The first four notes are very much like the sad trombone sound effect, 

ending with a harsh rising tune; Naruto OST ‘Fooling Mode’ (‘おふざけモード’)398 

introduces the caw sound effect several times to provide a playful atmosphere for 

scenes of frolicking.  

 

 

4.7.2. Other ‘mocking’ sound effects 

Despite the examples above, which are used in different anime and animation series, 

some anime/animations have their own repeatedly used ‘mocking’ sound effects. ‘Steel 

Licks’ (2000-2011)399 in SpongeBob SquarePants consists of thirty-nine independent 

short cues played on a steel guitar (and used like sound effects), later replaced by ‘Hot 

Steel and Slide Licks’400 (2011-present). The cues sound listless and unserious and are 

usually played closely after a punchline as if to show a sense of superiority over the 

characters. 

 
398 See the link: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Nb_5QZYw1A> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
399 <https://spongebob.fandom.com/wiki/Steel_Licks> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
400 <https://spongebob.fandom.com/wiki/Hot_Steel_and_Slide_Licks> [accessed 2 April 2022] 
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There are also countless comic ‘mocking’ sound effects in anime/animations used only 

once or a few times. In Reborn! (2006, 1: 1, 6.30-6.40), when Reborn, an infant home 

tutor, kicks his stupid student Tsuna for disrespecting him as a teacher, we can hear two 

successive sound effects followed by a harsh big bang: a caw-like sound underlining 

the (unserious) pain when Tsuna lies face-down on the floor, and a descending 

glissando of a plucked string instrument closely after that, as if to laugh at Tsuna 

suffering punishment. 

    
ドシッ(doshi): a heavy thud. 

Figure 4.7-6 Reborn kicks Tsuna in Reborn! (2006, 1: 1). (anime-left, manga-right) 

 

 

4.7.3. ‘Mocking’ music clips 

The majority of American animated films and some animated TV series use short music 

clips (usually around two seconds long) to echo a funny moment. In effect, these are 

typically not independent units like the sound effects discussed above, but a small part 

of a piece of synchronized music accompanying funny scenes and usually appearing at 

their end. An example from Kung Fu Panda 3 (2016, 28.20-28.50) is shown in the table 

below (figure 4.7-7):  
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Table 4.7-1 Close reading of the music and action when Shifu as Crane and Mantis’ 

kung fu teacher assigns a tough task to them, accompanied with string music in Kung 

Fu Panda 3 (2016) 

No. Duration 
(seconds) 

Images Orchestral music 

1 10 Crane asks Shifu what the next plan for the 
group is. Shifu chooses Crane to risk his 
life to find their main antagonist.  

The tension increases 

2 4 Crane asks if it is because he has asked this 
question. Shifu replies it is because he is 
the only apprentice who can fly. 

A weak decrescendo 
on a long note  

3 4 Crane is ready to go. Mantis laughs at him 
that he should have shut up. 

Ascending stirring 
music 

4 3 Shifu asks Crane to take Mantis. Mantis 
wants to ask is it because (he is gossipy) 
but is interrupted by Shifu who says yes.  

Silence 

5 2 Mantis is disappointed. Upbeat music: 
descending perfect 
fifth + perfect octave 
below (A-E-E8vb)  

 

The upbeat music in No. 5 does not seem to stand for the hapless and talkative Mantis, 

but rather ‘mocks’ the disappointed Mantis. It is not played right after the turning point 

in No. 4, but after the end of all the dialogue. It is not an independent clip, but starts 

from A, the ending note of previous stirring music in No. 3 and ends in a perfect cadence 

to promote the development of the plot as well. 

 
Figure 4.7-7 Shifu asks two students to complete a risky task in Kung Fu Panda 3 

(2016). 
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As one can see and hear, both music and sound effects can be endowed with special 

meaning to make fun of characters rather than accompany them. The key features of 

‘mocking’ sound effects are that they sound unserious and are played slightly after the 

images containing examples of superiority humour to indicate their identity as gloating 

sonic spectators. Additional musical techniques like a metalepsis between diegetic and 

nondiegetic music can cause incongruity and create a second level of humour. The 

reason I add quotation marks around the word ‘mocking’ in this section is that the 

understanding of the mockery is based on the relationship between the sound effects 

and the images. The same sounds may lose this meaning when they are used in a 

different way in other situations. 

 

 

 

4.8. Sound effects and social taboos  

Generally, sound effects in anime/animations improve or create humour referring to 

social taboos through three approaches: 1) unserious sound effects weakening the 

seriousness of the images; 2) sound effects covering/replacing vulgar sounds (or words); 

3) sound effects themselves being offensive. 

 

4.8.1. Sound effects underlining taboo-related images and words 

Any attempt at humour will fail if it cannot build on an audience’s playful mindset. To 

reduce the sense of offensiveness and provide a sense of unseriousness for the taboo-

related elements, anime/animations usually use unrealistic and comical sound effects 

to accompany them. In House of Mouse (2001, ep 2, 05.20-07.10), the onscreen three 

censor monkeys (as animation network censors) interrupt a club showing because of a 

violent (slapstick) scene in which Donald Duck suffers a series of strikes in an 

exaggerated way: he is slapped by boards, ejected into the sky, forced to glide along a 

roller coaster track and walk on stilts, tortured by bullets, bumper cars and mirrors, and 

finally stuck in a fortune telling machine. The censor monkeys command the 

projectionist to reproduce the show by adding more personal protective equipment (a 

helmet, pillows, and an inner tyre tube) for Donald and using comical sound effects 

instead of violent noises to go with the events. The sound effects in the show are cartoon 
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sound effects that are as unserious as Disney animations usually are. But the monkeys 

are still dissatisfied. Their speech ends with a falling giant safe flattening them with a 

satisfactory comical squeak to render the violence harmless (figure 4.8-1). The 

incongruities used/mentioned in this scene are: 1. a) the fact that we know that the 

violence is only cartoon violence anyway and as such not dangerous to Donald; b) the 

fact that the censor monkeys revise the sequence with excessive safety equipment and 

‘safer’ sounds. 2. a) the monkeys want the comical squeak sound effects; b) the safe 

falling on them is accompanied by such a squeak, though this is definitely not what the 

monkeys would have wanted. This example aims to mock excessive moral restrictions 

and censorship applied to animation (especially slapstick animation). But it also reflects 

the truth that using comical cartoon sound effects (if used properly) is indeed an 

efficient way to transform a crucial serious or violent action into an unserious scene.  

  
Figure 4.8-1 The three censor monkeys are dissatisfied with the ‘violent’ scene (left); 

they are hit by a falling safe (right) in House of Mouse (2001, ep 2).  

 

Except for physical or mental violence, comical sound effects are also effective to 

release the tension of erotic scenes. Three boorish yakuzas in Back Street Girls (2018, 

ep2, 16.30-17.30) are forced to get sex reassignment surgery and are trained to become 

‘female’ idols. In one scene, they mistakenly think that ‘massage’ is a type of 

communication between real girls. They kneel on the ground and rub each other’s 

breasts but do not feel anything pleasant (figure 4.8-2). The incongruity is between: a) 

rubbing girls’ breasts is a stereotypically male fantasy, and it is reasonable for the 

yakuzas to do so because their gender identity is still male; b) their actual gender 

becomes that of girls, and they look and sound like girls, but the idea that girls 

communicate with each other by massaging their breasts is a kind of sexist 
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misunderstanding.401 This could be a very indecent, x-rated scene if it were played by 

real-life adult actors and if it used real rubbing sounds. But in Back Street Girls, it is 

ridiculous and funny because both images and sound effects convince the audience that 

it is ridiculous. We can hear five plucked sound effects402 during the scene. This sound 

effect (or a similar one) is widely used for sundry unserious movements (e.g. a lovely 

girl fiddles with a button), for visual symbols (e.g. the appearance of arrows pointing 

at something) etc. to provide a sense of briskness. The pluck sounds make the girls 

sound as if they were pinching elastic toys, which acoustically diminishes the sense of 

salacity and provides a sense of unseriousness.  

 
もみ (momi): groping. 

Figure 4.8-2 Three transsexuals rub each other’s breast in Back Street Girls (2018, ep2). 

(anime-left, manga-right).  

 

 

4.8.2. Sound effects covering up vulgar words/sounds 

Sound effects such as a bleeping sound effect can be used for concealing obscene 

words/sounds, though often with a comic incongruity: a) the sound effect covers up an 

obscenity; b) it draws our attention to the fact that there is an obscenity that needs 

 
401 Japanese idol (group) are singers and are also trained to act, dance, and model. They start to attend 
rigorous training as preteens and teenagers, strictly controlled by their talent agencies and isolated from 
family and friends. Only a few of talented ones are chosen to become idols and perform in the public. 
Japanese female idols are usually marketed for their cute image, attractiveness, and personalities. They 
have to change careers at age 25. This scene satires the dark side of the idols’ training and treatment, as 
well as the deformed appreciation of the beauty when selecting idols. The training merely concerns the 
appearance and performance without concerning idols’ physical and psychological health and they lose 
the abilities to learn other knowledge in their best ages. 
402 See a similar sound effect ‘Sound Ideas, PLUCK, CARTOON - VAROOP’.  
<https://soundeffects.fandom.com/wiki/Sound_Ideas,_PLUCK,_CARTOON_-_VAROOP> [accessed 2 
April 2022] 
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covering up, making it even more prominent. Audiences may be curious about what 

exactly is covered up, and nothing will be more vulgar than their imagination.  

 

There are several strategies for comedy anime and animations to play with it and create 

incongruities out of such covering sounds. One of the most efficient ways is for fictional 

characters to break the fourth wall to recognise and manipulate the sound effects by 

themselves. The incongruity is: a) sound effects as authoritative nondiegetic sounds 

cannot be heard by fictional characters; b) sound effects can be heard and controlled by 

characters when they break the fourth wall. Both of the following examples use this 

technique. 

 

Another strategy is to intentionally censor an innocent word by a sound effect to 

mislead the audience into thinking something is taboo-related. The audience can either 

see through the trick by themselves if the sounds are used too frequently, randomly and 

untimely, or the truth can be revealed by the following scenes, creating a descending 

incongruity (see the SpongeBob example below). Another option is that the sounds do 

not completely cover up the words, so the audience can hear both the censor sound 

effect and the words at the same time. All the characters in Gin Tama break the fourth 

wall and use the whole episode 252 (2012, 03.30-04.00) to apologize to everyone who 

might have been offended by their toilet humour in the previous episodes (figure 4.8-

3). They can control both the images and the sound effects in this episode. They use a 

beep sound effect to censor the words that should not be censored. Additional bleep 

sounds can be heard (the sounds do not replace the words because the trio intentionally 

let the audiences hear the words) when the trio mention the word ‘Capcom’403 and the 

names of people they want to say thanks to, including Mr. Miyazaki’s father,404 the 

anime’s ex-producer Fukashi Azuma, Sket Dance,405 and Mr. **, as if they are all 

infamous and their names must not be heard.  

 
403 Capcom is a Japanese video game developer and publisher that also design and sell Gin Tama 
collaboration goods. 
404 Hayao Miyazaki is a famous Japanese animator, director, producer, screenwriter, author, and manga 
artist. 
405  Sket Dance is a comedy anime (2011-2012). Gin Tama has crossover episode 227 to do a 
collaboration with Sket Dance.  
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Figure 4.8-3 The trio apologize for their past behaviour in Gin Tama (2012, ep 252). 

 

Covering up what should not be heard is not limited to bleep sound effects. The choices 

are varied. Their supposed purpose is to cover up something rather than to underline it, 

but if the sound effects keep changing, appear rhythmically, sound unserious etc. and 

therefore attract audience attention, they lose their function and instead highlight 

themselves and the things they are supposedly covering up. The following are two 

examples. 

 

Still in episode 252 (2012, 08.10-10.30) of Gin Tama, Kagura as a cute heroine 

apologises for always throwing up ungainly but vomits again before God in a 

confessional. The nauseous vomit is pixelated for audiences, but the trio think it is still 

offensive. So they add sound effects to censor the noise of the next bout of vomiting, 

which lasts for 32 seconds (figure 4.8-4 (a)). After two chirping sounds (for the vomit), 

a pleasant short music clip (as sound effects)406 (which lasts for 4 seconds) is played 

to cover each turn of vomit. It repeats 10 times. The music clips overlap with one 

another and thus turn into a complex ‘canon’. The incongruity in this scene is: a) the 

musical clips are used to cover up unpleasant sounds (their functional role); b) the 

quasi-canonic structure constitutes a piece of unserious musical creativity and 

highlights the unpleasant moment (playfulness for its own sake). In the end of this scene, 

even the ‘god’ cannot stand them. Waterfall-like pixelated vomit flows down from 

nowhere, destroying and pixelating the whole church, and the upbeat music appears 

again (figure 4.8-4 (b)). We can hear it sings ‘Shadu’ for the third time when another 

character, Tatsuma, has a quick vomit during the apology in the middle of this episode. 

 
406 The lyrics is ‘Shabaduba, Shabadubi, Shabaduba’(シャバドゥバ, シャバドゥビ, シャバドゥバ). 
It does not contain specific meaning, but expressing an upbeat mood. I take this as ‘music as an effect’ - 
using musical means to create sound effects, according to The BBC Year Book (1931). 
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This sound effect/music clip becomes a narrative pointer in this episode that forms 

recurring gags to play with the disgusting emesis. 

 
(a)The trio take turns to vomit.        (b) The vomit destroys the confessional. 

Figure 4.8-4 The vomit scene in Gin Tama (2012, ep 252). 

 

Instead of using a standard beep sound, the majority of dirty words are censored by 

dolphin chirping and other marine-related sound effects in SpongeBob SquarePants 

(2001, 2: 18a). SpongeBob and Patrick learn a new word - the eleventh of thirteen 

vulgar words according to their boss, Mr. Krabs. But they take it for a ‘sentence 

enhancer’ used in refined conversation, so they put them into every sentence they can 

use, which annoys the people around them. It is censored by dolphin chirping sound 

effects, so we can frequently hear abrupt noise during their conversation. Later Mr. 

Krabs prohibits them from speaking this word, but he uses all thirteen vulgar words in 

thirty seconds when he hits his foot on a rock (figure 4.8-5 (a)). We hear another twelve 

marine-related sound effects coving up different twelve dirty words respectively, 

including variations of dolphin noise, a boat horn sound, a seal bark sound, a seagull 

squawk, a foghorn sound, a ship bells sound etc. It seems to be incredible to insert so 

many different dirty words into a short coherent monologue,407 but the different sound 

effects hint that these vulgar words are distinguishing and also raise audiences’ 

curiosity to wonder what the original sentences can be. In this way, the sound effects 

are not used to conceal the dirty words but to show off how abundant and interesting 

they can be. At the end of the episode, Mr. Krabs’s mother hits her foot as well and 

shouts painfully: ‘My … foot!’ SpongeBob, Patrick and Mr. Krabs hear a car horn 

 
407 Mr. Krabs:‘Ow, Ooh! Ow! My [dolphin chirps] foot! What [dolphin chirps] genius put a [dolphin 
chirps] rock in a [dolphin chirps] path?! Can’t you see I got a [boat horn no. 1] foot here?! Oh! [seal bark. 
Continues saying a bunch of swear words, censored out by seagulls, foghorns, ship bells, etc.; at this 
moment, SpongeBob and Patrick count the swear words he uses] (excerpt from the transcript in Fandom 
<https://spongebob.fandom.com/wiki/Sailor_Mouth/transcript> [accessed 2 April 2022]) 
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covering up the middle word. They all look shocked as if the mother mentions a new 

dirty word covered up by a new sound. But the sound is later revealed to have come 

from a real jalopy, and they all cannot help laughing (figure 4.8-5 (b)). There are two 

descending incongruities here: 1. Breaking the fourth wall: a) The audience first think 

that all these censor sound effects are nondiegetic, designed and allocated by the 

narration; b) later, the characters’ facial expressions reflect that they have already 

broken the fourth wall and could both hear and control the sound effects by their voices 

from the very beginning of the episode. 2. A diegetic sound reveal: a) both characters 

and audience regard the car horn as censor sound; b) it is shown to be harmless diegetic 

sounds.  

  
(a) Mr. Krabs hits his foot.          (b) A jalopy honks its horn. 

Figure 4.8-5 Speaking vulgar words in SpongeBob SquarePants (2001, 2: 18a) 

 

Censor sound effects can be diegetic. A censor from the ‘real world’ can, as an 

embodied metalepsis, enter the fictional world and play the sound effects onscreen (see 

the example from Family Guy in section 3.7.2.2, p. 162). It can be diegetic characters 

who break the fourth wall to produce censoring sound effects intradiegetically. Or it 

can be an irrelevant, seemingly accidental loud sound or noise that ‘happens to’ cover 

up vulgar words. In The Loud House (2016, 1: 2, 12.10-12.30), a boy named Lincoln 

lives a chaotic everyday life with his ten sisters. In one scene, the eldest child, Lori, 

breaks one of Lincoln’s games. Lincoln is annoyed and decides to curse Lori through 

the phone. When he roars ‘You are…’, Luna, another of his sisters, who is an aspiring 

musician and plays her guitar anytime and anywhere, breaks into the room and rocks 

out, effectively censoring his verbal profanity with her music (which lasts for six 

seconds) (figure 4.8-6). The censored words are so dreadful that they make Lincoln’s 

friend Clyde, who likes Lori, despair. At the end of the episode, it is Lori’s turn to abuse 
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Lincoln, and her dirty words are censored by Luna’s guitar as well. The incongruity 

here is between the diegetic guitar (un)intentionally censoring the verbal abuse. But 

there is also appropriateness to the incongruity, because the guitar music itself is as 

brash and in-your-face as the abuse. 

 
Figure 4.8-6 Luna plays the guitar censoring Lincoln’s dirty words in The Loud House 

(2016, 1: 2).  

 

 

4.8.3. Offensive diegetic sounds 

Some diegetic sounds, such as the sounds of farting, belching, burping and growling 

stomachs are unpleasant and offensive in polite society, but they also provide chances 

for the audience to laugh at the people who make them, in the way of discordant music 

(see section 3.6). It combines both superiority and release humour. In this section I use 

fart sound effects as examples to discuss different factors that make such a sound funny 

by using incongruity theory as well.  

 

There are at least four factors that can make a fart sound distinctive and effective (based 

on my own film-and-TV-watching experience):  

1) Pitch: extremely high or low in pitch, random falling and rising tones etc. are better; 

2) Duration: longer is better; 

3) Volume: louder is better, or sounds containing random crescendo and diminuendo; 

4) Frequency: a series of random sounds is more striking than a single one.   

 

An unexpected fart in anime/animations often plays a part in releasing tension and 

creating a descending incongruity. The sound of a fart usually stops the previous 

soundtrack, followed by silence (and perhaps a ‘mocking’ sound effect or music clip) 
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– people who fart often feel awkward and make the people around them sick (see below 

an example from Ice Age, p. 238). Some rude characters may take pride in their 

distinctive farts and like to play with them (making use of the factors listed above) and 

to teach others their special techniques etc. For example, in Despicable Me II (2013, 

21.30-22.00), the Minions make a ‘21-Fart Gun’408 salute in honor of Dr. Nefario’s 

departure by ejecting twenty-one brown ‘farts’ from shower head-like guns (figure 4.8-

7). But Dr. Nefario counts 22 because one of the Minions actually farts (with exactly 

the same sound as the salute farts, creating an incongruity between the difference in 

meaning and intention between the salute farts and an actual fart and their identical 

sonic properties). 

 
Figure 4.8-7 Minions play the ‘21-Fart Gun’ salute in honour of Dr. Nefario’s departure 

in Despicable Me II (2013). 

 

Similar to the potential lethality of discordant singing discussed in section 3.6, the 

power of farts can be exaggerated with regard to odour, sound waves and blast. A gassy 

chalicothere’s resonant fart in Ice Age: The Meltdown (2006, 60.40-61.00) blows open 

Sid’s mouth and blights a flower (figure 4.8-8). Sid responds with ‘That puts the ‘stink’ 

in extinction’,409 and the chalicothere feels sorry for Sid. Some robots in Robots (2005, 

39.30-41.10) play with armpit fart noises in the house until Aunt Fanny shows them a 

real, extremely dangerous fart that lasts for 7 seconds. The sound/blast wave activates 

the alarm, triggers an earthquake and shakes the screen (i.e. it – literally – breaks the 

fourth wall), and causes the Lamppost robot in front of the house to cough to death 

(figure 4.8-9). Aunt Fanny’s fart scene is completely offscreen. Audiences can only 

 
408 Fart Gun is an unpractical weapon created by Dr. Nefario. It distributes brown gas that sounds and 
smells like a real fart.  
409 This contains linguistic incongruity: a) in written form, ‘stink’ is not actually part of ‘extinction’; b) 
in spoken form, ‘extinction’ and ‘extinction’ would sound exactly the same. 
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hear the fart sounds, the noise people make and the alarm sound coming out of the 

building; taken together, this soundscape is enough to allow the audience to ‘see’ the 

chaotic scene in the house and the lethality of the fart as a comedic ‘weapon’.  

  
Figure 4.8-8 A chalicothere’s fart blows open Sid’s mouth and blights a flower in Ice 

Age: The Meltdown (2006). 

 
Figure 4.8-9 The Lamppost robot dies of Aunt Fanny’s fart in Robots (2005). 

 

Another way of using fart sound effects is to play them in a quasi-musical way by giving 

them a rhythm and melody, comparing the farts to the sounds of a musical instrument 

(for an example, see Family Guy discussed in section 4.4.2.2, p. 218). 

 

Other sounds that sound like farts can also create similar comic effects. Baymax, an 

adorable, plus-sized inflatable robot in Big Hero 6 (2014, 32.00-32.20, 35.50-36.30) 

gets stuck in the window of a warehouse during tan exploration. He lets out some air to 

become slimmer (figure 4.8-10 (a)). The exhaust noise (lasting for thirteen seconds) 

sounds like he is farting but there is no proof because his lower part of the body is 

offscreen. Later in the police office, the fizzing noise starts again. This time it is the air 

leaking from the holes on his left arm. The pitch becomes higher and higher with each 

hole taped up by Baymax (figure 4.8-10 (b)). This is physically accurate but sounds 
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even funnier.410 The fart-like sounds last fifteen seconds for his left arm and another 

twelve seconds for the right one. Audiences have to wait for him to complete the 

mending of his own musical body and listen to the sounds of escaping air in different 

tunes for almost half a minute! 

 
(a) Baymax gets stuck in the window of a warehouse, so he has to let out some air (left); 

(b) Baymax tapes up the holes on his arm (right). 

Figure 4.8-10 Baymax releases the gas in Big Hero 6 (2014). 

 

In summary, sound effects can either be used ‘positively’ to replace offensive, taboo 

sounds, or can be used ‘negatively’ as taboo sounds themselves. The reason I add 

quotation marks here is that both of the ways highlight or create taboo-related humour 

in a nonserious way and thus contribute to the humour of the anime or animations. 

 

 

Conclusion 
This chapter discusses seven different categories of techniques and aspects of sound 

effects that can enhance or create humour together with images, dialogue and other 

audiovisual elements in anime/animations. As with chapter three, my classification and 

examples do not try to cover all possible types of the humorous use of sound effects, 

but those most typical for the kinds of films and TV shows I am discussing.    

 

Section 4.1 helps readers to better understand the general characteristics and differences 

of sound effects in Japanese anime, American animated TV series and animated films 

which to some degree influence their different functions to contribute to humour. 

Sections 4.2-4.8 are not independent of one another. Section 4.2, about sound effects 

emphasizing visuals, is one of the most fundamental functions of sound effects, and I 

 
410 In effect, in the instruments playing, the more of the holes are covered up by the player’s fingers, the 
longer the air column in the instrument and therefore the lower the pitch. This may, in fact, be an 
additional little joke: that what we see and what we hear do not actually match. 
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list some interesting uses of this aspect. As a matter of fact, we can say many of the 

sound effects in the following sections also point out something in the images, but at 

the same time they play other roles to create humour. Sections 4.3 and 4.4, about 

onomatopoeia and sound metaphors, are aspects that are specific to sound effects and 

differ from music. Section 4.5 prepares the ground for section 4.6 to explain why the 

intertextual borrowing of sound effects is more restricted in its possibilities and impact 

than that of music. If we compare chapter four with chapter three, we find that some 

aspects and techniques of the use of music that produce humour also apply to sound 

effects. For example, sound effects can also be repeatedly used and point to other 

relevant scenes (section 4.5 vs section 3.2) and can be borrowed from other texts 

(section 4.6 vs section 3.3). Sound effects can also create narrative metalepses (section 

3.4); I have not discussed this extensively in chapter four, but there are some examples 

of such metalepses in different sections. Sections 4.7 and 4.8 correspond to sections 3.6 

and 3.7 and discuss cases of superiority humour and taboo-related humour, though for 

both, incongruities still play a major role in explaining the functions of the audiovisual 

humour.  
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5. Conclusion 

 

This thesis attempts to classify and discuss various strategies of using music and sound 

effects to enhance or create humour in animation, using examples from selected popular 

American comedy animated films, animation TV series and Japanese anime (series) in 

the 21st century. The thesis applies humour theory (principally incongruity theory) to 

examine and explain the mechanics of audio-visual humour in those cases, an 

interdisciplinary approach that has not been systematically used in the existing 

literature. I hope that it helps readers to understand why some uses of music and sounds 

cause humour while others do not and to realize there are a number of typical strategies 

for music and sounds that can contribute to humour in animated films and TV.   

 

Music and sound effects are discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 4 respectively, both 

divided into seven sections discussing different techniques or aspects that contribute to 

audiovisual humour. But this arrangement does not mean that music and sounds engage 

with humour in completely different ways. They both can underline crucial elements of 

the images to emphasise visual humour (see sections 2.3, 2.4, 3.5, 4.2 and 4.8.1). They 

both can be endowed with certain meanings if repeatedly used in similar circumstances 

(see sections 3.2.1 and 4.5). They both can be involved in either single or articulated 

humour events. They both can achieve metalepses - shortcuts between two narrative 

levels (see sections 3.4 and 4.2.2). They can both be borrowed from other media (see 

sections 3.3 and 4.6). They both can participate in either juxtaposed or chronological 

incongruity humour, in superiority humour (see sections 3.6 and 4.7) and in taboo-

related humour (see sections 3.7 and 4.8). They both can be endowed with a comedic 

tone and sound unserious or funny on their own (see sections 3.1 and 4.1). But whatever 

their purposes and sonic aspects, music and sound effects cannot be analysed without 

considering the visuals in films and TV; they are always part of multimedia art. This 

does not just apply to their relationship with images; they can both be connected with 

words: lyrics in songs (see section 3.3, 3.6 and 3.7), onomatopoeia (see section 4.3) and 

sounds covering/underlining words (see section 3.7.2.1 and 4.8.2). Many of the 

examples discussed in each section refer to more than one technique or aspect. Some 

of them are mentioned two or more times in different sections. 
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The aspects and techniques this thesis discusses are certainly not an exhaustive list of 

the methods of creating audiovisual humour in comedy animations/anime, nor are these 

aspects and techniques specific to animations and anime. The main analytical chapters 

of this thesis are structured the techniques or aspects of sounds and music, rather than 

by the comparison of different forms of animations. Even so, I use this final chapter to 

mention three aspects of the topic that do not have an obvious place in the structure of 

the preceding four chapters: 1) key points concerning the comparison of music and 

sounds in US animations and Japanese anime (and as part of that comparison, examples 

for the integration of music and sound effects are more typical for American animations 

than for anime); 2) some specific features of animations/anime in the use of 

music/sounds for humorous purposes, compared with live-action films and TV; 3) 

avenues for future research.   

 

 

5.1. Comparison of American animations and Japanese anime  

As mentioned before, this thesis does not aim to produce a comparison of the features 

and functions of music and sound in generating humour in Japanese anime and US-

American animated films and TV series in the 21st century – the repertoire was chosen 

because these two national cinematic and televisual traditions are the most popular ones 

in the world today, and thus likely to provide a wide range of examples. A comparative 

study, as interesting as it would be, would be a very different project that would require 

closer looks at cultural and media histories, genres, specific studios and production 

companies and individuals. Currently, there is no literature that does anything like this, 

and so this is also a call for further study. Even so, after my discussion of many 

categories and examples, I would like to list at least some of the obvious differences, 

based on my own watching and listening, even if for now this is quite general and 

incomplete.  

 

• Continuity of music 

The usage of music and sound in the majority of anime is so flexible that numerous 

uncorrelated short pieces and cues in distinct musical styles and moods and various and 

often exaggerated sound effects can be played in quick succession or with only short 
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gaps between them, usually in response to equally quick-moving plots. For example, in 

a scene in Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun (2014, ep 7, 4.30-7.00), when the high school 

students are buying dresses and toys at a shopping mall, six different types of music 

and around twenty different cartoon sound effects are employed to accompany and 

underline one humour moment after another (table 5.1-1). The switches from one 

fragmentary musical cue or sound effect to the next are quite straightforward and abrupt, 

seemingly without too much consideration for the integrality of the overall coherence 

of the soundtrack. This obviously breaks the continuity and fluency of the narration, 

but the advantage is that even viewers without knowledge and experience of anime can 

tell the differences of mood and emotion and feel the dramatic effects the soundtrack 

contributes. It thus facilitates the audiences to capture the humour caused by 

conspicuous exaggeration, contradiction and surprise. This sonic strategy can be traced 

back to Japanese hayashi (see section 1.2.2.1) and is also influenced by classic US 

cartoons (of the Looney Tunes kind), in which quick changes of musical style and 

copious use of sound effects create a specific type of soundtrack that fits the quick 

succession of gags on the plot/visual plane. But it is quite difficult to find similar 

examples in current American animated TV series, and music actually plays a vital role 

in providing continuity in feature-length animated American films – the very opposite 

of the anime aesthetic.  

 

Table 5.1-1 An audiovisual analysis of the shots in Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun (2014) 

No. Time Scene Music and sounds Humour 

1 4.34-
4.49 

Nozaki helps Sakura choose a 
sailor suit in the shopping mall as 
if he behaved thoughtfully 
towards his ‘girlfriend’. 

Upbeat and light 
electronic music 

 
 
 
 
Descending 
incongruity  2 

 
4.49-
4.53 

But in reality, Nozaki wants to 
use Sakura’s photo as material 
for his manga drawings (girls 
also wear sailor suits in 
pornographic manga and 
occasions in Japan). 

A drip sound effect 
ends the music after 
Nozaki’s words; then 
a harsh sound effect 
underlines other 
people’s shock 

3 4.54-
5.15 

Nozaki decides to try the suit on 
himself. 

Upbeat and fast-
tempo electronic 
music  
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4 
 

5.16-
5.19 

Nozaki, a well-built, handsome 
student, completely fails to put 
on a girl’s suit in a small size and 
ends up looking ridiculous 
(figure 5.1-1).   

Scene underlined by  
bass drums beat 
twice 

Juxtaposed 
incongruity  

5 
(c) 

5.20-
5.30 

Nozaki is annoyed by his 
muscles because they make him 
unable to wear the girl’s dress. 
He is miserable that he may lose 
the material he wanted to support 
his manga work. 

 Piano music 
resembling the style 
of Friedrich List’s 
Hungarian Rhapsody 
(upward fast arpeggio 
ending with two 
bright bold chords) 

Juxtaposed 
incongruity 

6 5.30-
5.40 

They carry on shopping. Upbeat (nondiegetic) 
songs 

 

7 
(d) 

5.41-
6.03 

They find their friend is buying a 
maiden Garage Kit411 in an 
erotic dress. The atmosphere is 
embarrassing. 

Gloomy electronic 
music 

 

8 6.03-
7.0 

Nozaki has no feeling for the 
opposite sex and is only 
interested in his manga. His calm 
but unusual reactions toward the 
sexy models shock other students 
for several times.  

Upbeat electronic 
music in the 
background, harsh 
sound effects 
underlining other 
people’s shock  

Successive 
descending 
incongruitie
s  

 

 
Figure 5.1-1 The boy tries on girls’ dress in Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun (2014, ep 7). 

 

• Variability of music  

 
411 Garage kit: an assembly scale model kit portraying humans or other living creatures. 
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The design and production of music and sound effects in many present American 

animated films are no less lavish or elaborate than those in the big-budget Hollywood 

live-action films. The soundtrack integrates smoothly with the images. The 

orchestration, dynamics, tempo and mood change in line with the images, dialogue and 

overall narration. The beginning and the end of a musical cue and the transition from 

one cue to the next are also natural and flexible in order to achieve different purposes: 

highlighting certain elements, providing an atmosphere or emotion, linking separate 

scenes etc. In comparison, there are few changes of dynamics or tempo within one cue 

in most anime (as well in as some American animated TV series). Music usually starts 

with the appearance of certain elements in the visuals and is played straightforwardly 

with few transitional features (fade-in, fade-out, anticipation, suspension etc.). In 

American films, if the music and sounds are played right on close-ups of characters or 

with POV shots, viewers may assume that they are internal diegetic music and sounds 

played in the characters’ minds or suggesting the inner state of the characters. But in 

anime, the same kind of coincidence does not allow such a conclusion, because this is 

simply the anime style of using nondiegetic music (and sound effects), though there are 

also a few counter-examples, and the interpretation still depends on the specific 

situation.  

 

• Techniques of music and sound effects 

On the whole, American animations, especially animated films, use a wider range of 

techniques to create humour than anime. Of those techniques, this thesis particularly 

discusses musical intertextuality (section 3.3) and musical self-reflexivity (section 3.4). 

Thus, more examples in these two sections are from American animations. They are 

generally better at exploring the diverse possibilities of incongruities generated by the 

similarities and differences between lyrics, musical style and images in cases of pre-

existing music and the incongruities caused by metalepses between music on different 

levels of narration.  

 

Sound effects can also be used with these two techniques to create humour, but the 

range of options and effects is more limited due to the - compared to music - lower 

recognizability of sound effects. They are discussed in sections 4.2.2 and 4.6, and they 

are more typical for anime and American animated TV series. Beyond these, sound 
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effects can also achieve sonic metaphors (section 4.4) to create humour, something very 

difficult to do with music.  

 

• Onomatopoeia and sound effects  

Japanese uses far more onomatopoeia – both in terms of types and of quantity - than 

English. Japanese manga usually use many more written onomatopoeia than American 

comics to describe the sounds, movements and emotions in the fictional world. There 

are numerous connections between the onomatopoeia in manga or comics and the sound 

effects in anime or animations that are adapted from or influenced by manga or comics. 

Onomatopoeia can influence the use of sound effects in anime/animations. They can 

also appear onscreen or be spoken by characters or voiceover and create humour in 

different ways, which are part of the characteristics of the majority of anime since many 

of them are adapted from manga, while only a few American animated films or TV 

series are adapted comic books or borrow onomatopoeic elements from comics. 

 

• Music synchronization and sound effects 

Anime hardly use synchronized (nondiegetic) music (whether loosely synchronized or 

Mickey-Mousing) to underline visual elements as American animations usually do to 

enhance/create humour or for other purposes. Instead, it is the large number of various 

sound effects that are in sync with the visuals to emphasize specific movements, states, 

expressions, emotions etc. and enhance the sense of the vitality of the whole. While in 

American animation, synchronized music that flexibly adapts to the images plays an 

important role to underline movements and that can either take the place of diegetic 

sounds, coexist with them or integrate the sounds with music. 

 

Sound effects in American animation films are closer to those in live-action films and 

are typically used to emphasize the reality of diegetic sounds while anime and some 

American animation TV series (especially one containing slapstick elements) rely on 

synthetic cartoon sound effects bought from SFX libraries to enliven the physical or 

mental activities on screen (even if many of these activities do not make sounds in 

reality). Many of the Japanese cartoon sound effects do not sound strange to American 

audiences because anime makers have learnt from and purchase many of the sounds 

they use from American SFX libraries. Anime attach importance to the psychological 
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description of characters, and sound effects play their part to enrich and underline 

mental activities as well as physical activities, while American animation emphasizes 

more a character’s physical states and movements, and the sound effects 

correspondingly mainly accompany those.    

 

• Humour related to social taboos 

Much of the (relief) humour caused by social taboo issues in anime/animations are 

embodied in rude lyrics in songs and dialogue that are accompanied and/or highlighted 

by music or sound effects. In sections 3.7 and 4.8, the majority of examples are 

collected from anime and American animation TV series (especially animated sitcoms 

and adult animations) that cater specifically for older teenagers or adults’ interests. 

However, the majority of contemporary popular American animated films targets 

audiences of almost all ages,412 so they contain few images, music or dialogue hinting 

at or referring to cruel violence and eroticism (though playing with bodily functions is 

less problematic). 

 

• The relationship between music and sounds 

Sound effects and music in anime are almost completely separated from each other and 

it is only the sound effects that underline concrete details in the images. An exception 

is the situations when striking sound effects are used to interrupt a music cue to stress 

change in the plot and on the image track, including the sudden appearance of a funny 

image or the turning point of an unserious surprise. Another example of sounds 

interrupting/covering up the music are beep sounds (or other similar sounds) covering 

rude words in lyrics and thus temporally interfering with music (see the example of Gin 

Tama in section 3.7.2.1 (p. 160). However, this relationship is more complicated in 

American animation. Here I list three other common situations: 

 

1) Sounds go along with or are replaced by synchronized music. Since both music 

synchronization and sound effects play a role in stamping an acoustic key on moments 

and movements on the image track, they can be played at the same time to emphasize 

 
412 Stan Beeler claims that music and songs in contemporary animations cater for both kids and young 
parents when family audience become a significant component of the market. Stan Beeler, ‘Songs for 
the Older Set: Music and Multiple Demographics in Shrek, Madagascar and Happy Feet’, in Children’s 
Film in the Digital Age: Essays on Audience, Adaptation and Consumer Culture ed.by Karin Beeler and 
Stan Beeler (Jefferson, NC: McFarland 2015), pp. 28-36. 
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something (the most common case) or be used separately. Synchronized music 

sometimes replaces part of or even all of the sound effects. Chords/notes of varied 

volume, tempo, pitch and harmony stand in for sounds that are used to exaggerate 

actions while they also deemphasize any implied violence. An extreme example occurs 

in The Fairly OddParents (2003, 3: 15a, 04.20-10.30): all sounds and voices are 

removed from the world by the magic and old Max Steiner-style Mickey-Mousing is 

used to replace all the sounds and underline the movements as in the silent film era, e.g. 

using a marimba trill to substitute and highlight the sound and movement of lips 

quivering (figure 5.1-2), rolling eyes, characters picking their ears etc.    

 
Figure 5.1-2 A furious man with quivering lips in The Fairly OddParents (2003, 3: 

15a). 

 

2) Sounds are integrated into the music. Diegetic sounds are slotted into a nondiegetic 

musical rhythm. Sounds and music from different levels of narration are integrated into 

a whole. This usually happens in musical scenes involving an ‘audio dissolve’ as 

discussed in section 3.4.5 (p. 151), in which random sounds are gradually ‘musicalized’ 

and become part of the musical number. In Phineas and Ferb (2008, 1: 22, 11.00-13.20), 

a librarian complains that he has lost his sense of rhythm, but the noise he makes when 

stamping and thumping books (figure 5.1-3) soon creates a spontaneous and catchy 

improvised rhythm, then the dialogue follows this rhythm and becomes a rap, then 

supra-diegetic musical accompaniment and diegetic singing join in, making the whole 

into a musical scene. People may not take this transition as an especially funny scene if 

they are familiar with the conventional operation of music in animations. The funny 

incongruity in this case is between a) the librarian’s claim ‘I ain’t got rhythm’ and b) 

the fact that his work actually leads into a fairly rhythmic musical performance. (The 

other aspect of the scene is that it is a parody of the procedure of an audio dissolve and 

the resulting supra-diegetic musical number.) 
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Figure 5.1-3 The librarian stamps the books rhythmically in Phineas and Ferb (2008, 

1: 22). 

 

3. Sounds are used in a quasi-musical way with regard to either rhythm or pitch (or 

both). See the example of Family Guy in section 4.4.2.2 (p. 218): the sounds of farts 

are endowed with rhythm and melody and form a fart duo. The acoustic metaphors that 

compare the sound of farts to music or, say, compares buttons to instruments create 

incongruities and humour. Various rhythmic and pitched sounds can also form a quasi-

musical performance accompanied by supra-diegetic music (rather than simply being 

integrated into the music). In Mickey’s Twice Upon a Christmas (2004, ‘Donald’s Gift’, 

36.30-37.40), Donald hears a succession of sounds in the mall, including the sounds of 

bursting cocoa bubbles and dropping coins, clinking wine glasses, the impact sound of 

toy balls, people’s footsteps, barking (figure 5.1-4), sounds of nails being hammered 

and the sounds of a juicer, all to the tune and rhythm of the song ‘We Wish You a Merry 

Christmas’. Then nondiegetic background music is added, and almost every object and 

people in the mall make sounds in different ways that are all intertwined with each other 

and form a piece of music (and another parody of the implausible processes that lead 

into musical numbers in film musicals).   

 
Figure 5.1-4 The pups bark to the tune and rhythm of ‘We Wish You a Merry Christmas’ 

in Mickey’s Twice Upon a Christmas (2004). 

 

Except for sound effects, the diegetic voice (not a singing voice) as a kind of sound can 

also be integrated into or echo nondiegetic music and cause an incongruity. Whether 
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the scene is funny or not depends on the question of whether the incongruity is treated 

in an unserious way. In The LEGO Movie (2014, 18.10-18.40), hapless Emmet drops 

into Lego’s Old West World from the sky by mistake. He is scared and yells ‘Ah’, 

which lasts for 14 seconds. His yelp interweaves with the background nondiegetic 

cowboy song with another ‘Ah’, in a hoarse voice, in the lyrics. They match well, as if 

Emmet is ‘singing’ with the music. But the song is played to reflect West World’s bold 

and unconstrained musical character; it is not a cry for help like Emmet’s ‘Ah’, which 

creates the second incongruity and also superiority humour. A different example occurs 

in Gin Tama (2006, 1: 10, 21.00-21.20), when Kagura exhausts her superpower to save 

her best pet that has been kidnapped by robbers, her lethally supersonic yell overturns 

their car. The incongruity lies in the fact that Kagura’s loud yell and the nondiegetic 

electric guitar have the same pitch. They are from different levels of narration but their 

pitch is the same, and they cooperate well. But this does not cause humour because the 

purpose and the effect of the voice and the music is coincident. Music prolongs her 

vocal utterance and helps to reinforce and extend its power. What’s more, at least in 

this scene, she is seriously fighting with the robbers and the situation is urgent (although 

overall, this is a comedy anime and she often does something absurd).  

  
Figure 5.1-5 Emmet drops from the sky 

and yells in The LEGO Movie (2014). 

Figure 5.1-6 Kagura’s loud yell overturns 

the car in Gin Tama (2006). 

 

 

5.2. Some strengths of animation compared with live-action films and TV  

Firstly, I need to point out again that the aspects and techniques of music and sound 

effects discussed in this thesis are of course not exclusive to the repertoire that has been 

studied, that is, American comedy animation or Japanese comedy anime. Many of them 

can be and regularly are also applied in films and TV of many other forms, genres, 

periods and places as long as music and sounds make contributions to funny scenes. 
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Here I want to summarize several features of animation that make it superior in its 

capacity for creating humour compared with live-action films and TV, based on the 

observation of the examples in this thesis and my experience of watching live-action 

comedy films and TV. 

 

The design of the look and movements of animated figures and backgrounds in comedy 

anime/animations do not need to be bound by reality and conventional logic and can be 

either more exaggerated, ridiculous, unimaginable than in live-action films and TV, 

whether comedies or not. Viewers thus are more likely to let down their defences and 

treat what they see and hear in a playful mindset, a mindset that provides a basic premise 

of humour, according to humour theory. They also render misfortunes or taboo-related 

issues in images or dialogues less offensive and serious. For instance, it is impossible 

or would be far too brutal to depict a real character who is squashed into a piece, but it 

can be funny in animation, especially accompanied with comical squeak sound effects 

(see the censor monkeys in figure 4.8-1, section 4.8.1, p. 246).  

 

As the examples in section 3.4 show, the metalepsis of music and sounds on different 

narrative levels relies on the transformation of scenes or the suddenly appearing 

objects/characters, which is not difficult for animated pictures to achieve. Animated 

characters are often free to behave more nonsensically or illogically than live-action 

characters. They are allowed to make use of various ways to break the fourth wall to 

create humour. Beyond the examples mentioned in this thesis, in almost every episode 

of Gin Tama, the characters break the fourth wall to advertise, ridicule or complain 

about the plot or other characters (in both Gin Tama and other works). Influenced by 

the American tradition of film musicals and of the dissolves that lead into musical 

numbers, audiences are used to these techniques and can appreciate them when they 

occur. A number of American animations are also good at naturally transiting into 

(quasi-)musical performance scenes to express a kind of festival or dramatic emotion, 

although many of them are not mainly for comic effect. 

 

A technique often used in animation films and TV is to play/sing pre-existing music 

and sounds from live-action films, TV or other sources in similar, but slightly different 

situations. Anthropomorphic animals or objects, exaggerated facial expressions and 

body movements, and fantastic backgrounds in animations create incongruity with 
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those in the original scene. For example, the scene of Zootopia discussed in section 

3.3.3.2 (pp. 109-11): comparing the cute and undersized arctic shrew governing a group 

of oversized wild animals with Marlon Brando’s classic Italian mafia boss is to mock 

both the shrew and the mafia in an extremely exaggerated way that cannot be achieved 

in a live-action film. Intertextual borrowing of music and sounds can, in principle, of 

course also go the other way, from animated films and TV to live-action, but that seems 

to happen much less frequently.  

 

Animated films and TV are also abundant in imaginative metaphoric images and sounds. 

It is more practicable for animated characters/objects in various shapes to modulate 

their outlook in an exaggerated way than it is for live-action comedians and realistic 

objects. It is also easier for the audiences to accept hearing sounds from animated 

characters and objects that do not match what they look like (because in the end, they 

are just drawn or painted or computer-generated images). 

 

Music in animations/anime seems to be more easily intelligible and lively than in many 

live-action films and TV, in order to cater to audiences in younger age groups. Using 

funny instruments in extreme registers or funny voices and flexible or unexpected 

musical structures and styles are common approaches for animations to enhance or 

create humour. 

 

Generally speaking, animation tends to use more synchronized music or artificial sound 

effects than live-action films and TV to compensate for the absence of the natural 

sounds and to enhance the sense of the vitality of the moving images. Mickey-Mousing 

– a term that is derived from animated cartoons - is still a welcome technique in today’s 

American animation and makes it distinct from many live-action films and TV. 

Although contemporary animation does not rely as heavily on tightly synchronized 

music as those in the Golden Age, it is still used in scenes that contain more dynamic 

physical movements and less dialogue. 

 

Synthetic cartoon sound effects are almost exclusive to animation. Even 

animation/anime adapted live-action films use far fewer of these sounds. Gin Tama 2: 

The Law is Surely There to Be Broken (a live-action film, 2018) is based on episodes 

83, 101-105, 151 and 152 of the anime of the same name and by and large reconstructs 
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many of the anime scenes (figure 5.2.1). It keeps or rearranges a few typical carton 

sound effects from the anime (incongruities arise when the actors try hard to ‘ruin’ their 

images as pop stars and make exaggerate or awkward movements, facial expressions 

and unrealistic sounds to imitate anime characters), but the majority of sounds do not 

differ greatly from those in other live-action films. In animation, carton sound effects 

play important roles in stressing and enlivening the elements in the images (including 

unheard physical movements/states and mental activities usually reflected by visual 

symbols and abstract screen tone in anime), rather than to reflect MSIs, sources or other 

specific information about the sounds in the fictional world, as sounds in live-action 

films and TV usually do. They can either underline funny elements in visuals in an 

unserious, and exaggerated way, weaken the sense of offence, rudeness and seriousness, 

amplify the incongruity of an unexpected surprise or create incongruities with the 

images.  

 
Figure 5.2.1 The trio accidentally cut off the Shogun’s hair so they pull back the hair 

that deforms his face and put a dog turd (censored by mosaic) on his head to replace of 

his topknot (anime series-left, ep 152, 12.00-19.50; film-right, 36.30-42.00). Different 

comedic cartoon sound effects are used in the two works when the turd is placed on the 

head.  

 

Onscreen written onomatopoeia and spoken onomatopoeia (in animations or anime 

influenced by or adapted from comics or manga) are also the features that live-action 

films and TV largely lack. The improper translations (from Japanese to English or other 

languages), unusual ways of using words as onomatopoeia, (redundant) spoken 

onomatopoeia in unsuitable situations, and personified onomatopoeia can all cause 

incongruity and humour.  
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5.3. Future research  

This thesis approached a limited range of material from a particular perspective, and 

there are at least three different aspects of the topic that call for future research, in 

different directions: 

 

• Humour theory 

This thesis uses incongruity theory and its development as the leading theory to explain 

the mechanism of humour. But as I mention in chapter two, there are limitations to this 

theory. It only focuses on the mechanisms of humour without considering its emotional 

nature. It does not answer the question of why people engage in humorous behaviour 

at all. It fails to consider individual variations and influences on an individual’s 

perception and interpretation of incongruity and humour. It does not work for nonsense 

humour. These issues are not specific to this thesis, of course, and apply to other fields 

where incongruity theory is used, but developments in humour theory in a direction that 

combines the insights of incongruity theory with other approaches to arrive at a more 

comprehensive understanding of how humour works might also allow a more 

comprehensive discussion of some of the aspects of the material in this thesis. 

 

• Sample 

This thesis takes its examples from popular American comedy animations and Japanese 

comedy anime in the 21st century and does not aim for a comparative analysis of these 

two traditions and repertoires. Such a comparative analysis would be one way of 

developing the topic, and also comparisons between American and/or Japanese and 

other animation traditions. Such comparative studies would have to take a wide range 

of historical, cultural and social factors into account, something for which this thesis – 

which aimed at a charting and mapping of different techniques for using music and 

sound for humorous purposes – does not have the space.  

 

• Aspects to be studied 

Beyond the techniques and aspects of music and sounds studied in this thesis, there are 

other aspects of music, sounds and voices it would be worthwhile to explore, such as 

wordplay in lyrics, the unique voices of dubbers, structural features of the music used, 

the intentional anticipation, suspension or delay of sound effects etc., which can all 
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more or less influence or create humour. The main reasons that I have not included or 

expanded upon these topics in this thesis (though some of them are mentioned in 

different sections) are because of the limitations of the word count, time and the number 

of samples I have been able to discuss in sufficient detail. Many more and perhaps 

different uses of these techniques and aspects could certainly be found if a wider 

repertoire – in terms of period, genre and cinematic or televisual tradition – were 

studied.  

 

Besides these possible avenues to develop the topic, there is also the in-depth study of 

the way the different aspects and elements of the creation of humour in an individual 

screen-media text work together. This thesis has largely focused on individual humour 

moments (and a few articulated gags) as examples for developing a map of the different 

aspects of music and sounds used for the support of the creation of humour. The study 

of individual films or TV shows (or episodes from them) would allow the analysis of 

the integration of different techniques across such a text and the creation of a particular 

tone or style of humour. The quantity and kind of humour cases, the frequency and the 

intervals between them and the emotional variations across a whole text all need to be 

considered. Greg Smith (2003) utilizes approaches from cognitive psychology and 

neurology and introduces the concept of emotion cuing to explain how a film is 

structured to elicit emotion in its viewers, which provides an empirically grounded 

framework for the study of humour or other types of emotions in a broad range of films. 

 

Finally, I would like to say that although this thesis merely explores the mechanics of 

audio-visual humour and does not consider the joy it brings us, humour deserves to be 

savoured and treasured as one of the most charming but elusive gifts bestowed upon 

human beings. 
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